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Academy of Dental Materials Annual Student Award:
Grace M. Kim
This senior award is sponsored by the Academy of Dental Materials 
to recognize a senior student who has achieved distinction in 
clinical research utilizing dental materials and has demonstrated 
extensive interest in the subject matter. 

Academy of Dentistry for Persons with Disabilities:
Madeline M. Conboy
This award was created in 2001 to recognize a senior student 
who has demonstrated sincere interest and concern for the 
dental needs of persons with disabilities. This student has shown 
excellence in, and commitment to, this area of dentistry.

Academy of General Dentistry Senior Student Dental Award:
Thomas J. Manzione
This award is given to the senior dental student who exhibits 
potential for becoming an outstanding general dentist. The 
selected student has indicated a desire to practice general 
dentistry, has maintained an academic scholastic balance between 
the clinical and didactic courses of study, and has demonstrated 
outstanding attributes conducive to exceptionally fine doctor-
patient relationships.

Academy of Operative Dentistry Award:
Bruno Gutierres Rodrigues
The Academy of Operative Dentistry sponsors this award that 
recognizes a senior student who exemplifies outstanding 
achievement in operative dentistry. 

Academy of Osseointegration Outstanding Dental Student in 
Implant Dentistry Award:
Julia Bokyung Kim
The Academy of Osseointegration’s over 5,200 members share 
the common goal of moving the field of osseointegrated implants 
forward through clinical and evidence-based research and 
education. This award recognizes the most deserving student in 
the education, research and/or experiences in dental implants.

American Academy of Esthetic Dentistry Student Award of Merit:
Kumudra T. Soe
The American Academy of Esthetic Dentistry sponsors this award to 
recognize a senior student who has demonstrated the most clinical 
proficiency and greatest interest in esthetic dentistry.

American Academy of Implant Dentistry Dental Student Award:
Andrew Gary Lum
The American Academy of Implant Dentistry sponsors this award 
to recognize a dental student who has demonstrated the most 
interest, academically and clinically, in implant dentistry.

American Academy of Periodontology Dental Student Achievement 
Award:
Erica L. Kleinbaum
The American Academy of Periodontology sponsors this award to 
recognize a senior student who has displayed the highest level of 
academic and clinical achievement related to Periodontics. 

American Association of Endodontists Student Achievement 
Award:
Mai J. Awadallah
The American Association of Endodontists sponsors this award for 
a senior dental student who has demonstrated above average skill 
in the area of Endodontics during their dental training.

American Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons Dental 
Implant Student Award:
Julia Bokyung Kim
The American Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons 
provides this annual award to recognize a graduating dental 
student who has demonstrated outstanding achievement and 
performance related to the placement and restoration of dental 
implants.

American Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons Dental 
Student Award:
Jesse Blaze Feuerstein
This annual award recognizes a dental school graduating senior 
who has demonstrated exemplary aptitude and achievement in 
Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery.

American College of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons Award:
Steven J. Tucker
This award recognizes a dental school graduating senior who has 
displayed the highest level of academic and clinical achievement 
in Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery and has demonstrated an 
exceptional commitment to pursuing a career in the field.

American Association of Public Health Dentistry Dental Student 
Recognition Award for Achievement in Community Dentistry and 
Dental Public Health:
Melody Chou
The American Association of Public Health Dentistry sponsors this 
award for a senior dental student who has demonstrated a special 
interest and achievement in Community Dentistry and Dental 
Public Health.

Class of 2019

Class Officers
Presidents  Benjamin D. Smith, D2019

 Oliver E. Austria, DI2019

Vice President  Ashley Mullaney

Treasurer  John V. Calabrese

Secretary  Nari Park

Professional Organization Sponsored Awards
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American College of Dentists Award:
Benjamin D. Smith
Awarded at the Yankee Dental Congress meeting in January 2019 
and sponsored by the New England Section of the American 
College of Dentists, the award recipient is chosen by the school’s 
department chairs to recognize that student who most nearly 
embodies the professional ideals of the American College of 
Dentists and maintains high ethical and moral standards. 

American Dental Society of Anesthesiology Horace Wells Senior 
Student Award:
Grace M. Kim
This senior award is sponsored by the American Dental Society 
of Anesthesiology to recognize a senior dental student who has 
shown proficiency in the field of anesthesiology in dentistry.

International Congress of Oral Implantologists/Sullivan-Schein 
Dental Predoctoral Achievement Award:
Taylor Jared Sutton
This award is co-sponsored by Sullivan-Schein Dental and the 
International Congress of Oral Implantologists. The award 
recognizes a student interested in oral implantology, and connects 
that student with the world’s largest implant dentistry educational 
organization, and world’s premier dental provider of dental 
products. This award was established in 1991 for the senior dental 
student who displays the greatest interest in and commitment to 
Oral Implantology/Implant Dentistry.

The American Academy of Oral and Maxillofacial Pathology Dental 
Student Award:
Jessaca Shonté York
The American Academy of Oral and Maxillofacial Pathology 
sponsors this award that recognizes a senior dental student who 
has demonstrated exemplary aptitude and achievement in Oral 
and Maxillofacial Pathology.

The American Academy of Oral and Maxillofacial Radiology 
Achievement Award:
Grace M. Kim
The American Academy of Oral and Maxillofacial Radiology 
sponsors this award to recognize a senior student who has 
demonstrated special interest and accomplishment in Oral and 
Maxillofacial Radiology.

The American Academy of Oral Medicine Certificate of Merit and 
Award:
Swaitha S. Maripuri
The American Academy of Oral Medicine sponsors this award to 
recognize a senior student who has demonstrated proficiency 
in the clinical management of medically complex patients, the 
diagnosis and non-surgical management of medically-related 
conditions of the oral and maxillofacial regions, has high academic 
achievement, and interest in the discipline of oral medicine.

The American Academy of Orofacial Pain Outstanding Senior 
Award:
Vance Gregory Consalvo
The American Academy of Orofacial Pain sponsors this award 
to recognize an outstanding senior dental student who has 
demonstrated the greatest commitment and interest to the study 
of temporomandibular disorders (TMD) and orofacial pain.

The American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry Certificate of Merit 
Predoctoral Student Award:
David A. Abazari
The American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry sponsors this award 
to recognize a senior student who is judged by the faculty to be the 
most outstanding in the field of dentistry for children. 

The American Association of Orthodontists Award:
Benjamin D. Smith
The American Association of Orthodontists sponsors this award 
to recognize a senior dental student who has demonstrated 
exceptional interest in the development of the Oro-Facial complex.

The American Association of Women Dentists (AAWD) Dr. Eleanor J. 
Bushee Senior Student Dental Award:
Nancy B. Epstein
This award was renamed in 1998 in honor of Dr. Eleanor J. 
Bushee, whose personal and professional accomplishments 
include being past president of AAWD, a professor of pediatrics 
and orthodontics, an assistant dean, an author and a pilot. 
Accordingly, this award was established to recognize a senior 
dental student who has achieved academic excellence and 
demonstrated outstanding leadership.

The American Equilibration Society Senior Award:
Michelle G. Ostrovsky
Created in 2003, the American Equilibration Society sponsors 
this award to recognize a graduating senior for their outstanding 
performance in the Science of Occlusion and Temporomandibular 
Joint Function during his or her predoctoral dental education. 

The American Student Dental Association (ASDA) Award for 
Excellence:
Tabitha Reng Mohammed
This award honors the spirit of volunteerism, and recognizes 
student participation or leadership in service to their school and/
or local community. The selected student is in good academic 
standing, a participant or leader in extracurricular school activities 
or local community service, and is active in furthering the cause of 
organized dentistry.

The Delta Sigma Delta Academic Achievement Award:
Shivani M. Saith
The Supreme Chapter of Delta Sigma Delta initiated an award in 
2008 to recognize a student member of the Delta Sigma Delta 
Dental Fraternity. This award recognizes the student member with 
the highest grade point average after three years of attendance.

The Foundation of the Pierre Fauchard Academy Dental Student 
Scholarship Award:
Tabitha Reng Mohammed
This award is presented each year to a third year student who 
has demonstrated the greatest potential for development into an 
outstanding leader in the dental profession. The recipient received 
this award during the 2017-2018 academic year.

The International College of Dentists Student Leadership Award:
Tabitha Reng Mohammed
The International College of Dentists (ICD) is a worldwide honorary 
organization. One of its objectives is recognition of meritorious 
service and significant contributions to the dental profession. 
Established in 1969, this award is intended for a student that 
has demonstrated significant leadership in some of the following 
activities: dental school student government, dental school class, 
ASDA, SNDA, research, school committees/activities and also 
has demonstrated the potential to continue leadership roles after 
graduation.

The Northeastern Society of Periodontists Senior Student Award:
Katrina Muth Torres
The Northeastern Society of Periodontists sponsors this award to 
recognize a senior dental student who has excelled in the field of 
periodontics.
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American College of Prosthodontists Graduating Dental Student 
Achievement Award:
Mica Lee Baevsky
The American College of Prosthodontists annually recognizes 
a graduating student from an accredited Dental School who is 
interested in the field of Prosthodontics.

The Pierre Fauchard Academy Senior Student Award:
Swaitha S. Maripuri
The Pierre Fauchard Academy is an International Honor Dental 
Organization, which was formed in 1936 as a service organization 
of dentists. The selected student has exhibited leadership and 
through his or her accomplishments has demonstrated dedication 
to the advancement of dental literature.

The Quintessence Award for Clinical Achievement in 
Periodontology:
Mei-Yee Chan
This award has been sponsored by the Quintessence Publishing 
Company since 1981 and recognizes student accomplishment and 
clinical achievement in Periodontology.

The Quintessence Award for Clinical Achievement in Restorative 
Dentistry:
Yordanka Gonzalez
This award has been sponsored by the Quintessence Publishing 
Company since 1981 and recognizes student accomplishment and 
clinical achievement in Restorative Dentistry.

The Quintessence Award for Research Achievement:
Sunnie Grace Kuna
This award has been sponsored by the Quintessence Publishing 
Company since 1981 and recognizes student accomplishment in 
research.

The Rudolph Hanau Award for Excellence in Prosthodontics:
Oliver E. Austria
Whip Mix sponsors this award, which recognizes a senior dental 
student who has excelled in the study and clinical application of 
Prosthodontics.

ALUMNI, ENDOWED AND UNIVERSITY 
SPONSORED AWARDS
Alumni Clinical Excellence Award in Endodontics:
Oliver E. Austria
The Dental Alumni Association sponsors this award which 
recognizes exceptional clinical ability in Endodontics.  

Alumni Clinical Excellence Award in General Dentistry:
John V. Calabrese
The Dental Alumni Association sponsors this award which 
recognizes exceptional clinical ability in General Dentistry.

Alumni Clinical Excellence Award in Geriatric Dentistry:
Tabitha L. Lewis
The Dental Alumni Association sponsors this award which 
recognizes exceptional clinical ability in Geriatric Dentistry.

Alumni Clinical Excellence Award in Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery:
Pouya Namiranian
The Dental Alumni Association sponsors this award which 
recognizes exceptional clinical ability in Oral and Maxillofacial 
Surgery.

Alumni Clinical Excellence Award in Oral Pathology:
Andrew Tope Akindutire
The Dental Alumni Association sponsors this award which 
recognizes exceptional clinical ability in Oral Pathology.

Alumni Clinical Excellence Award in Pediatric Dentistry:
Tyler A. Beninati
The Dental Alumni Association sponsors this award which 
recognizes exceptional clinical ability in Pediatric Dentistry.

Alumni Clinical Excellence Award in Periodontology:
Cyril H. Chou
The Dental Alumni Association sponsors this award which 
recognizes exceptional clinical ability in Periodontology

Alumni Clinical Excellence Award in Public Health Dentistry:
Soteji T. Adeuti
The Dental Alumni Association sponsors this award which 
recognizes exceptional clinical ability in Public Health Dentistry.

Alumni Clinical Excellence Award in Restorative Dentistry:
Jesse A. Huston
The Dental Alumni Association sponsors this award which 
recognizes exceptional clinical ability in Restorative Dentistry.

The Jack Frommer Award for Excellence in the Morphological 
Sciences:
Swaitha S. Maripuri
This award was established in the early 1980’s to honor Dr. Jack 
Frommer, former Professor of Anatomy and course director of 
Dental Gross Anatomy. Dr. Frommer was a teacher, colleague, 
mentor and role model for many of the present Anatomy 
department faculty. The award recipient best exemplifies the 
dedication and excellence in the morphological sciences, which 
characterized Dr. Frommer’s thirty years of service to Tufts 
University. In addition, the recipient has achieved the highest 
average final grade in the anatomical science courses.

The Massachusetts Dental Society (MDS) Matthew Boylan 
Scholarship Award:
Anne-Marie Phuong-Anh Vu
Awarded in memory of former MDS director Matthew Boylan to a 
Massachusetts resident that has been distinguished in the area of 
organized dentistry and the community while enrolled in the DMD 
program.

42 North Dental Prize for Exceptional Chairside Manner:
Maria June Hacker
This award recognizes and encourages dental students to value a 
deportment that promotes trust, confidence, and comfort to their 
patients, while providing the best possible oral health care. The 
selected student has demonstrated an exceptional capacity to be 
compassionate, communicative, and understanding of all patients’ 
biological, financial and emotional needs.

The A. Albert Yurkstas, D49, Endowed Prize Fund in Complete 
Denture Prosthodontics:
Mia Francesca Russo
Dr. Albert Yurkstas, D49, was Chair of the department of Complete 
Dentures at Tufts University School of Dental Medicine until 
his retirement in 1994. A fundraising effort on his behalf in 
1994 led to the creation of this senior award that recognizes 
accomplishment in denture prosthodontics.

The Robert, D51, and Eleanor Levin Endowed Senior Prize 
Fund in Periodontics:
Nari Park
Prize awarded to a senior dental student who demonstrates 
intellectual promise and the intention to pursue periodontics as a 
career.
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The Class of 2002 Endowed Prize Fund Award for Outstanding Peer 
Support and Leadership:
Benjamin D. Smith
Annually, the senior class officers recognize a member of the 
class who has consistently initiated and supported class social 
functions and made extensive efforts to support the diversity of 
class opinions, both personally and in class academic matters. The 
selected student is also characteristically positive in relations with 
others, despite any personal or professional losses. This award 
is named in honor of Dr. Stephen Yew, D82, who came to Tufts in 
1979 after serving as a Coxman for the Canadian Olympic Crew 
Team. Everyone got to know Stephen well because of his engaging 
smile, positive attitude and friendliness. In the spring of his first 
year of dental school, his fiancée, a physician from Canada, was 
killed in an automobile accident. Stephen, after some time, did 
indeed return to his former positive self, only to have misfortune 
occur again. In the summer between his second and third year, on 
a weekend trip out of town, Stephen and a friend were attacked 
by a gang of youths. Stephen’s friend was killed in the attack, 
and Stephen was rendered unconscious and unrecognizable. Dr. 
H. Chris Doku, former chair of the Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery 
department and current Distinguished Professor Emeritus, 
assisted in the transfer of Stephen to Tufts Medical Center and 
proceeded to reconstruct Stephen’s face, using a photo of him as 
a guide.

As difficult as it might be to imagine, Stephen projected a positive 
and engaging disposition again within a few months of this 
incident. At graduation, the D82 class felt Stephen should be 
recognized for his perseverance, and created the Senior Class 
Award. (Stephen practiced in the Pacific Northwest, maintaining a 
small practice in order to devote sufficient time with his patients. 
Regrettably, Stephen died in November 1998 after a lengthy 
illness.) The class of D2002 chose to endow this award in May 
2002, in recognition of the selfless hard work and dedication 
of one of their classmates on behalf of the class. This award 
continues to be given in memory of Dr. Stephen Yew, D82.

The Dean Lonnie H. Norris, DG80, and Dr. Donna M. Norris Senior 
Endowed Prize Fund for Achievement, Professionalism, and 
Strength of Character:
Brittany M. Colleran
Dean Lonnie H. Norris and his wife, Dr. Donna M. Norris, created 
this endowed prize fund to recognize a senior student who 
has excelled academically and has consistently displayed 
professionalism while managing and balancing challenging 
personal responsibilities. These personal responsibilities may 
include raising children, caring for elderly parents, a sick spouse 
or loved one, or other significant obligations that might have 
otherwise interfered with assembling a strong academic record 
and an extensive resume.

The Dean’s Award for Distinguished Performance in 
Pharmacology:
Benjamin D. Smith
This award was established in 2003 to recognize student 
achievement in Pharmacology.

The Dr. and Mrs. Albert J. Kazis Endowed Prize Fund in 
Crown and Bridge:
Dianne Luu
This fund was established in 1984 by Dr. Albert (D49) and Mrs. 
Rose Kazis in memory of Dr. Albert’s father, Dr. Harry Kazis, D21, 
who served on the faculty at both Tufts University School of Dental 
Medicine and Harvard School of Dental Medicine. The selected 
student is both talented in Crown and Bridge, the prosthodontics 
components of restorative dentistry, and has demonstrated a 
talent and propensity for clinical teaching. 

The Dr. Esther Kaplan Colchamiro, D42 and Ralph Colchamiro 
Endowed Prize Fund for Community and Public Health:
Jacqueline N. Liu
The award was created in 2001 by Dr. Esther Kaplan Colchamiro, 
D42, and her husband Ralph Colchamiro. Dr. Colchamiro earned an 
M.P.H. degree from Columbia University. She was senior supervisor 
of the Murry and Leonie Guggenheim Dental Clinic for Children 
from 1942 to 1967, and later directed the Office of Medicaid for 
Dental Services for the City of New York. Dr. Colchamiro also served 
as Clinical Professor at New York University College of Dentistry 
in the Division of Growth and Development Services. This award 
recognizes an exemplary senior dental student who has shown 
meritorious service and dedication to Community and Public 
Health.

The Dr. Frank Susi, DG67, Endowed Prize Fund for Future Faculty 
Promise and Distinction:
Swaitha S. Maripuri
The purpose of this endowed prize fund is to recognize a senior 
student who demonstrates intellectual promise and the intention 
to pursue an academic career in dental medicine. 

The Dr. Frederick A. Romberg, D29, Endowed Prize Fund 
Recognizing Outstanding Personal and Professional Growth 
During the Four Years of Dental Education:
Cyril H. Chou
This senior prize fund was created in 1997 by the wife of Dr. 
Frederick A. Romberg to recognize a senior student who has 
exhibited the most significant increase in maturity, judgment, 
compassion and professionalism. The three most important 
elements in Fred Romberg’s life were his family, profession 
and Tufts University. His relationship with Tufts included the 
undergraduate college and the Dental School from which he 
graduated in 1929. When he arrived to register at Tufts, he had 
no money – not even enough for transportation back home if he 
was not admitted. He expected to work at odd jobs to earn living 
expenses, knowing that finding tuition money would be harder.  He 
met a lawyer near the college who did not know him, but based on 
Fred’s determination to succeed, agreed to take a risk and co-sign 
a bank loan for tuition. After Fred repaid the bank, he asked the 
lawyer how he could repay the confidence he had shown in him. 
The lawyer answered, “Do a favor for someone else worthy and in 
need.” For the rest of his life, Fred Romberg incorporated that view 
into everything he did. Fred Romberg’s message, both in word and 
deed, was always to do your best and to give back more than you 
take. This award is part of that message.

The Dr. Harold Berk Endowed Prize Fund for Excellence in 
Research:
Andrew Gary Lum
Dr. Berk was clinical professor emeritus of the Department of 
Pediatric Dentistry at Tufts University School of Dental Medicine. 
The Dr. Harold Berk Endowed Prize Fund for Excellence in Research 
was established in 1997 through the generosity of Dr. and Mrs. 
Harold Berk and family and friends and recognizes the graduating 
student with the greatest achievement in dental research. 

The Dr. Joseph E. Primack, D42, Endowed Prize Fund in 
Prosthodontics:
Khalid Sky Dermoumi
Dr. Joseph Primack was made an emeritus member of the faculty 
at Tufts University School of Dental Medicine after 55 years of 
teaching. Dr. Primack established this prize fund in 1997 to 
recognize a senior dental student who shows an interest and 
proficiency in prosthodontics.
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The Dr. Richard Delson, D70, Endowed Prize Fund for Excellence in 
Periodontology and Prosthodontics:
Fernanda V. Becker Cabral
This award was established in 1992 by Dr. Richard Delson, D70, 
to recognize excellence in clinical performance by a third year 
student in the fields of periodontology and prosthodontics. These 
recipients received the award during the 2017-2018 academic 
year.

The Dr. S. Walter Askinas Endowed Prize Fund for Integrity and 
Citizenship:
Daniel Joseph Allen and Jessaca Shonté York
Dr. S. Walter Askinas was Chair of the Restorative Dentistry 
department from 1986 until his retirement from Tufts in 1997, and 
served as Executive Dean from 1995 to 1997. A fundraising effort 
was initiated in 1999 to honor his strong moral character, sense of 
humor, intelligence, leadership and concern for the welfare of all 
members of the Tufts Dental community. This award recognizes a 
senior student who most closely embodies Dr. Askinas’ ideals and 
who demonstrates the most significant potential for professional 
accomplishment in this regard.

The Erling Johansen, D49, Senior Student Research Endowed Prize 
Fund:
Anthony E. Falone
Dr. Erling Johansen, D49, was a distinguished professor and dean 
emeritus of Tufts University School of Dental Medicine and served 
as Dean of the Dental School from 1979 to 1995. This award was 
created in 1994, by the school’s faculty, to recognize student 
accomplishment in research as exemplified by Dean Emeritus 
Johansen.

The Everett Shapiro, DG49, Endowed Prize Fund in Orthodontics:
Daniel John Regan
The Dr. Everett Shapiro, DG49, Endowed Prize Fund is presented 
to a graduating senior who has demonstrated excellent aptitude 
in Orthodontic skills. In addition, this award singularly notes this 
student’s highest professional standards, leadership, ethics and 
scholarship, attributes lived and taught by Dr. Shapiro throughout 
his long and accomplished professional dental career.

The Joseph R. Evans Endowed Prize Fund in Clinical Operative 
Dentistry:
Saam Bozorg
Dr. Joseph R. Evans was chair of the Restorative Dentistry 
department at Tufts University School of Dental Medicine from 
1974 to 1985. In 1986, staff and faculty contributed to an award 
fund to recognize Dr. Evans’ contributions “…as a genuine and 
remarkable teacher, friend, and leader to every member of the 
department, to every student, and, indeed, to every patient who 
has passed this way”. An award is given annually to the graduating 
senior with the most distinguished achievement in clinical 
operative dentistry.

The Lester P. Goldsmith Endowed Prize Fund in Endodontics:
Scott T. Micallef
This award was created in 1994 by the family of Dr. Lester P. 
Goldsmith, who taught on a volunteer basis for several years in 
the Department of Endodontics at Tufts University School of Dental 
Medicine. This award is presented to a senior student who shows 
an interest and proficiency in the study of Endodontics. 

The Peter Vouras, Jr. D.M.D., D55, Endowed Senior Prize Fund for 
Excellence in General Dentistry:
Cameron F. Crowe and Rachel M. Kalinoski
This award was created in 2016 by Dr. Lisa Vouras in honor of 
her father.  It is awarded to a student who has demonstrated 
excellence in the field of General Dentistry and exhibits exceptional 
skills in providing comprehensive dental services to diagnose, 
treat and prevent diseases of the oral cavity.

The Robert E. O’Neil, D51, Prize in Oral Surgery:
Soroush Samimi
Dr. O’Neil, D51, received the alumni prize in Oral Surgery the 
year he graduated from Tufts College Dental School. Dr. O’Neil 
then achieved the designation of Diplomate of the Board of Oral 
Surgery and taught at Tufts over the ensuing years. The prize fund 
was established in 1997 to recognize a senior student who has 
excelled in Oral Surgery.

The Jack and Anne Rubin, D75P Endowed Senior Prize Fund in 
Pediatric Dentistry:
DeAndra C. Jones
This award is given to a student who has displayed exceptional 
outreach to the community, dedicated service to underserved 
populations and the intention to pursue pediatric dentistry as a 
career.

The Mark Gonthier Endowed Senior Prize Fund in Outstanding 
Service:
Jacqueline N. Liu and Tabitha Reng Mohammed
This fund is to recognize senior students who demonstrate 
outstanding service to dentistry, the community or humanity

Special Care in Dentistry Award for Outstanding Performance at 
the Canton Rotation Site:
Dominic D. Nguyen
This award was created during the 2011 academic year 
to recognize the students who demonstrated exceptional 
performance while on their Special Care Rotation at each of the 
three rotation sites during their fourth year of the program.

Special Care in Dentistry Award for Outstanding Performance at 
the Northwoods Rotation Site:
Jacqueline N. Liu
This award was created during the 2011 academic year 
to recognize the students who demonstrated exceptional 
performance while on their Special Care Rotation at each of the 
three rotation sites during their fourth year of the program.

Special Care in Dentistry Award for Outstanding Performance at 
the Wrentham Rotation Site:
Karina Eleanor Catrambone
This award was created during the 2011 academic year 
to recognize the students who demonstrated exceptional 
performance while on their Special Care Rotation at each of the 
three rotation sites during their fourth year of the program.
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Omicron Kappa Upsilon 
National Dental Honor 
Society
Mai J. Awadallah
Mica Lee Baevsky
Rachel Angela Boschetti
Cameron F. Crowe
Keira Gizang Ginsberg
Thomas M. Hernon
Syed Rassal Hussain
Rachel M. Kalinoski
Anne Samir Halim Khalil
Grace M. Kim
Sunnie Grace Kuna
Swaitha S. Maripuri
Julianne C. McCullough
Joseph Anthony Miller
Michael B. Miskelly
Pouya Namiranian
Michael J. Neveu
Minuja Ojha
Nari Park
Daniel M. Pickar
Daniel John Regan
Benjamin D. Smith
Kumudra T. Soe
Samuel C. Song
Lydia E. Stegemann
Steven J. Tucker
Michelle M. Whelan
Jessaca Shonté York

Robert R. Andrews 
Society for the 
Promotion of Dental 
Research
David A. Abazari 
Daria Elizabeth Ameri
Stacey B. Berkowitz
Nancy B. Epstein
Karina Eleanor Catrambone
Anthony E. Falone
Jesse Blaze Feuerstein
Alexandra V. Galante
Syed Rassal Hussain
Meghan Abigail Kelley
Zarmina Khan
Grace M. Kim
Erica L. Kleinbaum
Sunnie Grace Kuna
Andrew Gary Lum
Dianne Luu
Siddarth Mehta
Michael B. Miskelly
Nari Park
Harsh R. Patwari
Daniel John Regan
Arietta M. Rigopoulos
Shivani M. Saith 
Alexandria Zamone Sawyer
Peng Shi
Benjamin D. Smith
George H. Tsougranis
Delaney Grace Turner
Anne-Marie Phuong-Anh Vu 

Jessaca Shonté York

Honos Civicus Society
Soteji T. Adeuti
Nicolette J. Angioli
Melody Chou
Anthony Ho
Kimpreet Kaur Jammu
Grace M. Kim
Julia Bokyung Kim
Richard J. Lam
Tabitha L. Lewis
Gabrielle Morgan Lieberman 
Jacqueline N. Liu
Abigail J. Manzella
Tabitha Reng Mohammed
Nari Park
Lillian K. Pham
Molly A. Rosen
Kareema Roushdy
Paul Aldric Serrano 
Anne-Marie Phuong-Anh Vu
Jessaca Shonté York

Administration Teaching 
Assistant
Jacqueline N. Liu

Clinical Laboratory 
Teaching 
Assistants
Kevin M. Hadar
Adriana S. Perez

Complete Dentures 
Teaching 
Assistants
Mai J. Awadallah
Mica Lee Baevsky
Mei-Yee Chan
Khalid Sky Dermoumi
Yordanka Gonzales
Anne Samir Halim Khalil 
Jacqueline N. Liu
Amro Ehsan Moharem Sr.
Lillian K. Pham

Dental Anatomy/CFF 
Preclinical Teaching 
Assistants
Daniel Joseph Allen
Michael Viet Au
Rachel Angela Boschetti
Mei-Yee Chan
Cyril H. Chou
Brittany M. Colleran
Cameron F. Crowe
Jaclyn Marie Danko
Madalyn J. Hoerz
Michael B. Miskelly
Michael J. Neveu
Nari Park
Benjamin D. Smith

Emergency Clinic 
Teaching 
Assistants
Nicolette J. Angioli
Gabriella-Camille Basha
Grace M. Kim
Kathleen M. Murphy
Meghana Sharma

Endodontics Clinical 
Teaching Assistants 
Gabriella-Camille Basha
Julia Bokyung Kim
Ashley Mullaney

Fixed Prosthodontics 
Teaching Assistants
Mica Lee Baevsky
Sarah Renee Barr
Rafik N. Boulos
Amro Ehsan Moharem Sr.
Khalid Sky Dermoumi
Adrian Leobardo Gonzalez
Madalyn J. Hoerz
Anne Samir Halim Khalil
Jacqueline N. Liu
Dianne Luu (Lead TA)
Lillian K. Pham

Group Practice Teaching 
Assistants
Sarah Renee Barr
Stacey B. Berkowitz
Rachel Angela Boschetti
John V. Calabrese
Mei-Yee Chan
Melody Chou
Cameron F. Crowe
Jaclyn Marie Danko
Nancy B. Epstein
Anthony E. Falone
Alexandra V. Galante
Keira Gizang Ginsberg
Maria June Hacker
Lauren M. Hagspiel
Jennifer Lynn Harvey
Thomas M. Hernon
Syed Rassal Hussain
Jesse A. Huston
Kimpreet Kaur Jammu
Saakshi S. Jatar
DeAndra C. Jones
Ritika Kailey
Michelle R. Kalil
Rachel M. Kalinoski
Anna Khmil
Tracy L. Kelsey
Erica L. Kleinbaum
Sunnie Grace Kuna
Alejandro Lamas
Jacqueline N. Liu
Susannah Elizabeth Lyddon
Thomas J. Manzione
Swaitha S. Maripuri

Julianne C. McCullough
Jad M. Mourad
Abeire S. Nirh
Hannah Elizabeth Noyes
Maria G. Obregon Merlo
Bhakti Y. Patel
Harsh R. Patwari
Sandy Perez
Daniel M. Pickar
Daniel John Regan
Lilian Reyes
Arietta M. Rigopoulos
Christina M. Rizk
Molly A. Rosen
Benjamin D. Smith
Lydia E. Stegemann
Katrina Muth Torres
Hien Truong
George H. Tsougranis
Delaney Grace Turner
Quoc C. Van
Anne-Marie Phuong-Anh Vu
Michelle M. Whelan

Medicine Teaching 
Assistants
Karina Eleanor Catrambone
Cyril H. Chou
Melody Chou
Nancy B. Epstein
Minhyung Ji
Grace M. Kim
Erica L. Kleinbaum
Selassie Ruby Kumapley
Mia Danielle Kutner
Swaitha S. Maripuri
Siddarth Mehta
Jad M. Mourad
Deep Patel
Benjamin D. Smith
Lydia E. Stegemann
Kiran Karim Toor

Operative Teaching 
Assistants
Oliver E. Austria
Stacey B. Berkowitz
Cameron F. Crowe
Khalid Sky Dermoumi
Adrian Leobardo Gonzalez
Yordanka Gonzalez
Madalyn J. Hoerz
Syed Rassal Hussain
Christina Trang Johnson
Anne Samir Halim Khalil
Grace M. Kim
Pil J. Kwon
Jacqueline N. Liu
Dianne Luu
Amro Ehsan Moharem Sr.
Michael J. Neveu
Nari Park
Roxanne Iris Nicolas Ramos
George H. Tsougranis
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Oral and Maxillofacial 
Surgery Clinical Teaching 
Assistants
Karina Eleanor Catrambone
Jesse Blaze Feuerstein
Mia Danielle Kutner
Sang Joon Lee
Pouya Namiranian
Nikita R. Patel
Soroush Samimi
Samuel C. Song
Leon S. Tuberman
Steven J. Tucker

Pediatric Teaching 
Assistants
Daniel Joseph Allen
Rachel Angela Boschetti
Rafik N. Boulos
John V. Calabrese
Brittany M. Colleran
Keira Gizang Ginsberg
Yordanka Gonzalez
Kimpreet Kaur Jammu
Grace M. Kim
Gabrielle Morgan Lieberman
Jacqueline N. Liu
Nari Park
Kareema Roushdy
Paul Aldric Serrano

Radiology Teaching 
Assistants
Fernanda V. Becker-Cabral
Iana Elledge
Anthony Ho
Urim Kang
Julia Bokyung Kim
Tabitha L. Lewis
Gabrielle Morgan Lieberman
Kathleen M. Murphy
Kim Yen T. Nguyen
Warren J. Nogueira
Jamil Olomi
Kareema Roushdy
Jake S. Son
Angie Yau

Clinical Elective Honors 
Program Participants
Mai J. Awadallah, Implants
Gabriella-Camille Basha, Endodontics
Rachel Angela Boschetti, Orthodontics
John V. Calabrese, Implants
Syed Rassal Hussain, Orthodontics
Rachel M. Kalinoski, Orthodontics
Anna Khmil, Implants
Grace M. Kim, Orthodontics
Julia Bokyung Kim, Endodontics
Sunnie Grace Kuna, Orthodontics
Benjamin D. Smith, Orthodontics
Taylor Jared Sutton, Implants
Quoc C. Van, Implants

Clinical Selective Honors 
Program Participants
Nicolette J. Angioli, 
Nitrous Oxide Sedation
Mei-Yee Chan, Periodontology
Melody Chou, Periodontology
Michelle R. Kalil, 
Nitrous Oxide Sedation
Julia Bokyung Kim, 
Nitrous Oxide Sedation
Erica L. Kleinbaum, Periodontology
Thomas J. Manzione, 
Nitrous Oxide Sedation
Jad M. Mourad, Periodontology
Jamil Olomi, Nitrous Oxide Sedation
Nari Park, Periodontology
Lillian K. Pham, 
Nitrous Oxide Sedation
Justin Nathan Spiegelman, 
Nitrous Oxide Sedation
Katrina Muth Torres, Periodontology
Quoc C. Van, Periodontology
Anne-Marie Phuong-Anh Vu, 
Nitrous Oxide Sedation

Dean’s List Year 1
Mica Lee Baevsky
Ireni Barounis
Stacey B. Berkowitz
Rachel Angela Boschetti
Saam Bozorg
Karina Eleanor Catrambone
Jin Joo Cha
Cameron F. Crowe
Nancy B. Epstein
Anthony E. Falone
Keira Gizang Ginsberg
Lauren M. Hagspiel
Gilbert F. Hernandez
Thomas M. Hernon
Syed Rassal Hussain
Kimpreet Kaur Jammu
Bolbo G. Jung
Rachel M. Kalinoski
Grace M. Kim
Julia Bokyung Kim
Sunnie Grace Kuna
Pil J. Kwon
Swaitha S. Maripuri
Julianne C. McCullough
Scott T. Micallef
Joseph Anthony Miller
Michael B. Miskelly
Pouya Namiranian
Michael J. Neveu
Matthew T. Nguyen
Hannah Elizabeth Noyes
Nari Park
Daniel M. Pickar
Daniel John Regan
Arietta M. Rigopoulos
Shivani M. Saith
Benjamin D. Smith
Samuel C. Song
Lydia E. Stegemann

Katrina Muth Torres
Steven J. Tucker
Quoc C. Van
Michelle M. Whelan
Jessaca Shonté York
Makram Youssef

Dean’s List Year 2
Mai J. Awadallah
Mica Lee Baevsky
Rachel Angela Boschetti
Jaclyn Marie Danko
Keira Gizang Ginsberg
Thomas M. Hernon
Syed Rassal Hussain
Rachel M. Kalinoski
Grace M. Kim
Sunnie Grace Kuna
Swaitha S. Maripuri
Julianne C. McCullough
Michael B. Miskelly
Pouya Namiranian
Michael J. Neveu
Minuja Ojha
Nari Park
Daniel John Regan
Benjamin D. Smith
Kumudra T. Soe

Dean’s List Year 3
David A. Abazari
Daniel Joseph Allen
Daria Elizabeth Ameri
Nicolette J. Angioli
Mai J. Awadallah
Mica Lee Baevsky
Ireni Barounis
Fernanda V. Becker-Cabral
Tyler A. Beninati
Stacey B. Berkowitz
Rachel Angela Boschetti
John V. Calabrese
Karina Eleanor Catrambone
Daniel D. Chen
Cameron F. Crowe
Jaclyn Marie Danko
Fatima A. Dhanani
Nancy B. Epstein
Jesse B. Feuerstein
Athena Galanopoulos
Keira Gizang Ginsberg
Yordanka Gonzalez
Maryam Hamdan
Jennifer Lynn Harvey
Thomas M. Hernon
Syed Rassal Hussain
Bolbo G. Jung
Ritika Kailey
Rachel M. Kalinoski
Anne Samir Halim Khalil
Grace M. Kim
Selassie Ruby Kumapley
Sunnie Grace Kuna
Mia Danielle Kutner
Pil J. Kwon
Susannah Elizabeth Lyddon

Swaitha S. Maripuri
Julianne C. McCullough
Siddarth Mehta
Scott T. Micallef
Joseph Anthony Miller
Michael B. Miskelly
Nada Mohamed Samra
Pouya Namiranian
Michael J. Neveu
Dominic D. Nguyen
Hannah Elizabeth Noyes
Minuja Ojha
Nari Park
Bhakti Y. Patel
Deep Patel
Nikita R. Patel
Rushil A. Patel
Harsh R. Patwari
Daniel M. Pickar
Daniel John Regan
Arietta M. Rigopoulos
Mia Francesca Russo
Shivani M. Saith
Soroush Samimi
Alexandria Zamone Sawyer
Benjamin D. Smith
Kumudra T. Soe
Samuel C. Song
Alexander C. Stanco
Lydia E. Stegemann
George H. Tsougranis
Steven J. Tucker
Anne-Marie Phuong-Anh Vu
Michelle M. Whelan
Shadan Yassine
Jessaca Shonté York
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Class of 2019 Class Gift

The D19 senior class gift is a scholarship inspired by Brittany M. Colleran, D19, to be awarded to a current student who 

has overcome significant personal hardship and persevered to complete his/her studies and consistently remain a highly 

valued and positive member to his/her class and the TUSDM community.

D2019 Donors and  
Donation Honorees

David A. Abazari

Andrew Tope Akindutire

Durdana Ali

Daniel Joseph Allen

Andrew Allouch

Daria Elizabeth Ameri

Nicolette J. Angioli

Michael Viet Au

Oliver E. Austria

Mai J. Awadallah

Mica Lee Baevsky

Ireni Barounis

Sarah Renee Barr

Fernanda V. Becker-Cabral

Tyler A. Beninati

Stacey B. Berkowitz

Rachel Angela Boschetti

Rafik N. Boulos

Saam Bozorg

Justin M. Brousseau

John V. Calabrese

Rachel V. Catalano

Karina Eleanor Catrambone

Jin Joo Cha

Mei-Yee Chan

Cyril H. Chou

Melody Chou

Brittany M. Colleran

Madeline M. Conboy

Vance Gregory Consalvo

Cameron F. Crowe

Elena Cucerov

Jaclyn Marie Danko

Ajay Davalur

Marc H. Delorenzo

Arys A. Dembekjian

Khalid Sky Dermoumi

Fatima A. Dhanani

Ian R. Dickinson

Iana Elledge

Nancy B. Epstein

Anthony E. Falone

Chadi Farag

Matthew J. Fenimore

Jesse Blaze Feuerstein

John A. Freeman

Athena Galanopoulos

Alexandra V. Galante

Kiren George

Keira Gizang Ginsberg

Adrian Leobardo Gonzalez

Yordanka Gonzalez

Bruno Gutierres

Maria June Hacker

Lauren M. Hagspiel

Michael Levi Hammon

Jennifer Lynn Harvey

Holly C. Hayden

Thomas M. Hernon

Anthony Ho

Madalyn J. Hoerz

Roxana Hurtado

Syed Rassal Hussain

Jesse A. Huston

DeAngelo Jamal Ingram

Kimpreet Kaur Jammu

Saakshi S. Jatar

Christina Trang Johnson

Ritika Kailey

Michelle R. Kalil

Rachel M. Kalinoski

Urim Kang

Meghan Abigail Kelley

Tracy L. Kelsey

Madeline Leslie Kern

Anne Samir Halim Kalil

Roumiana T. Kardzhieva

Zarmina Khan

Anna Khmil

Grace M. Kim

Julia Bokyung Kim

Erica L. Kleinbaum

Toria L. Koutras

Selassie Ruby Kumapley

Sagar A. Kumar

Sunnie Grace Kuna

Pil J. Kwon

Alejandro Lamas
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Meghana Lanka

Sunny H. Lew

Gabrielle M. Lieberman

Jacqueline N. Liu

Andrew G. Lum

Dianne Luu

Lillian C. Lwanga

Susannah Elizabeth Lyddon

Nicholas Magro

Amrita P. Majumdar

Abigail J. Manzella

Swaitha S. Maripuri

Olagoke Masha

Joseph Anthony Miller

Michael B. Miskelly

Kayleigh E. Mort

Ramin M. Movafaghi

Ashley Mullaney

Kathleen M. Murphy

Emanuela E. Negrescu

Michael J. Neveu

Dominic D. Nguyen

Kim Yen T. Nguyen

Abeire S. Nirh

Madeline Leigh Niziak

Hannah Elizabeth Noyes

Maria G. Obregon Merlo

Minuja Ojha

Nari Park

Ankur B. Patel

Bhakti Y. Patel

Deep Patel

Nikita R. Patel

Rushil A. Patel

Harsh R. Patwari

Adriana S. Perez

Sandy Perez

Lillian K. Pham

Meera Ram

Roxanne Iris Nicolas Ramos

Jossana M. Rasla

Daniel John Regan

Lilian Reyes

Arietta M. Rigopoulos

Christina M. Rizk

Molly A. Rosen

Kareema Roushdy

Kelly M. Ruggieri

Mia Francesca Russo

Shivani M. Saith

Soroush Samimi

Nada Mohamed Samra

Kendall T. Sands

Paul Aldric Serrano

Peng Shi

Courtney Elizabeth Silva

Benjamin D. Smith

Kumudra T. Soe

David E. Somoza-Valle

Jake S. Son

Samuel C. Song

Justin Nathan Spiegelman

Alexander C. Stanco

Taylor Jared Sutton

Brian Le Ta

Katherine C. Tan

Kiran Karim Toor

Hien Truong

Nick H. Truong

George H. Tsougranis

Steven J. Tucker

Delaney Grace Turner

Quoc C. Van

Anne-Marie Phuong-Anh Vu

Jesse M. Wagner

Michelle M. Whelan

Shadan Yassine

Angie Yau

Kristopher A. Yen

Jessaca Shonté York

Inspired Donors

Laimarie G. Alas

Carla Kruyff Arciniega

Katherine Parker Baer

Elizabeth A. Banister

Catherine A. Casey

Kristopher V. Crawford

Irina F. Dragan

David A. Garcia

Monique C. Gordon

Sophia E. Heitmiller

Carlos Hernandez

Henry Hsu

Daniel D. Jameson

Paul C. Leavis

Allan J. McQuarrie III

Brenda Mullaney

Michael Mullaney

Robert R. Nersasian

Alia Osseiran

Jack Owens

Michael Parish

Darshan M. Patel

Vasantibean Patel

Jonathan D. Pierpoline

Brock Riedel

Shalin N. Shah

Anshelle R. Tucker
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D2019 Group Practice Atlantic

D2019 Group Practice Back Bay

D2019 Group Practice Charlestown
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D2019 Group Practice Dorchester

D2019 Group Practice Exeter

D2019 Group Practice Fairfield
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David A. Abazari, D2019

Soteji Adeuti, D2019

David grew up in Southern California, moving between Los Angeles County and the Inland 
Empire, before his family settled in Newport Coast. As a child, David was surrounded by 
medicine and dentistry with his father spending nearly two decades as Chief of Neurosurgery 
at a Kaiser Permanente hospital and his older sister practicing as a pediatric dentist. For 
David, their professional journeys and the wisdom they shared imparted a foundational 
interest in health care that was cultivated as he completed a Bachelor of Science degree in 
Biology at the University of California, Irvine as well as a Masters in Public Health degree at 
Loma Linda University. 

Throughout David’s undergraduate, graduate, and professional education two things became 
very clear to him: that he had an incredible interest in community leadership and research 
and that service to socio-economically disadvantaged populations required teamwork and 
collaboration. With this in mind, David became involved with and led several organizations 
spanning his educational career, some of which included his work as President of ASDA, 
Chair of the Flying Samaritans, President of the AAPHD and Class Liaison for SPEA. With his 
team of student leaders, David pushed for service to the community locally with the Special 
Olympics Special Smiles and health fairs, and internationally with student-run clinics in El 
Testerazo, Mexico, and Quito, Ecuador. David’s passion for research began in undergrad 
where he spent nearly three years as a team leader in a newly developed pharmacology 
research lab, published his findings, and received honors in research for the first ever 
methodologies in measuring drug concentrations in Drosophila melanogaster. During dental 
school, David united his interest in pediatric dentistry and research to develop a dental 

survey study to compare how caregiver anxiety towards dental care may influence their children. In continuing this interesting comparison, 
David developed the first ever Apple ResearchKit iOS app for oral health research examining how dental anxiety may contribute to patients 
avoiding routine dental care and presented his findings at the ADEA Annual Session in Chicago.

With great appreciation for the mentorship throughout his professional education, David would like to give a special thanks to Dr. Robert 
Kasberg for his encouragement and friendship. He is also grateful to the faculty who contributed greatly to his education and successes, 
Drs. Rocio Saavedra, Martha Forero, Ronald Perry, Yun Saksena, and Tawana Ware. As a student clinician in Group Practice Charlestown, 
David would like to thank his Practice Coordinators Drs. Denisa Stasa, David Paul, William Lobel, and Alex Miele for their ‘real world’ clinical 
instruction and leadership training. Last and dearest to his heart, David would like to thank his family, Ali, Parvin, Hoda, Leyla, and his 
fiancé, Leylanaz, for their unwavering support and love.  They gave him strength every day and he feels so blessed to have them in his 
corner.

After graduation, David will begin a postgraduate Pediatric Dentistry Residency Program at the Children’s Hospital of Colorado. David hopes 
to use this specialized training to continue service to socio-economically disadvantaged children, especially those with special needs. 

Soteji was born in Lagos, Nigeria and then moved to Providence, Rhode Island. After one 
year, she moved to Brooklyn, NY and joined the United States Navy in 1999, which was the 
defining moment of her life. This allowed Soteji to meet people from diverse backgrounds 
as well as travel. Soteji earned her Bachelors in Dental Hygiene degree and served for ten 
years as a hospital Corpsman/Dental Hygienist before being honorably discharged in 
2010.  Soteji’s passion for dentistry stemmed from her experience in the military service. 
The discipline and ability to deal with complex situations in the military are helpful in her 
day-to-day life. Because of her perseverance, Soteji was able to complete pre-requisites for 
dental school while also being a wife, going through pregnancies, and working full time.  
TUSDM is a family-oriented institution and its ability to provide the students with high-end 
technology made the journey easier. “Thank God for lecture capture.”

While at TUSDM, Soteji served as the director of ASDA Smile Share and Care, which 
teaches oral health education to elementary children on a weekly basis. Soteji also served 
on the executive board of the SNDA as the secretary and participated in CT Mission of 
Mercy, which provides dental services to thousands of people.

Soteji is grateful to the Lord Jesus Christ for equipping her with the zeal and strength to 
rise above all circumstances. Soteji would like to honor her loving husband, Abiodun 
Adeuti, “my crown” as a man of valor. Words cannot describe how she is forever grateful to 
him for being right by her side and helping her to balance life as spouse, a mother, and a 
student. “I love you honey.” Soteji also thanks her three children Victoria, Tobi and 
Emmanuel “I love and enjoy every moment with you my warriors.” Soteji thanks her 

parents, James and Sarah Gandonu, for their unwavering support through prayers and help with the children. Soteji admits that this was 
a family affair and a journey that would have been more difficult without them. She thanks her siblings Biodun, Ibukun and Bola, for their 
support; and also thanks her in law, Aunty Mercy for her prayers and love. 

Soteji is indebted to her study buddies, Jessaca York and Lillian Lwanga, for their friendship and the bond that they shared. “You ladies 
helped me through tough times with your encouraging words when the going gets rough.  I love you both!”

Soteji expresses gratitude to her Practice Coordinators, Drs. Mary Karish, Alan Epstein and Mark Caddell. They make the Exeter Group 
Practice what it is and she is grateful for their invaluable mentorship. Soteji also thanks Associate Dean Robert Kasberg for always 
brightening her day. She thanks Drs. Steven Eisen, Gerard Kugel, Ekaterini Antonellou and Marcelo Suzuki for their commitment and 
laying the foundation for her -“It all started with you in preclinic.”  Lastly, Soteji extends appreciation to all the professors and staff who 
had a hand in her learning experience. 

Upon graduation, Soteji will work as a General Dentist in MA. #IMadeIt.
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Kopal Agarwal, DI2019

Andrew T. Akindutire, DI2019

Kopal was born and raised in Delhi, India. She attended S.B.B. Dental College and 
graduated with a Bachelor of Dental Surgery degree in 2010. She then completed her one-
year internship from the college clinic and upon completion, joined a dental practice as a 
general dentist for a year.

As a dental professional, Kopal enjoyed her journey through various experiences which 
included working as a dentist in India and volunteering at various dentals camps in that 
country as well as in the US.

Kopal would like to thank the Tufts faculty, staff and administration for their commitment to 
her dental education. She is especially grateful to her Back Bay Group Practice 
Coordinators, Dr. David Leader, Dr. Michael McQueen, and Dr. Armond Enos for their 
endless guidance and mentorship over the past two years.  She also wants to mention the 
Dental Practice Administrators, Caitlyn Lu, Jimmy Nguyen, Juan Catano and Jessica; these 
individuals made her clinical experience smooth and fun. In addition, Kopal extends 
appreciation to all of her clinical professors and particularly recognize Dr. Katerina 
Paraskevopoulou and Dr. Konstantinos Vazouras for the knowledge they imparted which 
she will carry with her. She also gives special thanks to Dr. Ronald Perry for inspiring and 
motivating throughout her time in school.

Kopal would like to thank her batchmates for making this journey a fun and wonderful 
experience with memories to be cherished forever.  Above all, Kopal would like to thank her 
family for their continuing love and support. 

 After graduation, Kopal plans to work in private practice in the DC metro area and continue 
 her passion of helping those around her.

Andrew was born in Ondo, Nigeria. He earned a B.CH.D. degree from Obafemi Awolowo 
University Ile-Ife in Nigeria in 2011 and then moved to the United States later that same 
year. Andrew started out working various menial jobs in order to make ends meet.  He then 
earned certificates in Dental Radiology and Dental Assisting from Metropolitan Institute of 
Health and Technology in Lorton, Virginia in 2013 and began working in various dental 
clinics including Greater Baden Medical services in Maryland. Andrew also obtained a 
Dental Hygiene license from the State of Florida in 2015.  Having an interest in giving back 
to the community, Andrew additionally volunteered in numerous community programs 
including Mission of Mercy (MOM) in Maryland. 

Andrew is highly grateful for the opportunity he was afforded at TUSDM as well as to the 
great and well-rounded instructors who positively impacted him. Andrew also appreciates 
his classmates for being great partners and friends.

Most importantly, Andrew would like to appreciate his wife, Lolade, and two boys, Temmy 
and Tolu, for their unconditional love, invaluable sacrifices and tremendous support 
throughout the program.  It would not have been possible without them. “Yay! We did it. 
Love you guys so much!” 

After graduation, Andrew will work at a private practice in Texas and looks forward to 
providing the highest standard of care to his patients.
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Daniel was born and raised in Indianapolis, Indiana.  He earned a B.A. degree from Wabash 
College, one of three all-male colleges left in the country, with a major in Biology and a 
minor in Chemistry in 2013. Prior to entering dental school, Daniel earned a Masters of 
Science degree from Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI) in 2014. 

Daniel played football at Wabash College for 3 years before suffering a career ending 
injury. Despite the injury, Daniel shifted his focus to other leadership opportunities and 
service trips.  Daniel had the opportunity to travel to Botswana, Nicaragua, Peru, El 
Salvador, and the Dominican Republic where he worked with local healthcare providers to 
promote the importance of oral health and overall health.  This ultimately led him to decide 
on a career in dentistry.

While at Tufts, Daniel was fortunate to be selected as an admissions committee 
ambassador, a clinic liaison, and a member of the health and wellness committee where 
he worked to integrate health and wellness into the curriculum and clinics.  He was also 
selected to participate in the Tufts Oral Health Project, an Inter-professional Collaborative 
Experience with the Tufts Pediatric Medical Residents.  Daniel participated in additional 
clubs and events including Give Kids a Smile Day, the American Academy of Pediatric 
Dentistry, the Alpha Omega Dental Fraternity, and was elected as Vice President of the 
Practice Management Club. 

Daniel’s accolades at TUSDM would not have been possible without the constant love and 
support from his wife, family, and friends.  Daniel would like to extend a heartfelt thank 

 you to his wonderful wife, Adara.  Her hard work constantly pushed Daniel to be his best 
 and they were blessed to welcome their first child in February. 

Daniel would also like to thank the TUSDM staff and faculty.  Each of these members played an integral role in creating a family 900 miles 
from home! Most notably, Daniel would like to thank the Group Exeter Practice Coordinators, DPA’s, and assistants, as well as Paula and 
Patti. The mentorship he received from each of them as well as Drs. Christina Pastan, Joanne Falzone, Paul Levi, and Irina Dragan were 
fundamental to his success at Tufts. 

Lastly, Daniel would like to thank his parents, Brian and Mary, who exemplified hard work and never losing sight of a dream. He is also 
thankful to his siblings, Brian, Mary Kathryn, and Sam as well as his grandparents, George, Mary Jo, Bob, and Katie. 

After graduation, Daniel and his family are moving back to Indianapolis where he will begin a Pediatric postgraduate residency program 
at Indiana University Riley Hospital for Children.

Durdana was born and raised in Pakistan. She graduated from De’Montmorency College of 
Dentistry with a B.D.S. degree in 2002. In 2008, Durdana moved to the United States and 
settled in Maryland.  She worked as a Dental Assistant and then as an office manager at 
the Smile Rx Dental clinic in Bowie, MD, and was actively involved in a lot of community 
outreach programs related to dentistry.

Balancing life as a mother, wife, daughter and dental student was incredibly challenging 
yet equally rewarding for Durdana. She still remembers running to try to catch the T in time 
to be with her daughters before their bedtime. Her family has been her biggest support 
throughout this journey.

Durdana is thankful to the TUSDM faculty and staff who put their time and passion into 
making the school a great learning institution. She considers herself extremely fortunate to 
have been in Group Practice Charlestown and would like to thank the Practice 
Coordinators, Drs. David Paul, Denisa Stasa and Alex Miele for being great mentors who 
helped to refine and define her dental skills.  Durdana is also thankful to Dr. William Lobel 
for being a mentor and refining her operative and patient communication skills along with 
Dr. Judith Goldstein.   

Durdana gives special thanks to Dr. Jose Segura who greatly furthered her dental 
knowledge while bailing her out of a few tight spots. She would also like to thank Dr. Nitu 
Singh for her friendship and words of wisdom; Drs. Ala Ali and Thaisa Bordin for always 
saving her life in the clinic; Tangy Person and Romell Madison for always working so hard 

 to run everything smoothly; and all the dispensary staff and assistants.  In addition, 
 Durdana is grateful to Dr. Ronald Perry for his continuous support throughout this journey.

After Allah, Durdana would like to thank her parents, Naim Akhtar and Nahida Naim, and brothers, Noman Faizan and Aamir, for their 
endless support, encouragement and prayers.

Durdana gives special thanks to her husband Ali Anwar, for selflessly supporting her, and always believing in her.  It would not have been 
possible without his support. “Thank you for being you. Today I am a better person because of you.”  Last, but never least, Durdana is 
thankful for her two precious daughters, Zuha and Huda, who remind her every day to do the right thing, live in the moment, give your 
best and stay strong.  Durdana feels extremely blessed to have been a member of IS19 class where she has made some lifelong friends. 
She is especially thankful to Amrita and Zarmina for all of their positive reinforcement, friendship, and making the past two and a half 
years extremely entertaining. She also thanks Oliver, Ku and Andrew for all of their support and help in clinic. Following graduation, 
Durdana will work as an associate dentist in Massachusetts.

“Congratulations to all of the class of 2019. I wish you all the very best for your future endeavors!”

Daniel Allen, D2019

Durdana Ali, DI2019
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Daria was born in Boston, MA and grew up in Belmont, MA. She graduated from Brandeis 
University with a Bachelor of Science double major degree in Biology and Public Health in 
2014. Before enrolling in dental school, Daria worked at Tufts Dental School as a research 
coordinator with Dr. Athena Papas for one year. In this role, she primarily helped to 
organize and execute research projects in the Oral Medicine department. 

During dental school, Daria continued to perform research in dental materials and 
presented at the Bates-Andrews Research Days during her second, third, and fourth years. 
She was also fortunate to present at the American Academy of Dental Research Conference 
during her second and third year and will present at the upcoming conference in June 
2019.  In addition, Daria was involved in the Head and Neck Cancer Organization and in the 
Academy of General Dentistry.

Daria would like to thank all the faculty and staff who made her time at Tufts such an 
amazing and rewarding experience. She would like to thank Dr. Athena Papas for giving her 
the opportunity to be introduced to Tufts and to dental research.  Daria would also like to 
thank the Dorchester Practice Coordinators, Dr. Richard Harold, Dr. Edward Fidrocki, and 
Dr. Theano Eliopoulos, whose continuous patience, guidance, and mentorship was 
invaluable to her dental education. 

Above all, Daria is truly thankful to have such amazing parents whose hard work and 
dedication to medicine inspires her to be a better healthcare provider every day. She would 
not be able to pursue her academic goals or be where she is today without their  

 unwavering support and encouragement.

 After graduation, Daria will begin a General Practice Residency Program at New York 
 Presbyterian/Columbia University Medical Center in New York. 

Andrew was raised in Syria, Ohio, and Texas (All flat!) He began his dental education at the 
University of Aleppo in Syria.  Due to the Syrian war, Andrew transferred halfway through 
the program to the Damascus University Faculty of Dental Medicine where he earned his 
B.D.S. degree in 2015. During this time, Andrew had the opportunity to serve and organize 
outreach programs in several domestic refugee camps across Damascus to provide free 
dental care to the victims of the Syrian war.  He then decided to move back to the United 
States to continue his dental career.

While at Tufts, Andrew had the honor to serve as Vice President for the Class of DI2019.  He 
is currently working on a clinical e-portfolio project with Dr. Dara Rogers and hopes to help 
Tufts keep improving and developing their curriculum and academic structure for future 
classes.

Andrew would like to express appreciation and thanks to all the faculty and staff at TUSDM 
for their extraordinary support and guidance in his development as a better clinician as 
well as making dentistry more enjoyable, especially Drs. Robert Amato, Steven Kaminsky, 
Steven Rubin, Robert Mandell, Ala Ali, Quinn Chan, Hanna Bae, Judith Goldstein, Steven 
Eisen and Marcelo Suzuki.

Andrew was grateful to have been part of the Group Practice Charlestown family and would 
like to thank members of the group starting with Practice Coordinators, Dr. William Lobel 
even though he is in operative now, Dr. Alex Miele since he was in operative too!, as well as 
Dr. David Paul and Dr. Denisa Stasa for their exceptional guidance and patience. Andrew is 

also grateful to the amazing Tangy Person, Leila Ghorashi, Romell Madison, Matilda Bejko and Jackie. In addition, Andrew thanks 
Dr. Ronald Perry, DI Program Director, for his continuous support as a mentor as well as his limitless effort and interest guiding the 
DI19 class towards life after May 2019 through a series of symposiums and workshops.

Last, but not least, Andrew would like to thank his parents, Tarif and Zin, for making him who he is today as well as his siblings, friends 
and classmates, especially Oliver, Nadder, Alejandro, Matharasi, Durdana, and Ola for making his journey a special one. 

After graduation, Andrew will be moving back to Houston, Texas, to practice general dentistry as an associate in a private practice. 

Daria Ameri, D2019

Andrew A. Allouch, DI2019
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Matharasi grew up in India.  She had wanted to follow her Father’s footsteps to become a 
physician, but ended up becoming a dentist. She earned a B.D.S. degree from Saveetha 
Dental School in 2003.  Matharasi practiced dentistry in one of the top dental group 
practices in Chennai, India and actively participated in many community dental service 
opportunities. She moved to the United States after marriage to her husband Dr. 
Chandrassegar, a Tufts graduate of the Sackler and Cummings schools. 

Matharasi is very thankful to all the preclinical and clinical faculty at TUSDM.  She would 
like to thank Dr. Driss Zoukhri for giving her the opportunity to work in his lab as well as 
Dr. Ronald Perry for accepting her into the International Student program. Matharasi also 
wants to thank her daughters, Amudhini and Kani, for working so hard and waking up early 
on freezing cold mornings. She is also grateful to her parents for their support and taking 
care of her children in the summer. In addition, Matharasi thanks the MBTA commuter rail 
for the long commute but for never making her late for appointments.

Matharasi is proud to be receiving her D.M.D. degree, particularly after being a member of 
Group Practice Atlantic. She is thankful to her Group Practice Coordinators, Drs. Alberto 
Sarmiento, Olympia Karacosta, Shivani Patel, and Karen Wallach, as well as Tommy, Jackie 
and everyone in the radiology and dispensary who helped her each day in the clinic.  
Matharasi also wants to thank all her patients for their trust and patience.  In addition, 
she gives special thanks to Drs. Ronald Davitt, Aidee Herman, Pilar Sanchez, Ala Ali, 
Marcelo Suzuki, Alberto Lamberti, and Iqbal Singh. 

 After graduation, Matharasi is hoping to become an associate in private practice in 
 Massachusetts. She is very happy to be a part of the Tufts family.   Matharasi wishes to 
 thank all of her classmates and congratulate the class of 2019.  

Nicolette grew up in Esperance, New York and graduated from the State University of New 
York at Albany with a B.S. degree in Biological Sciences in 2015. While at Tufts, Nicolette 
was a recipient of the Thomas B. Hunt Scholarship.  She served as the volunteer 
coordinator and then vice president of the Hispanic Dental Association. Her most 
influential experiences during school were traveling to Santo Domingo in the Dominican 
Republic two years in a row on global service learning trips.  These trips were unforgettable 
experiences that allowed her to work with an underserved community alongside a great 
group of peers and faculty. Nicolette gained invaluable experiences during these trips that 
will stay with her throughout her career. She would like to thank all the faculty she had the 
honor of working with during these programs, particularly Drs. Laurence Barron, Boris 
Bacanurschi, Katie Talmo, Leopoldo Correa, Gregory Kosmidis, James Theodore, Ekaterini 
Antonellou and Stephany Cordero. 

Nicolette would like to thank the Tufts faculty and staff, especially her Practice 
Coordinators Drs. Alan Epstein, Mary Karish and Mark Caddell, for their constant support 
and guidance. Their love of dentistry and compassionate demeanor developed their 
students into well-rounded providers. Nicolette would also like to thank the numerous 
faculty who shared their knowledge in helping her to become the best possible provider for 
her patients. She gives special thanks to Dr. Huda Stipho for her constant encouragement 
and guidance and also extends gratitude Drs. Ala Ali, Thaisa Bordin, Hadi Gholami, Vasiliki 
Tsakalelli, Richard Doff, Francois Fisselier, and Duangkamol Blankenship.  Nicolette would 
also like to thank the Paolucci family for going above and beyond to encourage and 

 motivate her.  Nicolette would like to give special acknowledgement to the wonderful 
 patients she had the privilege of getting to know.  Her experience with them is what truly 
 made her love dentistry.

None of this would be possible without the unwavering love and support of Nicolette’s amazing parents, Alice and Darin; her two younger 
brothers, Tyler and Anthony who never ceased to put a smile on her face; and her grandfather Carl Angioli whose love and guidance led 
her to becoming who she is today. 

Lastly, Nicolette gives special thanks to Casey Olszewski, the person who has stood beside her for the past 4 years through all the ups 
and downs. She would like to thank him for his unconditional love and constant encouragement throughout this journey. 

After graduation, Nicolette will work in private practice in the greater Boston area.

Matharasi Arumugam, DI2019

Nicolette Justine Angioli, D2019
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Oliver was born and raised in the Province of Cavite, Philippines. He earned his Doctor of 
Dental Medicine degree at Centro Escolar University in Manila, Philippines in 2000. Oliver 
then practiced as a general dentist.  In 2016, before acceptance into the Dental International 
Student Program at Tufts University School of Dental Medicine (TUSDM), Oliver had the 
opportunity to work as a dentist on a Limited License at The Dimock Center in Roxbury, 
Massachusetts.

With highest regard, Oliver acknowledges the support and guidance of Drs. Zhiqiang Huang, 
Tarun Jhamb, Ruby Chaudry, Lagina Bickham and all the dental providers and staff who 
instilled within him the unparalleled insights into clinical dentistry and management.

He expresses heartfelt appreciation and sincere gratitude to Dr. Bernadette Campos-
Therriault and to his mentor, Dr. Aidee Nieto-Herman, for guiding him to achieve his renewed 
dream of pursuing a dental career in the United States.

Oliver would like to express appreciation to the TUSDM Admissions Committee, especially 
Drs. Jeanette Sabir-Holloway, Robert Kasberg, and Ronald Perry, for the once-in-a-lifetime, 
life changing opportunity. Oliver would also like to offer heartfelt appreciation to all the 
preclinical faculty, especially Drs. Robert Amato, Steven Eisen, Iqbal Singh, Marcelo Suzuki, 
and Rocio Saavedra, for making him feel that he deserves to be part of Tufts.  Oliver would 
like to extend utmost gratitude to the Charlestown Group Practice Coordinators, Drs. David 
Paul, Denisa Stasa, Alex Miele, and William Lobel, for their unwavering support and 
mentorship in providing comprehensive care and proper patient management. He is also 
thankful to all the clinical faculty especially, Drs. Quinn Chan, Vasiliki Tsakalelli, Nitu Singh, 
Ala Ali, Steven Kaminsky, Carolyn Cottrell, Katerina Pellino, Kanchan Ganda, and all others 

who guided and helped him hone his skills in providing well-rounded dental comprehensive care.

Oliver would like thank his IS19 friends, especially Andrew, Maadhu, Zarmina, Nikita, Ku, Anne, Durdana and Amrita. His journey was not 
possible without them.

Oliver would like to express sincere gratitude to the administrators at his alma mater, Centro Escolar University, Manila, Philippines headed 
by Dean Dr. Pearly Lim, Dr. Jim Fernandez, Dr. Wilfredo Espineli, Dr. Mariedios M. Tancio and all others who molded him to master his craft. 
Oliver also thanks his colleagues, friends, and family in the Philippines for their relentless support and encouragement during his journey.

Lastly, Oliver’s journey was not possible without the loving support and sacrifice of his family, especially his wife, Bernadette who works 
tirelessly while taking care of their bundles of joy, Zachary, Reuben-Oliver and Abigail. Oliver would like to thank his mother, Bella for her 
unconditional and incomparable love and sacrifice in helping him and his wife raise their children in order for him to attend and complete 
the program at TUSDM.

After graduation, Oliver plans to work in private practice in Massachusetts.  Congratulations to all the graduates, especially the Dental 
International Class of 2019.

Michael was born and raised in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. He attended Florida Atlantic 
University in Boca Raton, Florida, where he graduated with dual degrees of a B.S. in 
Biology and a B.A. in Chemistry in 2009. He then earned his M.S. degree in Biomedical 
Sciences at Barry University in Miami, Florida in 2015.

While attending Tufts, Michael was a recipient of the John V. Aliberti D.M.D., D77, DG82, 
Scholarship based upon his academic performance. He was also involved with the Asian 
Dental Organization where he served to mentor and help students prior to their preclinical 
competencies. Along with other organization members, Michael volunteered for the Oral 
Cancer Awareness Walk and Give Kids a Smile. During his fourth year at Tufts, Michael 
completed a five-week externship at the Tampa Family Health Center where he provided 
dental care to the underserved community.

First and foremost, Michael would like to thank God for the blessings and opportunities he 
was given. Michael would also like to thank his parents, Thoi and Ann, and his sister, Anna, 
for their unconditional support during the four years of dental school. Without his parents’ 
hard work and contributions, he would not be where he is today. Michael would also like to 
thank his girlfriend, Christina Johnson, for all of her support prior to and during the four 
years of dental school. Christina’s encouragement and support have been fundamental to 
the success of his dental education. Michael would also like to thank all of his family and 
friends who have continued to support his dreams and ambitions.

Michael would like to extend his sincerest appreciation and gratitude to his Practice 
Coordinators (PCs) in Group Practice Charlestown, Drs. David Paul, Denisa Stasa, William Lobel and Alex Miele for their mentorship, 
teachings in patient care and treatment planning. In addition, Michael would like to thank his clinical and didactic instructors, Drs. BiNa 
Oh, Robert Mandell, Robert Gyurko, Hugo Campos, Mark Lerman, Tanya Wright, Kanchan Ganda, Khaled Shaikhi, Quinn Chan, Francois 
Fisselier, Thaisa Bordin, Aikaterini Kostagianni, Ala Ali, Joanne Falzone, Flaviano DiFalco, Leo Whitworth, Linda Marinello, James 
Theodore, Steven Eisen, Melissa Ing, Steven Rubin, Patrick McGarry, Kerith Rankin, Elinor Alon and Steven Kaminsky. Michael’s dental 
education was enriched and strengthened through TUSDM’s world-class PCs and faculty. He will carry these experiences with him 
throughout the course of his career in which he will be able to impact the patients he will care for.

He would like to thank Paula Callahan for all of her efforts during the licensing exams. He also wants to thank Leila Ghorashi, Tangy 
Person and Romell Madison as his DPAs, Matilda for her assistance and Jackie for her help at the dispensary on the 3rd floor.

After graduation, Michael plans on moving back to Florida where he will practice general dentistry with Christina. He would like to wish 
the best to his D19 classmates in their future endeavors.

Oliver E. Austria, DI2019

Michael Au, D2019
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Mai grew up in Abu Dhabi in the United Arab Emirates as well as in Amman, Jordan. After 
high school, Mai moved to Cairo, Egypt where she attended dental school and earned a 
Bachelor’s Degree of Oral and Dental Medicine and Surgery from Misr University for 
Science and Technology in 2011.  Mai then completed a six-month internship in her home 
country of Jordan at The Royal Medical Services Military Hospital in Amman.  Mai decided 
to specialize in Endodontics and attended a two-year residency program at Cairo University 
in 2012. Mai then moved to Lexington, Kentucky to be reunited with her family. While in 
Kentucky, Mai worked as an Expanded Function Dental Assistant in a private practice and 
also volunteered in the Mission Lexington Dental Clinics. Mai also completed an Externship 
in Periodontology and Implantology at the University of Kentucky before beginning the 
TUSDM international program. 

While at Tufts, Mai was awarded a Merit Scholarship in 2017 and 2018.  She worked as a 
student teaching assistant in preclinical Endodontics, Fixed and Removable Prosthodontics 
and Operative Dentistry. Mai was also one of the students selected for the Implant 
Selective Program to have advanced clinical and didactic education in implants.

Mai would like to thank all the preclinical and clinical faculty.  She extends gratitude to her 
Practice Coordinators, Drs. Paul Trombly, Colette Catalino and Jennifer Lipiec, who were her 
biggest advocates and helped prepare her for her dental journey. Mai would also like to 
thank Drs. Michael Thompson, Ekaterini Antonellou, Irina Dragan, Konstantinos Vazouras, 
Robert Amato, Daniel Green, Marielena Gamboa-Ruiz, Steven Kaminsky, Ronald Davitt, 
Marcelo Suzuki, Tijana Stijacic, and Ala Ali for their support and guidance. Finally, Mai 

 would like to thank her mother and daughter for their endless love and support  
 throughout her journey. 

 After graduation, Mai will be joining a private practice as a general dentist.

Dr. Avrampou graduated from the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens Dental 
School in Greece in 2005. She earned a Master of Science degree in Prosthodontics from 
the same University in 2009 when she also had her first teaching experience as a clinical 
instructor for predoctoral students. One year later, Dr. Avrampou moved to Switzerland to 
expand her clinical and research skills in the Department of Prosthodontics at the 
University of Bern. After 5 years of training, she received a Certificate and a Master of 
Advanced Studies in Prosthodontics and Implant Dentistry as well as a Dr. med. dent. 
Degree. Her dissertation thesis on “Virtual implant planning of the edentulous maxilla; 
Prosthetic criteria for decision making” was awarded first prize by the European 
Prosthodontic Association (EPA) in August 2010.  

In 2014, Dr. Avrampou had the exceptional opportunity to be selected by the International 
Team for Implantology (ITI) as the Research Scholar at Harvard School of Dental Medicine 
where she received a Certificate in Implant Dentistry. 

In Boston, Dr. Avrampou met her husband Dr. Evangelos Papathanasiou and decided to 
stay in the United States. In September of 2015, Dr. Avrampou became a full-time 
Assistant Professor in the Department of Prosthodontics at Tufts University School of 
Dental Medicine.  

Dr. Avrampou would like to express her sincere gratitude to all the faculty colleagues and 
staff who helped her through the process of obtaining her D.M.D. degree. She would 
additionally like to thank all her students who inspired and helped her gain new 

 perspectives in her life. 

Dr. Avrampou would not be where she is today without the unconditional love, wisdom and support towards her dreams by her parents, 
Eleni and Apostolos. Marianna’s heartiest acknowledgements go to her husband Evangelos for his endless loving support, patience and 
guidance through this new start in her life. She dedicates her D.M.D. degree to her family and especially to her twin daughters Lydia-Anna 
and Ariadne-Maria who make her life brighter and more meaningful. 

Following graduation, Dr. Avrampou plans to continue her academic career at Tufts Dental School combined with part-time private 
practice in the greater Boston area. 

Mai Awadallah, DI2019

Maria Avrampou, DI Faculty 2019
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Ireni grew up in Westwood, Massachusetts, and received a B.S. degree in Health Science 
from Boston University in 2013. Before entering dental school, Ireni worked as an assistant 
in an orthodontic office for two years.

While at Tufts, Ireni received the Tufts Merit Scholarship and was on the Dean’s List. She 
was a member of the Tufts Hellenic Society, serving as Secretary from 2018-2019. Ireni 
was also her class’s orthodontic course liaison during her second year.  Ireni volunteered 
at the Bridge Over Troubled Waters program for Boston youth during her second and third 
year. She also participated in the Global Service Learning trip to Jamaica during her fourth 
year, which gave her the opportunity to provide dental care to an underserved population.

Ireni would like to thank her family for their continuous love and support throughout her 
life as this would not have been possible without them. She would also like to thank all of 
the Tufts faculty, staff, and fellow classmates who helped and supported her throughout 
the dental school journey. 

After graduation, Ireni will begin an Advanced Education in General Dentistry program at 
NYU Langone - FHC of Worcester in Massachusetts. 

Mica was raised in Longmeadow, Massachusetts.  She graduated cum laude from Tufts 
University with a B.S. degree in Psychology in 2015.  During her undergraduate years, Mica 
was an active member in the Pre-Dental Society which solidified her passion for 
healthcare.  Mica also worked as a Patient Advocate in the Emergency Department at 
Baystate Medical Center and interned at the Medford Center for Orthodontics under TUSDM 
alum, Dr. Eric Gheewalla.  After earning her undergraduate degree, Mica matriculated into 
Tufts University School of Dental Medicine (TUSDM) as a member of the class of 2019.

While at TUSDM, Mica was a recipient of the Dr. Frederick A. Romberg A26, D29 
Scholarship, numerous Tufts Merit Scholarships, and earned recognition on the Dean’s List 
each year.  Mica enjoyed helping her fellow students succeed and was selected to be a 
student Teaching Assistant for the Biochemistry as well as the pre-clinical Fixed 
Prosthodontics and Removable Prosthodontics courses.  These experiences affirmed her 
decision to pursue a specialty in Prosthodontics. Mica was selected by the TUSDM 
Prosthodontic Department to attend a Digital Dentistry Continuing Education Course in 
Irvine, CA.  Mica was also an active member of the Alpha Omega International Dental 
Fraternity and volunteered as a student dentist at the Sharewood Project for the local 
underserved population.  She takes pride in being able to give back to her community.  
Mica fulfilled her Community Service Learning Externship at the Harvard Street 
Neighborhood Health Center which was an extremely rewarding experience.

Mica is grateful for the exceptional academic and clinical training she received at Tufts, and 
would like to thank all of the dedicated faculty and staff for their support and commitment 

to her dental education.  She gives special thanks to her Group Fairfield Practice Coordinators, Drs. Paul Trombly, Colette Catalino, and 
Jennifer Lipiec, who played an integral part in shaping her into the clinician that she is today.  Mica would also like to acknowledge her 
Practice Administrators, Shauna Carty and Julie Fleck, as well as her clinical faculty, Drs. Ala Ali, Thaisa Bordin, Ronald Davitt, Steven 
Eisen, Tijana Stijacic, Carolyn Cottrell, Hadi Gholami, Francois Fisselier, Maria Avrampou, Melani Kapetanakos, and Nopsaran (Nui) 
Chaimattayompol as well as her faculty mentor Dr. Kanchan Ganda, for their wisdom and guidance.

Mica’s accomplishments would not have been possible without the encouragement of her family.  She would like to thank her parents, 
Bob and Yvonne, and her siblings, Brooke and Glenn, for their unwavering love and motivation every step of the way.  Mica would also 
like to thank the lifelong friends she made at TUSDM for the memories, laughs, and constant support.

After graduation, Mica is excited to continue her education as a triple Jumbo in the Tufts University School of Dental Medicine’s Advanced 
Education in Prosthodontics program.

“Congratulations to the class of 2019!”

Ireni L. Barounis, D2019

Mica L. Baevsky, D2019
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Gabriella graduated with a B.A. degree in International Relations from American University 
in 2011 and a post-baccalaureate certificate and Masters degree in Health Management 
Systems from Duquesne University in 2014. Gabriella worked at Pittsburgh University 
School of Dental Medicine as the executive administrator of the CMS EHR Incentive 
Program before enrolling at Tufts Dental School.

While at Tufts, Gabriella had the pleasure of serving as president of the Health and 
Wellness Program where she helped to integrate health and wellness into the daily lives of 
students by organizing activities encompassing the mind and body. She also participated 
in the Global Service learning trip to Santo Domingo in the Dominican Republic. This trip 
was particularly impactful because many of the patients previously never had exposure to 
proper dental care or the knowledge of preventative treatment. Gabriella was also selected 
to be a student teaching assistant in the emergency department and for the pre-clinical 
endodontic and operative courses.

Gabriella would like to sincerely thank her family for continuously supporting her 
throughout her studies with endless love and encouragement. Gabriella also associates 
having such a positive experience during her dental training at Tufts to the quality of 
faculty with whom she formed strong relationships.  She would like to acknowledge Drs. 
Paul Trombly, Colette Catalino, Ronald Davitt, Francois Fisselier, Robert Amato, and Steven 
Kaminsky for their impactful teachings.

Upon graduation, Gabriella will begin an Advanced Education in General Dentistry program 
 at NYU Langone Dental Medicine in Boston. Gabriella’s long-term plans include pursuing a  
 specialty in endodontics and continuing to volunteer in underserved communities  
 worldwide. Her next global service trip will be to Port-au-Prince and surrounding villages 
 in Haiti.

Sarah grew up in Tampa, Florida and graduated with a B.S. degree in Exercise Science from 
Florida State University in 2013. While working as a dental assistant in private practice 
from 2013-2015, Sarah also earned a M.S. degree in Medical Science from The University 
of South Florida in 2014.  In 2015, Sarah was very grateful to gain admission into Tufts 
University School of Dental Medicine to pursue her dream of earning a D.M.D. degree from 
such a prestigious dental school. 

While at Tufts, Sarah had the opportunity to be a Student Teaching Assistant in the Back 
Bay Group Practice as well as for the Preclinical Prosthodontics course. She found helping 
underclassmen to be a very rewarding experience. Sarah also volunteered time inside and 
outside of school through serving as a CDCA assistant for graduating seniors as well as 
participating in the Turkey Drive, Oral Cancer 5K, and Boston Marathon.  

During the past four years, Sarah received guidance and invaluable mentorship from 
numerous faculty and staff. She would like to thank all of her professors and her Practice 
Coordinators, Dr. Michael McQueen, Dr. Eduardo Olegario, Dr. Dara Rogers, Dr. Armond 
Enos, and Dr. David Leader for all of their professional knowledge, wisdom, guidance, and 
patience throughout her clinical learning experience. 

Sarah would like to thank her parents, John and Cissy Barr, as well as her large extended 
family for their love and support throughout her dental education. Without them, Sarah’s 
dream of becoming a dentist would still be just a dream. Finally, Sarah would like to thank 
her friends for helping to make this journey more rewarding and enjoyable.

 After graduation, Sarah plans to work as a dental associate in private practice in Tampa, FL. 

 Congratulations Class of 2019!

Gabriella Camille Basha, D2019

Sarah Renee Barr, D2019
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Tyler was born and raised in Salem, New Hampshire.  He attended the University of 
Massachusetts Lowell and graduated magna cum laude with a Bachelor of Science degree 
in Biology in 2014.  After earning this degree, Tyler was accepted into Tufts University 
School of Dental Medicine (TUSDM). 

While attending TUSDM, Tyler took a lead role as Patient Recruitment Coordinator for the 
ADA “Give Kids a Smile” program as well as had the opportunity to tutor fellow classmates 
in the theory of operative dentistry and prosthodontics.  Tyler also conducted a research 
project and was a recipient of both a Merit Scholarship and an Esthetic Dentistry Award.

Having experience in woodworking provided Tyler with excellent manual dexterity and a 
knack for creation. Tyler discovered his passion for dentistry by combining his ability to 
create with his knowledge of science. His initial interest in dentistry was influenced by his 
older brother who attended TUSDM, Christopher Beninati, D16.   Tyler could not have 
asked for a better family to support him throughout dental school.  Becoming a dentist 
would not have been possible without the unconditional love, never-ending support and 
encouragement from his parents, David and Jennifer Beninati.  He would not be here today 
without all three of them.  

Tyler would like to give special thanks to Dr. Robert Kasberg and Dr. Mary Jane Hanlon who 
mentored him throughout his educational career.  Tyler would also like to say thank you to 
his friends Saam Bozorg, Pouya Namiranain, Lillian Pham, and Rafik Boulos for somehow 
making the most stressful of times fun both in and out of school.  A final moment of 

 recognition goes to Alexandra LaPrade for all her support and encouragement through his 
 4 years at TUSDM.

 Following graduation, Tyler will continue to further his education by specializing in 
 pediatric dentistry at NYU Langone Dental Medicine in Providence, RI.  Tyler is excited to 
 begin the next chapter of his career. 

Fernanda and her family moved to the United States from Brazil when she was 8 years of 
age in search of a better future.

Fernanda attended a vocational high school where she learned and was certified in dental 
assisting. She then worked as a dental assistant for five years while attending community 
college and university.  It was at this time she felt inspired to become a dentist. Fernanda 
received a B.S. degree in Biology from UMass Dartmouth in 2015.

During her time at TUSDM, Fernanda was a Student Teaching Assistant for both Radiology 
and Fixed Prosthodontics. Fernanda received the Thomas B. Hunt Scholarship in 2018 and 
was also awarded the Dr. Richard Delson, D70, Prize Fund in Periodontology and 
Prosthodontics that same year.  

Fernanda would like to thank her family who helped her through and cheered her on during 
every aspect of this journey. She would like to thank her friends, especially Stefane, D20, 
who made friendship a priority.  Fernanda also thanks her friends and fellow classmates, 
who were always there for her and made her smile on the toughest of days.  She would 
also like to thank the TUSDM faculty, especially Dr. Mary Karish, Dr. Mark Cadell, Dr. Alan 
Epstein, Dr. Richard Doff, Dr. Marcelo Suzuki, Dr. Dongwoo Park, Dr. Ala Ali, and Dr. Thaisa 
Bordin for their mentorship and kindness throughout her time in clinic.

Lastly, Fernanda would like to thank her husband of almost 10 years, Andrew.  Due to his 
unconditional love, support, and guidance, she has been able to confidently reach her 
goals.

 This accomplishment is not only her own, but a victory for all who have been with her 
 through this journey.

 After graduation, Fernanda will begin her career as a general dentist in either 
 Massachusetts or Rhode Island.

Tyler Anthony Beninati, D2019

Fernanda V. Becker-Cabral, D2019
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Rachel grew up in Reading, Massachusetts and graduated from Reading Memorial High 
School in 2011. She then earned a B.A. degree in Biology with a minor in Psychology and 
graduated magna cum laude from Boston University in 2015.

While a student at Tufts University School of Dental Medicine, Rachel had the pleasure of 
serving as a Biochemistry student teaching assistant and tutor as well as a teaching 
assistant for Group Practice Back Bay. She also served as treasurer for the Orthodontic 
Club during her 3rd year and participated in a 60-hour elective program in the 
postgraduate Orthodontic Clinic where she learned a variety of procedures and techniques. 
Rachel conducted a research study with Dr. Steven Eisen studying the clinical indications 
for bone-and tissue-level implant placement, which she hopes will be useful for future 
graduating students interested in placing implants. Rachel was also grateful to have been 
awarded the Tufts Merit Scholarship and to have been selected to the Dean’s List each year.

Rachel would like to give special thanks to several individuals who helped shape her both 
professionally and personally throughout her time at Tufts. The biggest thanks goes to her 
amazing family, her father Dr. Michael Boschetti, D83, her mother Debbie, and her brother 
Dr. Nicholas Boschetti, D16, for their constant love and support. She is also grateful to her 
boyfriend Sandy Perez, D19, for being by her side every step of the way. Rachel would like 
to acknowledge and congratulate her amazing classmates and future colleagues, many of 
whom have become her lifelong friends. Special recognition goes to Swaitha Maripuri, 
D19, for the unwavering friendship, laughter, and motivation both in and out of the 
classroom. Rachel would like to thank her mentor, Dr. Mary Jane Hanlon, for the monthly 

dinner, glass of wine, and invaluable insight. She also extends a special thank you to her Back Bay Practice Coordinators, Dr. David 
Leader, Dr. Michael McQueen, Dr. Dara Rogers, Dr. Eduardo Olegario, and Dr. Armond Enos, for striving to make each student a better 
practitioner with every appointment. To the amazing 2nd floor staff, Caitlin Lu, Jimmy Nguyen, Alyx Ortiz, Noel James, Juan Catano, 
Berthine Paul, Yury Medina, and so many more, “Back Bay would be lost without you.”  Special acknowledgement also goes to Patti Casey 
for her constant “gowns and goggles” reminder, while always making sure that lab and QA were running as smoothly as possible. Of 
course, a collective thank you is due to the numerous faculty in each department that helped to guide and teach Rachel along the way. 

Lastly, Rachel would like to thank the Orthodontic department faculty, residents, and staff for being so welcoming and willing to help 
while she decided that Orthodontics was the specialty she would like to pursue. Rachel is honored and thrilled to announce that, upon 
graduation, she will continue her specialty education as a resident in the postgraduate Orthodontics Program at Tufts University School 
of Dental Medicine and will graduate in 2021.

Stacey grew up in Fairfield, CT as well as Boca Raton, FL. She graduated cum laude with a 
B.S. degree in Chemistry from Tufts University in 2014.  Stacey was excited to then 
continue her education at Tufts Dental and earn her double jumbo status. 

While at TUSDM, Stacey earned a spot on the Dean’s List for two years and received a Merit 
Scholarship for the 2018-2019 academic year. Stacey was awarded two Tufts Summer 
Research Fellowship awards for the summers of 2017 and 2018.  She enjoyed working on 
her project, “Grading Trends at TUSDM 2003-present” with her mentor, Dr. Steven Eisen. 
Stacey especially enjoyed traveling to Orlando in 2018 to present her poster at the ADEA 
conference as well as presenting at the TUSDM Bates-Andrew Research Day in 2018 and 
2019. She was inducted into the Bates-Andrew Honors Society in 2018. Stacy also served 
as a clinical student teaching assistant (TA) as well as an operative dentistry TA throughout 
her fourth year. 

Stacey would like to thank her parents, Susan and David, her sister Melanie, and her fiancé 
Joe for their endless love and support over the last four years. She would also like to thank 
her amazing friends in dental school who were always there for a good laugh, cry, or just a 
movie and wine night. Stacey is grateful for the support and mentorship she received as 
part of Group Practice Exeter, and would especially like to thank her Practice Coordinators, 
Drs. Mary Karish, Mark Caddell, and Alan Epstein for their unwavering support and 
guidance throughout the two clinical years. 

After graduation, Stacey plans to complete a General Practice Residency program at the 
 Veterans Administration Medical Center in New York. 

 Stacey would like to wish each and every classmate the best of luck in future endeavors. 
 Congrats to the Class of 2019! 

Rachel Angela Boschetti, D2019

Stacey Berkowitz, D2019
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Saam grew up in Amherst, MA and earned a Bachelor of Business Administration degree in 
Finance from University of Massachusetts Amherst in 2010. Saam spent the next 5 years 
working for his family’s audio visual technology company and in real-estate while 
completing a Post-Baccalaureate pre-medical program to complete pre-requisite 
requirements for dental school at Northeastern University.  While at Tufts, Saam co-
founded Uchu Biosensors Inc. Saam and his team invented a unique method of continual, 
wireless, salivary pH sensing, and were able to file a patent on the technology. Their 
sensors record salivary pH values over time, provide users the data in real time through a 
mobile app, and can send the data to software programs that dentists already use for 
patient records. Saam was also awarded the ADEA GlaxoSmithKiline Consumer Healthcare 
Preventative Dentistry Scholarship. After graduation, Saam will continue his education at 
the University of Connecticut Health Center’s postgraduate orthodontics program. 

Saam would like to thank his preclinical and clinical faculty, Dr. Mark Caddell, Dr. Alan 
Epstein, Dr. Mary Karish, Dr. Richard Doff, Dr. Hadi Gholami, Dr. Duangkamol Blankenship, 
and Dr. Ruby Ghaffari for their patience, guidance, and mentorship. Saam would also like 
to give special thanks to Executive Associate Dean Mark Gonthier, Dr. Peter Arsenault and 
Dr. Rocio Saavedra for their support and advocacy of his biosensor product. 

Saam would like to thank his friends who were with him throughout all the ups and downs 
of dental school. Lastly, he would like to thank his family: his sisters, Sara and Leila, for 
being such great role models; and his brother, Yusef Bozorg , for always believing in him. 
Saam gives a special thank you and a “hi” to his parents, Abbass and Mina Bozorg, for their 

 unyielding love and support throughout his life.

Rafik was born in Cairo, Egypt, and moved to the United States at the age of 14. Rafik 
graduated from the University of Maryland in Baltimore County with a B.A. degree in 
Biology and a minor in Music in 2015.  After earning this degree, Rafik was accepted into 
Tufts University School of Dental Medicine. 

Growing up, Rafik enjoyed building and repairing cars. He was able to utilize these skills 
upon entering Tufts, which enabled him to trouble shoot and think critically about lab 
projects and dental procedures. Rafik was pleased to find these skills were key to his 
success in dental school. While at Tufts, Rafik spent his free time as a student Teaching 
Assistant for the Fixed Prosthodontics, Removable Prosthodontics, and Pediatric Dentistry 
courses, and enjoyed sharing this unique perspective and experience on troubleshooting 
underclassmen’s projects as well as helping them develop their hand skills. 

Rafik would like to thank God for His continued blessings and getting him to this point. He 
would also like to express gratitude to his parents, Nabil and Irini, and his brother Sameh, 
for their continued support and prayers. 

Rafik would like to express appreciation to the TUSDM faculty, staff, and administration for 
providing him with an incredible experience. He would specifically like to thank Drs. David 
Paul, Denisa Stasa, Alex Miele, William Lobel, Maria Avrampou, Francois Fisselier, Marcelo 
Suzuki, Thaisa Bordin, Quinn Chan, Ala Ali, and Stephany Cordero, for their knowledge and 
guidance throughout his clinical experience.

Saam Bozorg, D2019

Rafik Boulos, D2019
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John grew up in West Springfield, Massachusetts and earned a B.S. degree in Biology with 
a minor in Psychology from the University of Massachusetts, Amherst in 2014. 

While at Tufts, John had the pleasure of serving as his class Treasurer for four years. He 
displayed his passion for community service by participating in programs such as Bridge 
Over Troubled Waters, Smile Share and Care, and the Special Olympics Summer Games. He 
also had the opportunity to complete an unforgettable five-week externship at Hillcrest 
Dental in Pittsfield, MA. In addition, John was a recipient of the Dr. Lino Tiberi, D47, Family 
Scholarship and the Thomas B. Hunt Scholarship.

John is thankful for his time at Tufts and for the countless experiences and wonderful 
relationships he developed. He would like to thank all of the faculty and staff for their 
dedication to teaching and for shaping him into the clinician he has become. John would 
like to especially thank his Practice Coordinators, Dr. David Leader, Dr. Michael McQueen, 
Dr. Dara Rogers, Dr. Eduardo Olegario and Dr. Armond Enos, for their never-ending wisdom 
and guidance. He also thanks Associate Dean Robert Kasberg and Assistant Dean Michael 
Thompson for their mentorship and commitment to the students. 

Most importantly, John would like to thank his parents, John and Donna, and sisters Sarah 
and Emily for their support and motivation throughout his career. He also would like to 
thank his loving wife, Samantha, for sharing this journey with him and reminding him of 
the important things in life.  

Upon graduation, John plans to begin a General Practice Residency program at Hartford 
 Hospital in Connecticut and will continue to pursue community service opportunities. He 
 wishes the best of luck to his friends and classmates at Tufts. 

Justin earned a B.A. degree in Biological Physics from the University of San Diego in 2015. 

Justin’s years at Tufts Dental have been some of the most influential of his life. The valuable 
experiences and friendships gained during his time at Tufts will stay with him throughout 
his lifetime. The knowledge and support provided by Dr. William Sylvia and Practice 
Coordinators like Dr. Theano Eliopoulos, Dr. Edward Fidrocki and Dr. Richard Harold leaves 
Justin feeling confident as he steps into his role as a full-time practitioner. Justin’s family 
and girlfriend, Haley, should also be acknowledged for their tremendous love and support 
throughout the last four years. Following graduation, Justin will be joining his family’s 
dental practice in Attleboro, MA as a third-generation Tufts Dental Alumni. The practice was 
started by his grandfather, Richard Brousseau, in 1969 and has been run by his father, 
Kevin Brousseau, since 1988. Justin looks forward to serving his community with honesty, 
integrity, and a high level of care, much of which can be attributed to his time spent 
at Tufts Dental.

John V. Calabrese, D2019

Justin M. Brousseau, D2019
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Karina grew up in Canton, Massachusetts. She always knew she wanted to pursue a career 
in dentistry; however, she chose to study Anthropology at Boston University. Following 
graduation in 2012, Karina completed her post-baccalaureate pre-health studies at 
Harvard Extension School and Northeastern University and eventually matriculated into 
Tufts University School of Dental Medicine.

Karina is grateful for the world class dental education she received at Tufts. She would like 
to extend her most sincere appreciation to the dedicated faculty, administration, and staff 
she had the pleasure of learning from and working with during her time at the school. She 
is especially thankful to her Practice Coordinators, Drs. Edward Fidrocki, Theano 
Eliopoulos, and Richard Harold, as well as Allyson Santo, Louwel Luy, Matilda Bejko and 
Monica Shukle for assisting her through clinic. Furthermore, Karina is grateful to her 
mentor, Dr. Melissa Ing, for always encouraging her personal growth and development. 
Last, but not least, she’s thankful to her many patients who had confidence in her and 
made her education and training possible.

Karina would not be where she is today without the unconditional love, guidance, and 
support of her parents, Dr. Richard Catrambone D85, DG89 and Sophia, as well as her 
brother, Christopher. Tufts was not only a source of an excellent education but also a place 
where she has fostered lifelong friendships. Karina is grateful to Daniel Krost, D18, Tracy 
Kelsey, D19, and Victoria Fields, D20, for their support, help in the clinic, and humor 
during the most stressful times over these past four years.

 Karina would like to dedicate her degree to her father, Dr. Richard Catrambone.

 Following graduation, Karina will begin her Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery training at 
 Brookdale Hospital Medical Center in New York City. 

Rachel was born and raised in Cleveland, Ohio, where she earned a B.S. degree in 
Biological Sciences from Kent State University in 2015. Rachel was fortunate to begin Tufts 
University School of Dental Medicine later that fall. 

While at Tufts, Rachel was the recipient of the Dr. Lino Tiberi, D47, Family Scholarship in 
her second year. Rachel is extremely thankful for the opportunity to have been part of the 
2019 class. She is fortunate to have worked with so many dedicated instructors who 
taught her invaluable skills that will be utilized in her future career. Rachel is grateful for 
the instructors who spent an immeasurable amount of time working with her, even when 
they did not have to. She especially thanks Dr. Ronald Davitt, Dr. Jennifer Lipiec, Dr. Colette 
Catalino, Dr. Paul Trombly, Dr. Ala Ali, Dr. Mahnaz Raissi, Dr. Mark Caddell, Dr. Steven Eisen 
and her DPAs, Julie and Shauna, for playing such an important part in her dental education 
as well as putting up with her for years! Rachel would also like to thank the friends she 
made at school and wish them all the best of luck.

Rachel would like to give very special thanks to her family (including her dog Tiger of 
course) and fiancé Mikey for being with her every step of the way. Without their 
overwhelming support, she would not be where she is today. Rachel will be the first dentist 
in her family as well as the first to earn a college degree. After graduation, Rachel will 
return home to Ohio where she looks forward to becoming a member of the dental 
community as a general dentist.

Karina Eleanor Catrambone, D2019

Rachel V. Catalano, D2019
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Mei-Yee graduated from Wellesley College with a B.A. degree in Biological Sciences and 
Chinese Language and Literature. She grew up with her parents in the Boston area and will 
be the first in her family to become a dentist.

Mei-Yee would like to thank the following faculty and staff for their unwavering support and 
inspiration during her four years at TUSDM: Drs. Colette Catalino, Jennifer Lipiec, Paul 
Trombly, Irina Dragan, Yong Hur, Samuel Koo, Hanna Bae, Francois Fisselier, Yin Hsu, 
Dongwoo Park, Marcelo Suzuki, and Ronald Davitt. She would like to give special thanks to 
the Group Practice Fairfield Practice Coordinators, Drs. Colette Catalino, Jennifer Lipiec, 
and Paul Trombly whose encouraging mentorship and patience nurtured her passion for 
dentistry and helped her develop invaluable skills in the field.  Their lessons and roles in 
dental school will always be remembered in Mei-Yee’s heart.

Mei-Yee cannot express enough thanks to Drs. Dragan, Hur, and Koo, for their inspiration 
and dedication to teaching Periodontology. Their teachings emphasized the importance of 
the field and how periodontal treatment can make significant differences in patient’s 
treatment and lives. Since having the opportunity to work with them, Mei-Yee has found an 
outlet to help patients find a second a chance to regain their oral health.  Mei-Yee would 
like to especially thank Drs. Bae, Fisselier, Hsu, Park, and Suzuki for their guidance in 
prosthodontics and helping her develop confidence in her skills. Without their guidance, 
many students would be struggling in their grasp of the theoretical and technical aspects 
of prosthodontics. Last, but not least, Mei-Yee would like to thank Dr. Davitt for his never-
ending encouragement and optimistic tutelage. 

Mei-Yee cannot thank her parents enough for the constant support they gave her throughout dental school. Her parents were one of the 
first people to give her encouragement to pursue dentistry as a way to help others. Mei-Yee would not be where she is today were it not 
for them.

Mei-Yee would also like to thank all of her friends for their endless support, which has been invaluable to her through all the joys and 
difficulties of dental school.

Lastly, Mei-Yee would like to thank Patrick Huynh. Through times of struggle and uncertainty, Patrick has been an integral and stalwart 
bulwark for her. Mei-Yee is extremely thankful to have met Patrick and to have him in her life. She cannot wait to see what the future has 
in store for them both.

After graduation, Mei-Yee plans to continue her dental education and practice in Massachusetts.

Jin Joo was born in South Korea and grew up in New York. She attended Syracuse University 
where she earned a B.S degree in 2010.  Prior to enrolling in dental school, Jin Joo 
attended Rutgers University where she completed a Masters of Biomedical Science 
degree in 2014. 

While at TUSDM, Jin Joo was grateful to have received a Merit Scholarship during her 
second and third year. She was given the opportunity to go on the global service learning 
trip to Haiti during spring break of her second year in association with Dentists for 
Humanity. Jin Joo also had the pleasure of serving as a preclinical student teaching 
assistant for Fixed Prosthodontics.

Jin Joo values the preclinical and clinical training she received at Tufts and would like to 
extend sincere gratitude to the best Group Practice (Exeter) Coordinators, Drs. Mark 
Caddell, Alan Epstein, and Mary Karish for their knowledge, experience and mentorship. 
She would also like to thank all the clinic faculty especially Drs. Frank Shin, James 
Theodore, Pilar Sanchez, Steven Rubin, Kanchan Ganda, Louis Rissin, Dongwoo Park, 
Nopsaran Chaimattayompol, Marcelo Suzuki, Ala Ali, Thaisa Bordin, Duangkamol 
Blankenship, Hanna Bae, Peter Arsenault, and Richard Doff.  In addition, Jin Joo is 
grateful to her DPAs, Aeron Luy and Flavio Ferreira, as well as the 4th floor dispensary 
and clinic staff.

Most importantly, Jin Joo would like to thank her parents, Yong Hyun Cha and Myung Sook 
Park, for their sacrifice, unconditional love, and support so that she would have a chance 

 to pursue her dreams.  She is also thankful to her boyfriend Minsu for his consistent 
 understanding and encouragement through her years in dental school.  Jin Joo would not 
 be where she is today without her family and friends. She will also forever cherish the 
 memories made at Tufts.

 After graduation, Jin Joo plans to practice general dentistry in Connecticut.

Mei-Yee Chan, D2019

Jin Joo Cha, D2019
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Cyril grew up west of Boston in Ludlow, Massachusetts. After graduating high school in 
2005, he entered college at his local state school, the University of Massachusetts in 
Amherst, where he studied Biochemistry and Molecular Biology.  During his undergraduate 
years, Cyril was exposed to his first research experience studying plant growth hormonal 
pathways and upon earning his B.S. degree in 2009, began a career conducting scientific 
research locally.  Cyril spent the next several years in biomedical research where he helped 
establish protocols in stem cell gene therapy for inflammation reduction and also blood 
vessel formation in diabetics.  After helping his mentor, Dr. Sabyasachi Sen transition his 
lab to Washington D.C., Cyril was introduced to Prosthodontist Dr. Vincent Mariano and 
dental lab technician Jay Emirzian, who inspired him to pursue a career in dentistry with a 
focus on tooth regenerative stem cell therapies. Cyril then applied to dental school and 
made the decision to attend Tufts as a member of the 2019 class.

During Cyril’s time at Tufts, he immersed himself in all aspects of the DMD program and 
participated as a liaison for Admissions, worked as a preclinical course tutor and teaching 
assistant, and helped other classmates in clinic.  Cyril also continued research with Dr. Sen 
and was able to publish articles in the Journals of Stem Cell Research & Therapy and the 
American Heart Association. Outside of school hours, Cyril worked in several positions 
including office manager at Dr. Frank DeCaro’s dental practice, a meat clerk at Whole 
Foods, and as a foster for orphaned dogs at Last Hope K9.  Cyril’s efforts in the community 
surrounding Boston allowed him to raise oral health awareness and he was subsequently 
able to bring in a large number of new patients into Tufts for comprehensive care treatment 

 by him and many of his classmates.

Cyril greatly valued his time at Tufts and what he learned from his mentors, faculty, and friends, all of whom he considers as family.  Cyril 
extends special heartfelt thanks to the following Tufts faculty who were critical to his development as a dental professional: Drs. Joanne 
Falzone, Carole Palmer, Thaisa Bordin, Ala Ali, Nopsaran (Nui) Chaimattayompol, Maria Avrampou,  Ekaterini Antonellou, Francois 
Fisselier, Robert Mandell, Aikaterini Paraskevopoulou, Frank DeCaro, Steven Rubin, Joey Chang, Kerith Rankin, Marielena Gamboa-Ruiz, 
Robert Amato, Deborah Tung, Elinor Alon, Kanchan Ganda, David Leader, Steven McQueen, Dara Rogers, Rocio Saavedra, Mohamed 
Hassan, Gulsun Gul, Lokesh Suri, Boris Bacanurschi, Peter Arsenault, Katie Talmo, Mark Caddell, Alan Epstein, Robert Kasberg, Michael 
Thompson, and Nadeem Karimbux. Cyril would also like to thank Drs. Vincent Mariano and Stephen Root for their personal mentorship as 
well as his friends and family for their support.

Following graduation, Cyril will be returning to his hometown where he will be working closely with Dr. Stephen Root and Jay Emirzian to 
provide comprehensive care to his community in Western Massachusetts. Cyril also plans to continue his involvement in research, and 
will focus his efforts on tooth regeneration.

Daniel was born in upstate New York and was raised in the Maryland D.C. suburbs.  He 
graduated with a Bachelor of Science degree in Chemical Engineering from Cornell 
University in 2009.  While Daniel experienced a few different changes of career paths, he 
eventually found his way to fulfilling a childhood dream of becoming a dentist. 

Some of Daniel’s most memorable experiences in dental school were living with his D17 
roommates, hanging out and playing games at friends’ apartments late into the night, 
venting with classmates, being trapped at externship in Arizona with 3 classmates, going 
to the gym, and meeting people who would became some of his best friends. 

Daniel would like to thank his Practice Coordinators, pre-clinical and clinical faculty, 
externship preceptors, and auxiliary staff for their unwavering support.  Daniel is also 
thankful to Drs. Alberto Sarmiento, Pilar Sanchez, Sheldon Yunes, Shivani Patel, Judith 
Goldstein, Ronald Davitt, and Robert Gyurko. In addition, he has deep gratitude for Yury 
and the dispensary staff.  Their guidance enabled Daniel to grow as a dentist and as a 
person. 

Daniel would like to extend gratitude to his father and mother, Henzer Chen and Brenda 
Wang, and his sister and brother, Christina and John, for their unconditional love and 
support and for always pushing him to pursue his dreams. 

Daniel has developed so many great friends at dental school who have been there for him 
through good times and bad, especially one Shivani Saith and Rushie Patel.  They started 
together in the same Gross Anatomy group during first semester, continued together in the 

 same clinic group practice, and finished together at graduation, becoming the bestest of 
 friends along the way. 

 Following graduation, Daniel plans to practice general dentistry in the New England area.

Cyril H. Chou, D2019

Daniel D. Chen, D2019
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Brittany was born and raised in Dorchester, Massachusetts. She graduated magna cum 
laude with a B.S. degree in Business and a concentration in Finance from the University of 
Massachusetts in 2009. Prior to pursuing a career in dental health, Brittany worked as a 
wardrobe and prop stylist. She then completed a Post-Baccalaureate Pre-Medical Studies 
Certificate program at Boston University and was subsequently accepted into the TUSDM 
class of 2019. 

While at Tufts, Brittany was a recipient of the Chaim and Rieva Trilling Society of Fellows 
Scholarship.  Brittany would like to express sincere gratitude to the Group Practice Fairfield 
Coordinators Drs. Paul Trombly, Colette Catalino, and Jennifer Lipiec, without whose 
mentorship and guidance she could not have navigated these trying clinical years. She 
would also like to extend heartfelt thank you’s to Patti Casey and Group Practice 
Administrators Julie Fleck and Shauna Carty, for all of their knowledge, advice, and good 
chats over the past couple of years. In addition, Brittany would like to thank all of the 
amazing faculty and staff who contributed to her education, particularly Dr. Joanne 
Falzone, whose kindness will not soon be forgotten.  

Brittany is immensely proud to be graduating as a member of the class of 2019 and would 
like to extend a huge congratulations to each and every classmate. She will be forever 
indebted to the kindness and support of her fellow D19s during the challenges and 
triumphs of the last four years.  

Lastly, Brittany would like to thank her family and friends for their unconditional love, 
 support, and unwavering encouragement.  She would especially like to thank her fiancé  
 Jack, whose patience and sacrifice have not gone unnoticed.  She is incredibly excited to  
 see what the future holds for them. 

 After graduation, Brittany plans to work in private practice. 

Melody was born in Boston, Massachusetts and raised in Longmeadow, Massachusetts. She 
attended Duke University and received a B.S. degree in Psychology. She then earned a M.S. 
degree in Biomedical Sciences from Tufts University School of Medicine and authored a thesis on 
the impact of mother-child oral health promotion on dental caries in vulnerable populations.

Melody decided to stay in Boston to continue her education at Tufts University School of Dental 
Medicine, where she enjoyed being engaged in community service, teaching, and research. Over 
the years, she consistently sought to understand how oral health fits within the dynamic context of 
healthcare disparities and hopes to translate community dental strategies as a paragon for 
sustainable global health change.

As Dental President of the Sharewood Project, Melody worked interprofessionally to help meet the 
health needs of the underserved. She also served as the Community Service Chair of the American 
Association of Women Dentists and co-founded the Tufts Chinatown Wellness Initiative. During her 
dental training, Melody was selected to engage in the Tufts Elective Incentive Honors Program in 
Periodontology and Health Literacy Intensive. Her research investigated the Tufts Dental language 
access perceptions and needs. She also enjoyed teaching as a Medicine and Charlestown Clinic 
Teaching Assistant.

Melody would like to express gratitude to the TUSDM faculty for their invaluable mentorship. She 
gives special thanks to Professor Kathy Dolan as well as Drs. Tofool Alghanem, Ala Ali, Peter 
Arsenault, Peter Brodeur, Quinn Chan, Ronald Davitt, Irina Dragan, Matthew Finkelman, Kanchan 
Ganda, Jonathan Garlick, Judith Goldstein, Khara Gresham, Alvar Gustafson, Nicole Holland, Yong 
Hur, Robert Kasberg, Aikaterini Kostagianni, David Leader, Daniel Lee, William Lobel, Linda 
Marinello, Alex Miele, John Morgan, Shubha Nanda, Nopsaran Chaimattayompol (Nui), Yumi Ogata,  

 BiNa Oh, David Paul, Kerith Rankin, Jessie Reisig, Jose Segura, Denisa Stasa, Deborah Tung, 
 and Cynthia Yered.

Melody would also like to thank Karen Alexander, Jackie Alvarado, Matilda Bejko, Gina Boger, Paula Callahan, Jessica Cardoso, Patti Casey, Patty 
DiAngelis, Maggie Dwyer, Emily Fang, Leila Ghorashi, Iolanda Gomes, Michela Iheuwa, Merlene James-Harris, Douglas Jones, Renald Joseph, Lucy 
Killewo, Aeron Luy, Lou Luy, Romell Madison, Mary-Ellen Marks, Nancy Marks, Patricia Massillon, Anita Miller, Ben Molla, Amanda Nevius, Tangy 
Person, Maria Poy, Lediana Rami, Jackie Roman, Monika Shukle, Tommy Tran, Emma Vaillancourt, and Katherine Vosker for their support.

Melody is very thankful for the fond memories she made with her Vertical Integration Program family: Meera Sahni, Amelia Baxley, Sangita Murali, 
Cindy Park, Ambika Kumaran, and Nikita Santhanakrishnan. She also expresses immense gratitude to Sun Lim and Jennifer Kim, who helped her 
spearhead initiatives at Sharewood. She gives special thanks to her D19 class, Charlestown group, and incredible patients. Melody is forever 
grateful for the unconditional love of her parents and brother, Andy. Most of all, Melody thanks God for His steadfast faithfulness and goodness.

Following graduation, Melody will begin an Advanced Education in General Dentistry program at New York University (NYU) Langone Dental Medicine 
in Winslow, Arizona. Melody hopes to serve as an oral health change agent that positively alters global health.

Brittany Colleran, D2019

Melody Chou, D2019
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Vance is from the village of Washingtonville in New York, a small community that shaped 
and steered his ambitions into pursuing a career in healthcare.  After graduating from 
Washingtonville High School in 2011, Vance made Boston his home for eight years.  He 
first earned a Bachelor of Science degree in Biology from Northeastern University in 2015.  
While at NEU Vance completed an internship across town in the Craniofacial Pain Center at 
Tufts University School of Dental Medicine and was first inspired by where medicine meets 
dentistry in the treatment of chronic pain patients. 

By 2015, Vance returned to TUSDM in pursuit of his Doctor of Dental Medicine degree.  He 
took advantage of many opportunities the program provided which included a five-week 
externship delivering dental care in the Connecticut state prison system during his final 
year of school.  Vance is proudest to enter the field carrying the clinical reputation that 
precedes TUSDM and will never lose sight of what that means.  These past four years have 
presented challenges, experiences, and friendships he will miss terribly but value forever.

Vance would like to thank his classmates, clinical instructors and supporting staff, 
specifically in the Back Bay Group Practice, who impacted his clinical training in very 
positive and memorable ways.  He extends his thanks to each of his patients whose trust in 
him he never took for granted and will carry with him throughout his career.  Vance leaves 
Tufts proud of the accomplishments of the 2019 class and wishes his friends many 
blessings in their futures. 

Vance is forever grateful to those that had his back from day one as he pursued this 
degree, beginning with his parents, Meaghan and Peter, siblings, Justin and Katherine, and grandmother, Alice M. Rock.  Their unique 
confidence in him would often surpass his own which made every bit of difference these past four years.  Their love was just as unrivaled.  
Vance lastly would like to thank the late Jodi S. Davis, whose guidance and steadfast support helped catapult this whole venture. 

After graduation, Vance will begin an Advanced Education in General Dentistry Program through NYU Langone at the Interfaith Dental 
Clinic at Nashville, TN.

Madeline grew up in Ridgewood, NJ and graduated from the University of Notre Dame with 
a Bachelor of Science degree in Science-Business in 2013. Prior to attending TUSDM, 
Madeline worked as head intern and administrative assistant at HoHoKus Dental 
Associates in New Jersey in order to gain experience in the practice management aspect of 
dentistry.

While at Tufts, Madeline was a recipient of the Dr. Alfred Osher, DG62 and Mrs. Suzi Osher 
Endowed Scholarship. She spent her time instructing underclassmen as an operative 
student teaching assistant and participating in a variety of community outreach programs. 
Madeline was able to advance her education through her externship at the Eastern Shore 
Rural Health System in Onancock, VA, by providing care for the underserved population 
with the support of accommodating mentors and staff.

Madeline would like to sincerely thank all of the faculty and staff who enriched her dental 
education.  She particularly thanks her Group Practice Back Bay Coordinators, Drs. Michael 
McQueen, David Leader, Armond Enos and Eduardo Olegario, for their continued 
dedication to her clinical development throughout her time at Tufts. Madeline would also 
like to especially thank Dr. Khaled Shaikhi who provided unparalleled guidance and 
training in the Medically Complex Patients clinic. Madeline would also like to thank the 
dispensary team, DPAs and radiology staff for their patience and commitment to assisting 
students.

Above all, Madeline would like to express gratitude to her parents, Jim and Rebecca 
Conboy, for their love and personal guidance during her dental school journey; as well as her siblings, Laura and Jimmy, for their 
friendship and unconditional support. Madeline would also like to thank her extended family and friends for their unwavering long-
distance encouragement, loyalty and spontaneous visits.  Madeline’s experience working at the office of her mentor, Dr. Michael Varallo, 
was instrumental in her decision to pursue dentistry as a career and she would therefore like to thank him and the entire HDA staff. 
Finally, Madeline is grateful for the lifelong friendships she made during her time at Tufts.

Upon graduation, Madeline will begin a yearlong postgraduate General Practice Residency at New York-Presbyterian, Brooklyn Methodist 
Hospital in Brooklyn, NY.

Madeline would like to congratulate the Class of 2019 and wishes the best of luck to all her classmates in their future endeavors.

Vance G. Consalvo, D2019

Madeline M. Conboy, D2019
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Elena was born and raised in Moldova until moving to the United States at the age of 
fifteen. She received her B.S. degree in Biology from the University of Massachusetts, 
Boston.

While at Tufts, Elena was involved in various dental outreach programs including Give Kids 
a Smile and the Sharewood Project. She also helped to provide dental care for special 
needs children as part of AADMD.  Elena was fortunate to participate on a meaningful 
global service-learning trip with the Hispanic International Mission to Cabo Verde in West 
Africa. While there, Elena provided free care to an underserved population and put her 
dental knowledge to work while also mastering her speed.  Elena would like to thank her 
mentors from the trip, her mother Dr. Lilia Cucerov, her mentor Dr. Aidee Herman, as well as 
Dr. Zuzana Mendez, Dr. Carmen Sanchez and many others.  Each person who was part of 
the mission trip enabled her to grow both as a clinician and as an individual.  It was an 
amazing experience because she was lucky to learn so much from her wonderful mother’s 
dental point of view.  She is Elena’s hero and what a wonderful experience it is to learn 
from your hero! “Thank you mom!”   

Elena’s dental school experience was largely shaped by the instructors and people who 
surrounded her.  Elena would like to thank her Practice Coordinators Drs. Alberto 
Sarmiento, Olympia Karacosta, Karen Wallach, and Shivani Patel for their committed 
support to dental education.  It was through their mentorship and encouragement that she 
became the clinician she is today.  Elena would also like to thank the clinical faculty who 
played a major role in her confidence as a clinician, including Drs. Francois Fisselier, 
Ronald Davitt, Pilar Sanchez, Steven Rubin, Kanchan Ganda, Sheldon Yunes, Thaisa Bordin, 

Marcelo Suzuki, Sheldon Barron, Aidee Herman and many others. Dr. Aidee Herman in particular was a mentor who always believed in 
her and pushed her to reach new limits and new milestones.

Elena would like to thank the front desk staff, Tommy Rivera and Jackie Kulas, as well as the radiology and dispensary staff for their 
friendship, support and eagerness to help. 

Elena would also like to thank her family, friends and wonderful and supportive husband, Grigorii Lazari, for always being there and 
bringing a smile to her face during the more challenging times in dental school. Their love, encouragement and understanding are what 
enabled Elena to pursue and accomplish her goals while making unforgettable memories along the way.  Finally, Elena gives a special 
thank you to Dr. Robert Kasberg, without whom her dream would not have been possible.

Elena is grateful for the lifelong friends and unforgettable memories and experiences she had in dental school.  After graduation, Elena 
plans to work as an associate in a general dental practice. 

Cameron was raised in the Chicagoland area. Born to an artist and a dentist, Cameron 
developed an appreciation for both the arts and sciences at a young age. Cameron 
attended Denison University in Granville, Ohio. He was a linebacker for the Denison Big Red 
football team and served as president of the Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity. Cameron 
received a B.S. degree in Biology and a minor in Chemistry. Cameron also pursued 
coursework in Hispanic culture and language. Cameron was inducted into the Phi Beta 
Kappa honor society and graduated magna cum laude. He was also recipient of the 
Department of Biology’s Academic Excellence Award. It was at Denison that Cameron 
developed a desire to work as an artist, scientist, and physician. Dentistry was his 
destined pursuit.

Cameron attended TUSDM as legacy to his father, Dr. Timothy M. Crowe, D80. Cameron has 
excelled academically and clinically while at Tufts. He was a recipient of the Tufts University 
Dental Alumni Association Endowed Scholarship and has been on the Dean’s List since 
2015. Cameron served as a student teaching assistant for the undergraduate clinic, 
preclinical operative dentistry course and dental materials workshop and through these 
experiences he gained an appreciation for mentoring and learning through teaching. In his 
fourth year, Cameron was a guest lecturer speaking on Melvin Moss’ “Functional Matrix 
Theory” at a continuing education event in Chicago. Cameron also attended community 
service learning externships in both South Florida and Vermont. In addition, he was 
involved in the Alpha Omega Dental Fraternity and Tufts Implant Club. Through his Tufts 
education, Cameron gained an appreciation for all dental specialties. His trajectory is for 
advanced general practice with utilization of modern technologies and techniques. 

 Cameron shows passion for lifelong continued education and community service. After 
 graduation, Cameron will return to Chicago, where he will join his father in private 
 general practice.

Cameron would like to thank his mentors and colleagues throughout his pursuit of healthcare and dental medicine. He is particularly 
thankful to his mentor and friend Dr. Leslie P. Racowsky; undergraduate physics professor Dr. Steven Doty Ph.D.; Practice Coordinators 
Drs. Richard Harold, Theano Eliopoulos, and Edward Fidrocki; Executive Associate Dean Mark Gonthier; Drs. Khaled Shaikhi, Rory O’Neill, 
Hugo Campos, and Mary Struziak; as well as the many others who had a significant impact on Cameron’s education.

Cameron would like to dedicate his degree to his parents. He thanks his mother, Patricia, and stepmother, Barbara, for their support and 
unconditional love. Cameron would like to thank his father, Timothy, for his continued inspiration and motivation; his mentorship has 
been pivotal in Cameron’s personal and professional development. This achievement would not have been possible without them.

Elena Cucerov, D2019

Cameron Francis Crowe, D2019 
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Ajay was born in Boston, MA and grew up in Marietta, GA. After earning a Bachelor of 
Dental Surgery degree from Ramakrishna Dental College and Hospital in India in 2014, he 
returned to the Atlanta area and worked with Dr. Thomas Carroll, Dr. Steve Strother and 
Dr. Ed Parnell to serve the community at a free dental clinic. Gaining acceptance to the 
Tufts Dental program was a second homecoming for Ajay, which led to a great experience 
and another step forward in his professional career.

While at Tufts, Ajay served as class president for his International class for two years and 
took pleasure in working for his class and helping in the transition into the D.M.D. 
program. He describes his time at TUSDM as truly positive and is thankful to be a part of 
such a close-knit community that promotes a supportive work environment as well as one 
of inclusivity and stability. Such elements are genuinely needed, especially in this time. 

The TUSDM administration, preclinical, and clinical faculty were all integral parts of 
creating an atmosphere in which students were able to learn and thrive.  Ajay is very 
appreciative of his Practice Coordinators, Drs. William Lobel, David Paul, Denisa Stasa, 
and Alex Miele. He also gives a special thank you to Dr. Ronald Perry who has been there 
to guide him and his class as Director of the International Program. It is with the care of 
these people, and the support of the ancillary staff, that such a wonderful experience has 
been possible.

Ajay would like to thank his family and those closest to him. It is with their love, support 
and constant encouragement that this journey has been possible. His mother, father, and 

younger brother have always been there to help him achieve his goals and encourage him. Beyond his immediate family, Ajay wants to 
express gratitude to all of his extended family; aunts and uncles who have always been like parents and mentors as well as cousins who 
have always been like siblings. Ajay truly feels blessed to have such a foundation on which he has been able to grow. 

After graduation, Ajay intends to return to the Atlanta area to work as an associate and continue to find new ways to serve his community.

Jaclyn was born and raised in Worcester, Massachusetts. She earned a B.S. degree in 
Biology from Tufts University in 2015. Jaclyn’s love for art, science, and working with 
people led her to pursue a career in dentistry. Upon graduating from college, she entered 
the class of 2019 at TUSDM.

While at Tufts Dental, Jaclyn met her soulmate Kevin Hadar who continues to inspire her 
everyday with his passion for dentistry and his good humor. She would like to thank him 
for the countless times he helped and motivated her.

Jaclyn would also like to thank her family for their continuous support and encouragement. 
She would like to give a special thanks to her father James Danko, DMD, for helping her 
through dental school with advice and understanding.

Jaclyn is proud to have attended TUSDM and looks forward to using the excellent education 
she received to help patients in her community. She is grateful for the Merit Scholarship 
she received in recognition of her academic performance. Jaclyn is also especially grateful 
to the group Exeter Practice Coordinators, Drs. Mary Karish, Alan Epstein, and Mark 
Caddell, for leading the best team and always teaching compassion, excellence, and real-
world dentistry. Jaclyn has learned immensely from them and feels lucky to have been a 
part of Group Practice Exeter. She would additionally like to thank Dr. Alberto Lamberti and 
Dr. Thaisa Bordin for their instruction and guidance from preclin to the clinic and for 
inspiring her love of prosthodontics.  She would also like to thank Dr. Dongwoo Park and 
Dr. Marcelo Suzuki for having high standards that push her to do better work and be a 

 better dentist. Lastly, Jaclyn gives sincerest thanks to all of the additional faculty, staff,  
 and classmates who helped her to learn and grow as a dentist. 

 After graduation, Jaclyn plans to practice general dentistry in New England.

Ajay Davalur, DI2019

Jaclyn Marie Danko, D2019
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Arys was born in Baghdad, Iraq and lived in Amman, Jordan before his family moved to 
Glendale, CA where he grew up.  In 2014, Arys earned a Bachelor of Science degree in 
Biology from California State University of Los Angeles where he received numerous Dean’s 
List distinctions.  

While at Tufts University School of Dental Medicine, Arys was awarded the Chaim and Rieva 
Trilling Society of Fellows Scholarship for his exemplary academic record. During his fourth 
year, Arys had the opportunity to complete a five-week externship at the AltaMed 
Community Health Care Center in South Gate, CA where he provided dental care to an 
underserved population. 

Arys would like to thank all of the Tufts didactic, pre-clinical, clinical, and externship 
instructors. He gives special thanks to Dr. Alan Epstein for his guidance, Dr. Mary Karish for 
her drive to help students succeed, and Dr. Mark Caddell for his mentorship. It has been a 
pleasure for him to get to know each of these individuals and Arys feels extremely 
fortunate to have had their help in shaping his professional identity. 

Arys would like to thank his parents, Ara and Araksi, for supporting him throughout his life 
as he would not be where he is today without them. As parents, they instilled a 
tremendous work ethic in all three of their sons and never failed to lead by example. Arys 
will be forever grateful for Annette who spent long nights with him formulating and 
organizing dental school applications and helping him achieve his dream.  He is also 
eternally thankful for the endless love and support he has received from Mr. and  

 Mrs. Hovsepian, Artin, Tanya, Armen, Nicole, Mano, and Arpineh.

 Following graduation, Arys looks forward to returning to Los Angeles, CA and working in 
 private practice.

Marc grew up in Auburn, a college town in Alabama.  Growing up, Marc spent much of his 
time working at his parents’ convenience stores.  Before dental school was even 
considered, he always had a vision of becoming a physician, however, after discouraging 
shadowing experiences, Marc lost some of the enthusiasm.  After talking with and 
eventually shadowing one of the customers at the store, Dr. Litkenhous, a local dentist, 
Marc’s passion was re-directed towards dentistry.  After seeing how much “fun” 
Dr. Litkenhous had at work, and how much good he was able to do in the community with 
his profession, including extensive pro bono dental work for a coworker at the store, Marc 
was sold on the idea of becoming a dentist.  He has been grateful ever since to have found 
such a rewarding profession so early on. Marc studied Biology and Chemistry at the 
University of Alabama where he acquired a B.S. degree in Biology in 2015. He then 
matriculated into Tufts later that year.  

While at Tufts, Marc was a recipient of the Dr. Alfred Osher, DG62, and Mrs. Suzi Osher 
Endowed Scholarship.  Marc would like to thank all of the didactic instructors for the many 
ways they helped him over the past four years.  He would also like to thank the clinical 
instructors as well as Group Practice Exeter Coordinators, Drs. Mary Karish, Mark Caddell, 
Alan Epstein, and Richard Doff for their immense patience and understanding during his 
3rd and 4th years of dental school.  Marc would like to thank Mr. Russ Jenkins, his 6th 
grade English teacher, who taught the love of reading that facilitated his passion for 
learning.  He would also like to thank Dr. Brad Litkenhous for the priceless guidance and 
mentorship that helped him navigate his way through college and dental school.  

Most importantly however, Marc would like to thank his parents, siblings, and family for their non-stop, unconditional, love and support.  
Marc’s parents continuously did everything they could to help him complete the difficult journey that is dental school and he will be 
forever grateful.

Following graduation, Marc will be taking his talents to Portland, Maine to work as an associate at Aspen Dental.

Arys A. Dembekjian, D2019

Marc Henry DeLorenzo, D2019
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Fatima grew up in Atlanta, Georgia and graduated with a B.S. degree in Psychology from 
Georgia Institute of Technology in 2014. 

Fatima is incredibly grateful for the invaluable education she received at TUSDM. She 
would like to thank the faculty and staff, especially her Charlestown Group Practice 
Coordinators, Dr. David Paul, Dr. Denisa Stasa, Dr. William Lobel, and Dr. Alex Miele for all 
of their guidance and mentorship. She would also like to extend sincerest gratitude 
towards the clinic faculty with whom she worked, in particular, Drs. Jose Segura, Ala Ali, 
BiNa Oh, William Sylvia, and Katerina Pellino. Fatima would additionally like to thank Ava 
Ghassemi, D20, who was the most incredible friend and gave her a family away from home. 
Lastly, Fatima would like to thank her parents for their constant and unwavering support 
and encouragement!

Khalid “Sky” was born and raised in Casablanca, Morocco. He received his Doctorate of 
Dental Medicine degree from Casablanca Dental School in 1997.  Khalid later earned a 
Periodontics postgraduate degree from Universite de Rennes in France after which he 
completed a Prosthodontics postgraduate degree in Paris.  While in France, Khalid worked 
in the Emergency Department of the Stomatology Institute in La Pitie-Salpetriere Hospital 
in Paris where he received the prestigious emergency care certification from Europe’s 
largest hospital.  Khalid then practiced for 14 years at his successful dental office in 
Casablanca, which served an international community and was oriented toward implant 
and prosthodontic treatments.  As an experienced skydiver, Khalid is constantly looking for 
challenges. In 2014, he decided to move to the United States with his wife, Ixchell, to 
pursue additional horizons in dentistry in a country where “the sky is the limit.”

While at Tufts, Khalid participated in the Student Teaching Assistant Program and worked as 
a TA in the undergraduate clinic. He also served as a TA for Preclinical Operative and 
Prosthodontics where he helped 1st and 2nd year students improve their hand skills.  Khalid 
would like to thank Dr. Steven Eisen and Dr. Marcelo Suzuki for this opportunity to teach. 
Khalid would also like to thank Assistant Dean Michael Thompson and Associate Dean 
Robert Kasberg for their continued guidance.  With sincere gratitude, Khalid acknowledges 
his Practice Coordinators, Drs. Jennifer Lipiec, Colette Catalino and Paul Trombly for their 
daily support, as well as DPAs Shauna and Julie for their sense of humor.  In addition, 
Khalid would like to extend a special thank you to Drs. Robert Amato, Iqbal Singh, Ronald 
Perry and Francois Fisselier for their kindness throughout his time at Tufts.

Khalid would like to make mention and thank his skydiving friends who helped and supported him, Nabil, Stephane, Patrick, and 
Olivier. “Thank you guys.”

Khalid is grateful to his family for their uplifting and unconditional support. He is especially thankful to his parents, brother, sister, and 
in-laws for their positivity and never ending words of wisdom and love. Khalid would also like to thank his two sons, Yanis and Amine, 
for believing in their papa and for their encouragement and support. 

Finally, Khalid would like to thank his wonderful wife Ixchell. He could not have accomplished his goals without her in his life. “Thank you 
for the countless days and nights you spent helping me manage everything in this extreme challenge. We did it! I LOVE YOU!!”

After graduation, Khalid will be moving to New Jersey and working in private practice.  

Fatima Dhanani, D2019

Khalid Dermoumi, DI2019
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Dr. Dragan is a tenure-track Assistant Professor in the Department of Periodontology and 
Program Director of the “Dental Education Learning and Teaching Academy” Fellowship at 
Tufts University School of Dental Medicine.  She is also a Diplomate of the American Board 
of Periodontology. In addition, Dr. Dragan maintains a private practice limited to 
periodontology and implant dentistry at the Tufts Faculty Practice. 

Dr. Dragan received her D.D.S. degree from Carol Davila University in 2009, and then 
completed postgraduate training at New York University College of Dentistry in 2011.  She 
later earned a Master of Science Degree and a specialty certificate in Periodontology at 
TUSDM in 2015.  Her current academic responsibilities include teaching periodontology 
and implant dentistry to predoctoral and postgraduate students while also supporting the 
Complex Cases Management program, which was designed to strengthen and facilitate an 
interdisciplinary and interprofessional path for the profession that benefits clinicians 
(students, residents, private practitioners) and most importantly, patients. 

As an enthusiastic and dedicated TUSDM faculty member, Dr. Dragan has been actively 
involved in educational and clinical research projects. She serves as the Faculty Advisor for 
the ADEA Chapter and Implant Study Club.  Her educational leadership activities include 
committee nominations for American Academy of Periodontology (AAP), American Dental 
Association (ADA) and American Dental Education Association (ADEA).  Dr. Dragan serves 
as a Consultant for the Association of Dental Education in Europe. Her efforts were 
recognized in 2014 with the ADEA/AADR Academic Dental Career Fellowship, 2015 ADEA 
Emerging Academic Leaders Program, 2016 AAP Foundation Fellowship to attend the 
Institute for Teaching and Learning Program, and the 2016 ADEA Chair of the Board of 
Directors (Presidential) Citation. In 2016, Dr. Dragan was recognized as the Best Romanian 

Student in North America for the academic year 2014-2015. She was also the only dentist selected internationally by Harvard University 
for the 2018 Macy Institute Program for Educators in Health Professions.  Most recently, Dr. Dragan is the recipient of 2018 AAP 
Foundation Bud and Linda Tarrson Fellowship Award offered to periodontists pursuing academic careers in USA.  

Dr. Dragan is very grateful to the TUSDM community for welcoming her as a resident and then as a faculty member. Her last 7 years at 
TUSDM have been incredible and she is so honored to be part of this outstanding institution and work with such dedicated individuals.  
Dr. Dragan gives special thanks to Dean Huw Thomas, Dr. Nadeem Karimbux, Dr. Noshir Mehta, Dr. Paul Levi, Dr. Ekaterini Antonellou, 
Dr. Katerina Papathanasiou, Dr. Kanchan Ganda, Dr. Aruna Ramesh, Dr. Maria Papageorge, Dr. Robert Amato, Mr. Mark Gonthier, Dr. 
Robert Kasberg and all the colleagues in the Office of Academic Affairs and Department of Periodontology. She also thanks all the 
students and residents whom she had the opportunity to mentor and who constantly challenged her to strive for improvement. Dr. 
Dragan’s passion for dentistry was selflessly supported by her family, Elena, Ilie and Flavius, and this degree is dedicated to all of them. 

After graduation, Dr. Dragan is interested to continue her career in academic dentistry and is now preparing to enroll in a Ph.D. program 
with a focus on Educational Leadership. 

Ian was born in Dallas, Texas but moved to Napa, California at age 7.  He earned a B.A. 
degree in English and Geology from Washington and Lee University (W&L) in 2006. His 
favorite moments at W&L were singing with his chamber choir in St. Mark’s Basilica in 
Venice and making geological survey maps of the American Southwest. Immediately after 
graduation, Ian moved to Hollywood to make films, but as an Eagle Scout, he found the 
industry ethically challenging and left his film career in 2011. Ian then completed another 
undergrad worth of prerequisite courses, spent 10 days in Manaus, Brazil on a medical 
mission trip, and was overjoyed to join the TUSDM class of 2019.

While at Tufts, Ian helped revive the Student Professionalism and Ethics Association (SPEA) 
and gratefully served as Treasurer, President, and Advisor/Mentor. He also spent his time 
outside of clinic singing as a tenor with the mixed Tufts a Capella group DocApella.  Ian will 
never forget the five magical weeks on externship in Winslow, Arizona with Matt, Angie, 
and Dan.  He truly appreciated the unique and ever-evolving curriculum at Tufts and the 
wonderful melting pot of ideas and opportunities the school provided to become a talented 
and experienced dentist.

First, and foremost, Ian would like to thank his mother and father, Teresa and Jeff 
Dickinson, for their tireless and unfailing support throughout his many trials and 
tribulations; his sister, Whitney Dickinson (soon to be Harris) for her always-on-point-wise-
beyond-her-years advice; and his Grandfather Dr. Bob Sinskey, whom he misses every day. 
Ian is truly humbled by all the love and support he received from the rest of his family 
during his career transition and cannot thank them all in the space provided.

From the depths of his heart Ian thanks all of the amazing faculty, staff, deans, Group DPA’s, dispensary crew, dental and radiology 
assistants who keep the school running and make it such a special place. He thanks Dorchester Practice Coordinators, Drs. Theano 
Eliopoulos, Richard Harold, and Edward Fidrocki for their unceasing wisdom with treatment planning. Ian extends profound gratitude to 
Dr. Melissa Ing for so selflessly giving to the entire school. He thanks the Prosthodontic faculty, Drs. Francois Fisselier and Thaisa Bordin 
for always putting in the extra time to teach.  Ian gives deepest thanks to Drs. Steven Rubin, Kathryn Ragalis, and Shubha Nanda for all of 
their advice and support of SPEA.  In addition, he thanks Dr. Marmar Mesgarzadeh for helping to lay a dental foundation, Dr. Christina 
Pastan for introducing meditation into the curriculum, and Dr. David Tesini for introducing him to the joys of pedodontistry in Guatemala. 
Ian is also grateful to his Big, Dr. Haroutioun Kotchinian, and all his fellow students and friends for their companionship through this 
process. Finally, Ian would like to thank his mentor Dr. Ned Nix for his tireless positivity and support throughout the years.

After graduation, Ian is looking forward to completing a one-year Advanced Education in General Dentistry Residency at University of The 
Pacific in California and then entering private practice as a general dentist.

Dr. Irina F. Dragan, DI Faculty 2019

Ian Robert Dickinson, D2019
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Nancy was raised in Marblehead, MA and earned a B.A. degree in Neuroscience with a 
minor in Hebrew from Franklin & Marshall College in 2014. After receiving her degree, 
Nancy worked at Tufts University School of Dental Medicine as a laboratory technician in 
the Gavel Center for Restorative Dental Materials for one year. 

While a student at Tufts, Nancy was involved in a variety of school organizations as well as 
dental research. She participated in the local chapter of the American Association of 
Women Dentists for her first three years before being elected as president of the 
organization.  In this role, Nancy encouraged her female colleagues to get more involved in 
community service projects as well as networking events. Nancy also served as President 
of Tufts Dental Hillel during her fourth year. Throughout dental school, Nancy enjoyed 
studying dental materials and was able through her research to present at the American 
Association of Dental Research Conference in Los Angeles, CA in 2016, the International 
Association of Dental Research Conference in San Francisco, CA in 2017, and the American 
Association of Dental Research Conference in Fort Lauderdale, FL in 2018.  Nancy was also 
nominated for the Research Travel Program at Southern Dental Industries Ltd. in 
Melbourne, Australia in 2018.  In addition to research, Nancy served as a Teaching 
Assistant for Group Practice Fairfield and participated in the interview process for the class 
of 2023. She also aided the class of 2020 in their 2nd year medicine course by reviewing 
complex cases.  Nancy’s participation in all of these activities contributed to an eventful 
and impactful dental school education and she is excited to continue her dental career in 
the General Practice Residency Program at Tufts after graduation.

Nancy would like to sincerely thank the faculty and staff who played a significant role in her Tufts education. She would like to thank her 
Practice Coordinators, Drs. Paul Trombly, Colette Catalino, and Jennifer Lipiec for their support, advice, and being reliable sources of fun 
over the past 2 years. Nancy would also like to thank her clinical faculty especially Drs. Frank Shin, Tijana Stijacic, Hanna Bae, Ala Ali, and 
Ronald Davitt. She is appreciative to her research advisors Drs. Gerard Kugel, Ronald Perry, and Steven Eisen.  In addition, Nancy thanks 
the Group Practice Fairfield Administrators, Shauna Carty and Julie Fleck as well as the Dental Assistants Tefta and Tamar for their hard 
work every day. 

Most of all, Nancy is thankful to her parents, Dr. Jay Epstein and Stephanie Simon, who have supported her for the past 27 years and 
encouraged her to pursue her passion in Dentistry. Nancy’s sisters Laura and Melissa also deserve recognition for always being there for 
vent sessions and for their patience during the frequent tooth-related discussions. 

Finally, Nancy could not have made it through Dental school without the friends she made at TUSDM as well as the friends she has made 
over the years. 

Iana was born and raised in a small southern town in Ukraine. After graduating high 
school, Iana moved to Kiev to study economics at the National Agricultural University. She 
then had the opportunity to come to the United States where she pursued her big dream of 
becoming a dentist. Iana first moved to California where she received a B.S. degree in 
Human Physiology from San Jose State University.

Iana was very fortunate to have gained an admission into Tufts University School of Dental 
Medicine to pursue her dental education. While at Tufts, Iana was able to be part of 
multiple organizations. She served as an e-board member and photographer for ASDA as 
well as an e-board member for the Tufts Implant Club. Iana also served as a student 
teaching assistant in the Radiology and Operative departments and hopes to have the 
opportunity to teach again in the future. 

The last four years of dental school were fundamental in her life and Iana would like to 
show her gratitude and appreciation to everyone who helped her throughout her 
education. She thanks her mentors, Drs. Ruby Ghaffari, Mahnaz Raissi, Peter Arsenault, 
Charles Rankin for their guidance, life advice, and good conversations. She also thanks her 
Practice Coordinators, Dr. Paul Trombly and Dr. Colette Catalino, as well as DPAs Julie Fleck 
and Shauna Carty, for being fundamental supports while she practiced dentistry in Group 
Practice Fairfield.  

Most importantly, Iana would like to thank her family, her husband Don, and her friends for 
their support throughout her dental school years. 

 Upon graduation, Iana will be moving to Austin, TX to practice general dentistry at a private  
 office and plans to own several private practices in the future.

Nancy Beth Epstein, D2019

Iana Elledge, D2019
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Chadi was born and raised in Alexandria, Egypt. He began his dental education at P.U.A. 
(Pharos University of Alexandria) and earned a B.D.S. degree in 2012. After earning this 
degree, Chadi spent one year providing public oral healthcare services in Alexandria. 

Chadi moved to Boston, MA in 2013 where he established his own retail business while 
preparing for the Dental Board Examinations. Chadi also received a Dental Assistant 
License and worked as a part-time dental assistant in several offices during this time. In 
2015, Chadi was fortunate to meet Dr. David Leader who played an important role in his 
future education and career and became his mentor. Dr. Leader advised Chadi to work at 
TUSDM as a Dental Patient Assistant in order to learn more about dental education in the 
United States.  This was a great experience for Chadi as he not only learned about 
management and educational sides of dentistry, but also met amazing TUSDM’s doctors 
and students who played an integral part in him choosing the school for his continued 
dental education. 

Chadi would like to extend very special gratitude to his Practice Coordinators, Dr. David 
Leader, Dr. Michael McQueen and Dr. Armond Enos, who did not spare an effort to help him 
solidify his knowledge and refine his skills. In addition, Chadi gives special thanks to 
Dr. Francois Fisselier, Dr. Charles Rankin and Dr. Mary Jane Hanlon for their continuous 
support. Another very special person for Chadi is Dr. Robert Kasberg who guided him 
during his journey at TUSDM.  

Chadi would like to thank his family and friends. He appreciates the unconditional love and  
 support received from his parents and the absolute dedication and encouragement  
 received from his wife. 

 After graduation, Chadi intends to expand his knowledge and skills and to serve 
 the community.

Anthony was born and raised in Waltham, Massachusetts.  He received a B.S. degree in 
Behavioral Neuroscience from Northeastern University in 2010 and then completed an 
M.S. degree in Biomedical Science from Tufts University School of Medicine in 2011.  Prior 
to enrolling at Tufts Dental School, Anthony worked as a Research Data Coordinator in the 
Department of Radiology, Nuclear Medicine and Molecular Imaging at Boston Children’s 
Hospital.

While at Tufts, Anthony continued his commitment to research and conducted a four year 
project on teeth whitening as a Dean’s Research Scholar under the guidance of Dr. Gerard 
Kugel, Associate Dean of Research, and Dr. Aikaterini Papathanasiou, Director of Advanced 
Education in Esthetics.  Anthony’s research was one of the largest privately funded projects 
ever awarded to a Tufts Dental student with the gracious support from Ultradent and 
Procter & Gamble.  Anthony presented his research on multiple occasions including TUSDM 
Bates-Andrews Research Day and the 2016-2019 International Association for Dental 
Research (IADR) annual meetings.  Anthony was awarded the Dr. Lino Tiberi, D47, Family 
Scholarship Fund as well as the Dr. Erling Johansen, D49, and Inger Johansen Student Aid 
Fund given to a 4th year student who excelled in dental research.  Anthony continued with 
his passion for cosmetic dentistry by participating in the honors program in Esthetics 
where he sharpened his clinical skills and knowledge of smile enhancement.  He also 
served as a student Teaching Assistant in the Back Bay clinic and for the Operative 
Dentistry course.

Anthony was supported by Tufts faculty and staff whose generosity and kindness served as 
an immeasurable contribution to his clinical education.  He would like to especially thank all of the staff and faculty in the Back Bay Group 
Practice clinic; Drs. Gerard Kugel and Aikaterini Papathanasiou for their continued guidance; Drs. Flaviano DiFalco, Dara Rogers and 
Michael McQueen for their endless support and mentorship; Dr. Stephany Cordero for her clinical assistance and friendship; and 
Dr. Eduardo Olegario for always providing comic relief during clinic.  

Anthony would like to thank his family and friends for their unwavering patience and encouragement throughout dental school and 
beyond. His support system includes Bernice and Brian, Eddie and Janet, Allison and Chad, Chris and Kate, Brian Jr., Matt, Christopher, 
Ray, Helen, Natasha, Sam, Ma Luz and many more.  None of his achievements would have been possible without their support and 
Anthony is forever grateful to each of them.  Anthony also recognizes his beloved cats, Paddington and Pippa who always seem to 
brighten his day.

Upon graduation, Anthony plans to pursue a career in private practice in Massachusetts. 

Lastly, Anthony would like to thank his loving wife, Cassandra and beautiful son, Elliot.  By far, Anthony is most proud to have you both. 
This is all for you. 

Chadi Farag, DI2019

Anthony Edward Falone, D2019
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Matthew grew up in Morris Plains, New Jersey.  He received a Bachelor of Science degree in 
Psychology from Pennsylvania State University in 2009.  After graduation, Matthew 
completed prerequisite courses for dental school at Rutgers University while also working 
part time.  Matthew greatly enjoyed the last four years at Tufts where he learned important 
life lessons and made some amazing friends.  

Matthew would like to thank all of his preclinical, clinical, and didactic instructors for their 
hard work and dedication to producing some of the finest dentists in the country.  He gives 
special thanks to Dr. Joanne Falzone, Dr. Flaviano DiFalco and Dr. John Rizza for being in his 
corner when he was applying to dental school and their guidance throughout.

Matthew is very blessed to have the best friends in the world and would like to thank 
Richard Reinhard, Ross Malpere, Scott Scriffignano, Greg Perret, Eric Beyerl, Joey Miller, 
Tommy Hernon, Bo Jung, Scott Micallef, Katie Murphy, Julie McCullough, Madalyn Hoerz, 
and Britt Colleran for keeping him sane during the last very stressful four years.

Matthew is the youngest of four boys and would like to give special thanks to his three 
older brothers, Jim, Dario and Chris, for always putting a smile on his face and always 
being there for him.  Matthew’s parents, Nancy and Dario, deserve much of the credit for 
the man he has become.  They taught him to be compassionate, work hard, treat others 
with respect, be honest, humble and kind, not be greedy or self-centered, and most 
importantly, to be a good person.  Matthew would also like to thank his grandmothers for 
teaching him the importance of faith.  He knows their many prayers have helped him not 

only through dental school but throughout his life.  Matthew would like to remember and thank his deceased grandfathers and great aunt 
Zizi for their love.  He wishes they were here to see the man he has grown up to become but knows they are always watching over him.

Matthew’s favorite quote from which he draws inspiration is “What you do for yourself alone, dies with you, but what you do for others 
and the world lives on and is immortal.”

After graduation, Matthew will be returning to New Jersey to work with his father in his dental practice in Cedar Knolls.  

“Congratulations to the Class of 2019! We did it!”

Jesse was born in Manhattan, New York and raised in Upper Saddle River, New Jersey.  He 
earned a B.A. degree in Biological Sciences at Rutgers University in 2012 and then a 
Masters in Biomedical Sciences with a Concentration in Oral Biology from the school in 
2014.  Throughout his tenure at Tufts, Jesse pursued opportunities to pass on the 
mentorship he received from previous graduating classes while serving as President of the 
Oral Surgery Club, Co-President of the Alpha Omega Dental Fraternity, and class 
representative on the Research Committee. Highlights of his experiences include 
participating in the Global Service Learning trip to Jamaica and serving as a student 
Teaching Assistant in the Anatomy and Oral Surgery Clinics. Jesse was also a recipient of 
the Dr. James E. Royer, D78, Endowed Scholarship.

Jesse is immensely appreciative of the guidance and education provided at Tufts and is 
greatly thankful for the patience extended to him during this time.  He would like to thank 
his Practice Coordinators Dr. Alan Epstein, Dr. Mark Caddell, and Dr. Mary Karish as well as 
clinical instructors, Drs. Peter Arsenault, Ronald Davitt, Linda Marinello, Huda Stipho, Hadi 
Gholami, Ala Ali, and Melani Kapetanakos. Jesse would also like to thank Patti Casey for all 
of her time and implant parts.

Jesse would like to extend gratitude to the Tufts Oral Surgery Department for fueling his 
passion, particularly Drs. Steven Rubin, Joey Chang, Daniel Oreadi, Constantinos 
Laskarides, and Maria Papageorge. He also gives a special thank you to the ‘Goats’ for 
believing in him.

Jesse would like to thank his research and publication mentors at Tufts, Drs. Gerard Kugel, Morton Rosenberg, Steven Eisen, and Archana 
Viswanath as well as statisticians Drs. Sarah Pagni and Matthew Finkelman. He would especially like to express gratitude to Dr. Christina 
Pastan, Dr. John Morgan, Dr. Mark Nehring, Dr. Paul Trombly, and Executive Associate Dean Mark Gonthier for taking a personal interest 
and getting to know him.

Jesse would like to thank his family, Robert, Deidra, Bryce, Landon, and Savannah for their unwavering encouragement and being his 
engine. “More than the moon and the stars.”

After graduation, Jesse is excited to begin the Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery Residency program at St. Joseph’s University Medical Center 
in Paterson, New Jersey.

Congratulations to the Class of 2019!

Jesse Blaze Feuerstein, D2019

Matthew J. Fenimore, D2019
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Athena was raised in Westchester, New York, and dreamed of becoming a dentist since the 
second grade.  Prior to enrolling at Tufts, she studied at Northeastern University where she 
earned a B.S. degree in Biology with a minor in Psychology in 2015.

Athena would like to thank her family, friends, and boyfriend Alex for endlessly supporting 
her throughout the long and difficult journey of becoming a dentist, for always believing in 
her, and for always encouraging her to succeed.   Dr. Kathleen Lambert, Dr. Trevor Bavar 
and Dr. Vincent Morgan were major inspirations for Athena for starting her career in 
dentistry. Athena would also like to thank all of her Practice Coordinators, Dr. David Leader, 
Dr. Michael McQueen, Dr. Eduardo Olegario, Dr. Dara Rogers and Dr. Armond Enos, as well 
as the specialty faculty who expanded her clinical knowledge tremendously and helped 
shape her into the dentist that she is today.

John was born and raised outside of Richmond, Virginia.  He attended Bridgewater College 
in Virginia where he received a B.S. degree in Health and Human Sciences in 2014. John 
was inspired to follow in his father’s footsteps to become a dentist which led him to Tufts 
University School of Dental Medicine. 

John considers his most memorable academic experience to be the time spent on the 
Navajo Nation Reservation near Winslow, Arizona as a part of his externship. This 
experience helped John gain confidence in his dental and patient interaction skills and 
made him truly appreciate the dental field while bringing him closer to his peers from 
Tufts. 

John is grateful to have made lifelong friends through Tufts School of Dental Medicine and 
would like to thank Justin Brousseau, Gilbert Hernandez, Adrian Gonzalez, Alejandro 
Lamas, Jack Kelly, and Marc DeLorenzo for their much needed pep talks, unwavering 
friendships, and copious cups of late night Dunkin’ during studying.   

John would like to thank all of the faculty and staff who supported and helped him during 
his journey at Tufts. Specifically, John would like to thank his Practice Coordinators 
Dr. Denisa Stasa, Dr. David Paul, and Dr. Alex Miele. 

John is honored by the mentorship he received by the dentists in his life prior to attending 
Tufts who saw his passion and drive for the field of dentistry. He would like to thank 
Dr. Joeseph McIntyre and his wife Becky for passing down their knowledge during his 
internship experience and undergraduate education. John would also like to thank 

 Dr. Whiting of Bridgewater, VA for his guidance during his application process. 

John would like to thank fellow TUSDM graduate Dr. Justin Scott, D07, as well as the entire office staff of Dr. Mark Freeman and Associates 
for supporting him and his family after his father’s passing in January 2018. It would not have been possible for John to return to school 
and continue in his father’s path without them. Thanks to their tremendous efforts, John will be returning to the private practice started 
by his father in Richmond, Virginia upon graduation.

John would like to extend gratitude to his mother and sisters for understanding the demands of dental school and for making life a lot 
easier with their love and support. He would like to thank the Cross family for helping him relax with cherished family trips and countless 
other memories.  John is excited to finally return home where he can spend more time with his family. 

Most importantly, John would like to thank his wife Rebecca. She brought encouragement when times were tough.  When weeks and 
months seemed to meld together, she planned distractions which helped bring joy to life. She cooked many meals and paid many bills.  
She made the journey easier, more enjoyable, and unforgettable.

Athena Galanopoulos, D2019

John Freeman, D2019
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Kiren was born and raised in Kerala, India. He earned his Bachelor of Dental Surgery 
degree from the prestigious Pushpagiri College of Dental Sciences in India in 2013. After 
successful completion of this degree, Kiren migrated to Florida with his parents and 
brother where he engaged in fruitful opportunities to further pursue his dreams in 
dentistry. 

While preparing for the national boards, Kiren worked as a dental assistant and then a 
dental hygienist under the guidance of Dr. Richard L. Sherman.  Kiren will be forever 
grateful for the valuable experience acquired from this guide. Kiren’s undying passion and 
sheer determination to pursue his dental dreams persuaded him to apply to various dental 
schools, which paid off when he was accepted to the Dental International Program at Tufts. 
Kiren was humbled to be part of such a great endeavor, which was an undisputed life 
changer. 

Kiren’s ethnicity is Indian and he grew up in a diverse culture as a child. Hence, his journey 
at Tufts was quite interesting and self-challenging on varying levels. Being part of the 
international program was also always very satiating and promising.  Tufts became his 
second home in no time and the amazing faculty, staff and batchmates made it an 
unforgettable two years to cherish. The amicable environment in the clinic also helped to 
bring out the best in him. 

Kiren expresses utmost gratitude to his Practice Coordinators, Drs. Olympia Karacosta, 
Alberto Sarmiento, and Karen Wallach for their guidance and encouragement. He would 

also like to thank his Practice Administrators, Tommy Rivera and Jacqueline Kulas, for their helpful nature and keeping the practice 
running smoothly every day. In addition, Kiren extends special thanks to Drs. Ronald Perry, Marcelo Suzuki, Iqbal Singh, and Francois 
Fisselier for their continued support and guidance. Kiren is also thankful to the second floor dispensary staff and dental assistants, Sara, 
Berthine, and Yury, for their helpful and good-hearted nature. 

Kiren would like to thank the Almighty for his blessings.  He will always be indebted to his parents, Mr. George Thomas and Mrs. Annie 
George, as well as his brother Arun George, whose support was always an encouragement. Last, but not the least, Kiren thanks his better 
half, Jyothi, who has been his constant support through the ups and downs of this journey. He is so thankful for the birth of their child, 
Adam, whom he considers a true blessing and his lucky charm. Kiren gratefully dedicates the D.M.D. degree to all of his loved ones.

After graduation, Kiren would like to move back to Florida to reunite with his family and work as an associate dentist. 

Congratulations Class of 2019.  It was an honor to share this platform with you all! 

Alexandra grew up on Long Island, NY and graduated from Quinnipiac University in 
Hamden, CT where she earned a B.S. degree with a Major in Biomedical Science and 
Minors in Chemistry and Microbiology in 2015. 

During her time at Tufts, Alexandra found a passion for teaching when she was selected as 
a Clinic Teaching Assistant for Group Practice Exeter. Alexandra was also involved in the 
Alpha Omega Fraternity, Italian Club, and in research. Alexandra would like to thank 
Dr. Melissa Ing for her mentorship not only in research, but also in life.  In addition, 
Alexandra particularly enjoyed participating in the mini-medical school exhibit in the 
Nantucket public schools and the Boston Museum of Science. 

Alexandra was proud to have been a member of the fourth floor Group Practice Exeter clinic 
and would like to especially thank Drs. Alan Epstein, Mark Caddell, Mary Karish, Charles 
Rankin, Nopsaran Chaimattayompol, Richard Doff, Maria Sanchez, Huda Stipho, Francois 
Fisselier, Thaisa Bordin, Hadi Gholami, Linda Marinello, Ronald Davitt, Frank Shin, and 
Aram Mirigian for all of their help and guidance throughout the past two years in clinic.

Alexandra would like to endlessly thank her family and friends, without whom none of this 
would have been possible. She would like to especially thank Carlo, Anne, Gabby, Caroline, 
Bryant, Melissa, Cooper and her Nonna for all of their love and support throughout the last 
eight years of schooling. “Without you guys, I would not be where I am today and I am 
forever indebted to you all.”

After graduation, Alexandra will continue her dental career and education in a one year 
 General Practice Residency at Danbury Hospital Dental Services in Connecticut.

 Alexandra wishes the entire D19 class success and happiness in their future!

Kiren George, DI2019

Alexandra V. Galante, D2019
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Keira grew up in Somers, New York and graduated magna cum laude from the University of 
Pennsylvania with a Bachelor of Arts degree in Diplomatic History and Fine Arts in 2012. 
She then worked in brand consulting in New York City before realizing her passion for 
working with patients in healthcare and integrating her background in art.  Keira 
completed her pre-requisite medical studies at Tufts University in 2015 and was then 
offered a scholarship opportunity to matriculate to Tufts University School of Dental 
Medicine (TUSDM). 

While a student at TUSDM, Keira had the pleasure of exploring various aspects of dentistry 
including leadership roles, community and global outreach, inter-professional 
collaborations, and teaching opportunities within clinic and pediatrics. She was thankful 
to have been awarded the Tufts Merit Scholarship as well as being named on the Dean’s 
List throughout her four years of dental school.

Keira would like to sincerely thank all of the faculty and staff who enriched her dental 
education and growth as a clinician and human being. She particularly thanks her Group 
Exeter Practice Coordinators, Drs. Mary Karish, Mark Caddell, and Alan Epstein. Without 
their support, mentorship, and guidance she would not look back knowing she grew to be 
the best dentist she could be. “Thank you for taking the time to genuinely know and care 
about your students, inspiring us all to show equivalent compassion to our patients and 
each other.”  Keira would like to acknowledge Drs. Joanne Falzone and Kanchan Ganda for 
their mentorship and give special recognition towards Drs. Richard Doff, Ala Ali, Thaisa 
Bordin, Francois Fisselier, Hanna Bae, James Theodore, Huda Stipho, Stephany Cordero 

and Melani Kapatenakos for their continued advice and encouragement throughout her clinical journey. Lastly, Keira would like to thank 
the dispensary and radiology teams for their patience and commitment to the students; acknowledge Patti Casey, Tafta and Tamar for 
their constant assistance and presence; and of course, Flavio Ferriera and Aeron Luy without whom clinic could not run as smoothly or 
peacefully.

Most of all Keira would like to thank her family for their unconditional love, support, and guidance. “Life is what happens while we are 
making other plans” but they have remained a constant reminder of confidence, focus and inspiration. She is especially grateful to her 
parents, Elena and Jeff, and sister, Eliza, for always reminding and allowing her to be her honest, best self whatever form that may take.  
Keira is grateful to her friends both in and out of Boston for their constant reminder of the world outside of dentistry as well as their 
patience, laughter, and support.

Upon graduation, Keira will pursue postgraduate residency in pediatric dentistry at Children’s Hospital Colorado. 

Keira is looking forward to the next chapter and wishes congratulations and best of luck to the Class of 2019.

Adrian was born and raised in Miami, Florida. He attended the University of Florida where 
he received a B.S. degree in Food Science in 2015. While attending college, Adrian 
volunteered as a dental assistant at several community health centers during the week and 
weekends. He spent as much time as he could trying to expand his perspective on 
dentistry. He was very excited to be accepted to his top choice for dental school, Tufts 
University School of Dental Medicine.

Adrian is proud to have been part of the loving TUSDM family and specifically the Back Bay 
Group Practice. Adrian would like to extend an incredible amount of gratitude to 
Drs. Michael McQueen, David Leader, Dara Rogers, Eduardo Olegario and Armond Enos. 
The guidance and support from his Group Practice Coordinators were invaluable during his 
time at Tufts. They were truly the backbone of his education and set the tone for how he 
approached patient care.

Adrian would like to thank the countless other faculty who helped shape him into a dental 
professional. Without them, this four-year journey would not have been as rewarding. 
Specifically, Adrian would like to thank Drs. Katerina Paraskevopoulou, Duangkamol 
Blankenship, Hugo Campos, Maria Avrampou, Marcelo Suzuki, Hanna Bae, Alberto 
Lamberti, Ala Ali, Flaviano DiFalco, Dean Cohen, Aidee Herman and James Theodore for 
their guidance, patience, kindness, and expertise. It is the sum of their shared wisdom that 
prepared Adrian to begin his career and they are the foundation upon which he will 
continue to grow and learn.  Adrian is also grateful to Caitlin Lu, Jimmy Nguyen, and Alyx 
Ortiz for doing such an incredible job working tirelessly to ensure that every student and 

patient are accounted for. Without them, the clinic would not be as successful as it is. Adrian would also like to thank them for always 
being willing to spend time talking; listening to his concerns and requests. Without even realizing it, it was those simple times of 
normalcy and compassion that helped get him through any stressful day. 

Adrian would like to recognize his family, who were his rock from the very beginning. His parents, Leobardo and Lania Gonzalez, always 
reminded him that there were only two qualities that he needed to focus on whenever a challenge appeared: discipline and perseverance. 
Those qualities, along with consistent motivation and love from his older sisters, Lanny and Lynette, allowed Adrian to overcome any 
obstacle that dental school provided. It was with their continued love and support that allowed him to become the first doctor in the 
family. 

After graduation, Adrian will remain in Massachusetts to work. 

Adrian Gonzalez, D2019

Keira Gizang Ginsberg, D2019
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Lisha was born and raised in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. She earned a B.S. degree in Health 
and Exercise Science with minors in Biology and Chemistry from Wake Forest University in 
2015. 

While at Tufts, Lisha worked as a Fixed Prosthodontics student Teaching Assistant during 
her fourth year and found helping underclassmen to be a rewarding experience.  Lisha is 
incredibly grateful for the education and opportunities that Tufts gave her and would like 
to thank the entire faculty and staff for their commitment to dental education. She would 
also like to thank her Practice Coordinators, Dr. Richard Harold, Dr. Edward Fidrocki, and 
Dr. Theano Eliopoulos, for their mentorship and guidance.

Above all else, Lisha would like to thank her parents, Fang Liu and Xiaocong Gu, for their 
unparalleled encouragement, sacrifice, and love for her to pursue her dream. Lisha would 
like to express gratitude to the rest of her family, especially her cousins, Olivia and Marie, 
for being a constant source of happiness and comfort. With her family’s guidance, Lisha is 
proud to be the first dentist in her family! Lisha would also like to thank her boyfriend, 
Conor Murphy, for his unconditional support and consistent positive energy when times 
were tough. Lastly, Lisha is thankful for the meaningful lifelong friendships she has built 
over the past four years. 

After graduation, Lisha will begin a one year General Practice Residency at the Veteran 
Affairs Greater Los Angeles Health Care System in Los Angeles, California. 

Yordanka graduated from the Instituto Superior de Ciencias Medicas de Camaguey in Cuba 
with a D.D.S. degree in 1998.  Following graduation, Yordanka practiced dentistry in 
various settings within Cuba. She welcomed being able to serve a wide range of patients 
as well as having the opportunity to teach both medical and dental students.  In 2004, 
Yordanka and another group of doctors were sent to work in one of the most dangerous 
parts of Venezuela where she experienced great personal and professional hardship.  

In 2007, Yordanka was granted a visa to come to the United States and has been 
concentrating on building a new life for herself since arrival.  The journey to rebuild her 
professional life has been long and draining but she promised herself that she would not 
give up.  In 2016, Yordanka was accepted into TUSDM and is thankful to Dr. Robert 
Kasberg, Dr. Jeanette Sabir-Holloway and God for blessing her and taking her to this point.

Yordanka would like to express gratitude to her eternal live-in partner and best friend for 
his unconditional love and encouragement throughout her journey. She is also thankful to 
his family for their support, especially Karla and Carolina for all of their guidance and hard 
work with her son. She would not have been able to make it this far without them.

Yordanka extends appreciation to a long list of Tufts faculty who helped to shape her 
clinical skills. She is thankful to Dr. Steven Eisen in preclin as well as clinical faculty 
members: Drs. Pilar Sanchez, Aikaterini Kostagianni, Stephany Cordero, Katerina Pellino, 
David Bardwell, Alex Miele, and Rocio Saavedra.  She would also like to thank Dr. Ronald 
Perry for his help as Director of the International Program.  In addition, Yordanka thanks 

her Group Dorchester Practice Coordinators, Drs. Edward Fidrocki, Richard Harold and Theano Eliopolous, as well as the DPAs, Lou, 
Allison, and the ladies at the front desk for all of their help.  She would also like to thank her closest friends for all the happy memories. 
Yordanka is the most grateful to her son David for being such a strong kid who is her inspiration and her everything. 

Following graduation, Yordanka will reunite with her son and practice dentistry in a private practice in Florida.

Lisha Gu, D2019

Yordanka Gonzalez, DI2019
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Maria was born and raised in Branford, CT.  She graduated with a Bachelor of Science 
degree in Biology from Loyola University Maryland in 2015.  Maria is following in her 
father, Dr. Robert Hacker, D90, footsteps by becoming a dentist.  While she has been 
interested in becoming a dentist since her first trip to TUSDM with her family for his 
reunion at the age of 14, it was not until she spent a week of her summer in high school 
assisting in a free dental clinic in Guayquil, Ecuador that she knew becoming a dentist 
would be her lifelong dream. 

While at Tufts, Maria was class representative for the Health and Wellness committee and 
is incredibly grateful to be part of such a kind group of people. Being involved in the Health 
and Wellness committee from its inception to her graduation has been an experience she 
will never forget.  Maria is impressed by the hard work of the group and how they were able 
to create a more mindful environment for the students and faculty at Tufts.  In addition to 
her role on the Health and Wellness committee Maria was also the class representative for 
the Academy of General Dentistry and served as a clinical TA to Group Practice Dorchester. 

Maria would like to express gratitude to all of the faculty, staff and administration for their 
efforts in making her time at Tufts unforgettable.  She gives special thanks to Dr. Robert 
Kasberg and Melissa Friedman for believing in her and giving her the opportunity to 
achieve her lifelong goal. Maria would like to extend a thank you to her Practice 
Coordinators, Drs. Theano Eliopoulos, Edward Fidrocki and Richard Harold for passing on 
their knowledge and for their patience in the clinic.  She would also like to thank 
Dr. Christina Pastan for giving her the opportunity to be part of something so ground 

breaking and exciting for the Tufts Community as well as Dr. Paul Leavis for his wonderful mentorship.  In addition, Maria would like to 
make a shout out to her friends, her Basicsss family (Team Awesome), her Tough Ruck crew, her mentor group and her future colleagues 
for keeping her smiling and laughing throughout the dental school experience.  

Maria would like to dedicate her achievements to her parents Rob and Ann and her brothers Robby and Steven. She believes this journey 
would not have been possible without their countless support and love. Last, but not least Maria, would like to thank God for the many 
blessings that have come out of her education at Tufts. “For the greater glory of God.” 

After graduation, Maria will be attending an Advanced Education in General Dentistry Program at NYU Langone Dental Medicine in Boston 
and then join her Father in his private practice back in Connecticut. 

Bruno received a B.D.S. degree from University Center of Maringa in Brazil in 2009 and 
then earned an Orthodontics degree from the same university in 2012. During dental 
school graduation time, Bruno became a teacher’s assistant in the department of Operative 
Dentistry and Comprehensive Care. While working as a general dentist and enhancing his 
knowledge in orthodontics, Bruno also taught Aesthetic Dentistry. In 2013, Bruno moved 
to New York City and was able to work in different fields of dentistry. While in NYC, Bruno 
continued his studies through continuing education programs at New York College of 
Dentistry (NYU) and Columbia University College of Dental Medicine (CDM). Bruno also 
worked as a General Manager at Koppelman Dental Manhattan for five years. 

During his time at TUSDM, Bruno was responsible for cosmetics hands on courses for 
members of the Tufts Aesthetic Society.   Bruno’s happiness and self-worth are directly 
correlated to the outcomes of his patients and his passion for academia.

Bruno would like to express gratitude to his father, Vino Rodrigues, his mother, Maria 
Gutierres, and all of the TUSDM family for making him a knowledgeable dentist.

Maria June Hacker, D2019

Bruno Gutierres, DI2019
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Lauren was born in Zurich, Switzerland and grew up in Charlottesville, Virginia. She 
graduated from the University of Virginia with a B.A. degree in Biology in 2014.  During her 
last two undergraduate years, Lauren volunteered at the Charlottesville Free Clinic’s dental 
clinic.  The time spent assisting at this clinic is what originally sparked her interest in 
dentistry.  While applying to dental school, Lauren worked as a surgical assistant in a large 
oral surgery practice before ultimately enrolling at Tufts University School of Dental 
Medicine.

While at Tufts, Lauren participated in the year-long elective Health Literacy Intensive course 
and served as a clinical student Teaching Assistant. She was also involved in starting the 
Tufts chapter of the Student Professionalism and Ethics Association, serving first as 
Secretary and then as Vice President her third year.  In addition, Lauren was an active 
member of the Alpha Omega International Dental Fraternity and the American Association 
of Public Health Dentistry and participated in a variety of community outreach programs 
with these organizations.

Lauren would like to thank all of her didactic, pre-clinical, and clinical instructors, 
particularly her Back Bay Practice Coordinators, Drs. David Leader, Michael McQueen, 
Dara Rogers, and Armond Enos for their knowledge, guidance, and mentorship throughout 
the last two years of dental school.  She would also like to thank her DPAs, Caitlin Luu, 
Jimmy Nguyen, Noel James, Alyx Ortiz and Juan Catano, as well as Patti Casey, Berthine, 
Lindita, and the rest of the dispensary and radiology staff for their support in providing 
patient care.

Most importantly, Lauren would like to thank her parents, Dr. Klaus and Melodie Hagspiel, for their constant support and encouragement 
throughout her life; her younger brother, Nicholas, for his honest advice and comic relief; as well as her Oma, grandparents, her 
boyfriend Michael, family and friends for their endless love and support. Finally, Lauren would like to thank the lifelong friends she made 
during her time at TUSDM for making this challenging experience memorable and enjoyable.

Following graduation, Lauren will begin a General Practice Residency program at the Veterans Administration Medical Center in New York.

The famed artist Tupac Amaru Shakur once said, “Remember one thing. Through every dark 
night, there’s a bright day after that. So no matter how hard it get, stick your chest out. 
Keep your head up, and handle it.”  Kevin would like to say “if not for the support of my 
mother, father, and sister Sarah, my dream of being a dentist would not be possible. The 
journey was not easy but you each supported me and we continue to love, laugh and share 
smiles with the world.”

Kevin was born in Quincy, Massachusetts and raised in Weymouth, MA. He graduated from 
Northeastern University with a B.S. degree as a Biochemistry and Philosophy double 
major. Kevin then received a Masters of Science degree from Tufts University School of 
Medicine in 2015.

Kevin met his girlfriend during the first year of dental school at Tufts. Both he and Jaclyn M. 
Danko continue to share their love for dentistry and each other. Kevin would like to express 
deepest gratitude to the Tufts University School of Dental Medicine family for the 
opportunity to be part of a great learning institution. Kevin would first like to thank 
Drs. Robert Kasberg, Joanne Falzone, Kanchan Ganda, and Paul Leavis for their constant 
support.  He is also especially grateful to the professors who went above and beyond to 
teach him how to become a better clinician; Drs. Marcelo Suzuki, Pilar Sanchez, Francois 
Fisselier, Patrick McGarry, Robert Gyurko, Yumi Ogata, Judith Goldstein, Ronald Davitt, 
Sheldon Yunes and Alan Epstein.

During his time at Tufts, Kevin had the pleasure of being in Group Practice Atlantic where 
his Practice Coordinators; Drs. Olympia Karacosta, Alberto Sarmiento, and Karen Wallach, challenged him to reach for perfection and to 
not forget the compassion and humanity that is a part of patient care. Consequently, Kevin would like to thank all of his patients: “Thank 
you for trusting me and believing in me. You have been instrumental to my education and future as a dentist and I am eternally grateful.”

Kevin would like to thank his fellow Jumbos and Patti Casey for their friendship and collaboration.  Lastly, Kevin would like to share a few 
words, “I am truly so happy to be a part of such a journey. I have learned so much and realize there is much more to learn. Remember it is 
not the grade of pumice but what you can make out of it that’s important. It is not the number of roses in your garden but the care you put 
into growing each one. At the end of the day my job as a dentist is to make sure my patients are happy, healthy and share their smile with 
the world. Thank you Tufts for letting me share my smile with you.”

After graduation, Kevin will start the Tufts Dental School Advanced Education in General Dentistry residency program in Portland, Maine. 

Lauren Hagspiel, D2019

Kevin Moses Hadar, D2019
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Michael earned a B.S. degree in Exercise Science from Brigham Young University in 2012. 
He then spent three years working as a substitute and elementary school physical 
education teacher while trying to get into dental school. Destiny aligned when his best 
friend Ryan Quinton moved to Boston. Michael followed him after his acceptance to Tufts. 

While at Tufts, Michael was a recipient of the Dr. Alfred Osher, DG62, and Mrs. Suzi Osher 
Endowed Scholarship.  Michael would like to thank his classmate Jenny Harvey and the 
nook in the library because it gave him something to look forward to during hard times. He 
will really miss the nook. Michael would like to thank Associate Dean Robert Kasberg for 
putting an emphasis on family and making sure life is balanced. Michael would also like to 
express sincere gratitude to Dr. Mary Karish, Dr. Mark Caddell, and Dr. Alan Epstein, for 
teaching him how to care for patients. Michael cannot think of any better people to teach 
him what it means to be a dentist. Michael is grateful to Dr. Brendan Prindiville and 
Dr. James Theodore for teaching him operative dentistry and having great attitudes in 
doing so. Michael would also like to thank his family for supporting him in his journey.

After graduation, Michael plans to go out West and see if he can make it as a dentist.

Maryam is originally from Houston, Texas and graduated from Altamash Dental School in 
Karachi, Pakistan with a B.D.S. degree in 2011.

While at Tufts, Maryam was involved in several dental mission trips and hopes to stay 
involved in such community service activities in the future. In addition to dentistry, Maryam 
enjoys hiking, swimming, yoga and traveling around the world. 

Maryam would like to thank all of the Tufts faculty for their mentorship and support. She is 
especially thankful for the mentorship and guidance provided by her Group Practice 
Coordinators, Dr. Olympia Karacosta, Dr. Alberto Sarmiento and Dr. Karen Wallach as well 
as faculty members, Dr. Ronald Davitt, Dr. Marcelo Suzuki and Dr. Pilar Sanchez. In 
addition, Maryam is thankful for the help provided by her department administrators, 
Tommy and Jackie.

Maryam would also like to thank Dr. Lisa Butler and Alex Butler, her mentors, for their 
advice, guidance and being the inspiration to pursue a dental degree in the US.

Maryam is grateful for having loving parents and family who always cheered for her at 
every step of the way. 

Last, but not the least, she would like to thank her loving husband Abdul, for without him, 
none of this would have been possible. Throughout this journey, he was her mentor, 
teacher, supporter, counselor, best friend, and more.

After graduation, Maryam plans to practice general dentistry in Phoenix, Arizona.

Michael Hammon, D2019

Maryam Hamdan, DI2019
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Holly was born in Taiwan and raised mainly in Hong Kong before moving to Los Angeles to 
attend college. Holly received a B.A. degree in Chemistry from Scripps College in 2015 
before matriculating into Tufts University School of Dental Medicine. 

Holly would like to thank the Tufts faculty and staff, especially her Practice Coordinators, 
Drs. Mary Karish, Mark Caddell and Alan Epstein, as well as Practice Administrators, Aeron 
Luy and Flavio Ferreira. She would also like to thank her mentor Dr. Linda Marinello for her 
guidance and support. 

Last, but not least, Holly would like to thank her parents, Mark and Susan, and brother Kai 
for their unconditional support and love. 

After graduation, Holly plans to work as a general dentist. 

“Congratulations and best of luck to the Class of 2019!”

Jennifer grew up in Keene, NH. She graduated from the University of Rochester with a B.S. 
degree in Biochemistry and a minor in music in 2011.  After two years of working in 
research, Jennifer attended Boston University where she earned an M.S. degree in Oral 
Health Sciences in 2015. 

During her four years at Tufts School of Dental Medicine, Jennifer received guidance from 
numerous faculty and staff from her first years in preclin to her final years in clinic. She 
would like to extend gratitude to everyone who dedicated time and effort to her dental 
education, especially the Practice Coordinators, Practice Administrators, and Assistants in 
the Group Practice Charlestown clinic.  After graduation, Jennifer will begin an Advanced 
Education in General Dentistry program at NYU Langone-FHC of Worcester in Worcester, MA. 

Jennifer would like to thank her dental school friends for the long hours of studying, 
working in preclin, and doing lab work together, but more importantly, for the counseling 
sessions in the nook. Jennifer wishes the best to the class of 2019! 

Jennifer would like to thank her parents, Danny, Grammy, her parents- and siblings-in-law, 
and her friends for their continued support throughout her education. These people gave 
encouragement, well wishes, and advice without hesitation. Many of them even 
volunteered to be among Jennifer’s first patients. 

Finally, Jennifer would like to say thank you to her husband, Zach. He stuck with her 
through it all, providing friendship, comic relief, and a wonderful home with Pilly, as well 
 as enough quizzing to nearly earn an honorary degree in dentistry. “We did it!”

Holly Hayden, D2019

Jennifer Harvey, D2019
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Thomas grew up just outside of the Boston area in Belmont, MA.  After attending Belmont 
High School, he earned a Bachelor of Science degree in Biology from UMass Amherst in 
2013. Thomas’s sister Marion, D12, was a great inspiration for him and one of the main 
reasons he became interested in dentistry and applied to Tufts Dental.

From the many great experiences he had, Thomas found joy in teaching, both as a clinical 
student teaching assistant (TA) as well as a tutor for various classes.  Thomas remembered 
learning a lot from previous upperclassmen TA’s and wanted to pass on knowledge to the 
next class. 

Thomas would like to express gratitude to the entire Tufts Dental Faculty, especially his 
Practice Coordinators, Drs. Theano Eliopoulos, Edward Fidrocki, and Richard Harold, for all 
of their guidance and mentorship.  He would also like to thank Drs. Katerina Pellino, Nitu 
Singh, Hanna Bae, Alberto Lamberti, Ali Ala, William Sylvia, Stephany Cordero, Khaled 
Shaikhi, and Marcelo Suzuki for sharing their wealth of skills and knowledge.

There are many people whom Thomas would like to thank for not only helping the Group 
Dorchester clinic run smoothly, but also making it a more enjoyable place to be, 
particularly Lou, Allyson, Susan, Matilda, Merlene, Jackie and Manny.

Thomas is incredibly grateful for the many friendships he made at Tufts that will last a 
lifetime. Without them, he would have struggled even more to sit in Merritt for hours on end.

Lastly, Thomas would like to express sincerest appreciation and love to his Mom and Dad 
for all their sacrifices to help him throughout his education. He is also thankful to his brother Aidan, sister Marion, and brother in-law 
Jamie, for their unwavering support and guidance.  In addition, Thomas would like to thank his girlfriend Kelly who has been supportive 
and encouraging since day one, from Bio 101 to the DAT’s to the D.M.D.  Thomas would not have made it this far without the support of all 
his loved ones and is thankful to have such wonderful people in his life.

After graduation, Thomas will be attending the General Practice Residency program at Tufts. 

Gilbert was born and raised in Rochester N.Y.  After completing two years of study at a 
community college, Gilbert moved to Buffalo N.Y where he received a B.S degree in Biology 
from SUNY Buffalo in 2013.  He then worked for two years as a mechanic and musician 
until gaining admission to TUSDM in 2015.  Gilbert was first exposed to dentistry by his 
mentor Dr. Sarah Smith, and would like to express gratitude to her for providing the 
motivation and guidance to pursue a career in dentistry.

Gilbert is grateful to have met such great friends during his years at Tufts and would like to 
thank John Freeman, Mia Russo, Alejandro Lamas, Adrian Gonzales, Lilian Reyes and 
Amanda Nunez for their friendship and support.

Gilbert would also like to thank all of the Tufts faculty and staff who have been part of his 
education. He is especially thankful to his Practice Coordinators, Drs. Paul Trombly, Colette 
Catalino, and Jennifer Lipiec, as well as clinic instructors Drs. Ronald Davitt, Carolyn 
Cottrell, and Thomas Cleary for sharing their wisdom and guidance throughout the past 
four years. Gilbert would also like to thank his Practice Administrators, Shauna Carty and 
Julie Fleck, for all of their hard work.

Above all, Gilbert would like to thank his parents, Francisco and Ellen, for all of the 
sacrifices they made to help him in his educational journey as well as his brother Ledwing 
and cousin Karine for their unwavering support over the course of these four years. 

After graduation, Gilbert will be completing a General Practice Residency at Rochester 
General Hospital in Rochester, N.Y.

Thomas Hernon, D2019

Gilbert F. Hernandez, D2019
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Madalyn was born in Michigan but primarily grew up in New England. She lived in New 
Hampshire before moving to Boston, Massachusetts to complete her undergraduate 
degree. Madalyn graduated cum laude with a B.S. degree in Biology from Northeastern 
University. Prior to this she worked as a dental assistant which shaped her love of dentistry 
and ultimately led her to apply to dental school. During college, Madalyn worked as a 
genetics tutor for her school and a patient coordinator at a private dental office.

While at Tufts, Madalyn had the opportunity to serve as the Endodontics class liaison and 
participate in student-run organizations. She also worked as a pre-clinical student teaching 
assistant (TA) for Dental Anatomy, Operative, Periodontology and Fixed Prosthodontics 
which helped highlight her love of teaching. After graduation from Tufts, Madalyn plans to 
return to Seacoast, New Hampshire where she grew up to practice general dentistry in an 
associateship position. Madalyn hopes to have a deep and meaningful role in her 
community and plans to give back to patients with little or no access to care.  In the longer-
term future, Madalyn hopes to return to the dental school setting as a part time clinical 
instructor while continuing to practice in a private setting. 

Madalyn would first like to thank her parents, Nancy, Joe, Andy, and Karen, for all they have 
sacrificed to help her reach her goals. She would not be where she is today without them. 
Madalyn would also like to thank her wonderful husband David who provided endless love 
and support over the last 9 years, as well as his family who have taken her in as if she were 
their own.

Madalyn made lifelong friends in dental school who provided never-ending laughter and love. They all helped keep her smiling 
throughout these last four years and for that she is eternally grateful.

Madalyn would like to thank the mentors and teachers who provided knowledge, guidance, and unrelenting support that shaped her into 
the clinician she is today. Specifically, Madalyn would like to thank Drs. Luis Del Castillo and Maria Gonzales for their mentorship, love, 
and support throughout her time before and during school. She is also grateful to her clinical instructors, Drs. Michael McQueen, Dara 
Rogers, David Leader, Eduardo Olegario, Armond Enos, Joanne Falzone, and Flaviano DiFalco.  She can never thank them enough for how 
much they taught her and hopes to make them proud. Madalyn also thanks her department administrators, as well as the dispensary 
crew, dental assistants, and lab faculty, who all keep Tufts running smoothly and helped her patients to achieve the level of care they did.

Lastly, Madalyn would like to thank the Class of 2019 for the most amazing 4 years and wishes them nothing but the best in their future 
endeavors.

Anthony grew up in the San Francisco Bay Area and attended the University of California, 
Berkeley, where he earned a B.A. degree in Molecular and Cell Biology in 2012. Anthony 
then worked as a dental assistant for two years prior to enrolling at Tufts Dental. He would 
like to thank his past mentors, Dr. Pauline Lim and Dr. Edward Jang, for their invaluable 
mentorship, unwavering support, and inspiring him in his pursuit of dentistry.

While at Tufts, Anthony was actively involved with the Global Service Learning program, 
and led annual trips to Haiti as a member of Dentists for Humanity. He would like to thank 
Dr. John Morgan, Dr. Soo-Woo Kim, and Dr. Carol Yun for their mentorship throughout these 
trips as well as reinforcing his passion for dentistry and the importance of giving back after 
graduation. Anthony also participated in the Student Teaching Assistant (TA) Program and 
served as a TA in the Radiology Department. He would like to thank Dr. Hugo Campos, 
Dr. Rumpa Ganguly, Emily, Iolanda, Maria, Jackie and Anita for their invaluable lessons, 
guidance, and support. He is especially thankful to Gina for taking a quiet kid off the mean, 
rugged halls of Tufts and letting him blossom into her favorite TA.

Anthony would like to acknowledge and express sincere gratitude to the Tufts faculty, 
especially his Practice Coordinators, Dr. Paul Trombly, Dr. Colette Catalino, and Dr. Jennifer 
Lipiec; and his mentor Dr. Kwang Min Park.  Anthony is also thankful to the best DPAs Julie 
and Shauna, for their continued support and understanding through the trials and 
tribulations of the dental clinic. 

Anthony dedicates his D.M.D. to his biggest fans, his parents, for their undying love and 
support throughout his life. He would also like to thank his siblings for their unconventional display of affection, candidness, and for 
keeping him honest throughout the years. Regardless of his mistakes and his youngest child syndrome, for some reason they continued 
to support and push him towards his goals.

Anthony would like to say to Kimmy “thank you for your love and support these past four years.  It would not have been the same without 
you.” 

After graduation, Anthony will be starting a General Practice Residency at the VA Healthcare System in Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

Madalyn Jo Hoerz, D2019

Anthony Ho, D2019
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Roxana was born in Cd. Juarez, Mexico and moved to El Paso, TX at the age of 5 years old. 
She graduated from University of Texas at El Paso with a B.S. degree in Biology in 2015.  
During her undergraduate studies, Roxana was president of the Pre-Dental Society and 
actively worked to serve her community. 

Roxana would like to thank her family and friends for their tremendous support during her 
four years at Tufts University School of Dental Medicine.  Most importantly, Roxana would 
like to thank her parents, Ana and German, for their endless encouragement, prayers and 
unconditional love. “Ama y Apa, muchas gracias por todo, sin ustedes esto no fuera 
posible. Los quiero mucho.” Roxana gives thanks to her brothers Nestor and German, and 
sister in-laws Blanca and Tere, for always believing in her and offering the best advice.  In 
addition, Roxana would like to thank her friends from childhood, Monica, Italia, Lesley, 
Marilyn, Maritza, Lisa, Diana, and Maleni for all the phone calls and being her number #1 
fans.  Roxana would also like to give special thanks to her Tufts friends Jana, Faryal, 
Amanda, Roxanne, and Elena for always helping each other out.  Dental school would not 
have been the same without them: “love you guys!”  Roxana gives additional thanks to all 
her family and friends back in her hometown for supporting her in this journey, “you all will 
always have a special place in my heart.”

Last, but not least, Roxana would like to thank the faculty and the entire Tufts staff for 
making everything run as smoothly as possible. Roxana is grateful to her Practice 
Coordinators, Dr. Richard Harold, Dr. Theano Eliopoulos, and Dr. Edward Fidrocki for their 
guidance throughout her dental school career.  In addition, she would like to give thanks to 

all the wonderful clinical educators namely Drs. Ala Ali, Thaisa Bordin, Alberto Lamberti, William Sylvia, Mirian Belussi, Hugo Cesar 
Campos, Aikaterini Kostagianni, James Theodore, Jose Camilo Segura, Khaled Shaikhi, and Louis Rissin. “Thank you everyone for the 
valuable knowledge and guidance during clinic.”

After graduation, Roxana will return to Texas to provide care to underserved communities as part of the National Health Service Corp.

Best of luck to the Class of 2019!

Mona grew up in Charlottesville, Virginia and attended the University of Richmond where 
she received a B.S. degree in Chemistry in 2011.  She then continued her study of 
Chemistry at the Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta, GA where she received an M.S. 
degree in Biochemistry in 2014.

Mona’s decision to pursue a career in dentistry was largely influenced by her experience in 
her older sister’s dental office. The special connections made with patients and the life 
changing care that she saw was possible was what solidified her interest in pursuing a 
career in dentistry. Mona could not be more grateful to her sister, Neda Hovaizi, whom she 
admires greatly and who has selflessly supported her during every step of her journey.

Mona attributes a majority of her success to the overwhelming support of her parents, 
Fraidoon Hovaizi and Shahnaz Ghasemi, who instilled in her a great work ethic and moral 
values that she holds today. Mona would also of course like to thank her fiancé, 
Mohammadali Mojarrad, for showing her the world during the past few years, keeping her 
grounded, and for reminding her what true happiness and life’s real pleasures are.

While the last four years at Tufts University School of Dental Medicine have been 
challenging, it was also a rewarding time due to the many faculty and staff who helped 
along the way. Mona would like to thank the Charlestown’s Group Practice Coordinators, 
Dr. David Paul, Dr. Denisa Stasa, Dr. Alex Miele, and Dr. William Lobel as well as the DPAs, 
Tangy Person, Leila Ghorashi, and Romell Madison.  Of course, clinic could not be possible 
without the lovely assistant, Matilda Bejko. 

 Tufts has made Mona feel confident and fully prepared for joining her sister’s private 
 practice after graduation.  

Roxana Hurtado, D2019

Mona Hovaizi, D2019
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Syed was born in Gujrat, Pakistan and immigrated to Albany, NY in 2008 at the age of 15. 
He completed his B.S. degree in Biology from Union College, NY in 2014. Since his 
undergraduate career, Syed has been passionate about teaching, research, and community 
service. At Tufts University School of Dental Medicine (TUSDM), Syed was a recipient of a 
summer research fellowship for three years. He presented his research at the IADR 
Conference and Bates Andrews Research Day, and won Scientific Merit and Innovative 
Methodology and Research Design awards. In the summer of 2018, Syed had the 
opportunity to conduct a research project at SDI in Melbourne, Australia, which he 
considers the most rewarding research experience. To nurture his interest in providing 
dental services in underserved areas, Syed joined a group from TUSDM that visited Zambia 
for a 3.5 week long Global Service Learning (GSL) project. In addition, Syed served as a 
student teaching assistant (TA) for clinical and operative dentistry and very much enjoyed 
helping his colleagues learn. Syed was on Dean’s list and a recipient of a Merit Scholarship 
throughout his time in the program.  

Syed is truly humbled to have had the privilege to learn to preserve and restore oral health 
from an institution like Tufts. He would like to thank his family, mentors, faculty, and 
colleagues for their support. 

After graduation, Syed will begin his postgraduate training in Orthodontics and Dentofacial 
Orthopedics at the University of Maryland in July 2019. His career goals are to give back to 
the community through volunteer efforts, contribute to the specialty of orthodontics 
through meaningful research, and become a skilled orthodontist with the desire to not 

 only make his patients look and function better, but also to feel better.

Faryal is an only child and was born and raised in South Florida. She graduated with a 
Bachelors of Science degree in Biology and a minor in Accounting from Nova Southeastern 
University (NSU) in 2015.  During her undergraduate career, Faryal was on the NSU Deans 
list, served as treasurer of Tau Sigma, was a member of the Delta Epsilon Iota Honor 
Society, and was heavily involved with Operation SMILE.  In 2014, she traveled abroad to 
Morocco for a semester and worked alongside a surgeon at Polyclinique Aloue Hospital 
where she gained hands-on experience in the health care field.  She also attended Moulay 
Ismail University to study Derija and Peace conflict and resolutions. Faryal was an 
undergraduate research assistant at NSU College of Dentistry where she worked in stem 
cell research and produced MTA, BCA, and dead cell assays. In addition to having a full 
time academic career, Faryal was also a substitute teacher for the Broward County public 
schools and taught Biology and Language Arts to K-12 students.

Faryal has always been a free spirit with a thirst for knowledge and expanding her skill set, 
an example was moving from the sunshine to blizzard weather! While at Tufts, Faryal was a 
recipient of the Dr. Pauline Fuller Persons, D30, Endowed Scholarship for Women Dental 
Students. Faryal made Tufts a home away from home and there were certain faculty and 
staff members who made that possible. She wants to thank her Group Practice Coordinator 
Dr. Richard Harold, for giving her guidance and having faith in her potential; her mentor 
Dr. Paul Trombly for always lending an ear and advice when she needed a genuine and 
fresh perspective; Jackie, Lu and Karim from CSF; Gina, Yolanda, Jackie, and Emily from 
Radiology; as well as Dr. Ala Ali and Paula Callahan. Each of them had a part in shaping 

Faryal’s positive experience at Tufts and their loving personalities, compassionate, supportive and empathetic hearts of gold have left an 
everlasting imprint on her years at the school.  She is also so thankful to have had such great friends, Jana and Roxana, in the same group 
practice to share memories and experiences with. They have truly become life long friends. 

Faryal is the only child of her loving, hard working mother and father who fought endlessly to provide a promising future and life for their 
daughter and enable her to strive to the zenith of her dreams. Faryal’s parents are the right and left halves of her heart and nothing would 
be possible without them. 

After graduation, Faryal will be moving back to Florida to her dear family and friends where she hopes to build a career and return to palm 
trees and flip flop weather! 

Syed R. Hussain, D2019

Faryal Hussain, D2019
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DeAngelo graduated with a Bachelor of Science degree in Biology from Albany State 
University in 2010. He then earned a Master of Science degree from Hampton University in 
2014.  During his time at Tufts, DeAngelo was an active member of the Student National 
Dental Association (SNDA) and served as welcome coordinator during his second year. 
DeAngelo also participated in multiple community service activities through the SNDA 
including Impressions Day, the IDID symposium, and Ideas in Medicine. In addition, 
DeAngelo served as the Vice President of the American Association of Public of Health 
(AAPHD). 

DeAngelo would like to thank the Tufts faculty, staff, and administration for their 
commitment to his education. He is especially grateful for Dr. Ronald Davitt, Dr. Pilar 
Sanchez, and Dr. Karen Wallach.   DeAngelo would also like to thank mentors, Dr. Jeanette 
Sabir-Holloway and Dr. Robert Kasberg for keeping him motivated along the way.

DeAngelo would like to express sincere gratitude to his wonderful and supportive family 
and friends for helping him reach his goal of making it through dental school.  He is 
grateful for all the lifelong friends he made at Tufts and wishes the class of 2019 all the 
best! 

After graduation, DeAngelo will be working in general dentistry in the Georgia area. 

Jesse was raised in Salinas, CA. He graduated from Pomona College in 2010 with a B.A. 
degree in Neuroscience and a minor in Psychology.  During each of his undergraduate 
years, Jesse researched the conscious experience of free will and the intention toward 
action. He was steered toward dentistry by Drs. Ron and Darcy Kroll and Dr. Marc 
Grossman.

While preparing for dental school, Jesse worked on and off-stage with several local and 
regional theater companies as an actor, technician, sound designer, and dancer. This is 
where Jesse met his significant other, Luna Ezekiel. During this time, Jesse served on the 
executive board for the Support Theater Arts Regionally foundation of Monterey County, 
awarding grants to local arts programs. Professionally, Jesse worked in the Modeling, 
Virtual Environments, and Simulation (MOVES) Institute at the Naval Postgraduate School 
doing eye tracking and electroencephalogram (EEG) research on helicopter navigation, 
peripheral vision modeling, IED detection, and war game decision making.

At Tufts University School of Dental Medicine (TUSDM), Jesse received a Merit scholarship 
for academic achievement and was part of the Health Professional Scholarship Program 
(HPSP) through the Navy. Jesse has been an active member of the HPSP club, serving as 
co-president in his senior year. Jesse also served on the executive board of the Student 
Professionalism and Ethics Association (SPEA) since its revival at TUSDM.  During his 
senior year, Jesse worked as a clinical student teaching assistant.

Jesse is grateful to the Tufts family of faculty, staff, and administrators. He would like to 
thank Drs. Mark Caddell, Alan Epstein, and Mary Karish for demonstrating compassionate chairside manner and clinical problem solving. 
Jesse would also like to recognize Drs. Richard Doff and Tannaz Shapurian for encouraging further clinical development; Dr. Charles 
Rankin for being an officer and a gentleman; Drs. Kathryn Ragalis, Shubha Nanda, and Steven Rubin for holding students to high ethical 
standards; Drs. Marcelo Suzuki, Henry Talberth, Duangkamol Blankenship, Samuel Koo, and Francois Fisselier for reinforcing 
fundamental practices; Dr. Steven Kaminsky and Dr. James Theodore for bridging the gap between instructors and colleagues; Drs. Paul 
Leavis and Joey Chang for teaching basic science as a story; and Dr. Hugo Campos for showing that even in this field, you can always be 
friendly.

Jesse thanks his family, Reg, Vel, Max and Luna, for their love and inspiration to make good things happen. After graduation, Jesse will be 
fulfilling his service obligation to the Navy.

DeAngelo Ingram, D2019

Jesse Aragon Huston, D2019
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Nathan was born in South Korea and grew up in Michigan. He graduated from Case 
Western Reserve University with Bachelor of Arts degrees in Chemistry and Biology in 
2013.  

Nathan would like to thank his Group Practice Coordinators, Dr. Theano Eliopoulos, 
Dr. Edward Fidrocki, and Dr. Richard Harold for teaching and guiding him throughout his 
dental education. In addition, Nathan would like to thank Practice Administrators, Louwel 
Luy and Allyson Santo, for all their help. Finally, Nathan would like to thank his parents, 
Yeon Yu Lim and Kyoung Won Jang; his sister, Sae; and his brother, Jason, for encouraging 
him to pursue his dream and supporting him throughout his years in dental school.  

Throughout the years at Tufts, Nathan received so much help and encouragement from the 
D19 class. He would like to thank the wonderful friends he made and wish them best of 
luck with their future endeavors. 

After graduation, Nathan plans to stay in New England area as a general practitioner. 

Kim completed a B.S. degree in Psychology from Stony Brook University in 2012.  She then 
earned a Masters in Biomedical Science from Rutgers University in 2015. At Tufts, Kim 
served as course liaison for Histology and Fixed Prosthodontics during her first and second 
years.  She thanks the late Dr. Alvar Gustafson for his kindness and guidance during her 
first foray as a liaison.  Kim also thanks Dr. Ekaterini Antonellou who made one of the 
program’s most difficult courses enjoyable and became a great mentor. 

Kim helped plan Give Kids a Smile Day during her second and third years.  She is grateful 
to Dr. Martha Forero for her support and enthusiasm in planning these events.  
Additionally, Kim was involved in the Global Service Learning program as a member of the 
Hispanic Dental Association.  During her second year, Kim participated in the global 
outreach trip to the Dominican Republic. Her experience motivated her to serve as a 
student coordinator the following year, helping to organize and secure fundraising for the 
trip. She thanks Drs. Leopoldo Correa, James Theodore, Laurence Barron, Boris 
Bacanurschi, Katie Talmo, and Stephany Cordero for their insight and leadership during 
these trips.

Relating to her passion for emergency medicine, Kim served as a CPR instructor since the 
end of her first year.  Kim became lead CPR instructor her third year and helped facilitate 
on-site and off-site teaching sessions.  She thanks Patty DiAngelis and Dr. Kanchan Ganda 
for making her part of the team.  Kim also participated in the Student Teaching Assistant 
Program and served as both a pediatric TA and clinical TA in Group Practice Fairfield, where 
she helped new students transition into clinic.  Kim is grateful to the pediatric course 
director Dr. Rocio Saavedra and her Practice Coordinators Drs. Paul Trombly, Colette 

Catalino and Jennifer Lipiec for their constant faith, support and reassurances.  They were integral to the building of her clinical skills.  
Kim is also thankful to the faculty and staff who made every hard day feel easier.  She specifically thanks her DPAs Shauna and Julie, as 
well as Patti Casey for helping every day.  She also thanks Drs. Mahnaz Raissi, Ala Ali, Thaisa Bordin, Ronald Davitt, and Carolyn Cottrell 
who challenged her to be a better clinician and person.

Kim dedicates her degree to her parents Ajeet and Kulwinder Jammu. Without their daily sacrifice and love she would not have achieved 
this academic success.  Kim also thanks her siblings, Nicky and Nav, who kept her grounded and were a constant source of laughter and 
strength in desperate times.

Kim thanks her family in Edmonton for their long-distance dedication to her dream, especially Cherie Randhawa who participated in 
countless stress relief phone calls.  She also thanks Dr. Arwinder Judge, who is the biggest influence in her dental career.  She is looking 
forward to working with him after graduation.  In addition, Kim is thankful to her future in-laws Michael and Lorraine Greene for their 
support and love.  Lastly, Kim thanks her fiancé, Sean Greene, without whom she would not have made it to this point.

“Thank you Class of 2019 for a wonderful 4 years!” 

Nathan Jang, D2019

Kimpreet Kaur Jammu, D2019
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Minhyung was born in Seoul, South Korea and moved to Newton, MA at age 12.  He earned 
a B.S. degree in Biology from Boston University in 2008 and then an M.B.S. degree in 
Biomedical Sciences from Rutgers in 2014. Prior to enrolling at Tufts, Min worked in 
research for 7 years at Tufts School of Dental Medicine as well as at the NYU Langone 
Medical Center. 

While at Tufts, Min served as President of KADA (Korean American Dental Association) 
during his third year where he planned community service events, social outings, and 
networking with neighboring dental students. Min participated on the Global Service 
Learning Trip to Haiti where he provided oral hygiene instructions for adults and children. 
Min also completed a five-week externship at the Winslow Indian Healthcare Center in 
Arizona where he gained wonderful clinical experience by serving the Navajo native 
patients. After graduation, Min plans to work as a general dentist.

Min would like to acknowledge and thank the entire Tufts faculty, staff, and administration 
for their support, guidance, and encouragement. He would like to especially thank 
Drs. Richard Harold, Edward Fidrocki, and Theano Eliopoulous for guiding him through 
dental treatments and patient managements, Dr. Yong Hur from the Periodontology 
department for serving as a KADA mentor, Dr. Sheldon Duchin, Dr. Kwang Min Park, Dr. Ala 
Ali, Dr. Thaisa Bordin, Dr. Deborah Tung, Dr. Melissa Ing, and Dr. William Sylvia. Min would 
also like to thank his D19 classmates for encouragement, support, and friendship, 
especially Urim, Piljae, Sangjoon, Nathan, Jinjoo, Sunny, Julia, Tim, Benji, Leo, and Henry.  
Finally, Min thanks his family, Hoon, Mi Sook, and Minwoo, for their undying love and 

 support. Lastly, Min gives thanks to Jesus for his eternal love and grace.

Saakshi was born in Pune, India and moved to Houston, Texas with her family in 1997.  She 
attended the University of Texas in Austin and earned a Bachelor of Science degree in 
Public Health with a minor in Biology and a Business Foundations Certificate in 2014.  
While at Tufts, Saakshi was involved in several student organizations including the Alpha 
Omega Dental Fraternity and the South Asian Medical and Dental Association.  She was 
also a student Teaching Assistant in Group Practice Fairfield.  In addition, Saakshi was part 
of the Implants Selective Program, which allowed her to obtain advanced implant training.

Saakshi is tremendously grateful for the opportunities at TUSDM and the faculty mentors 
who shaped her as a dental professional.  As a student provider in Group Practice Fairfield, 
Saakshi would like to thank her Practice Coordinators, Drs. Colette Catalino, Jennifer 
Lipiec, and Paul Trombly for mentoring and guiding her throughout her clinical years and 
for their constant encouragement and advice. She feels lucky to have been part of such a 
supportive group practice with these incredible leaders.  Saakshi would also like to thank 
the faculty members who made a huge impact on her dental education and life, particularly 
Drs. Ala Ali, Ekaterini Antonellou, Maria Avrampou, Ronald Davitt, Irina Dragan, Mahnaz 
Raissi, and Poonam Soi. She is additionally thankful to her Practice Administrators, Shauna 
Carty and Julie Fleck, for their hard work every day in making the clinic run smoothly and 
for the countless laughs along the way.  Lastly, Saakshi would like to thank her fellow 
classmates and friends for the wonderful memories made along this journey.

Above all else, Saakshi would like to thank her parents, Sanjai and Sangeeta Jatar, for their 
unwavering love and encouragement throughout her life. She would not have been able to 

pursue her dreams and reach where she is today without their sacrifices and continuous support.  Saakshi would also like to thank her 
sister, Simran, for always being there for her and for sending her the best surprise gifts throughout dental school. Saakshi is so proud of 
her and looks forward to seeing everything she will accomplish in the future. 

Saakshi would also like to thank her best friend and fiancé, Indy, for his love and support over the years and for cheering her on every 
step of the way towards her dream of becoming a dentist. Lastly, she would like to thank her extended family, friends, and patients for 
their constant encouragement. 

After graduation, Saakshi looks forward to starting a General Practice Residency at The Mount Sinai Medical Center in New York City, NY 
and to marrying her fiancé!

Minhyung Ji, D2019

Saakshi S. Jatar, D2019
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Christina was raised in Clearwater, Florida, and earned a B.S. degree in Biomedical 
Sciences in 2009 and an M.S. degree in Molecular Medicine in 2010 from the University of 
South Florida. She later attended Barry University where she earned an M.S. degree in 
Biomedical Sciences in 2015.  Her acceptance to Tufts University School of Dental Medicine 
brought her closer to achieving her lifelong dream. 

While at Tufts, Christina had the opportunity to participate in the Collaborative Practice for 
Pediatric Dental Care Program. In this program, she worked with pediatric medical 
residents to provide dental care and learned how to treat patients with developmental and 
intellectual disabilities in Boston’s public schools. She also served as a Student Teaching 
Assistant for Continuing Education courses and pre-clinical courses for first and second 
year students.  

Christina would like to thank God for His grace and blessings. Christina has the utmost 
appreciation and gratitude for her parents, Huyen and Viet. Without the sacrifices they 
made and the unconditional love and encouragement they provided, she would not be who 
and where she is today. Christina is also grateful for her siblings, Anthony, JoAnna, and 
Lilian, and would like to thank them for their love and unwavering support. She would like 
to thank her boyfriend, Michael Au, for being alongside her through all the struggles and 
accomplishments. He has played a pivotal role in helping her achieve her dreams and she 
looks forward to accomplishing more goals together. With Michael in her life, Christina has 
been fortunate and is thankful to have gained additional love and support from his 
parents, Ann and Thoi, and sister, Anna. She would also like to thank the rest of her family 

 and friends for always supporting her.   

Christina is incredibly grateful for the Tufts faculty and their immeasurable contribution to her preclinical and clinical education. She 
would like to thank her Practice Coordinators, Drs. Theano Eliopolous, Edward Fidrocki, and Richard Harold, for their mentorship in 
teaching her the aspects of patient care. She would like to express her appreciation for her Dental Practice Administrators, Lou Luy, 
Allyson Santo, and Susan Peecher, as well as Matilda and Jackie, for all their assistance and hard work in the dental clinic. In addition, 
she would like to thank Paula Callahan for all her time and organization in preparing students for our licensure exams. Christina also 
extends her gratitude to Drs. Ala Ali, Maria Avrampou, Thaisa Bordin, Sheldon Duchin, Steven Eisen, Francois Fisselier, Melissa Ing, 
Aikaterini Kostagianni, Linda Marinello, Alex Miele, Rocio Saavedra, Pilar Sanchez, Khaled Shaikhi, Marcelo Suzuki, William Sylvia, and 
James Theodore for all the knowledge they instilled in teaching her to become a more confident and competent clinician. Lastly, Christina 
is eternally grateful and blessed for the guidance and support of Drs. Joanne Falzone and Kanchan Ganda during her most difficult times. 

Following graduation, Christina plans to return to Florida to educate and serve her community as a general dentist.  

Congratulations and best wishes to the Class of 2019!

Jana was born and raised in New Jersey after her parents moved to the United States from 
the Philippines.  She attended Rutgers University-Newark Campus where she graduated 
with a Bachelors Degree in Biology.  Jana then pursued a double Masters Degree in 
Biomedical Sciences and Public Health at UMDNJ in Stratford, NJ before joining the TUSDM 
Class of 2019. 

While at Tufts, Jana was an active volunteer in various community outreach organizations 
and events such as ASDA Smile, Share Care, ASDA New England Center for Homeless 
Veterans, AAPHD oral health screenings, America’s Dentists Care Foundation Mission of 
Mercy, American Diabetes Association Boston Step Out Walk, American Heart Association 
Boston Heart Walk, ASDA Give a Kids a Smile, and countless more.  She was also a 
recipient of the Dr. John S. Wolkowicz and Family Endowed Scholarship Fund.

Jana would like to thank her parents, Henrito and Eleanor, for their endless love, 
unwavering support, and continuous prayers. She is so blessed to have such wonderful, 
hard-working and dedicated parents who helped her throughout all her academic 
endeavors.  Jana would also like to thank her wonderful older brothers, Joseph and Philip, 
who were always her role models growing up. She has appreciated all that they have done 
to take care of her, teach her, inspire and encourage her.  Jana would like to thank her 
fiancé, Badal, who has been her number one fan since Day 1, for his continuous love, 
emotional support, and dedication especially being long distance.  She thanks him for 
being her rock and confidant these past four years and feels so lucky to have him in her life. 

Jana is also grateful for the friendships she made at Tufts: Faryal, Roxana, Amanda, Roxanne, and Elena, who have been her second family 
in Boston. She will definitely miss the dinner or brunch outings, movie and wine dates, spontaneous trips and random hangouts. They 
have made her time at Tufts very memorable. 

Lastly, Jana is so thankful for the invaluable and rewarding education she received at Tufts which was made possible by being surrounded 
by wonderful clinical educators, namely Drs. Theano Eliopoulos, Richard Harold, Hanna Bae, Nitu Singh, Ala Ali, Thaisa Bordin, William 
Sylvia, Linda Marinello, and Shubha Nanda. She is grateful for their time and dedication in teaching her, expanding her clinical 
diagnosing skills, and improving her hand skills and techniques. 

After graduation, Jana will begin a General Practice Residency at Monmouth Medical Center in New Jersey.

Congratulations to the Class of 2019!! Wishing everyone the best of luck! 

Christina Trang Johnson, D2019

Jana Rose Carpio Jimenez, D2019
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Bo grew up in Rockville Centre, NY and attended Wesleyan University in Middletown, CT, 
where he earned a B.A. degree in Psychology in 2011.  He then completed the Post-
Baccalaureate Pre-Health Program at SUNY Stony Brook before matriculating into TUSDM.

During his time at Tufts, Bo was on the Dean’s List, received the Thomas B. Hunt 
Scholarship and served as Director for ASDA’s Smile, Share, and Care program.

Bo is grateful to have had the opportunity to learn from so many wonderful teachers at 
Tufts. He would like to thank his Group Fairfield Practice Coordinators, Drs. Jennifer Lipiec, 
Colette Catalino, and Paul Trombly for their mentorship, guidance, and instruction. He also 
thanks Drs. Ronald Davitt, Carolyn Cottrell, Thomas Cleary, Ala Ali, and Hanna Bae for 
teaching him so much during his time in clinic. Additionally, Bo would like to thank 
Drs. Rocio Saavedra and Nour Gowharji for developing and nurturing his interest in 
pediatric dentistry. 

Bo’s path to dentistry would not have been possible without the community he is blessed 
to have in his life. He would like thank his parents, Kyong Hui and Gene Koock Jung, for 
their sacrifice and commitment. Bo is also thankful to his sister, Bin, for her constant 
encouragement and always being in his corner. Thank you always to Sarah, for her love and 
for being his biggest supporter and best friend through the toughest of times. Lastly, Bo 
owes a great debt to his Boston family: Jorge, Freddie, Elle, Miriam, Catherine, and David, 
who were always there for him when he needed it the most. 

After graduation, Bo will attend the post-graduate Pediatric Dentistry program at the 
 University at Buffalo School of Dental Medicine in New York. 

DeAndra is from a small town named Parkin in Arkansas. She was raised by her mother and 
father and is the youngest of five girls. DeAndra will be the first doctor in both her 
immediate and extended family. She discovered her desire to help people at an early age 
and has volunteered with numerous organizations, ranging from churches and assisting 
the elderly to non-profit organizations aiding immigrants. Dentistry became a strong 
interest for her during the early years of high school. This interest solidified into a life goal 
after working as a pre-school instructor the summer after her high school graduation. 
Since then, DeAndra has dedicated her life to acquiring dental access in rural communities 
such as her hometown. She graduated cum laude from Spelman College with a B.S. degree 
in Biology in the spring of 2015 and entered Tufts University School of Dental Medicine the 
following fall.

DeAndra is currently a member of the Admissions Committee at Tufts and serves as a 
clinical student teaching assistant in Group Practice Fairfield.  She is also an active 
member in numerous local chapter student organizations such as the Student National 
Dental Association and the American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry Association.

During her journey to becoming Dr. “Dee” Jones, DeAndra has acquired many supporters. 
Her parents, Robert and Marilyn Jones Jr., along with her sisters, Cassaundra McCauley and 
Rashanda Williams have served as her “backbone” throughout the entire process. She 
would like to send a special thank you to all of her family and friends for their 
encouragement and well wishes throughout the years. She gives another special thank you 
to her kindergarten teacher, Mrs. Barbara Joe Wright, for her continuous push and love 

throughout the years.  DeAndra is particularly thankful to her mentor, Dr. Jeannette Sabir-Holloway, for the guidance, hard work, and 
patience she has given her. In addition, DeAndra sends a warm thank you to Associate Dean Robert Kasberg and his wife; her Group 
Fairfield Practice Coordinators; and all of the faculty who pushed her to be greater. Most importantly, DeAndra gives all praises to God for 
where she is in life. She could not have fulfilled one of her life’s purpose without Him.

After graduation, DeAndra will begin the Pediatric postgraduate specialty program at NYU Langone Dental Medicine in Springfield, MO. 
DeAndra wishes to become a pediatric dentist and open a non-profit organization geared toward aiding at-risk teenagers on their 
journeys to find their life careers. 

Bolbo Jung, D2019

DeAndra Clarice Jones, D2019
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Michelle grew up in Windham, New Hampshire. She graduated from Fordham University 
with a B.S. degree in Biology in 2014.  Michelle then received an M.S. degree in Oral 
Health Sciences from Boston University in 2015.  

Michelle feels so fortunate to have attended Tufts University School of Dental Medicine. 
While at Tufts, she discovered her passion for community service through participation in 
the Dominican Republic global service-learning trip with the Hispanic Dental Association. 
Michelle was grateful to have had the opportunity to treat those in an underserved area. 
She was also thankful to have worked with the Native American community during her five-
week externship at the Winslow Indian Health Care Center in Arizona. The externship gave 
her insight into the Native American culture and the importance of oral health education. In 
addition, Michelle loved participating as a student Teaching Assistant (TA) in Group 
Practice Atlantic.  

Michelle is grateful for the dedicated faculty and staff at TUSDM. She would like to 
acknowledge her Group Atlantic Practice Coordinators, Drs. Alberto Sarmiento, Olympia 
Karacosta, and Karen Wallach. They not only mentored and guided her through clinic but 
also provided a fun and memorable learning environment. Michelle would also like to 
thank Tommy Rivera, Jackie Kulas, and Yury Medina for their coordination and help. She is 
grateful for all of the instructors who guided her through clinic, including, but not limited 
to Drs. Pilar Sanchez, Judith Goldstein, and Donna Kalil. Michelle especially thanks 
Dr. Marcelo Suzuki for helping her through a very long and challenging denture case and 
Dr. Vasiliki Tsakalelli for guiding her through a difficult esthetics case. Lastly, Michelle 

 would like to thank her friends for making dental school fun and memorable.  

Above all, Michelle would like to thank her mother and father, Drs. Donna and Kenneth Kalil, D86. They have supported and motivated 
her to pursue her dream of becoming a dentist. From the countless dental questions, to the encouragement through hard clinic cases, 
they have always been there for her. She is proud to be following in their footsteps and grateful to have had the opportunity to work with 
her mom in clinic. Michelle would like to thank them for being such great role models.  She is also grateful to her little brother, Andrew, 
D21, for assisting her in clinic.  

After graduation, Michelle will be working with her parents at Kalil & Kress Family and Cosmetic Dentistry in Nashua, NH and Kalil Dental 
Associates in Windham, NH.

Ritika grew up in India and graduated with a Bachelor of Dental Surgery degree with 
honors from Maharashtra University of Health Sciences in 2007.  After receiving this 
degree, Ritika completed a three-year residency in Orthodontics and Dentofacial 
Orthopedics at Ragas Dental College and earned a Master of Dental Surgery in 2011.  She 
then practiced as an orthodontist.  Ritika moved to the United States and received her 
Master of Public Health degree from the Richard M. Fairbanks School of Public Health at 
Indiana University in 2014 before enrolling at Tufts University School of Dental Medicine.

While at Tufts, Ritika excelled in academics and earned a position on the Dean’s List. She 
was involved in materials research and co-authored a poster that was presented at both 
the IADR Conference and Bates Andrews Research Day.  During her senior year, Ritika had 
the invaluable opportunity to serve as a clinical student teaching assistant in the Fairfield 
Group Practice and was grateful for the opportunity to share her knowledge and experience 
with colleagues.  She also served as an admissions interviewer for the class of 2023 which 
proved to be an insightful experience.

With sincere gratitude, Ritika would like to thank the faculty and staff at Tufts. She feels 
fortunate to have had the opportunity to earn a world-class education at the school and for 
that she is thankful to her Practice Coordinators, Drs. Colette Catalino, Jennifer Lipiec, and 
Paul Trombly.  Additionally, Ritika believes that she would not be the practitioner she is 
today without the thoughtful guidance and mentorship of Drs. Kanchan Ganda, Ronald 
Davitt, Tijana Stijacic, Melani Kapetanakos, Iqbal Singh, Ronald Perry, and Carolyn Cottrell, 
all of whom she is grateful to.  Ritika would also like to thank her Practice Administrators, 

Julie Fleck and Shauna Carty, for their support and commitment to ensuring a smooth experience during her time in clinic. 

Ritika believes none of her accomplishments would have been possible without the support of her family.  To this end, she would like to 
thank her parents for their endless love, support and encouragement as well as her husband and in-laws for their unwavering support 
and motivation throughout dental school.

After graduation, Ritika is looking to have a fulfilling career in private practice in Massachusetts.

Michelle Kalil, D2019 

Ritika Kailey, DI2019
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Urim was born in Baltimore, Maryland.  He grew up in two different cities and countries: 
Seoul, South Korea and Cincinnati, OH.  Urim graduated with a B.S. degree in Biology and 
a minor in Psychology and Chemistry from Case Western Reserve University in 2014.

While at Tufts, Urim was chosen to be a Radiology Student Teaching Assistant during his 
fourth year and helped other dental students provide comprehensive care to patients. 
Urim’s five-week externship at the Winslow Indian Health Care Center in Arizona gave him 
the opportunity to provide dental care to the Navajo Native Americans.

First and foremost, Urim would like to express deepest gratitude to his family, especially 
his dad, Taewon Kang, his mom, HyunSeung Noh, and his sister, Jireh Kang, for the selfless 
love and continuous support they have provided all his life. Urim is also grateful to 
Dr. Hugo Cesar Campos, Dr. Rumpa Ganguly, Eugenia, Jackie, Yolanda, Emily, Maria and 
Anita for everything.  In addition, Urim expresses sincere thanks to the entire Tufts faculty, 
especially his Practice Coordinators, Dr. Theano Eliopoulos, Dr. Edward Fidrocki, and 
Dr. Richard Harold, for all of their advice and constant support. Urim also would like to 
thank Drs. William Sylvia, Sheldon Duchin, Ala Ali, Khaled Shaikhi, Kerith Rankin, Aikaterini 
Kostagianni, and Katerina Pellino for their support. Urim is thankful to his DPAs, Liu and 
Allyson; the dispensary staff, Jackie; and dental assistants, Monica and Matilda, for all 
their help along the way. Lastly, Urim would like to wish all the best to his fellow D19 
classmates in their future endeavors and thank them for all the memories. He would like to 
specially thank Julia Kim for being supportive through difficult times and making the most 
of their time at TUSDM. 

Rachel grew up in Toledo, Ohio. She graduated from the University of Notre Dame with a 
B.A. degree in Psychology and Pre-Professional Sciences in 2014.  Rachel then worked at 
Dresch-Tolson Dental Laboratory for one year before beginning at Tufts University School of 
Dental Medicine.

While at Tufts, Rachel served as a CPR instructor, an Oral and Maxillofacial Pathology 
teaching assistant, and a clinical teaching assistant in Group Practice Back Bay. She was 
also active in the Community Service Committee, Orthodontic club, and Give Kids a Smile 
Day.  Rachel was grateful to be a recipient of the ADA Foundation Dental Student 
Scholarship Award, the Dr. Frank D. Kasparian, D61, Scholarship, the Dr. Martin P. Sachs 
Scholarship, and Tufts Dental Alumni Association Award during her years in school.

Rachel would like to extend gratitude to her Practice Coordinators, Dr. Michael McQueen, 
Dr. Eduardo Olegario, Dr. David Leader, Dr. Dara Rogers, and Dr. Armond Enos for their 
patience and mentorship throughout her years in clinic. She also wants to thank Dr. Tanya 
Wright for being an excellent mentor and helping her to navigate dental school.  In 
addition, Rachel is thankful to Dr. Patrick McGarry, Dr. Thaisa Bordin, Dr. Lokesh Suri, and 
Dr. Khaled Shaikhi for their guidance and for helping her to pursue her dreams. 

Above all else, Rachel would like to thank her amazing parents, Ellen and Steve, and 
sisters, Lauren and Mara, for their endless love and support from across the country 
throughout her years in dental school. She also wants to thank her boyfriend, Andrew, for 
his unwavering encouragement and love every step of the way.  Finally, Rachel would like 

 to thank her incredible friends for keeping her smiling during these four years. Her success 
 would not have been possible without such a wonderful support system.

 After graduation, Rachel will work as a general dentist in New Orleans.

Urim Kang, D2019

Rachel Kalinoski, D2019
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Meghan was born and raised in East Falmouth, MA. She attended Bridgewater State 
University and graduate magna cum laude with a B.S. degree in Biomedical Sciences in 
2014.

While at Tufts, Meghan served as the American Dental Education Association (ADEA) class 
representative for four years. This position allowed her to engage in the academic side of 
dentistry and inspired her to think about teaching someday. Meghan was also elected to 
serve as the ADEA Council of Students, Residents and Fellows (ADEA CoSRF) District 1 
Commissioner. In addition to her involvement with ADEA, Meghan actively conducted 
dental educational research as a student research fellow. She presented at the ADEA 
Annual Session and at the Tufts Bates Andrews Research Day.  In 2017, Meghan was 
honored to receive the ADEA Student Group Educational Research Award and was inducted 
into the Robert R. Andrews Research Honors Society.

Meghan would like to recognize the outstanding support, inspiration and guidance she 
received from her mentors along the way. She would like to thank her mentor Dr. Irina 
Dragan; her Practice Coordinators Drs. Paul Trombly, Colette Catalino and Aphrodite 
Tantiras; her co-investigators Dr. Sarah Pagni and Ms. Jennifer Towers, her ADEA 
colleagues; Associate Deans Nadeem Karimbux and Robert Kasberg; and Dean Huw 
Thomas. Meghan would also like to express appreciation to Drs. Ronald Davitt, Thomas 
Cleary, Peter Arsenault, and Dean Cohen for their invaluable advice and clinical education. 
In addition, Meghan would like to thank her classmates for making her time here at 
TUSDM enjoyable, and especially Arietta Rigopoulos, Nada Mohammed, Kayleigh Mort and 

 Vance Consalvo for undoubtedly having her back and always being there when she 
 needed it most.

Most importantly, Meghan would like to express deepest thanks and appreciation to her family for their unconditional love and support. 
She thanks her parents, her grandparents, her brothers William and Zachary, her sister Kali, and her cousins, for powering through the 
long appointments. Meghan would also like to thank her boyfriend Brian for his enthusiasm and encouragement throughout the past few 
years and being her light at the end of the tunnel.  

Meghan is proud to be a part of the D19 class and wishes her classmates all the best in their future endeavors! After graduation, Meghan 
will begin an Advanced Education in General Dentistry program in Chicopee, MA. 

Roumiana was born and raised in Sofia, Bulgaria and received her dental degree from the 
University of Medicine School of Dentistry in 2008.  Roumiana then worked as a general 
dentist in private practice for two years before opening her own practice that was geared to 
aesthetic dentistry. During those 6 years, Roumiana attended many hands-on courses in 
Switzerland, England, France, Ukraine, Germany and America which helped her develop as 
a dentist.

While at Tufts, Roumiana gained valuable experience that she will carry with her in all 
aspects of her career.  She worked as a student Teaching Assistant for the Preclinical 
Operative Department and loved helping her younger colleagues while also sharing her 
experience. Roumiana will be forever thankful to Drs. Ronald Perry and Jeanette Sabir-
Holloway for giving her the opportunity to become part of the Tufts family “They are the 
reason for where I am right now.”  Roumiana sincerely thanks her preclinical teacher, 
Dr. Steven Eisen for giving her the best feedback which fine-tuned her manual dexterity. 
She also wants to thank her Practice Coordinators, Drs. Alberto Sarmiento, Karen Wallach 
and Olympia Karacosta, for their commitment to her dental education.  She is additionally 
thankful to following operative clinical instructors: Drs. Ronald Davitt, Judith Goldstein, 
Sheldon Yunes, Laurence Barron, Shivani Patel and Boris Bacanurschi for trusting her in 
every clinical aspect and letting her express her creativity.  Lastly, Roumiana would like to 
thank Dr. Peter Arsenault, Dr. Charles Rankin and everyone in the Endodontics Department 
for their assistance and support.

Roumiana gives special thanks to the best prosthodontic mentors she ever had (in no 
particular order) Drs. Ala Ali, Marcelo Suzuki, Francois Fisselier and Konstantinos Vazouras. She is grateful for their unceasing patience 
and guidance during the tough dental cases she had to deal with.  Roumiana also thanks Jacqueline Kulas, Tommy Rivera, the dental 
assistant Yury Natalia, and everyone in the dispensary and radiology departments for their commitment and daily support.

Last, by not least, Roumaina thanks her parents for all of the support and love they gave her. She is particularly grateful to her father: 
“Dad you are the best, most dedicated and patient grandfather Christopher could ask for.”

Upon graduation, Roumiana plans to start working in Rhode Island.

 

Meghan Kelley, D2019

Roumiana Kardzhieva, D2019
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Tracy grew up in northern Indiana.  She graduated from Indiana University with a B.S. 
degree in Neuroscience, minors in Biology and Psychology, and a Kelley Business of Life 
Sciences Certificate in 2013.  Following graduation, Tracy began her future career in 
dentistry at Tufts University School of Dental Medicine.  

Tracy is thankful for the faculty members and staff with whom she had the pleasure of 
working and learning from at Tufts.  Tracy would also not be where she is today without the 
unconditional love and support of her parents, Robert and Janet Kelsey.  She is very 
fortunate to have them during this journey. Tracy is also thankful for the love and support 
of her friends. 

After graduation, Tracy plans to work as a general dentist in private practice.

Jack was born in Texas and raised in New Hampshire.  He returned to Texas and graduated 
from Baylor University with a Bachelor of Science in Biochemistry and a minor in Biology 
before matriculating into Tufts University School of Dental Medicine.  While at Tufts, Jack 
was a recipient of the Dr. Alfred Osher, DG62, and Mrs. Suzi Osher Endowed Scholarship.  
Jack would like to first thank God for all the opportunities and paths He has presented him 
in his life. Further, he would like to thank his Group Charlestown Practice Coordinators, 
Drs. David Paul, Alex Miele, Denisa Stasa and William Lobel, for their mentorship and 
support in the clinic. In addition to the Practice Coordinators, Jack would like to thank his 
DPA’s Leila, Tangy and Romell for always having a smile on their face as well as for all of 
their hard work to help navigate the clinic. As there are simply too many to name, Jack 
would also like to thank all of the faculty members who helped shape him into the clinician 
he is today. 

Jack would like to thank his lovely wife, Jennifer, for all the sacrifices, unwavering support, 
motivation and patience throughout his dental school career. He would also like to thank 
his parents, James and Kristine, and brothers, Jim, Garrett, and Chris, for their love and 
encouragement. 

Upon graduation, Jack will be attending a one year Advanced Education in General 
Dentistry residency in Texas. 

Tracy Kelsey, D2019

Jack Kelly, D2019
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Madeline earned her B.S. degree in Biology from Tufts University in 2014 and is a proud 
“Double Jumbo” (and soon to be triple!)  While at TUSDM, Madeline was involved as a 
member and then as an executive board member of the American Association of Women 
Dentists (AAWD.)  She was also selected Class Representative to the Patient Care Quality 
Assurance Committee from 2016-2019.  In addition, Madeline received the Dr. Lino Tiberi, 
D47, Family Scholarship Fund for the 2016-2017 year as well as the Dr. Alfred Osher, 
DG62, and Mrs. Suzi Osher Endowed Scholarship.  Madeline tremendously enjoyed being 
part of AAWD and getting to know many wonderful women from all class years at Tufts. 

After graduation, Madeline will begin the Advanced Education in General Dentistry program 
at Tufts and eventually plans to practice in the New England area.  She would like to thank 
her family, her fiancée, and all of the TUSDM faculty and staff who have been instrumental 
in her success.

Anne was born in Egypt and raised in Egypt and the Gulf area. She graduated with 
excellence from her French High School in 2002.  Anne then pursued a B.D.S. degree from 
the dental school at Cairo University and graduated with “Excellence of Honor” in 2007. 
After receiving this degree, Anne completed a General Practice Residency in 2008.  Ranking 
at the top of her class, Anne was then selected to spend 3 years of residency in the 
Prosthodontics department at Cairo University from 2009-2012 and was awarded a 
masters degree in Prosthodontics in 2013.  Passionate for teaching, Anne worked as a 
demonstrator and then as an assistant professor of removable prosthodontics until 2014.  
Taking a leap of faith and believing that a dentist seeking perfection should meet the 
standards of U.S. dental education, Anne travelled with her Husband to the U.S. in 
pursuit of a D.M.D. degree and was fortunate to get acceptance at TUSDM as a member 
of the of IS19.

While at Tufts, Anne was on the Dean’s List and was a recipient of a Merit Scholarship.  
Anne participated in research which she presented at the annual TUSDM Bates-Andrews 
Research Day in 2018 as well as at a poster presentation at Boston University.  Anne was 
also selected to participate in tutoring and the Teaching Assistant program and enjoyed 
teaching and advising underclassmen students in the pre-clinic. 

Anne would like to thank Dr. Ronald Perry for giving her the opportunity to join TUSDM as 
well as for his guidance and support. Anne also extends gratitude to Dr. Irina Dragan for 
her help to improve her research expertise and develop her presentation skills. Anne will 
be always indebted to Dr. Kanchan Ganda for being an outstanding role model in both 

scientific and personal aspects. Anne also acknowledges her Practice Coordinators Drs. Colette Catalino, Paul Trombly, and Jennifer Lipiec 
for helping her build a solid foundation in diagnosis and treatment planning. In addition, Anne would like to thank Dr. Ronald Davitt for 
his daily support, mentorship and guidance in achieving her lifetime goal; Drs. Peter Arsenault and Carolyn Cottrell for always being 
supportive and motivating; and Drs. Francois Fisselier, Thaisa Bordin, and Ala Ali for their Prosthodontic expertise and kindness.  Anne 
would also like to express sincere thanks to Drs. Marcelo Suzuki, Dongwoo Park, and Steven Eisen for the opportunity to help teach and 
learn from their experiences.  Anne is also very grateful to Julie Fleck and Shauna Carty for their hard work and for always offering 
constant support. She also thanks Patty Casey and Paula Callahan for their commitment and behind the scenes work as well as Tamar and 
Tafta for always being supportive and cooperative. 

Anne would like to thank God for giving her a perfect companion that is hard to find. Her amazing husband who helped her to overcome 
all the obstacles and who was always a source of love and kindness. Anne is also grateful to her supportive parents.  

Anne Samir Halim Khalil, DI2019

Madeline Kern, D2019
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Anna was born in Ukraine and moved to the United States at the age of ten. She graduated 
with a B.S. degree in Healthcare Science Business Administration from the University of 
Miami in 2015. 

While at Tufts, Anna was involved in several student organizations and spent her last year 
dedicating much of her time working as a student teaching assistant in Group Practice 
Dorchester.  She also participated in the implant selective program and was a member of 
Alpha Omega. Anna was a recipient of the Drs. Ann M. Sagalyn, D79 and Suzanne 
Rothenberg, D41 Endowed Scholarship.

Anna is grateful to all of the amazing faculty she was able to work and develop 
relationships with at TUSDM.  She would like to thank her Practice Coordinators, 
Drs. Theano Eliopoulos, Richard Harold, and Edward Fidrocki for their continuous 
encouragement and endless mentorship.  Anna would also like to extend a big thank you to 
Drs. David Bardwell, Ala Ali, and Thaisa Bordin for shaping her clinical skills.  She is 
grateful to her mentor Dr. Paul Levi for always being there with amazing wisdom and 
advice. Anna would also like to thank Drs. Ekaterini Antonellou, Irina Dragan, and 
Konstantinos Vazouras for their guidance through the implant program. 

Most importantly, Anna would like to dedicate her degree to her parents, particularly her 
mother, Dr. Larisa Khmil.  Anna wants to thank her for being the biggest inspiration in her 
life and for teaching her what work ethic and dedication looks like. Anna also wants to 
thank her father for always keeping her spirits up and her sister for being a shoulder to cry 

on.  Anna is thankful for her family, their sacrifices have allowed her to pursue her dreams and aspirations and accomplish all that she 
has.  She would also like to thank her friends from the D19 class who have made the last four years so memorable and will be friends for 
a lifetime. 

After graduation, Anna join her mom in a private practice in Denver. 

Zarmina was born and raised in Peshawar, one of the oldest and culturally richest cities in 
Pakistan.  After completing high school, she earned a B.D.S. degree from the Islamic 
International Dental College located in Islamabad, the capital city of Pakistan.   In 2012, 
Zarmina moved to the United States with her husband.  Zarmina was enrolled in the 
Masters in Public Health program at University of Toledo in Ohio prior to matriculating into 
the D.M.D. program at Tufts. 

While at Tufts, Zarmina remained actively involved in research with the Department of 
Public Health and presented her work at the American Association for Dental Research 
Meeting in Florida. She was also a recipient of Summer Student Research Fellowship grant 
and was inducted into the Robert R. Andrews Research Honors Society. 

Zarmina would like to offer gratitude to all the faculty who helped to improve her clinical 
skills. She would like to thank her Practice Coordinators, Drs. Edward Fidrocki, Theano 
Eliopoulos and Richard Harold for their mentorship and guidance. Zarmina would also like 
to thank her clinical faculty, Drs. Iqbal Singh, Alex Miele, Konstantinos Vazouras, and 
especially Ronald Perry for his constant support.

Zarmina would like to dedicate her accomplishment to her family and friends and thank 
them for their unconditional love and constant support in her endeavors. She is especially 
grateful to her parents, Ziaullah and Farkhanda, and in-laws, Saleem and Khalida, for 
always being her supporters.  She is also extremely thankful to her husband Nauman for 
being the greatest motivation as well as her friends Kumudra, Durdana, Niki and Amrita.

 Following graduation from TUDSM, Zarmina plans to work as a general dentist and later 
 hopes to specialize in Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery.

Anna Khmil, D2019

Zarmina Khan, DI2019
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Jonathan graduated from the University of Arizona with a Bachelor of Science degree in 
Biology in 2012. He was born in Salinas, California and moved to Peoria, Arizona when he 
was 9 years old where he lived most of his life. Jonathan first became interested in 
dentistry when he chipped his front tooth in a snowboarding accident. 

While at Tufts, Jonathan was a recipient of the Dr. Alfred Osher, DG62, and Mrs. Suzi Osher 
Endowed Scholarship.  Jonathan would like to thank Tufts for allowing him the opportunity 
to experience everything he has throughout the program, such as building personal 
relationships with the faculty and classmates. He would like to express gratitude towards 
his Group Exeter Practice Coordinators, Dr. Mary Karish, Dr. Alan Epstein, and Dr. Mark 
Caddell for guiding him through clinic. Jonathan also thanks his friends and family for 
helping him to achieve his goals. Jonathan would especially like to thank his amazing wife, 
Dr. Linda Park, for supporting him through school and he will cherish all the times they had 
in Group Exeter together.

After graduation, Jonathan and Linda hope to one day work in the same dental office 
together.

Grace is from Atlanta and graduated from the Georgia Institute of Technology with a degree 
in Biology in 2012. While at Tufts Dental, Grace was involved in research, tutoring, and 
community service. She presented her material science research at IADR/AADR 
conferences, worked as a teaching assistant for the Anesthesiology course, and 
participated in dental and non-dental community service both locally and abroad. Grace 
was also a recipient of the Dr. Vangel and Mrs. Barbara Zissi Endowed Scholarship.

Grace would like to thank her parents and siblings for their unconditional love and support. 
She would also like to thank the Back Bay Practice Coordinators, front desk staff, 
dispensary staff, and all the specialty faculty. She would like to thank all the members of 
the Tufts Dental Research Department for their guidance. Finally, Grace would like to thank 
Jesus for his amazing grace and love.

After graduation, Grace will matriculate into the Harvard School of Dental Medicine where 
she will pursue a Doctor of Medical Sciences degree in the Advanced Graduate Education 
Program in Orthodontics.

Jonathan L. Kim, D2019

Grace Kim, D2019
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Erica was born and raised in Westchester County, New York.  She graduated cum laude with 
a B.S. degree in health science studies and a minor in sociology from Quinnipiac University 
in Hamden, Connecticut in 2015.  Following graduation from college, Erica moved further 
up the coast of New England to begin her journey in dental school.

Boston transitioned from being a brand-new city to a comfortable place for Erica to call 
home these past four years.  During her time at Tufts, Erica was lucky to form strong 
relationships with her faculty and classmates.  She served as an admissions ambassador 
throughout each year of the program and was lucky enough to become a teaching assistant 
for endodontics, medicine and clinic for the class of 2020.  From this teaching experience, 
Erica was inspired to pursue some form of teaching throughout her life.  In her third and 
fourth years at Tufts, Erica conducted a research project under the mentorship of 
Dr. Melissa Ing. 

First and foremost, Erica would like to thank her parents, Dr. Herman Kleinbaum and 
Sharon Kleinbaum, for their continued support and encouragement throughout her journey 
at Tufts.  These past four years were full of new challenges, exciting milestones and 
personal development which could not have been accomplished without them cheering her 
right along.  Erica would also like to thank her grandparents, Stella and Bill Farhi, for their 
support.  She is also grateful to her Group Practice Dorchester Coordinators for their role in 
creating a strong foundation of diagnosis and treatment planning knowledge.  Erica was so 
proud to be part of the Dorchester Group Practice. She would especially like to thank 
Dr. Kanchan Ganda for instilling a passion of medicine in her that will only continue to 

grow; Dr. Nitu Singh for igniting her enthusiasm for prosthodontics; Dr. Sheldon Duchin for inspiring her to pursue specialty training in 
periodontics; Dr. Robert Amato for giving her the initial platform to teach; Dr. Melissa Ing for being her mentor throughout the entire 
journey from start to finish; and Dr. Edward Fidrocki who especially encouraged her to ask questions and learn from the entire clinical 
experience.

Lastly, Erica is grateful to have such a great group of friends, as well as a wonderful roommate, with whom she has shared countless 
memories.  From long nights of studying, to weekend adventures and everything in between, Erica established a lifelong group of friends 
whom she will laugh with and cry with.  

Next year, Erica will begin specialty training in the field of Periodontology as a postgraduate resident at Tufts.

“Congratulations Class of 2019! We did it!” 

Julia was born in South Korea and moved to the United States in 2003. She attended 
Shaker Road Middle School in Concord, NH and then Miss Porter’s School in Farmington, 
CT. Julia graduated with a Bachelor of Arts degree in Chemistry from the College of the Holy 
Cross in Worcester, MA in 2014.  She then completed one year of coursework at Harvard 
University’s Division of Continuing Education before pursuing her D.M.D. degree at TUSDM. 

During her four years at TUSDM, Julia was involved in different student activities and 
learned from her colleagues during the process. She also participated on Global Service 
Learning trips to Haiti as well as other community service initiatives such as the Sharewood 
Project.  In addition, Julia served as a student teaching assistant in the Departments of 
Radiology, Continuing Education and Endodontics.

Julia would first like to show her deepest gratitude towards her family for their 
unconditional love and support. Her parents, YoonAe Choi and YoungJin Kim were always 
there for her, giving her unceasing love, advice and support. Her siblings, Angela and Greg 
Kim, have always been by her side and Julia would like to thank them very much and tell 
them how proud she is of them for coming thus far together.

Julia would also like to thank all the amazing faculty and staff who gave her continuous 
support and advice during her years at TUSDM.  She is grateful to all her Fairfield faculty, 
Dr. Paul Trombly, Dr. Colette Catalino, Dr. Jennifer Lipiec, Dr. Thomas Cleary, Dr. Ronald 
Davitt, Dr. Frank Shin, Dr. Ala Ali, Dr. Hanna Bae, Dr. Thaisa Bordin, Dr. Francois Fisselier 
and Dr. Mahnaz Raissi for their mentorship, support and patience during clinic. Julia would 

also like to thank all of the didactic and clinical faculty for their guidance and dedication to teaching and helping her grow as a dentist. In 
addition, she thanks the Fairfield DPAs, Julie Fleck and Shauna Carty, for always being the biggest supporters and confidants for the 
Fairfield Group Practice.  Julia would like to thank the departments that allowed her to grow and mature as a teaching assistant - Dr. 
Robert Amato, Dr. Marielena Gamboa-Ruiz, Dr. Elinor Alon, Dr. Charles Rankin and all the faculty and residents in the Endodontics 
Department; Dr. Hugo Campos, Dr. Rumpa Ganguly and all the staff; Eugenia, Emily, Maria, Yolanda, Jackie and Anita in the Radiology 
department; and the staff in the Continuing Education department. In addition, she would like to thank all the dispensary staff and Patti 
Casey for their help and preparedness through her clinic years. Finally, Julia would like to congratulate her fellow D19 classmates for their 
success and accomplishment and especially thank Urim Kang for being by her side through all the happiness and hardship during her 
years at TUSDM.

After graduation, Julia will begin the General Practice Residency Program at Tufts.

Erica Lynne Kleinbaum, D2019

Julia Bokyung Kim, 2019
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Toria grew up in Keene, New Hampshire and graduated from St. Lawrence University with 
a B.S. degree in Biology in 2014. 

During her four years at Tufts, Toria was an active member of the Delta Sigma Delta 
International Dental Fraternity (DSD). She served on the executive board for two years as 
historian and then as senior page. Toria was passionate about volunteering in the greater 
Boston community alongside her peers at events such as the Massachusetts Special 
Olympics, the Tufts Alumni Foundation Annual Children’s Picnic, and tutoring at the Josiah 
Quincy School. She also made sure to find time to give back to the TUSDM community 
through serving as a student teaching assistant in preclinical courses. Toria was accepted 
into the U.S. Army Health Professions Scholarship Program (HPSP) and was commissioned 
as a second Lieutenant. She served as co-president of the Tufts HPSP local chapter. Toria 
also participated in the Global Service Learning trips to Jamaica for two consecutive years 
where she provided care in communities where access is extremely limited. 

As an avid runner throughout her life and college career, Toria quickly found her place in 
the running community in Boston. She ran competitively with Boston Road Runner during 
her first two years of dental school and made many friends in the other Boston Run clubs 
she regularly attended. Her wonderful “big” Joanna Wang convinced her to stretch out her 
miles and try out a marathon and lo and behold, she has now run 4 marathons, two of 
which were Boston Qualifying times, and raced in the 2017 and 2018 Boston Marathons. 

Toria would like to thank the dedicated faculty and staff and particularly the entire Back 
Bay Group Practice, who helped to make Tufts a supportive and educational environment.  She extends special thanks to her Practice 
Coordinators, Drs. Michael McQueen, Dara Rogers, David Leader, and Armond Enos, as well as her faculty mentor, Dr. Charles Rankin, for 
helping to shape her as a clinician and person. Their mentorship and devotion to student’s success truly made a difference in the daily 
grind of dental school and made the clinic a welcoming learning environment. 

Toria is endlessly thankful to her mother and father for their limitless support, love, driving her to marathons in Pennsylvania, and all the 
pep talks throughout the many ups and downs these last four years and her entire life in general. She could not be where she is now 
without them as role models. Toria gives big thanks and love to her amazing core friends and the classmates who worked together and 
bolstered each other up over the years. This day would not have been achievable without them. She also gives special thanks to her 
boyfriend Ben for his constant support through the test blocks and making her laugh at the end of exhausting days in clinic.   

After graduation, Toria is eager to continue her education in the Advanced Education in General Dentistry program in Fort Jackson, SC. 

“Keep Ithaca always on your mind. Arriving there is what you are destined for but don’t 
hurry the journey at all.” - C. Cavafy

Dr. Kostagianni has found the above quote to be true. After graduating from Athens Dental 
School in Greece in 2009, she could never have imagined how far life would take her. 
Growing up with both parents who worked as elementary school teachers, the importance 
of education was emphasized to her from a very young age. Thus after earning her D.D.S. 
degree, Dr. Kostagianni pursued a Masters/Specialty degree in Prosthodontics at the 
University of Alabama at Birmingham followed by an Implant Fellowship at the University of 
Maryland. During those years, she realized that happiness and fulfillment in life comes 
from giving back to the society and helping others to grow. Following the example of her 
mentors she felt that the best way to do so was by pursuing a career in academia.

Dr. Kostagianni was extremely fortunate during the early steps in her profession to have 
found Tufts Dental School, which both embraced and believed in her.  She would like to 
thank Dean Huw Thomas, Associate Dean Nadeem Karimbux and Executive Associate Dean 
Mark Gonthier for giving her this opportunity and for supporting the School’s junior 
faculty; as well as Dr. Wael Att and Dr. Nopsaran Chaimattayompol (Nui) for their leadership 
and guidance.  Dr. Kostagianni would also like to thank Dr. Aikaterini Papathanasiou for 
believing in her and being an incredible inspiration and mentor. She is grateful to her 
wonderful colleagues, many of whom have become dear friends. Of course none of this 
would have been possible without the support of her loving parents and husband, who are 
her strength and her everything.

 Tufts Dental School has been a milestone in Dr. Kostagianni’s personal and professional  
 development and she is beyond grateful and excited to continue being part of the “Tufts  
 Family” in the future!  

Toria L. Koutras, D2019

Aikaterini Kostagianni, DI Faculty 2019
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Sagar was born in Akron, Ohio, and spent his early years in his grandparent’s mom and 
pop motel.  He lived in Nashville, Tennessee and Jacksonville, Florida for the remainder of 
his childhood.  Sagar’s background is in the hospitality industry and he helped his parents 
in the food and lodging business growing up.  Sagar decided he wanted to pursue 
dentistry in order to have a meaningful career that forms relationships with people, makes 
an impact in the local community, and has opportunities to travel abroad to help others 
facing challenges in receiving healthcare.  Sagar initially enrolled at the University of 
Tennessee before transferring to the University of Florida where he graduated with a B.A. 
degree in General Business and a pre-health specialization in 2013.

While at Tufts, Sagar was active in many clubs but the Implant Club most notably. Sagar 
served on the Executive Board for 3 years and promoted an avenue for undergraduate 
dental students to receive more hands-on and didactic knowledge relating to dental 
implants.  Sagar would like to thank all of his classmates and Tufts faculty for their 
continuous support and motivation over the past four years during his development from a 
dental student into a healthcare professional. Sagar would also like to thank his parents 
for their encouragement, patience, and motivation to pursue dentistry and for being the 
first in the family to graduate from college. 

Sagar would like to thank his friends for keeping him company on his travels, outdoor 
activities, dining and dessert experiences, gym visits, and playing sports. It has been a 
memorable 4-year experience in Boston. 

 After graduation, Sagar will begin an Advanced Education in General Dentistry program at  
 NYU Langone Dental Medicine in Phoenix, AZ and looks forward to providing the highest  
 quality of care to his patients.

Selassie has cultivated the mindset over the years that all great things come in time when 
one learns to be patient and yet relentlessly persistent.  Selassie graduated from the 
University of Ghana Dental School with a BSc.(Med Sc.) degree in 2004 and then a B.D.S. 
degree in 2008.  She is the only dentist in her family of medical doctors, civil engineers 
and pharmacists. While in school, Selassie held several leadership positions such as Vice 
President of the University of Ghana Medical and Dental Students Association (UGMSA) 
and Chairperson of the Welfare Committee.  

Selassie completed her Housemanship/Residency at Korle-Bu Teaching Hospital and 37 
Military Hospital from 2008-2010.  She then worked as the Dental Surgeon-in-charge of a 
district Hospital as well as part-time in a private dental clinic whilst also acting as the Vice 
President of the Ghana Dental Association (GDA) Greater Accra District from 2012-2014 
after having served as the GDA Treasurer from 2009-2011. 

Selassie was an active member of community programs and made it her mission to change 
the mindset of people about the importance of dentistry.  She was an active member/
volunteer of the Cleft Lip and Palate Management Project, a collaboration between 
Transforming Faces, Canada and Plastic Surgery Unit which provides a multidisciplinary 
approach to Cleft management from 2011-2014.  Selassie gave an oral presentation as the 
only Ghanaian delegate from Accra at the 7th Biennial World Cleft Lip and Palate Congress 
in Mahe, Republic of Seychelles in 2012.  She also attended a professional development 
program at the Hospital for Sick Kids in Toronto, Canada in 2012.   

Selassie finally moved to the United States to join her husband in 2014 and start her family as well as advance her career in dentistry. 
She believes you can always continue to follow your dreams no matter where you are.  Her efforts came to fruition when she was accepted 
to TUSDM’s International Student Class of 2019. While at Tufts, Selassie was a Teaching Assistant for the Medicine II Mind Mapping sessions. 

First and foremost, Selassie would like to thank God Almighty – without Him she would not be alive. She expresses profound gratitude to 
her husband, Joseph Aye-Boafo, for being her rock and emotional pillar and for his sacrifice and love whilst excellently raising their son 
alone in Georgia. She would like to thank her 4-year old son, Andrew, “Thank you for being brave and independent even when it was so 
difficult leaving you behind to go back to school. I hope you are proud of me, baby boy.”

Selassie is also grateful to her mother Rev. Veronica Darko, Prof. Wosornu, Seyram Kumapley, Raymond Kumapley and Dr. Wisdom 
Akpaka. They have been a source of love and encouragement.   Selassie also especially thank Drs. Ronald Perry, Jeanette Sabir-Holloway, 
Ronald Davitt, Kanchan Ganda, Aikaterini Kostagianni, Laurence Barron, Judith Goldstein, Sheldon Yunes, Marcelo Suzuki, Maria Sanchez 
as well as her “Atlantic Group family”- Dr. Karen Wallach, Dr. Alberto Sarmiento, Dr. Olympia Karacosta, Tommy Rivera and Jackie Kulas for 
their collective guidance, talent, wisdom and above all, camaraderie.  After graduation, Selassie plans to work in Atlanta, GA.  

Sagar A. Kumar, D2019

Selassie Ruby Kumapley, DI2019
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Mia grew up in Denver, Colorado and graduated with a B.S. degree in Neuroscience from 
the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor in 2015.  Mia then moved straight from Ann Arbor to 
Boston to begin dental school.

While at Tufts, Mia was involved in a number of different organizations and accepted many 
leadership roles. She was selected to be a Teaching Assistant in both the Predoctoral Oral 
and Maxillofacial Surgery (OMFS) clinic as well as for the Medicine course. Mia was founder 
and president of the Tufts OMFS Journal Club and an active member in the Tufts Implant 
Club. Under the guidance of Dr. Daniel Oreadi, Mia published two case reports in the 
Journal of the Massachusetts Dental Society and worked as a research analyst in the 
Department of Oral Surgery under Dr. Archana Viswanath.  Mia also received an Academic 
Merit Scholarship, was a recipient of the Dr. H. Chris Doku Professor Emeritus and 
Distinguished University Professor Scholarship, and was on the Dean’s list during her third 
and fourth years. 

Mia would like to thank all of the wonderful faculty whom she had the pleasure of working 
with at TUSDM.  In the Oral Surgery Department, Mia is grateful for the outstanding 
mentorship and guidance she received from Drs. Daniel Oreadi, Maria Papageorge, Joey 
Chang, and Steven Rubin. She knows that she would not be where she is today were it not 
for their encouragement, teaching, and wisdom since the very first day she decided to 
pursue a career in Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery.  Mia would also like to thank her Practice 
Coordinators, Drs. Alberto Sarmiento, Karen Wallach, and Olympia Karacosta, for teaching 
her how to practice dentistry with great skill, knowledge, empathy, and compassion.  Mia 

had the privilege of learning from some of the most talented clinicians throughout her dental school career including Drs. Ronald Davitt, 
Pilar Sanchez, Ala Ali, Francois Fissilier, and Patrick McGarry, who all played integral roles in her current and future successes.  Mia would 
also like to acknowledge her DPAs, Tommy and Jackie, who always went above and beyond for her and kept her positive during the most 
stressful of days.  

Most importantly, Mia would like to extend utmost gratitude to her parents, Lee and Cindy, as well as her siblings, Justin, Jennie, and 
Alyssa for their unwavering support, encouragement, and love throughout her entire academic career. From the day she decided to attend 
dental school, to her decision to pursue Oral Surgery, she is incredibly thankful for the thoughtful advice and deep support she always 
felt throughout every transition in her life.  Mia is incredibly grateful for her family as well as her roommate whom she spent all 4 years of 
dental school living with. She knows that she would not be the person she is today without them all behind her every step of the way and 
is forever appreciative and lucky to have such a loving support system.  

Following graduation, Mia will be attending an Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery Residency at New York Presbyterian/Weill Cornell 
Medical Center. 

Sunnie grew up in Abilene, Texas and graduated from Bowdoin College in Maine with a 
Bachelor of Arts degree in Biochemistry and Economics in 2014. After earning this degree, 
Sunnie worked as a Research Technician in the Infectious Disease department at 
Massachusetts General Hospital for one year before enrolling at Tufts. 

Some of Sunnie’s most memorable experiences at Tufts include her research on Basal Cell 
Carcinoma Nevoid Syndrome, serving as co-community service chair for the American 
Academy of Developmental Medicine and Dentistry (AADMD), and being a “big sister” at 
the Josiah Quincy Elementary School through the Big Sister Association of Greater Boston. 
After graduation, Sunnie is excited to continue her dental education in the postgraduate 
Orthodontics program at Harvard.

Sunnie is incredibly grateful for all of the instructors who provided guidance as well as her 
friends who extended an immense amount of support throughout her time at Tufts. Last, 
but not least, Sunnie would like to thank her family for their patience, encouragement, and 
unconditional love since day one.

Mia Danielle Kutner, D2019

Sunnie Grace Kuna, D2019
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Richard was born and raised in Boston, Massachusetts. He received his Bachelor of 
Science degree in Kinesiology with a minor in Economics from University of Massachusetts 
Amherst and participated in their prestigious Commonwealth Honors College. Following his 
graduation, he spent a year as a biotechnician at Good Start Genetics in Cambridge before 
applying to TUSDM.   

Having been a patient at TUSDM as a kid, he was no stranger to the dental school. It was 
only a matter of time before matriculating into TUSDM and becoming a student provider 
to the neighbors, friends, and family who got him to where he is today. Words cannot 
describe how grateful he is to his parents, Xiu and Yuk, who gave up their lives as they 
knew it before immigrating to US for him and his two older brothers to live their dream. 
Who would have thought a kid from the projects would make it this far? It was all thanks 
to them. 

While at Tufts, Richard was treasurer of the Global Health Student Association. He was also 
actively involved with the Global Service-Learning program at TUSDM and successfully led 
several annual service trips to Haiti as a student leader of the non-profit organization, 
Dentists for Humanity, since 2017. He would like to thank Drs. John Morgan, Soo-Woo Kim, 
and Carol Yun for their mentorship throughout the trips. Richard was also a recipient of the 
Dr. Alfred Osher, DG62, and Mrs. Suzi Osher Endowed Scholarship. Lastly, he regularly 
volunteered with Project Bridge, which is a student-run organization that aimed to provide 
dental care to Boston’s homeless and runaway youth. 

Richard is proud to be the first doctor in his family and will not forget those who paved the path before him. He recognizes his older 
brothers, Tommy and John, for their unwavering support and tough love that made him the man he is today. He would like to thank his 
Practice Coordinators in Group Exeter, Drs. Mary Karish, Mark Caddell, and Alan Epstein. He gives special thanks to Drs. Brendan 
Prindiville, Thaisa Bordin, Duangkamol Blankenship, Pilar Sanchez, Huda Stipho, Patrick McGarry, Richard Doff, Charles Rankin, Peter 
Arsenault, and Robert Guen. Their guidance and mentorship will last him a lifetime. He would also like to express his deepest gratitude to 
Aeron, Flavio, Julie, Shauna, Patti, Tamar, and the radiology department. 

Richard plans to practice as a general dentist in the New England area. He will also continue his service to his community and serve as a 
mentor to the underprivileged adolescent population of which he was once a part.  

Pil was born in Seoul, South Korea where he spent his childhood until his family moved to 
Johns Creek, Georgia.  Pil earned a Bachelor of Science degree in Biology from Emory 
University in 2014. 

While at TUSDM, Pil was a recipient of the Tufts Academic Merit Scholarship and was on the 
Dean’s List. He also served as Secretary for the Korean American Dental Association where 
he helped organize events such as free oral cancer screenings.  During his fourth year, Pil 
had the opportunity to serve as a Student Teaching Assistant (TA) in Preclinical Operative 
Dentistry for the D22 class. 

Pil would like to express gratitude to TUSDM for the quality education he received. He 
would like to thank his Practice Coordinators and DPAs, Dr. Colette Catalino, Dr. Jennifer 
Lipiec, Dr. Paul Trombly, Julie Fleck, and Shauna Carty for their help and guidance.  Pil 
would also like to extend gratitude to Drs. Ala Ali, Maria Avrampou, Hanna Bae, 
Duangkamol Blankenship, Thaisa Bordin, Thomas Cleary, Ronald Davitt, Francois Fisselier, 
Hadi Gholami, Steven Rubin, Frank Shin, Tijana Stijacic, and Katie Talmo. 

Lastly, Pil would like to thank his family and friends for their unconditional support 
and love. 

After graduation, Pil plans to practice as an associate dentist in Massachusetts.  

Richard J. Lam, D2019

Pil Kwon, D2019
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Meghana was born and raised in Texas. She graduated with a B.D.S. degree from Sri 
Ramachandra University in Chennai, India and pursued the International Standing Program 
at Tufts to receive her D.M.D. degree.

Meghana is so grateful for her patients, who were a significant part of making her the 
dentist that she is today. She would like to thank the faculty and staff at Tufts for their 
guidance and mentorship. She could not have done this without the endless support and 
encouragement from her parents, family, and friends. 

After graduation, Meghana will begin an Advanced Education in General Dentistry 
residency at NYU Langone in New York.

Alejandro (Alejo) Lamas was born in Guantanamo, Cuba and moved to the United States 
when he was 16 years old seeking a better future.  

Alejandro earned a B.S. Degree in Microbiology and Immunology from the University of 
Miami in 2015. During his undergraduate career, he worked as a research laboratory 
assistant at the Papanicolaou Cancer Research Building at the University of Miami’s 
Sylvester Comprehensive Cancer Center. After graduation, he enrolled at Tufts University 
School of Dental Medicine in 2015 to pursue his dream of becoming a dentist. 

Alejandro would like to thank God for giving him the opportunity to become a professional 
in the dental field. He is extremely grateful to his wife, Liz, for all her love, encouragement, 
and support throughout these 4 years. Alejandro would like to thank his parents, Eduardo 
and Norma; his brother, Eduardo; his grandmother, Norma; and his mother-in-law, Midiala, 
for their unconditional love and support. He would not have made it this far without them.  
Alejandro would also like to thank the “C-Pack” for their friendship and good memories 
together.   

While at Tufts, Alejandro received invaluable guidance and support from numerous faculty 
and staff members who helped him become a better provider throughout the course of his 
dental education.  He is grateful to all the professors who helped him during his time at 
Tufts, including Dr. David Paul, Dr. Denisa Stasa, Dr. Alex Miele, Dr. William Lobel, Dr. Nitu 
Singh, Dr. Gülsün Gül, Dr. Hugo Campos, Dr. Mirian Belussi, Dr. Katerina Pellino, Dr. Ala Ali, 
Dr. Thaisa Bordin, Dr. Rocio Saavedra, Dr. Martha Forero, Dr. Alberto Lamberti, 

Dr. Marielena Gamboa-Ruiz, Dr. Robert Mandell, Dr. Robert Gyurko, Dr. Samuel Koo, Dr. Jose Camilo Segura, Dr. Irina Dragan, Dr. Dean 
Cohen, Dr. Kanchan Ganda, Dr. Hanna Bae, Dr. Steven Rubin, Dr. Marcelo Suzuki, Dr. Quinn Chan, Dr. BiNa Oh, Dr. Stephany Cordero, and 
Dr. Khaled Shaikhi. He also would like to thank his DPAs, Tangy Person, Leila Ghorashi, Romell Madison, and everyone in radiology and 
the third floor dispensary, especially Jackie and Matilda, who made every day and the patient experience more enjoyable. Furthermore, 
he would like to thank Dr. Sheri Watson-Hamilton, Dr. Robert Johnson, Dr. Alejandra Miranda, and all the staff at the Community Health of 
South Florida, where he completed his externship, for their help and advice.   

Upon graduation, Alejandro will be working as a general dentist in the Massachusetts area where he will continue to develop his skills 
while providing the best standard of care for his patients. 

Meghana Lanka, DI2019

Alejandro Lamas, D2019
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Sunny was born and raised in Seoul, Korea. Her family in Korea was a big part of a medical 
outreach program. Travelling and volunteering with her family and their hospital crews, 
Sunny developed the aspiration to work in the health care field. During her trip to 
Sükhbaatar in Mongolia, where she saw cleft palate surgery as well as the need for 
dentists, she decided to pursue the field of dentistry. Sunny graduated from Wellesley 
College in 2015 with B.A. degree in Psychology and Neuroscience. She began dental 
school at Tufts that same year and is truly grateful to be a member of Class of 2019.  

While at Tufts, Sunny was the recipient of the Dr. Alfred Osher, DG62 and Mrs. Suzi Osher 
Endowed Scholarship. She was involved in Korean American Dental Association where she 
served as first-year representative, secretary, and vice-president. She participated in 
outreach efforts including free oral cancer screenings at a local Korean Church in Boston. 
Sunny was also involved with the Global Service-Learning program, through which she 
travelled to Haiti with the non-profit organization, Dentists for Humanity.  

Sunny would like to thank her Practice Coordinators, Dr. Paul Trombly, Dr. Colette Catalino, 
and Dr. Jennifer Lipiec, for their mentorship and guidance. Sunny would also like to 
express gratitude to all of the clinical faculty, especially Drs. Ronald Davitt, Ala Ali, Thaisa 
Bordin, Tijana Stijacic, Hanna Bae, Dongwoo Park, Kwang Min Park, Frank Shin, and Patrick 
McGarry. Sunny would also like to thank Patricia Casey and her DPAs, Julie and Shauna, for 
the behind the scenes action.  

Most importantly, Sunny would like to thank her parents, Dr. Soohyun Lew and 
Dr. Seungyeon Han, as well as her siblings, Kelly and Samuel, for their unconditional love and support. She would also like to thank her 
grandparents, Dr. Jaeduk Lew and Dr. Hyunjin Roh, who were great presences in her life and  motivated her to become who she is. Lastly, 
she thanks all her D19 classmates and her D18 bigs, Liz Kim, Jihee Park, and Christina Kim, who guided her through the clinic life. Upon 
graduation from Tufts, Sunny plans on practicing general dentistry in Boston, Massachusetts. She also aspires to give back through 
community service and outreach programs.  

Sang Joon was born in South Korea and moved to America when he was 10 years old. Since 
then, Sang Joon has lived in various locations including California, New Jersey, and New 
York. He attended Rutgers University – New Brunswick where he graduated with a B.A. in 
Biological Sciences in 2011.

While at Tufts, Sang Joon was actively involved in research and received the Omicron Kappa 
Upsilon Hilde Tilman Award. He also presented at the 2019 Yankee Dental Congress. Sang 
Joon had the pleasure of serving as an Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery Clinical Teaching 
Assistant. He was thankful for the help that he received from previous TAs and believed 
that he should give back to the students as they enter clinic in dental school. During 2016 
and 2017, Sang Joon participated in Global Service-Learning trips, through which he was 
able to provide dental service to the underserved population in Jamaica. Sang Joon is 
grateful to Drs. Jon Golub, Jamie Golub, John Morgan, and John Winterle for the experience.   

Sang Joon would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge and thank the entire Tufts 
faculty, staff, and administration for their support, direction, and patience with him. Sang 
Joon would like to extend gratitude to Drs. Aidee Herman, Katerina Pellino, Alex Miele, Ala 
Ali, Pilar Sanchez, Kwang Min Park, Sheldon Duchin, Joey Chang, and Steven Rubin for 
their mentorship and guidance throughout his journey at Tufts. Sang Joon would like to 
show his appreciation to the group practice DPAs, Louwel Luy and Allyson Santo, for their 
hard work and for being there when students need them. He would also like to thank his 
Group Practice Coordinators, Drs. Edward Fidrocki, Theano Eliopoulos, and Richard Harold 
for helping shape him into the clinician that he is today.  

 Lastly, but mostly importantly, Sang Joon would like to thank his mother and sister, Ji Yoon, 
 for their endless support and unconditional love.  

Sunny H. Lew, D2019

Sang Joon Lee, D2019
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Gabrielle was born and raised in New York. She received her B.S. degree in Biology from 
Ithaca College in 2013. She then continued her education in New Jersey and earned an 
M.B.S. degree in Biomedical Science and a concentration in Oral Biology from Rutgers 
Graduate School of Biomedical Science in 2015. While completing her Master’s program, 
Gabrielle worked as a dental assistant for an oral surgeon, Dr. Michael Monto, and a 
pediatric dentist, Dr. Geri-Lynn Waldman. This work sparked her interest in the medical and 
dental management of treating pediatric and special needs patients. 

While at Tufts, Gabrielle had the opportunity to help in certification of TUSDM students, 
staff, and faculty as one of the lead BLS CPR Course Instructors. She was a Clinical 
Radiology Teaching Assistant (TA) during her third year and Preclinical Operative TA and 
Pediatric Growth and Development Course TA during her fourth year.  She co-managed the 
second annual Tufts Give Kids A Smile Day to provide free oral healthcare and education to 
children in Boston that do not have a dental home. Gabrielle was also a recipient of the 
Dr. Alfred Osher, DG62, and Mrs. Suzi Osher Endowed Scholarship.  

Gabrielle is grateful for her experience at Tufts. She expresses her utmost gratitude Dr. 
Martha Forero for being her dental school mom. Dr. Forero provided her guidance and 
support as well as constant encouragement to strive and be the best person she can be 
no matter the obstacle in her way. She would also like to thank Dr. Rocio Saavedra for her 
guidance in pursuing a career in pediatric dentistry and always looking out for Gabrielle’s 
best interest. 

Gabrielle would like to extend her gratitude to Drs. Michael Thompson, Robert Kasberg, Ekaterini Antonellou, Ala Ali, and the Prostho-
Perio power couple, Drs. BiNa Oh and Quinn Chan, for their support, direction, and patience. She cannot forget about her Dominican 
Republic Global Service-Learning crew for their impact on her education while becoming her extended family – Drs. Leopoldo Correa, 
James Theodore, Stephany Cordero, Mary Talmo, Boris Bacanurschi, and Laurence Barron. She would also like to thank Nancy Marks, 
Kathryn Dolan, Karen Alexander, Patti Casey, and Paula Callahan for fostering relationships with her that had nothing at all to do with 
clinical affairs. She would like to give a big shout out to the entire radiology department, the dispensary employees, and her DPAs for 
always greeting her with a smile on their face and for dealing with everything behind the scenes. Lastly, she would like to thank her 
Group Practice Coordinators, Drs. David Paul, Denisa Stasa, William Lobel, and Alex Miele for helping shape her into the clinician she is 
today and making her feel both autonomous and respected.  

Gabrielle is forever indebted to her parents, her grandpa, her siblings, her fiancé, her future in-laws, and her friends for accepting the 
compromised version of herself these past four years and for the continuous love, support, encouragement.  

After graduation, Gabrielle will begin the postgraduate pediatric residency program at NYU Langone’s Pediatric Residency Program in 
Providence, Rhode Island. 

Tabitha was born in Columbus, Ohio, raised in Christiansted, St. Croix, and then later 
transplanted to Montgomery, Alabama. She is proud alumna of Alabama State University, a 
historically black college and university. In 2015, she graduated with a B.S. in Education. 
Tabitha would like to thank Ms. Joyce Davis, who has been the epitome of love and support 
since her time at ASU. Tabitha is also forever thankful for Dr. Daniel Roosevelt and her 
Hornet family for their continual sincere encouragement. 

During her time at Tufts, Tabitha engaged in outreach projects that demonstrated her 
commitment to uplifting disadvantaged communities and public health. Highlights from 
her Tufts journey are participating in the SNDA Haiti Global Service-Learning trips, 
becoming an Albert Schweitzer Fellow, and meeting some of the most inspiring students 
walking the halls of TUSDM. During her senior year, Tabitha participated in the Student 
Teaching Assistant Program. As a Radiology Teaching Assistant, she fulfilled her desire to 
help and mentor students. She would like to thank her “family” in the radiology 
department for the priceless memories.  

Tabitha especially thanks Drs. Sarah Han White, Joanne Falzone, Leo Whitworth, Nicole 
Holland, Jetoria Irving, and Morgan Abdul-Korah for going above and beyond. She has 
been mentored and inspired by Professor Kathy Dolan, Nancy Marks and Dr. Rocio 
Saavedra.  Providing care for patients was extremely insightful and rewarding thanks to the 
guidance of Drs. Paul Trombly, Colette Catalino, Mahnaz Raissi, Mary Marefat, Deborah 
Tung, Steven Kaminsky, Kerith Rankin, Peter Arsenault, Ronald Davitt, Dean Cohen, Ralph 
Fowler, Francois Fisselier, Yo-Wei Chen, and Robert Amato. She is incredibly grateful for 
Julie and Shauna for helping orient her on the clinic floor. Tabitha is overwhelmed at the 

kindness and understanding of Dr. Robert Kasberg throughout her dental school journey.  

Tabitha is blessed with the greatest family and friends. “Mommy and Poppy, I cannot thank you enough for continuously and tirelessly 
praying for my success and achievements throughout life.” She is extremely grateful for her thoughtful sisters, Rebekah and Hannah, and 
niece, Elizabeth, for all the phone calls and many pep talks. She also recognizes her wonderful grandparents, Willie and Barbara Lewis 
and Carolyn and Lloyd Henry, for their gifts, wisdom, and encouragement. Tabitha emphasizes that she could not have endured the past 
four years without her tías, uncles, cousins, and friends’ continuous love, unconditional support, and endless guidance. She is 
immensely thankful for Tabitha Mohammed, her dear friend, for being a much-needed ray of sunshine. “Tab, meeting you has been the 
most rewarding part my journey. ILY! Sweep in front...”  Above all, Tabitha would like to thank her Heavenly Father, who has been her 
greatest source of refuge and strength, for fulfilling His promises in her life. 

“...but we also glory in our sufferings, because we know that suffering produces perseverance; perseverance, character; and character, 
hope. And hope does not put us to shame, because God’s love has been poured out into our hearts through the Holy Spirit, who has been 
given to us.” Romans 5:3-5  

Gabrielle Lieberman, D2019

Tabitha Lindita Lewis, D2019
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Andrew was born in San Jose, California and spent most of his life growing up on the West 
Coast. He attended UC San Diego to obtain a Bachelor of Science degree in Biochemistry 
and Cell Biology, during which he volunteered as a dental assistant in the UC San Diego 
Free-Clinic Project, the US Navy Mercy Hospital Ship, and conducted research on how 
viruses shape the human oral microbiome.  

At Tufts, Andrew was an active leader in various student groups including the American 
Student Dental Association, Smile Squad community outreach, Bates Student Research 
Group, and the Implant Club. In addition, he developed many lasting friendships with his 
D2018 classmates while exploring New England.  

Under the mentorship of Dr. Yong Hur in the Department of Periodontology, Andrew 
conducted research studies on maxillary sinus augmentation and the factors affecting 
Schneiderian membrane perforation during surgery. His project earned recognition and 
support from the American Association for Dental Research and the American Academy of 
Implant Dentistry and was also published in the Journal of Periodontology.  

In 2017, Andrew was selected for a year-long fellowship by the National Institutes of 
Health’s Medical Research Scholar’s Program in Washington DC. He spent the year working 
with Dr. Niki Moutsopoulos of the Oral Immunity and Infection Unit at the National Institute 
of Dental and Craniofacial Research, where he focused on the role of extracellular fibrin in 
the pathogenesis of periodontal disease. Upon returning to Tufts, he was a 2019 
Dr. Erling Johansen, D49, and Inger Johansen Scholarship recipient for his achievements 

 in dental research. 

Andrew would like to thank his family, friends, and faculty who have mentored and supported him throughout this journey.  The Tufts 
community provided a home away from home and deepened his passion for learning and helping others. After graduation, Andrew will 
begin specialty training in Periodontics and Implant Surgery at UCLA. 

Jackie was born in New York City, but was raised in Cheshire, CT from the age of 2. She 
received a B.S. in Biology with a double minor in Molecular Cell Biology and Sociology from 
the University of Connecticut. During her junior year of college, her passion for public 
health flourished after an alternative spring break. She pursued a master’s in public health 
from Boston University and worked as a program coordinator at Tufts Medical Center prior 
to attending Tufts University School of Dental Medicine.  

Throughout her time at Tufts, Jackie participated in numerous extracurricular leadership 
positions, including co-director of community service for her class, chairperson for the 
Women in Leadership initiative, secretary of the Asian Dental Organization, and a Teaching 
Assistant in both her group practice clinic and preclinical courses. Community service 
played a large role throughout her dental education at Tufts, and she also was a part of 
community activities outside of dentistry with organizations like Big Brothers Big Sisters, 
Urban Edge’s Turkey Drive, and Action for Boston’s Community Development’s (ABCD) 
Adopt a Family. Jackie was a recipient of the Dr. Pauline Fuller Persons, D30, Endowed 
Scholarship for Women Dentists.

One of her greatest memories was the opportunity to attend her five-week externship at 
Boston Health Care for the Homeless Dental Clinic, where she previously completed her 
practicum requirement during her master’s in public health degree. In the future, she 
hopes to work with underserved populations and to continue utilizing her public health 
degree. This was a full circle experience and very rewarding for her to be able to work with 
the staff and dentists on a clinical level.  

Jackie would like to thank all of her teachers, staff, and mentors that have supported her 
throughout her dental education: Drs. Karen Wallach, Richard Doff, Hadi Gholami, Michael Thompson, Thaisa Bordin, Hanna Bae, Ala Ali, 
Alberto Lamberti, Pilar Sanchez, James Theodore, Stephany Cordero, Alberto Lamberti, Marcelo Suzuki, Dongwoo Park, Duangkamol 
Blankenship, Kwang Min Park, Karen Alexander, Katherine Vosker, and Marguerite Moore. She would also like to thank Dr. Nicole 
Holland, Professor Kathy Dolan, and Nancy Marks for all their everlasting encouragement to pursue her passion of dental public health. 
She would like to especially thank her Practice Coordinators, Drs. Mark Caddell, Alan Epstein, and Mary Karish-Dodge for all their 
invaluable guidance, wisdom, and support. She also extends her gratitude to Aeron Luy and Flavio Ferreira.  

The last four years were extremely challenging but because she is grateful to have spent them with her best friends, Dianne Luu, Adriana 
Perez, Roxanne Ramos, and Katherine Tan. Thanks to them, she was able to push through those tough times. 

Most importantly, Jackie would like to especially thank her parents, Gene and Josephine, her family, and all her friends who never once 
waivered in their faith in her abilities and provided her with an endless amount of confidence, support, and encouragement. Without 
these people in her life, she would not be the person she is today. 

Following graduation, Jackie will be pursuing a General Practice Residency in NYC at the Flushing Hospital and Medical Center. 

Andrew Lum, D2019

Jacqueline Liu, D2019
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Lillian was born in Kampala, Uganda and moved to Waltham, MA at the age of 11 years old. 
She attended Waltham Middle and High School, then graduated with a Bachelor of Science 
degree in Public Health and Biology from the University of Massachusetts-Amherst. 

Lillian would like to thank her family for the never-ending love and support with which they 
constantly provide her day in and day out. Her mother, Gladys, always inspires her to work 
hard and never stop reaching higher. She thanks her two sisters, Lydia and Becky, for 
being her backbone and her aunts, Rose and Florence, as well as her uncle, Jimmy. “I could 
not have done this without you all. WE did it!” 

While at Tufts, Lillian was a part of the Student National Dental Association (SNDA), the 
American Academy of Public Health Dentistry (AAPHD), and a mentor in the Big Brother and 
Big Sister Association at Josiah Quincy School. She would like to thank her Tufts family, 
especially her SNDA family for helping develop a sense of community. She is incredibly 
thankful for the education and opportunities she received at Tufts because they have 
helped to shape her into the well-rounded clinician that she is becoming. 

Lillian would like to thank all of the preclinical and clinical instructors for their constant 
eagerness to teach. Specifically, she appreciates her PCs, Dr. Colette Catalino, Dr. Jennifer 
Lipiec, and Dr. Paul Trombly, for their constant guidance and instilling confidence in her. 
She also thanks her mentor, Dr. Paul Leavis, for always providing great advice; Dr. Ronald 
Davitt, Dr. Francois Fisselier, and Dr. Ala Ali for constantly sharing their wisdom and 
encouragement; and Dr. Robert Kasberg for always being there. She will forever be grateful 

  for all of the lessons she learned from them. 

 After graduation, Lillian plans to practice in Massachusetts. 

Dianne Luu grew up in Huntington Beach, California. She received her Bachelor of Science 
degree in Biological Sciences from the University of California in Irvine in 2013. While at 
Tufts University School of Dental Medicine, Dianne was involved in community service, 
research, and teaching. She was the president of the Asian Dental Organization, a student-
run organization that represents the interests of Asian American students at TUSDM. Under 
Dianne’s leadership, ADO was awarded funding from the Tisch Fund for Civic Engagement 
to establish the Golden Age Project, an oral hygiene instruction and oral cancer screening 
program for the elderly Chinese population at the Greater Boston Golden Age Center in 
downtown Boston. She also was involved in dental materials research during her time at 
Tufts under Dr. Gerard Kugel and is a member of the Robert A. Andrews Honor Society in 
recognition of outstanding research and scholarship at TUSDM. Dianne was the lead 
Teaching Assistant for the Fixed Prosthodontics Course in her senior year, where she was 
responsible for organizing all of the Fixed Prosthodontic Teaching Assistants and assisted 
the course directors in preparing for the course. Dianne was also an Admissions 
Ambassador for Tufts, representing the Office of Admissions, giving tours of the school, 
and interviewing prospective dental students for the DMD program.  

Dianne would like to thank her family for all the love and support they have given her to 
pursue her dreams in dentistry. Dianne would like to thank her closest friends and 
classmates, Jacqueline Liu, Adriana Perez, Katherine Tan, Grace Kim, Roxanne Ramos, and 
Nari Park for always pushing her to do better and be better and always being there for her 
during tough times. Dianne would also like to thank all the faculty at TUSDM for sharing 

their wealth of knowledge and teaching her how to be a compassionate and skilled dentist. She would like to thank Drs. Ekaterini 
Antonellou, Hanna Bae, Thaisa Bordin, Steven Eisen, David Leader, Michael McQueen, Aikaterini Paraskevopoulou, and Marcelo Suzuki 
for their recommendations for her application to Prosthodontic residencies. Dianne would also like to especially thank Dr. Marcelo Suzuki 
for the career guidance and coaching he provided while she was applying for prosthodontic residencies. 

After graduation, Dianne will be pursuing a Doctor of Medical Sciences degree in Prosthodontics at Harvard University School of Dental 
Medicine. 

Lillian Lwanga, D2019

Dianne Luu, D2019
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Nicholas was born in Montreal, Canada and raised in Saranac Lake, New York. Nicholas was 
first introduced to the field of dentistry in his senior year of high school when he took part 
in the BOCES New Vision program, taking healthcare related classes paired with clinical 
rotations. During this time, he also began assisting his uncle, Dr. Mario Carrolo, in Italy 
and quickly realized that dentistry was the career he wanted to pursue. Nicholas then went 
on to earn a B.S. degree in Biology from Niagara University in 2015.

Nicholas would like to dedicate his D.M.D. degree to his parents, Paolo and Bonnie Magro. 
With their overwhelming support and guidance, Nicholas was able to pursue his lifelong 
dream of becoming a dentist. For their many sacrifices to provide a better life for their 
children, Nicholas is eternally grateful. Nicholas would like to thank his best friend and 
brother, Vincenzo Magro (D21), for the memorable times at Tufts and Niagara together. 
Nicholas would also like to thank all his extended family and friends for their unwavering 
support and love throughout his life.

The past four years at Tufts were challenging but made much more enjoyable with the help 
of his classmates, Brian Ganley, Byung Nahm (D18), and Thomas Manzione (D19). Nicholas 
is very appreciative of their help, as they were instrumental in his success in dental school. 

Nicholas would like to acknowledge the outstanding dedication of the faculty at Tufts. He 
would like to thank Dr. Francois Fisselier and Dr. Hadi Gholami for their prosthodontic 
expertise. Nicholas would also like to thank his mentors, Dr. Robert Kasberg and Dr. David 
Balestrini for their advice and mentorship throughout dental school. Nicholas founded the 

Italian Dental Society at Tufts and is very appreciative of adviser, Dr. Flaviano Difalco’s passion and love of the Italian heritage. He would 
like to especially show appreciation to Dr. Ronald Davitt for his genuine attitude, positivity, and advice.  

During dental school Nicholas participated in a five-week externship at an Indian reservation in Winslow, Arizona. He thanks Dr. Ira 
Spritzer for his clinical help and willingness to teach during the externship. He also would like to recognize Jesse Wagner, Shivani Saith, 
and Melody Chou for an incredible five weeks touring Arizona, Utah, and Nevada together.  

Nicholas wishes the best to the graduates and, as his father says, “In Bocco lupo!” 

Susannah received her Bachelor of Science degree in Human Nutrition from Michigan State 
University’s Lyman Briggs College in 2015. After graduation, she started her journey at 
Tufts University School of Dental Medicine.  

Susannah was involved in several student organizations. She served as treasurer for the 
American Association of Women Dentists and was a member of Delta Sigma Delta. 
Susannah was also a Clinical Teaching Assistant in Group Practice Dorchester.  

Susannah would like to thank her wonderful family and friends for the unwavering support 
and love throughout her journey in dental school. She wants to thank them for always 
being a voice of reason and for having encouraging words when she needed them most. 
Without them, none of this would have been possible. She would also like to thank her 
Practice Coordinators from Group Practice Dorchester, Drs. Theano Eliopoulos, Edward 
Fidrocki, and Richard Harold, for their guidance, patience, and mentorship while helping 
her develop her skills as a clinician. She would also like to thank Drs. William Sylvia, James 
Theodore, Sheldon Duchin, Pilar Sanchez, and Aikaterini Kostagianni, as well as the 
hardworking staff that made long clinic days possible with their smiling faces, Louwel Luy, 
Allyson Santo, Merlene James-Harris, Patti Casey, and the dispensary and radiology staff.  

Lastly, Susannah wants to thank the Class of 2019 for filling this journey with a lot of 
laughs, smiles and memories that will last a lifetime. “I wish you all the very best, wherever 
life takes you!” 

Susannah has accepted a one-year, General Practice Residency position at St. Joseph 
 Mercy Oakland Hospital in Pontiac, Michigan. 

Nicholas Magro, D2019

Susannah Lyddon, D2019
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Abigail grew up in Marlborough, MA. She received a B.S. degree in Biology with a minor in 
chemistry from Westfield State University in 2013. Before beginning her dental education, 
she worked as a dental assistant for Dr. Rebecca Paglia, who mentored her and encouraged 
her to pursue her dreams of dentistry. Abigail was ecstatic to be accepted to TUSDM and 
follow in her mentor’s footsteps.  

While at Tufts, Abigail was involved in the Women in Leadership committee and was the 
co-director of community service for her class for her first and second year. Abigail’s most 
rewarding experience as a co-director of community service was creating a program of 
service and oral health promotion at the Cardinal Medeiros Center in Boston. Abigail was a 
recipient of the Dr. Alfred Osher, DG62, and Mrs. Suzi Osher Endowed Scholarship 

With sincere gratitude, Abigail acknowledges her Practice Coordinators, Drs. David Paul, 
Denisa Stasa, Alex Miele, and William Lobel, for their support, guidance, and mentorship. 
She would also like to acknowledge Dr. Ala Ali for his prosthodontic expertise, kindness, 
and patience.  

Most of all, Abigail would like to thank her incredible parents, Paul and Nancy, for their 
endless and unconditional love, support, and encouragement throughout her life. She 
would also like to thank her brother, Joe, and her sister, Brenna, for their continuous love 
and support. Abigail would also like to extend gratitude to her boyfriend, Shawn, for all of 
his love, positivity, and encouragement throughout dental school. She is eternally grateful 
for all that her loved ones have done for her. 

 After graduation, Abigail will begin working at a private practice in MA.   

Amrita joined Tufts University as an international student after moving to Boston in 2015. 
She was born and raised in India, where she completed her B.D.S. degree at Amrita Vishwa 
Vidyapeetham University in 2004 and master’s degree in endodontics in 2013. After 
completing her education in India, Amrita worked as a senior lecturer at a dental school and 
practiced at various private dental clinics. 

Tufts University provided Amrita with a culturally rich and supportive environment, allowing 
her to thrive both professionally and personally. She would like to thank Dr. Ronald Perry and 
Dr. Robert Kasberg for their constant guidance and for providing her with the wonderful 
opportunity to be a part of the Tufts community. 

Amrita would like to express gratitude to her dedicated mentors, Dr. Olympia Karacosta, 
Dr. Karen Wallach, and Dr. Alberto Sarmiento for closely supervising her and refining her 
diagnostic and treatment planning skills.  

The collaborative clinic environment provided by her group practice helped Amrita function 
more effectively as a part of a team. She would like to specially thank Jacqueline Kulas, 
Tommy Rivera, and all dispensary members, especially Yudi for helping her delegate patient 
care needs. 

Amrita acknowledges Dr. Konstantinos Vazouras for playing a pivotal role in transforming her 
into a true professional, capable of delivering high quality dental care. She is highly indebted 
to Dr. Vazouras for orienting her to the basics of occlusion, esthetics, and attention to detail.  

Amrita is also grateful to Dr. Marcelo Suzuki for sharing his tremendous wealth of knowledge, 
thereby challenging her to be her best and instilling in her the passion for lifelong learning. 

She is also indebted to Dr. Pilar Sanchez for her constant motivation and for sharing her experience and skill set.  

Amrita considers herself extremely fortunate for the mentorship of Dr. Ronald Davitt, Dr. Judith Goldstein, Dr. Shivani Patel, Dr. Donna Khalil, 
Dr. Sheldon Yunes, and Dr. Aidee Herman, who reflect a clear commitment to share their valuable time, talent, and expertise. Dr. Davitt was 
one of the most exceptional faculty members who devoted hours of personal time listening to her concerns, understanding her dilemmas 
and offering extensive support. 

“If you want to get better, hang around smart people.” Amrita couldn’t have completed her journey at Tufts without her companions, Durdana 
Ali, Zarmina Khan, Kumudra Soe, Nikita Patel, and Minuja Ojha. She attributes her all-around development and sense of humor to her 
marvelous friends.  

Above all, Amrita acknowledges her parents, in-laws, and extended family for their enduring support which keeps her going regardless of 
the challenges she confronts. This wonderful journey would have been incomplete without her husband, Piyal Biswas, who encouraged her 
in all her pursuits and inspired her to follow her dreams. 

After graduation, Amrita plans to work as an associate dentist in a private practice in the United States and to travel the world. 

Abigail Jean Manzella, D2019 

Amrita Majumdar, DI2019
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Swaitha earned a Bachelor of Science degree in Chemistry from the University of Maryland 
College Park. After her undergraduate degree, Swaitha continued her education at Tufts 
Dental School while pursuing a Master of Public Health from George Washington University 
online. 

Swaitha pursued her love for academia prior to and while in dental school. For the past 
three years, Swaitha had the opportunity to explore her love for teaching and mentoring as 
the teaching assistant for Gross Anatomy, Medicine, Physiology, and the Integrated 
Curriculum. Swaitha also had the opportunity to be an American Dental Education 
Association Academic Dental Careers Fellow and work with one of her mentors, Dr. Paul 
Leavis, to introduce the case based educational concept in the integrated curriculum to the 
junior classes.   

Swaitha was fortunate to receive the Drs. William W. and Usha N. Sellers Scholarship for 
the past two years. She was also the recipient of the Tufts University Merit Scholarship for 
the past four years.  

Swaitha would like to thank her father, Satish, and late mother, Shalini, for their undying 
support and love. Swaitha would not be where she is today without having them as her 
best role models. Shalini passed away of heart disease at the age of 49 with no known risk 
factors. Swaitha hopes to use her Master of Public Health to spread awareness and 
prevention of heart disease in women. She also hopes to show the importance of the 
connection between the oral cavity and cardiovascular health through the Shalini Maripuri 

 Foundation, created for her mother.  

None of this would have been possible if Swaitha was not continuously supported, inspired, and challenged by her mentors and role 
models for the past four years. She would like to sincerely thank Dr. Kanchan Ganda for not only mentoring her as a future educator but 
also for being a mother figure during Swaitha’s time at TUSDM. She would also like to thank Dean Huw Thomas, Drs. Irina Dragan, Robert 
Amato, Gina Terenzi and Hana Sadi for their support in allowing her to be part of the core committee of the IMPACT fund, allowing her to 
treat the first patient receiving support from this fund, and for inviting her to be the featured student speaker at the TUSDM 150th 
anniversary gala.  

Swaitha would like to thank all of her clinical and preclinical faculty for their commitment to train her to be a caring future dentist. She 
would like to specially thank her Charlestown faculty, Drs. David Paul, Denisa Stasa, William Lobel, Alex Miele, Nitu Singh, BiNa Oh, and 
Quinn Chan for creating the most supportive, kind, and respectful clinic experience.  

After graduation, Swaitha will be working in Methuen, MA for Drs. Torrissi and Burba, where she started as an office clerk at the age of 15.

Thomas grew up in Long Island, New York. He graduated with a B.S. degree in Molecular 
Biology from Johns Hopkins University in 2014. Throughout his dental education, he 
participated in a variety of community outreach programs and served as a student Teaching 
Assistant. He co-founded the Italian Dental Association with his classmate, Nicholas 
Magro, and served as the club’s Vice President.   

Thomas would like to sincerely thank all of the faculty and staff who played such an 
important role in his dental education. He would especially like to thank his Practice 
Coordinators, Drs. Mark Caddell, Alan Epstein, and Mary Karish, for their guidance and 
support. He is grateful for their mentorship, patience, and encouragement. Thomas feels 
he would not be the practitioner he is today without the guidance from Drs. Brendan 
Prindiville, Huda Stipho, Mary Marefat, Flaviano DiFalco, Melani Kapetanakos, Duangkamol 
Blankenship, and Richard Doff. He would especially like to thank his DPAs, Flavio and 
Aeron, for always looking out for him. 

Most importantly, Thomas would like to thank his parents and brothers for their 
unwavering support, steady encouragement, and unconditional love. He understands and 
sincerely appreciates all of the sacrifices they made to help him in his educational journey. 
Thomas would especially like to thank his girlfriend, Julia. Without her patience and 
support, he could not imagine surviving dental school. 

After graduation, Thomas will be completing a General Practice Residency at Staten Island 
Hospital. After completion of the program he will practice with his father in Glen Head, 

 New York.  

Swaitha Maripuri , D2019

Thomas Manzione, D2019
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Julie grew up in Sanford, Maine. After high school, she attended Bowdoin College, where 
she studied Biochemistry and History and earned a B.A. degree in 2014. Julie chose to 
follow in the footsteps of numerous family members to pursue a career in dentistry and 
enrolled at TUSDM in 2014. While at Tufts, Julie tutored first and second year students in 
their pre-clinical courses and was selected to work as a teaching assistant in her group 
practice during her fourth year. Her hard work was recognized by TUSDM with two 
Academic Merit Scholarships and three Dean’s List recognitions. She was the recipient of 
the Northeast Delta Dental Endowed Scholarship, as well as the Thomas B. Hunt Scholarship.

Julie attributes her success to her family, immediate and extended, for helping her 
throughout her education. She would like express her gratitude to her parents, Greg and 
Tina, for their endless support and encouragement throughout her long educational career. 
They always encouraged Julie to work hard to achieve her goals and never missed an 
opportunity to help her in any way they could, be it a pep talk over FaceTime or a home-
cooked meal. She would like to thank her siblings, Aaron and Megan, for being her role 
models both academically and professionally. Julie’s drive for success largely came as a 
result of watching them carve out their own careers. Lastly, Julie would like to express her 
deepest gratitude to her fiancé, Dan, for the thousands of miles that he drove on the Mass 
Pike during her first two years at Tufts and for leaving a great job to join her for her last two 
years in Boston. Without the support of her loved ones, Julie admits she would not be 
where she is today.   

As Julie reflects on these last four years, she cannot leave without recognizing the many 
 friends she made at TUSDM. The countless projects and hours in the lab would not have 
 been nearly as entertaining without their friendship.   

Julie would like to thank the faculty who helped her during her four years at Tufts. She would like to thank her Group Atlantic Practice 
Coordinators, Dr. Karen Wallach, Dr. Alberto Sarmiento, and Dr. Olympia Karacosta, for their mentorship. Julie would also like to thank her 
faculty mentor, Dr. Marmar Mesgarzadeh, for her guidance and support at Tufts. Julie is especially grateful for Dr. Aikaterini Kostagianni, 
who helped her manage some of her toughest clinical cases.  

Following graduation, Julie plans to return home and join her uncle, Dr. John Beaudoin (D’85) in his private practice in Sanford, Maine.  

Olagoke graduated with a B.S. degree in Biology from the University of Houston in 2007. 
He then went on to earn a Pharm. D. from Feik School of Pharmacy at the University of the 
Incarnate Word in San Antonio, TX in 2011. 

While at Tufts, Olagoke was an active member of the SNDA as he participated in outreach 
programs to cultivate, nurture, and mentor underrepresented minority students seeking a 
career as dental professionals. He currently mentors several students as they navigate 
through the academic, clinical, and emotional aspects of dental school. 

First and foremost, Olagoke would like to thank his wife, Dr. Jennifer Ogbuehi-Masha for 
her endless support throughout the last four years. He would not have made it through the 
late-night study sessions, lab weekends, and licensing exams without her love and 
sacrifice. In addition, Olagoke would like to thank his parents, Dr. and Mrs. Masha, and his 
in-laws, Dr. and Dr. Ogbuehi, for their continual support and encouragement as he pursued 
his doctorate in dental medicine. 

As a student provider in Group Practice Exeter, he would like to thank his Practice 
Coordinators, Drs. Mark Caddell, Mary Karish, and Alan Epstein as well as all the other 
clinical faculty for helping him to build a solid foundation as a future dental professional. 

Upon graduation, Olagoke will be attending an AEGD program at Eastman Institute for Oral 
Health at the University of Rochester in New Tork.  

“Congratulations to the Class of 2019!” 

Julianne McCullough, D2019

Olagoke Masha, D2019
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Scott was born and raised in central New Jersey. He grew up in a household of all boys that 
was always rich in excitement. Growing up, he loved playing sports and visiting the Jersey 
Shore. Scott came to Boston, MA for dental school after graduating from Rowan University 
in 2014 with a B.S. degree in Biology.  

While at Tufts, Scott loved to participate in community outreach programs, volunteer with 
fellow classmates, and serve as a student teaching assistant for the Dental Anatomy 
course. Scott was a recipient of the Dr. Alfred Osher, DG62, and Mrs. Suzi Osher Endowed 
Scholarship. After graduation, Scott will continue his education as an endodontic resident 
at Tufts University School of Dental Medicine. He is extremely excited to become a Double 
Jumbo.  

Scott is extremely grateful for the relationships he has built in his time at TUSDM, both 
with the faculty and his classmates. He would like to extend special thanks to his Practice 
Coordinators, Dr. David Leader, Dr. Michael McQueen, Dr. Dara Rogers, and Dr. Eduardo 
Olegario. Their willingness to teach, their guidance, and their positive attitudes were 
instrumental in shaping him into the clinician he is today. Scott would like to thank several 
other faculty members who made a lasting impact on him over the last four years, 
including Dr. Joanne Falzone, Dr. Flaviano DiFalco, Dr. Duangkamol Blankenship, Dr. Quoc 
Park, and Dr. Aikaterini Paraskevopoulou. Scott would also like to congratulate and thank 
his fellow classmates for their support and friendship, especially Brittany Colleran, 
Anthony Falone, Matthew Fenimore, Thomas Hernon, Madalyn Hoerz, Bolbo Jung, Julianne 
McCullough, Joseph Miller, and Kathleen Murphy.  

Scott would also like to say “thank you” to his family, including his father, Donald; his brothers, Eric, Donald, and Tyler; and the 
Schiavello family for their unwavering love and support for the past four years. He would also like to extend his gratitude to the Fischer 
family, especially Kathleen and Robert.  Lastly, Scott would like to say “thank you” to Katelyn Fischer. Without her constant support and 
love, none of this would be possible.   

This special day is dedicated to Scott’s mother, Suzanne J. Micallef, who passed away in 2008. She is truly missed and always in his heart.  

Siddarth grew up in South Bend, Indiana and graduated with a B.A. degree in Biology from 
Valparaiso University.  

Siddarth was involved with extracurricular activities, outreach, and research at Tufts. He 
would like to thank many people. First and foremost, he would like to thank Dr. Robert 
Kasberg for acceptance into the program; Dr. Ronald Perry for being an incredible mentor 
and someone he turned to for advice; his Practice Coordinators, Dr. Alex Miele, Dr. Denisa 
Stasa, and Dr. David Paul, for their guidance. He would also like to thank Dr. Steven 
Kaminsky and Dr. Steven Rubin for their support, knowledge, and for being incredible 
mentors. Also, he thanks Dr. Francois Fisselier for teaching and going above and beyond 
for every prosthodontic case. Lastly, he would like to thank his loving family and the 
incredible friends he made along the way. 

After graduation, Siddarth will begin a general practice residency at Interfaith Medical 
Center in Brooklyn, New York. 

Scott Micallef, D2019

Siddarth Mehta, D2019
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Michael grew up in Winchester, Massachusetts. After graduating Winchester High School, 
he received his Bachelor of Business Administration in Operations Management from the 
Isenberg School of Management at the University of Massachusetts Amherst. Following 
college, he discovered a passion for working with his hands and began a career in the 
construction industry. A series of dental visits led him to return to school and seek a career 
providing excellent dental care similar to the care he received.   

Prior to attending Tufts, Michael worked as a dental assistant at the Boston Center for Oral 
Health. While in school, Michael received the Merit Scholarship and was on the Dean’s 
Honors List for years one through three. Michael participated in research and was inducted 
into the Robert A. Andrews Honor Society. In 2017, Michael presented two research 
projects at Bates Day. One project compared the strength of resin composite bonding 
agents and the second investigated the gluten content in the materials used in the Tufts 
dental clinic. In the spring, he travelled to Long Beach, California to present his materials 
research at the ADEA 2017 conference.   

Michael is grateful for all of the help and guidance he received prior to and during dental 
school, especially that of Dr. Gerard Kugel, Dr. Robert Kasberg, Dr. Melissa Ing, and Dr. 
Carmine Morreale. He would also like to thank his Practice Coordinators, Dr. Olympia 
Karacosta, Dr. Alberto Sarmiento, Dr. Shivani Patel, and Dr. Karen Wallach for their efforts 
and dedication to helping him reach his full potential. 

Finally, Michael would like to thank his family, especially his wife, Jennifer, whose tireless 
support made his dream of attaining his dental degree possible. Michael is grateful for her and their two children, Cassidy and Gavin 
(who joined the family during dental school), and for their grandparents, Elaine and John, whose help throughout school was paramount 
to Michael and Jennifer making it through.    

Following school, Michael is looking forward to working in private practice in Massachusetts.    

Joey was born in Solon, OH, a suburb of Cleveland. He attended the University of Michigan 
in beautiful Ann Arbor, where he earned a B.S. degree in Movement Science through the 
School of Kinesiology. After graduation, Joey worked at the Dental Spa in Ypsilanti, MI. 
Both Dr. Gary Sasaki and Dr. Ryan Sasaki, a TUSDM graduate, helped to solidify Joey’s 
interest in dentistry and served as fantastic mentors. Joey would like to thank them, as 
they played a large part in him ending up in Boston. Joey then went on to earn his M.S. in 
Molecular and Integrative Physiology also at the University of Michigan. Joey would like to 
thank Dr. Elizabeth Rust, his program director, for pushing him to learn as much as 
possible and study harder than he ever has in a short three semesters. Joey would also like 
to thank Dr. Thomas Moore, a microbiologist that served as his mentor during his master’s 
degree capstone project. 

At TUSDM, Joey served as the community service co-chair as well as the social co-chair for 
the Class of 2019. These positions allowed him bring his classmates together to do two of 
his favorite things: to give back to the community and to celebrate. A couple of his fondest 
memories are working with the Halfway Committee to plan the Halfway Party, as well as 
planning the Senior Gala. Joey was on the Dean’s List and received an Academic Merit 
Scholarship his first and third year. Joey was a recipient of the Tufts University Dental 
Alumni Association Endowed Scholarship.

Joey would like to thank his Practice Coordinators, Drs. Michael McQueen, David Leader, 
Armond Enos, and Dara Rogers, for putting up with him for the last two years. Joey would 
also like to thank his DPAs, Jimmy Nguyen, Caitlin Lu, Noel James, and Juan Catano, without 

whom he would not have survived clinic. He would also like to thank all the other clinic faculty, who helped to teach and shape him as a 
clinician. Those techniques, tips, and tricks will continue to help Joey to be the best dentist he can possibly be. 

Joey would also like to thank his friends at TUSDM. Without them, the past four years would have felt much longer. Finally, Joey would like 
to thank his family. He would not be the person that he is today without the loving guidance from his parents, Eric and Nancy. The same 
can be said about his sisters, Dannie and Alye. Dannie played an especially important role in piquing Joey’s interest in dentistry, and she 
caused his early need for orthodontics when she “accidentally” kicked out his two front teeth. Joey would also like to thank his 
grandparents, Grandma Fisco, Myrna “Mimi” Miller, Dr. Newell “Mipa” Miller, and the late Big Ernie Fisco. Joey’s semi-annual trips to Ann 
Arbor as a child to see Mipa, his dentist, were also a major inspiration for his career choice. 

Joey is moving to Brooklyn, NY next year to attend a GPR at Brookdale University Hospital Medical Center. 

“Congratulations Class of 2019!”

Michael Miskelly, D2019

Joey Miller, D2019
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Amro graduated from Ain Shams University College of Dentistry, Egypt in 2013 and earned 
his Bachelor of Dental Surgery degree. He then completed a one-year residency in fixed 
prosthodontics, after which he practiced in Egypt for three years before moving to the 
United States and joining the international program at Tufts University School of Dental 
Medicine. 

Following graduation, Amro looks forward to participating in different research programs 
and community service within the United States as he did in Egypt. 

Amro gives special thanks to all his professors, especially Dr. Ronald Davitt, one of the best 
Operative Dentistry faculty members, who guided him a lot, and Dr. Pilar Sanchez, who 
taught him a lot about Prosthodontics, his field of interest. 

While growing up, Tabitha always knew that she wanted to be a dentist. After graduating 
from North Carolina State University in 2015, she set off for an adventure to Boston, the 
home of the Red Sox, to make her dreams come true!

First and foremost, she would like to thank God for making everything beautiful. She would 
also like to thank her family and friends who stood by her continually through her ups and 
downs offering support and encouragement. She would like to thank her mama for making 
her laugh through tough situations. She would also like to thank her daddy for the times 
he was there as a shoulder to lean on. She also extends her gratitude to her uncles, aunts, 
cousins, and siblings who so constantly helped her strive for the good in tough situations. 
She will be forever grateful to them for helping her to keep the zeal alive. She would like to 
thank the friends that shared real moments, offering great insights on situations, and the 
other Tabitha for being there in the late nights in the preclinic and the lab and for the very 
frequent debriefings.

Tabitha gives a heartfelt ‘thank you’ to all the professors that took the time to make 
concepts come to life to help her to cultivate chair-side manner, gaining her patients’ 
respect and trust. She would also like to thank the staff who helped her hone her foreign 
language skills and added joy to the stress of dental school life by helping appointments 
run smoothly. She thanks the lovely ladies in Student Affairs for their unwavering support 
and for helping bring ideas to life! She will fondly remember serving as her class ASDA 
Representative, which helped expose her to the intriguing aspects of the dental world. 
Lastly, Tabitha would like to thank the Deans and the faculty for their excitement and 

 passionate support to bridge the gap between the classroom/student clinic and the 
 real world. 

Amro Moharem, DI2019

Tabitha Reng Mohammed, D2019
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Jad was born and raised in Jacksonville, Florida. He received a Bachelor of Science degree 
in Biology with minors in Chemistry and Middle Eastern Studies from Florida State 
University in 2014. 

After moving to Boston, Jad experienced many personal and professional achievements 
both in and out of Tufts. He began serving on the executive board of Tufts Dental LGBTQ as 
Community Outreach Coordinator, through which he helped bridge the Tufts Health 
Sciences campus with the local community. He also fulfilled his desire to provide 
mentorship to other students when he was selected as a Teaching Assistant for Group 
Practice Atlantic where he helped ease the transition from pre-clinical studies to clinical 
training for the third-year students and later conducted interviews for the Class of 2022. 

When Jad reflects back on his time at Tufts, he will not remember the challenges he faced, 
such as remounting his patient’s denture case three times with a defective facebow or 
pleading with his pediatric patients to let him “paint” their teeth with fluoride, but instead 
will reminisce on his time spent learning from the clinical faculty, particularly Drs. Francois 
Fisselier, Alberto Sarmiento, Olympia Karacosta, Pilar Sanchez, Aikaterini Kostagianni, 
Yumi Ogata, Judith Goldstein, and Sheldon Yunes. Moreover, Jad would like to extend 
sincerest gratitude to Mark Gonthier for his invaluable advice and friendship. 

Jad is now the youngest of three doctors in his family. His eldest brother, Bashar, is a 
pulmonologist in Manhattan, New York and provided Jad with infinite guidance and 
unconditional support throughout his time at Tufts. His elder brother, Karim, is a 

pharmacist in Seattle, Washington and has served as the heart and glue of the Mourad clan, reminding his family to always maintain 
integrity and closeness. Jad would also like to thank his cousins, Rola, Rasem, and Ramy, for their love and support as a second set of 
siblings as well his best friend, Roshini Cheeran, for her endless encouragement and advice throughout his dental journey.   

Finally, Jad would like to dedicate his dental degree to his parents, Mohammad and Lina Mourad. Without their lifetime of nurturing, 
reassurance, love, and firm parenting, this accomplishment would not be possible. Jad could not ask for a better father and mother in life 
and can never fully put into words how important they have been to this point. His accomplishments are not as impressive as the efforts 
and sacrifices made for him.  

After graduation, Jad is looking forward to a one-year General Practice Residency at Oregon Health & Science University in Portland, 
Oregon. 

Kayleigh grew up in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and graduated in 2015 from the University of 
Pittsburgh with a B.S. in Biological Sciences with a minor in chemistry. She began her 
undergraduate education as a nursing student, but quickly realized that she wanted a 
career in the medical field where she could utilize her leadership skills, which steered her 
towards a career in dentistry. She is proud to say that she will become the first dentist in 
her family.  

While at Tufts, Kayleigh enjoyed being involved in various extracurricular activities, such as 
the American Association for Women Dentists, tutoring underclassmen, and Smile, Share, 
and Care, which provides oral hygiene education to young children. 

Kayleigh would like to thank all of the Tufts faculty and staff for their commitment to 
providing the best dental education possible. Specifically, she would like to thank Dr. 
Michael McQueen, Dr. David Leader, Dr. Armond Enos, Dr. Dara Rogers, and Dr. Patrick 
McGarry for their mentorship and guidance. Additionally, she would like to thank Dr. 
Cynthia Yered and Dr. Harold Ironson for providing a truly life-changing externship 
experience learning to provide dental care for the prison population. 

Most of all, Kayleigh would like to thank her family. She would like to thank her husband, 
Andrew, for his love, encouragement, and always knowing what to say to calm her down 
after a stressful day in the dental clinic. She would also like to thank her parents, Bill and 
Karen Frech, for being her unwavering support system in everything she has done for the 
past 26 years, and for teaching her to always follow her dreams, no matter how challenging  

 the journey might be. 

 After graduation, Kayleigh will be practicing as a general dentist in the Boston area and  
 looks forward to serving her community by providing healthy, beautiful smiles.  

Jad Mourad, D2019

Kayleigh Mort, D2019
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Ashley grew up in Durham, New Hampshire and graduated from the University of New 
Hampshire with a Bachelor of Arts degree in Psychology in 2013. In 2015, Ashley 
graduated with her Master of Science degree in Toxicology from Colorado State University. 
Although there are no other dentists in her family, Ashley knew from a young age that she 
had a passion for the profession. 

During her time at Tufts, Ashley had the great honor of serving as the Vice President for the 
Class of 2019 for their final year. She is immensely grateful for the support, friendship, and 
kindness the 2019 Class showed to her and to each other. In addition to her role on the 
Executive Board, Ashley was also the President of the Academy of General Dentistry and 
the Treasurer of the Student Professionalism and Ethics Association Tufts chapters. She 
served as a Clinical (Group Practice Dorchester), Endodontic Course, and Simulation Clinic 
Teaching Assistant. Ashley also participated in research both during her Master’s and at 
Tufts. 

While at Tufts, Ashley was a recipient of the Dr. Lino Tiberi, D47, Family Endowed 
Scholarship as well as the Northeast Delta Dental Endowed Scholarship. She would like to 
thank the Tiberi Family and Tom Raffio for these honors and let them know the positive 
impact they made by aiding in her education. 

Ashley would like to express her endless gratitude to faculty, staff, and administration that 
encouraged, mentored, and supported her tirelessly throughout her four years. In 
particular, she would like to thank Practice Coordinators, Dr. Theano Eliopoulos, 
Dr. Edward Fidrocki, and Dr. Richard Harold, for their patience, advice, and guidance in the 
clinic. She would also like to thank the preceptors and staff at Goodwin Community Health 

in Somersworth, NH for making her externship experience unforgettable and truly inspirational. 

Ashley would like to thank Dr. Vangel Zissi for believing in her from day one and always supporting her to achieve all of her goals. She 
would also like to thank Dr. Robert Amato, Dr. Steven Rubin, and Dr. Thaisa Bordin, for setting expectations, which she always aimed to 
surpass, and for being her biggest advocates.  

Ashley would also like to thank the other members of the Class of 2019 Executive Board for their dedication and service to the class and 
to her fellow classmates, BaSiCSsss family, friends, and future colleagues, for making her smile, even on days where that seem 
impossible. 

Ashley would like to dedicate her achievements to her family for their unconditional love and unwavering support in her endeavors to 
fulfill her dreams, specifically to her parents, Brenda and Michael, for never ceasing to be her biggest cheerleaders, motivators, and 
supporters, in all aspects of her life and to her brother, Kyle, for being her first and forever best friend. 

Following her graduation from TUSDM, Ashley will attend a General Practice Residency at the University of Vermont Medical Center in 
Burlington before returning to practice in the Seacoast area of New Hampshire. 

Originally from Boston, MA by way of Laguna Niguel, CA, Ramin graduated from UMass 
Boston with an B.A. in Political Science. Following graduation, he matriculated into 
Northeastern University’s post-baccalaureate program and afterwards, Tufts University 
School of Dental Medicine. Following graduation, Ramin will move to San Diego, CA to work 
as a general dentist while continuing to further his education by taking CE courses. 

At TUSDM, Ramin proudly served as Vice President for three years. He worked diligently for 
his class to make their experience at Tufts memorable. He helped found the TUSDM 
Entrepreneurial Club and received a grant to practice humanitarian dental care in 
Teacapan, Mexico with the Project Stretch organization, under Dr. Tesini and Dr. Ficarelli. 
He also was the Vice President for the Persian Association of Student Dentists and Dentists 
through which, along with the eboard, he helped facilitate events to highlight the Persian 
culture to the TUSDM community. 

Ramin would like to thank his mother, Mina Minai, for her unconditional love and constant 
supportiveness of his endeavors. He also thanks his sister, Dr. Golnaz Movafaghi (D ‘00), 
as her path in dentistry played a pivotal role in his decision to pursue the same career. 
Ramin would lastly like to thank all of his friends that brought the humor that was needed 
to work hard through the stresses of dental school. 

Ramin would like to thank his former Executive Board members, Ben, John, and Nari, for 
being the best co-leaders one could ask for. He would like to thank his fellow P-packs, 
Soroush, Pouya, and Saam, for the constant all-nighters and endless nights of all-you-can-
eat sushi, kabob dinners, and 2vs2 FIFA. Ramin would also like to specifically thank all of 
his Group Practice Atlantic colleagues who showed true camaraderie and displayed what it 

 means to be future colleagues. 

Ramin would like to thank Associate Dean Robert Kasberg for playing a vital role in his growth and development at TUSDM. Dean Kasberg 
was not just a Dean but also a friend who believed in him and sought the best in him. Ramin would also like to thank Dean Huw Thomas 
for his constant support and availability for advice. 

In Group Practice Atlantic, Ramin would like to thank Drs. Olympia Karacosta, Alberto Sarmiento, and Karen Wallach for their knowledge, 
guidance, and instructions in clinic. He truly feels that they have prepared him for the real world and private practice. He gives special 
thanks to Dr. Pilar Sanchez and Dr. Hadi Gholami for always being optimistic and bailing him out of a few tight spots. He would also like 
to thank Drs. Nopsaran Chaimattayompol, Marcelo Suzuki, Ala Ali, Amit Sachdeo, Shivani Patel, Sheldon Yunes, Francois Fisselier, Vasiliki 
Tsakalelli, Christina Pastan, and Aidee Herman for being fantastic teachers and excellent role models. Ramin thanks his DPAs, Tommy 
Rivera and Jackie Kulas, who helped tremendously with everyday clinical tasks and scheduling. They helped make long clinical days that 
much easier.  

Lastly, Ramin would like to thank the D19 class for their camaraderie, companionship and inspiration. “Congratulations!”

Ashley Mullaney, D2019

Ramin Movafaghi, D2019
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Born in Tehran, Iran, Pouya and his family moved to the United States in 2009, where he 
lived in Irvine, California until venturing to Boston for dental school.  

Pouya earned a B.S. degree in Biological Sciences with a minor in Business Management 
from University of California, Irvine in 2015. While at Tufts, Pouya was a recipient of the 
academic merit scholarship for four consecutive years as well as the Dr. Philip F.M. Gilley, 
DG56, and Dr. Frank D. Kasparian, D61, scholarships. Pouya was also involved in 
community service projects such as Give Kids A Smile and Hope for Worcester Community 
Event. After graduation, Pouya will start his four-year Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery 
residency at UCSF-Fresno. 

Pouya would like to thank the preclinical and clinical faculty, particularly the entire Oral 
and Maxillofacial Surgery department, who served as valued mentors and friends 
throughout his time at Tufts. 

Pouya would like to thank his friends and classmates for their continuous support 
throughout dental school. Lastly, Pouya gives his utmost thanks to his parents, Mina and 
Iraj, and his brothers, Pedram and Parshan, for all their unyielding love and support 
throughout his life and career.

Katie grew up in the Boston suburb of Newton, Massachusetts. She graduated from the 
University of Richmond with a B.S. in Biology in 2013. She then returned to Massachusetts 
and worked as a research assistant with Harvard Medical School’s Department of 
Population Medicine and as a dental assistant at Boston Center for Oral Health before 
matriculating at Tufts University of Dental Medicine.  

While at Tufts, Katie was a member of Alpha Omega and the TUSDM Chapter of the 
Academy of General Dentistry, in which she had the opportunity to serve on the executive 
board as both the Secretary and Vice President. She also took part in various volunteer 
opportunities, including Project Bridge, ASDA’s Smile Share Care, and the annual TUSDM 
Give Kids a Smile Day. In her fourth year, Katie was selected to be a Clinical Teaching 
Assistant in both the Emergency and Radiology Clinics, which were opportunities she 
wholeheartedly enjoyed.  

Next year, Katie will be completing a General Practice Residency at the James J. Peters 
Veterans Administration Medical Center in the Bronx, New York. Katie is incredibly grateful 
to all the faculty and staff at Tufts who helped her and taught her so much along the way, 
and she is very thankful for her clinical experience as a member of Group Practice 
Dorchester. She would like to especially thank her Practice Coordinators, Dr. Theano 
Eliopoulos, Dr. Edward Fidrocki, and Dr. Richard Harold, for their guidance and lessons in 
the clinic. Katie would also like to thank Dr. Mary Jane Hanlon for her invaluable 
mentorship and all of her words of support and advice over the last few years. She thanks 
all of the other faculty members who taught and guided her while at Tufts, especially 

Dr. James Theodore, Dr. William Sylvia, Dr. Patrick McGarry, Dr. Hugo Campos, Dr. Sheldon Duchin, Dr. Ala Ali, Dr. Aikaterini Kostagianni, 
Dr. Hadi Gholami, Dr. Charles Rankin, Dr. Joanne Falzone, and Dr. Gerard Kugel.  

Katie would like to thank Lou, Allyson, Ben, Matilda, Jackie, Patti, Merlene, everyone in the dispensary, and all the radiology women, for 
always being there to help, making clinic run smoothly, and for making students laugh when they needed it. They cannot be thanked 
enough.  

Lastly, Katie would like to thank all of her friends and family who supported her and cheered her on from the beginning. To her mom and 
dad, Brendan, Madeline, Kati, Terry, Winnie and Ray, she gives a big ‘thank you’ for all of their love and patience throughout this process. 
“To the D19 Class, congratulations! Thank you for being the best group of people to spend these last four years with!”

Pouya Namiranian, D2019 

Kathleen Murphy, D2019
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Michael was born and raised in Goffstown, NH where he spent the majority of his life. 
Throughout his early years in high school, he had no intention of pursuing a college 
education, so following graduation, he began working a variety of jobs to make a living. 
Finally, 15 years following high school graduation, after marriage to his wife, Melissa, and 
the birth of his two children, Michael began his undergraduate studies at the University of 
New Hampshire, where he completed a B.A. in Biological Sciences and graduated summa 
cum laude in 2015. Michael then matriculated immediately into the D.M.D. program at 
Tufts.  

As a family of four, it was not financially feasible to move to Boston while being a student 
at Tufts, so Michael commuted to and from Boston daily from Manchester, NH to attend 
classes and treat patients. While at Tufts, Michael enjoyed activities including the 2018 
Boston Marathon Tough Ruck, where he was part of the University’s team, Tufts Ruck; 
Docapella, the University’s a capella group; and the Breakfast Club, an elite study group 
formed with two good friends, Ben and Alex. Michael also enjoyed being a TA for the pre-
clinic, where he helped underclassmen with the development of their clinical skills, which 
also afforded him the opportunity to participate in the interviewing of prospective student 
applicants. During his last two years, Michal was awarded the Northeast Delta Dental 
Endowed Scholarship.  

Michael would like to thank his Group Practice Coordinators, Dr. David Paul, Dr. Denisa 
Stasa, Dr. William Lobel, and Dr. Alex Miele, for their guidance and support throughout his 
clinical experience. He gives special recognition and gratitude to the following faculty for 

supporting him by recommendation for his postgraduate application: Dr. David Paul, Dr. Nitu Singh, Dr. Robert Gyurko, Dr. Dean Cohen, 
Dr. William Lobel, Dr. Joanne Falzone, and Dr. Mark Lerman.  Michael would also like to thank Dr. Nitu Singh for her continued mentorship, 
contributing to his clinical and professional growth, and Dr. Mark Lerman for his mentorship and for great lunch meetings over the last 
couple years.  

Finally, Michael owes his success to his family, for without their support this journey may not have been possible. He thanks his wife, 
Melissa, for her love and encouragement while working tirelessly to support the family and his children, Layla and Isaac, for their 
patience and understanding. Many sacrifices were made to make this dream a reality. He also extends his thanks to his parents, Richard 
and Janice, for their continued unconditional love and support and to his in-laws, Marty and Jeryl, for supporting and caring for him as 
their own. Each and every one of them made this cardinal achievement possible. “To you all, I am forever grateful.“ 

Following graduation, Michael and his family will be relocating to Bangor, Maine where he will attend a one-year residency for Advanced 
Education in General Dentistry. 

Emanuela earned her B.S. in Chemistry from John Carroll University in 2012. She continued 
her education at TUDSM where she fully dedicated herself to the study of theoretical and 
practical aspects of dental medicine and surgery. Emanuela’s desire to be perfect in her 
work gives her the motivation to perpetually keep on learning and practicing. Emanuela is 
very thankful to her mentors, the TUDSM faculty and staff, as well as the volunteers who 
taught her and the D19 class with passion and dedication. She cherishes the strong 
friendships she made at Tufts University. She is very appreciative of her patients, who 
entrusted her to treat them and take responsibility for their dental health care.  Last but 
not least, Emanuela would like to mention her profound gratitude for her family’s 
enormous support, love, and sacrifices that made it possible to provide for her as well as to 
support her studies. 

Michael Neveu, D2019

Emanuela Negrescu, D2019
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Born and raised in Dorchester, Massachusetts, Kimyen graduated from Forsyth School of 
Dental Hygiene with a Bachelor of Science degree in Dental Hygiene and a Master’s in 
Dental Hygiene Education. She then completed a postbaccalaureate program in pre-med at 
Northeastern University. Though she loved being a dental hygienist, she wanted to be able 
to do more for others, which is why she pursued her dream to become a dentist. 

After graduating, Kimyen plans to work as a dental associate around the greater Boston 
area. She extends special thanks to Dr. Aidee Herman, Annie Le, and Tuyen Nguyen for 
being there for her during this challenging endeavor. Kimyen would not be the clinician 
she is today without them and the help of many others. She hopes to continue to find great 
mentors like the ones she had at Tufts. 

Kimyen will be the first dentist in her family. She would like to thank her parents, Kendall 
Tran and Nancy Nguyen, for their unwavering love and support. They taught her that no 
matter how impossible a goal may seem, it can be accomplished with hard work, sacrifice, 
and determination. She thanks her siblings and especially her sister and best friend, 
Annie Nguyen. 

It is hard to describe the magnitude Annie had in Kimyen’s life, as she has always had 
Kimyen’s best interest in mind wholeheartedly. Annie has been there for Kimyen through 
the highs and lows of her life, never judging, always uplifting. 

Lastly, she gives a big ‘thank you’ to all the friends she’s kept along the way, including 
Yessica Seeto; Houey Green; her new lifelong friends at Tufts, Anne-Marie Vu, Lillian Pham, 

 Delaney Turner, Michelle Whelan, Hien Truong, Dominic Nguyen, Ha Nguyen, Matt Nguyen, 
 Dahveed Somoza-Valle, and the love of her life, Anthony Ho, who have all experienced this 
 journey alongside her. One of her greatest rewards are the lifelong friendships she made 
 at Tufts.  

 As Walt Disney said, “all our dreams can come true, if we have the courage to 
 pursue them”. 

Dominic was born and raised in Boston to Vietnamese immigrant parents. In the fall of 
2011, he began his studies at MCPHS University and went on to receive a Bachelor of 
Science in the spring of 2015. It was during his time there that, through the guidance of 
his parents, he decided to pursue dentistry as a career. Following his first year of college, 
he took an administrative/assisting position in a private practice, where he would continue 
to work and gain exposure to multiple aspects of dentistry until his matriculation at Tufts 
University School of Dental Medicine. At Tufts, Dominic was a recipient of the Thomas B. 
Hunt Scholarship.

Dominic is extremely grateful for his time at Tufts. He would not have been able to 
complete such a challenging academic and clinical program without the guidance and 
mentorship of the various multi-discipline faculty, the help of his peers, and the support 
from all of his friends and family. He will never forget the comradery felt during all the late-
night studying for exam blocks and the weekends spent working on pre-clinical projects 
and clinical lab work. 

Dominic would specifically like to thank Dr. Frank J. DeCaro, who continues to serve as a 
mentor and friend to him since his undergraduate studies; his parents, who made 
countless sacrifices on behalf of him and his sister and who continue to nurture him as he 
enters the world as a health care provider; and his fiancée, who always encourages and 
supports him in all aspects of life.

After graduation, Dominic plans to enter a practice as an associate in the Greater Boston 
 area and eventually own a practice in the area.

Kimyen Nguyen, D2019

Dominic Duy Nguyen, D2019
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Abeire was born and raised in Orlando, Florida. He attended Dr. Phillips High School. He 
then attended Florida State University and graduated from University of Central Florida in 
2015 with a Bachelor of Science degree in Biology. 

Abeire is tremendously grateful for the opportunity to study at TUSDM and for the excellent 
academic education and clinical training that he received. While at Tufts, Abeire immersed 
himself in community service and executive leadership positions through a variety of 
sponsored clubs and dental organizations. Abeire also worked as a Student Teaching 
Assistant during his fourth year and enjoyed being able to share the knowledge he 
accumulated throughout his dental school career with fellow students in his group 
practice.  

Abeire would like to thank all of the faculty members who helped him grow as a dentist. He 
thanks his Practice Coordinators, Dr. Jennifer Lipiec, Dr. Paul Trombly, and Dr. Colette 
Catalino. Abeire also extends his gratitude to all the clinical faculty, especially. Dr. Tijana 
Stijacic, Dr. Katie Talmo, Dr. Ronald Davitt, Dr. Matt Feeley, Dr. Maria Avrampou, and 
Dr. Guzin Uzel. Abeire is also thankful to his DPAs, Shauna Carty and Julie Fleck. Abeire was 
fortunate enough to make some lifelong friends during his time at Tufts. He thanks them 
for their support as well as countless laughs and memories shared throughout his dental 
school career. 

More importantly, Abeire wants to show gratitude towards his mother, Gunveen, and 
brother, Amrit, for their continual support. He is also grateful to his uncle, Dr. Paul Duggal, 

 who lit the flame of his interest in dentistry. Abeire also thanks his father, Maninder, and 
 hopes he made him proud.  

 After graduation, Abeire will be attending the NYU Langone Health General Practice  
 Residency program in Brooklyn, NY.

Matt was born and bred in San Jose, California. He graduated with a Bachelor of Science 
degree in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology from the University of California, Davis.  

Matt would like to thank the lifelong friends that he kept from childhood, elementary 
school, high school, and college. He attributes his sense of humor, playfulness, and 
unique weirdness to them. He knows that they have his back and he has theirs no matter 
how many miles come in between them. 

Matt is also grateful of all the close friends that he made along the way during his time at 
Tufts, who taught him how to be a better person and friend. All those late nights studying 
on the 7th floor of the library were only made bearable because of them. He can still smell 
the fish sauce up there from all the Vietnamese food runs.  

Matt is appreciative to the faculty and his classmates at Tufts for providing an open 
environment where he got over his fear of asking seemingly-stupid questions. In particular, 
he would like to thank the Practice Coordinators of Back Bay, Dr. Michael McQueen, 
Dr. David Leader, Dr. Dara Rogers, and Dr. Armond Enos for their wisdom and for making 
clinic a fun place to work. 

Matt would also like to thank his brother and sister, Andrew and Emily Nguyen, for helping 
him grow thicker skin from all the battles they had in the Nguyen household. They may 
have been enemies at times, but they have only grown stronger as friends. Matt knows he 
can always lean on them for anything. 

Lastly but certainly not least, Matt would like to thank his amazing parents, Nina and Christopher Nguyen, for their constant nagging and 
unwavering faith to push Matt to follow his dreams and apply to dental school, even though he was unsure of his chances. Matt’s parents 
had to overcome so much in their own lives. Their relentless work ethic provided Matt with so many opportunities that they never had 
themselves. Without them, he would not be remotely close to the same person he is today. 

Matt is excited to start the next chapter of his life and wishes the best for his fellow classmates and friends. 

“Congratulations Class of 2019! We made it!”

Abeire Nirh, D2019

Matthew Nguyen, D2019 
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Warren Nogueira, D2019
Warren was raised in Portsmouth, RI and graduated with a B.A. in Biology from the College 
of the Holy Cross in 2015. Shortly after graduation, he began to pursue a career in 
dentistry at Tufts. Since childhood, Warren was determined to follow in his father’s 
footsteps, and he plans to join his practice upon completion of his training. 

Warren was able to grow professionally and personally thanks to Tufts’ rigorous program. 
In addition to thanking all faculty and staff, he would like to specifically thank the Atlantic 
Group Practice Coordinators who guided him through his clinical years. Drs. Karen Wallach, 
Alberto Sarmiento, and Olympia Karacosta shared their compassion for dentistry and 
inspired Warren and his fellow classmates to be confident and competent providers.  

The love and support Warren received from family and friends were central to his success. 
He would like to thank his father, Gus; mother, Leslie; brother, Ryan; and sister, Jocelyn.  

After graduation, Warren is excited to complete an AEGD at the Providence V.A.

Maddie grew up in Needham, MA, just outside of Boston (a.k.a. The Greatest Sports City 
Ever). She graduated cum laude from the Commonwealth Honors College at the University 
of Massachusetts Amherst with a B.S. degree in Public Health. After growing up in a house 
of “learned doctors,” and with her stepdad being the Chief of Infectious Disease at Mount 
Auburn, her brother being an oncologist, and her sister-in-law being a cardiologist, she 
figured those bases were covered and it was time for someone to finally step up and make 
the family proud. At Tufts, Maddie was a recipient of the Dr Ivers Rifkin, D52, Endowed 
Scholarship.

After graduating from UMass, Maddie spent two years working as a dental assistant for 
Dean Mary Jane Hanlon at her private practice in Lexington, MA. During her time there, she 
not only gained a friend, mentor, and second mother, but she also attained the skills and 
knowledge that enormously eased her transition into becoming a dentist herself. Watching 
Dr. Hanlon poise herself as the most motivated, strong-willed, and compassionate woman, 
she became one of Maddie’s biggest role models. Maddie continued to follow the example 
of Dr. Hanlon throughout dental school and reflected on her strength to help her push 
through the hardest times during her four years at Tufts. Considering Maddie spent a brief 
period working for a podiatrist prior to entering the dental field, she would like to 
personally thank Dr. Hanlon for helping her realize that pretty smiles are way better than 
dealing with feet. 

Maddie would like to give special thanks to Drs. David Paul, Denisa Stasa, and Alex Miele 
for making her experience in Group Practice Charlestown unforgettable and for sharing 

their clinical knowledge with her. Tangy and Leila, her DPAs, also made her clinic experience so much smoother and she is very grateful. 
She would also like to personally thank the following doctors for the following reasons: Dr. Jose Camilo Segura for his sense of humor and 
trust in her as a student clinician, Dr. William Lobel for believing in her even when she didn’t, Dr. Ala Ali for making her special by 
remembering her name in the first week of preclin (only later to find out, he knows EVERYONE’s names), and Dr. Peter Arsenault for his 
impeccable alginate technique.  

Maddie would like to express her gratitude to her parents, step-siblings, and most importantly, her brother, Ried, who helped her to 
realize at a very young age, that if she didn’t kick it into gear, she’d be working at his fictional Superstore Empire, RiedMart. She gives a 
special ‘thank you’ to her dad for his unwavering support; she wouldn’t have made it through dental school without him. She thanks 
Laura Duffel for her unconditional friendship (even though Maddie slammed her finger in a hockey door). To “The Flock,” “Hooter,” and 
“The Blue Mansion,” she says ‘thank you’ for their enduring friendship and support. And finally, she thanks the one person who made 
her realize everything she was missing, Hannah Noyes.  

After graduation, Maddie is planning to start her career in private practice in the greater Boston area. 

Madeline Niziak, D2019
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Amanda grew up in Miami, Florida and earned a B.S. degree in Biology from Florida 
International University in 2014. As a child, Amanda’s dream was to become a dentist. 
Throughout her undergraduate education, Amanda was very active in serving her 
community. Amanda also worked in the office of Dr. Elaine Klein, where she gained 
invaluable mentorship and knowledge. At Tufts, Amanda was a recipient of the Dr. Alfred 
Osher, DG62, and Mrs. Suzi Osher Endowed Scholarship. Upon graduation, Amanda will 
be the first dentist in her family. 

Amanda is forever thankful to her father, Jose Núñez, for his constant support and 
dedication to his daughters. Amanda would not be where she is today without the endless 
encouragement and belief from her father. Also, Amanda would like to thank her mother, 
Ines Núñez, for her unconditional love and guidance throughout her life. Amanda would 
like to thank her sisters, Christina and Alexa, for always lending a shoulder to lean on and 
putting a permanent smile on her face. Finally, Amanda would like to thank her boyfriend, 
Matthew, for his continual support and love throughout her dental school education.  

Amanda would like to give special thanks to her Practice Coordinators Dr. Richard Harold, 
Dr. Edward Fidrocki, and Dr. Theano Eliopoulos for their guidance and invaluable 
knowledge. 

Upon graduation, Amanda plans to return to her hometown of Miami, Florida and work 
directly with the community that watched her grow.

Hannah was born in Honolulu, Hawaii and grew up all over the East and West coasts as the 
offspring of two Coast Guard parents. From a very young age, Hannah found a passion in 
understanding others’ complexities, easing peoples’ anxieties, and helping others to be 
their best selves. Following in her mom’s footsteps, she not only found the opportunity to 
invest this compassion in patients, but also discovered a love for the artistic science in 
dentistry. Hannah graduated cum laude with a Bachelor of Science in Psychology and 
minor in Biology in 2013 from Clemson University. Before her matriculation at TUSDM, she 
furthered her hands-on experience in dentistry as a certified dental assistant. 

While at Tufts, Hannah was recognized on the Dean’s List for all four years. In her fourth 
year, she was selected as a Clinical Teaching Assistant, which allowed her to mentor third-
year students in the clinic and hone her own techniques. Through this opportunity, she 
realized how much she truly loves sharing her knowledge and learning from others’ 
experiences, and how rewarding it is to see “younger” dental professionals grow clinically 
and personally. For that opportunity, she is forever grateful.  

Hannah would like to express her endless gratitude to the entire Tufts faculty and staff for 
their patience, assistance, and encouragement during her time at Tufts, but especially 
during her clinical years. Gratitude barely touches the tip of the iceberg regarding her 
Practice Coordinators, Dr. Alan Epstein, Dr. Mark Caddell, and Dr. Mary Karish. She thanks 
them for not only making Group Practice Exeter an enjoyable place to practice dentistry as 
a dental student, but also for their unwavering professional and emotional support and 
inspiration during her two years in clinic. She would also like to give some serious 

recognition to her DPAs, Flavio Ferreira and Aeron Luy, who helped to run Group Exeter flawlessly. Hannah would also like to extend a 
special thanks to the following faculty for their very special mentorship, expertise, dental and life lessons: Dr. Richard Doff, Dr. Linda 
Marinello, Dr. Peter Arsenault, Dr. Henry Talberth, Dr. Alberto Lamberti, and Dr. Huda Stipho.  

She thanks her very best friends for being her cheerleaders during both her toughest and happiest moments. She would not have been 
able to push through without them. She owes it all to her parents, Deborah and Jeff, for their unconditional support, guidance, and love. 
She would not be where she is if it were not for them. She also thanks her godparents, Arvilla and Michael, for being constants in her life. 
Last but certainly not least, she extends her deepest gratitude to Madeline Niziak, for her steadfast love and helping Hannah to realize 
who she really is. “You truly have made the last two years at Tufts unforgettable. “ 

Despite Hannah’s ability to adapt to new places and her love for change, she undoubtedly found a home in Boston. After graduation, 
Hannah will be practicing general dentistry in private practice in the New England area.

Amanda Marie Núñez, D2019

Hannah Noyes, D2019
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Minuja was born and raised in Nepal. She went to Pakistan for her dental education and 
received a Bachelor’s of Dental Surgery from de’Montmorency College of Dentistry. She did 
a one-year internship in Pakistan and returned home in 2009.  She practiced dentistry in 
Nepal for four and half years and moved to United States in 2014. 

Minuja volunteered as a dental assistant in community dental clinics in Phoenix, Arizona 
while pursuing her career as dentist in the United States. Minuja is incredibly thankful for 
the education and the opportunity that Tufts University gave her. While at Tufts, she was a 
recipient of the academic merit scholarship, appeared on the Dean’s list, and served as a 
preclinical Teaching Assistant. 

Minuja would like to thank all the amazing faculty, staff, fellow students, friends, and 
family who helped and supported her throughout her years at Tufts. She would like to 
thank her Group Practice Coordinators Dr. Theano Eliopoulos, Dr. Edward Fidrocki, and 
Dr Richard Harold for the training and mentorship. She specially would like to thank her 
parents and in-laws for helping to raise her young child. Above all she would like to thank 
her husband, Hari, for his unwavering support, motivation, and patience throughout her 
dental school career. 

After graduation, Minuja plans to practice as a dental associate in northern Virginia.

Born and raised in Rivas, Nicaragua, Maria graduated with a Bachelor of Dental Surgery 
degree from the Universidad Americana in Managua, Nicaragua in 2005. She worked for 
about a year in private practice before to immigrating to Virginia in 2007, where she 
started working as a full-time dental assistant with multiple specialists, as well as general 
dentists. During her preparation to get back to dental school, Maria also discovered that 
teaching is another field that she enjoys, and she had the memorable opportunity of 
teaching Spanish at the Treasury Department in Washington, DC. 

While in Washington, Maria also volunteered after hours at a dental community clinic in 
Fairfax, VA and attended several continuing education courses around the United States 
and Canada.  She worked eagerly until her dream acceptance letter from Tufts University 
arrived in her hands. Maria remembers that day as one of the happiest days of her life. She 
would like to thank to their parents, Arturo Obregon and Fany Merlo. Without the values of 
honesty, humility, and determination that she was taught by her hard-working parents, she 
would not have been able to accomplish this dream. Maria wants to express sincere 
gratitude and appreciation to Dr. Ronald Perry for his unconditional support as the IS 
Program Director; to her Practice Coordinators, Dr. Michael McQueen, Dr. David Leader, 
Dr. Eduardo Olegario, Dr. Armond Enos, and Dr. Dara Rogers for their mentorship and 
kindness; and to all the amazing faculty, staff, dental assistants, and front desk staff who 
helped her through this process with their hard work and dedication. She feels honored to 
have worked as a teaching assistant in clinic for her Group Practice Back Bay, an 
experience that she describes as one of the most fulfilling during the past two years. It led 

 her to make good friends from the D19, D20, and IS20 classes and gave her the 
 opportunity to learn and share her knowledge and past experiences with her peers. 

Maria wants to give special mention to her US mentor, Dr. Farah Farhoumand, with whom she worked for many years as a clinical 
coordinator and dental assistant in Virginia. Maria is grateful for her support, friendship, and mentorship through all these years. Her 
knowledge of dentistry greatly expanded while she worked for Dr. Farah. Last but not least, Maria would love to thank all the great friends 
she met in school, her wonderful IS19 classmates who made this journey easier, exciting, and unforgettable. “Bless you all!” 

Following graduation, Maria plans to work in private practice and get involved in international dental service trips to help the underserved.

Minuja Ojha, DI2019

Maria Obregon, DI2019
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Jamil was raised in Morton Grove, Illinois and earned a B.S. degree in Psychology from The 
Ohio State University in 2013. After receiving this degree, Jamil earned a Master of Science 
degree in Biotechnology from Rush University in 2015.  

While challenging, the past four years were some of the best years of Jamil’s life. The 
friendships that he made while at Tufts provided him with countless memories that he will 
never forget. Jamil would like to thank all the faculty and staff at Tufts for helping him 
throughout this journey. He cannot believe how lucky he was for the opportunity to work 
under and learn from his Practice Coordinators, Drs. Mark Caddell, Alan Epstein, and Mary 
Karish. He would not be the practitioner he is today without all their guidance, wisdom, 
and, most importantly, patience during his time in the Exeter clinic. Jamil would also like to 
thank Drs. Richard Doff, Mary Marefat, Ala Ali, and Iqbal Singh for their clinical expertise 
and help during his time at Tufts. Jamil would also like to express his unending gratitude to 
his DPAs, Flavio Ferreira and Aeron Luy, for always helping him out with everything patient 
related. 

Jamil would especially like to thank his parents, Dr. Haroon and Khalida Olomi, for their 
unwavering love and support throughout the entirety of his academic career. Jamil’s 
parents are a perfect example that one can achieve anything in life, no matter how difficult, 
and Jamil is forever indebted to them for everything they have done for him. None of this 
would have been possible without them. Jamil would also like to thank his older brother, 
Nabil, for always lending an ear and for being the constant voice of reason throughout 
Jamil’s entire life. To the rest of Jamil’s friends and family, Jamil cannot thank them enough 

for their support and being sources of inspiration in his life. This is especially the case for his cousin, Dr. Ehsan Nasery. As Jamil’s first 
example of a great dentist, he is the biggest reason Jamil pursued a career in the field. Jamil is forever grateful to have him as a mentor in 
his life.  

After graduation, Jamil will continue his clinical training at the Staten Island University Hospital general residency program.

Stanley was born in the Pacific Northwest and graduated from Cornell University in 2014 
with a B.S degree in Biology. While at Tufts, Stanley was active in the Student National 
Dental Association, serving as Vice President in 2016. He also volunteered for a global 
service-learning initiative in Haiti during the spring of 2016. Stanley was also fortunate 
enough to participate in the Summer Research Fellowship Program in 2016, preforming 
research under the tutelage of Dr. Archana Viswanath. He feels privileged to have studied 
at TUSDM and is thankful for all the friendships and education over the past 4 years.

He is particularly thankful to his Practice Coordinators, Dr. Alberto Sarmiento, Dr. Olympia 
Karacosta, and Dr. Karen Wallach; as well as Dr. Archana Viswanath for her amazing 
mentorship throughout research, Dr. Sheldon Yunes, Dr. Nina Raeison, Dr. Ronald Davitt, 
Dr. Marcelo Suzuki, Dr. Kathryn Ragalis, Dr. Robert Kasberg, Dr. Steven Rubin, Dr. Dean 
Cohen, Tommy Rivera, and Jackie Kulas. He would also like to thank his many clinical 
instructors for their guidance and patience. Lastly, Stanley would like to thank his family 
for their constant and unwavering support through this long journey. After graduation, 
Stanley has plans to pursue further postgraduate training and work in private practice.

Jamil Olomi, D2019

Stanley Ojukwu, D2019
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Tosin graduated from Union College in 2013 with a B.A. in History. She then went on to 
receive a Master’s in Biomedical Sciences from Rutgers University. 

Tosin’s most memorable experiences at Tufts were her pre-clinical days. She sat all the way 
in the back in row H with Stanley, Jamil, Michelle O., and Eugene. Stanley always seemed to 
be in Stanley’s world, Jamil was always crushing on her, Michelle was always watching her 
dog through a baby monitor on her cell phone, she was always trying to pay attention to 
the lecture, and Eugene just seemed dismayed about having to sit with the four of them 
(all laughs).  

Immediately after graduation, Tosin plans to complete a GPR in New York City. She then 
hopes to find way to combine her passion for beauty and dentistry, move to London, and 
make good financial choices.  

Most importantly, Tosin would like to thank God! “I would not be where I am and who I am 
if it was not for my faith in God.” Second, she would like to thank her parents for the being 
the best parents she could ever have asked for. Their prayers and guidance were what 
pushed her through dental school. Her mom’s 500 million calls per day were very annoying 
but pushed her through the moments when she just wanted to quit. She also thanks her 
clinic mom, Yori, who always challenged her in clinic and made sure she was doing her 
competencies! Thirdly, she thanks all the individuals who took the time to get to know her, 
listen to her story, and see something in her that at times she could not even see in 
herself. “There’s so many people to name but those people my heart would also go out to 

 you all.” Lastly, she extends her thanks to all the faculty who took the time to teach and 
 advise students and did not just see teaching as job, but were inspired to inspire others.

Michelle was born and raised in Sharon, Massachusetts. She graduated with a Bachelor of 
Science degree in Nutrition from the University of Massachusetts Amherst prior to starting 
dental school.  

During dental school, Michelle completed her externship at Federal Medical Center Devens, 
a federal prison with severely medically compromised inmates. This experience was 
exceptionally memorable for Michelle, as she developed confidence as a student dentist. 
During free time in dental school, Michelle worked as a dog sitter and walker, competed in 
ballroom dance at local dance competitions, and planned her wedding.  

Michelle would like to thank each of her Practice Coordinators, Dr. Karen Wallach, Dr. 
Alberto Sarmiento, and Dr. Olympia Karacosta, and all pre-clinical and clinical faculty for 
their unwavering support and guidance. Michelle is appreciative of her hometown dentist, 
who mentored her and who had faith in her capabilities to excel in dental school.  

She would also like to extend gratitude towards her family, who supported her dream of 
becoming a dentist since she was eight years old. She would especially like to thank her 
husband, Mike, for his undying support and the lion share of chores, including cooking. 
Michelle’s friends from home and college have played an indispensable role in her life, and 
she is grateful for each of them.  

Following graduation, Michelle plans to stay in Massachusetts to practice general dentistry.

Oluwatosin (Tosin) Temitope Oyenuga, D2019

Michelle Ostrovksy, D2019
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Nari was born in Jubail, Saudi Arabia, where she lived until the age of 12. Her family moved 
to Ann Arbor, Michigan, and then settled in Houston, Texas shortly thereafter. Nari returned 
to Michigan to attend the University of Michigan, where she received a Bachelor of Science 
degree in Brain, Behavior, and Cognitive Science and worked her way through college as a 
dental assistant. Upon graduating, Nari continued to work as an assistant prior to returning 
to school and receiving a Master of Science in Medical Physiology from Case Western 
Reserve University. She started dental school at TUSDM in 2015. 

One of Nari’s favorite aspects of her education at TUSDM is the multitude of opportunities 
to nurture personal interests and engage with the school and local communities. Nari 
cultivated a love for teaching through serving as a student tutor and teaching assistant for 
the Operative Dentistry, Fixed Prosthodontics, and Pediatric Dentistry preclinical courses. 
She was also fortunate to serve on the executive boards of the Periodontology Study Club 
and the American Academy of Developmental Medicine and Dentistry, as a committee 
member and panelist for the Women in Leadership initiative, and as a member of the 
Dental Central team. Her greatest privilege was to serve as Secretary on the executive 
board of the Class of 2019 for four years and act as a representative of and advocate for 
her class. 

Nari feels honored for the recognition of her hard work at TUSDM with three Academic 
Merit Scholarships and three Dean’s List recognitions, the 2016-2017 ADA Foundation 
Predoctoral Dental Student Scholarship, the 2017 TUSDM Summer Research Fellowship 
Award, and 2017-2018 AAIDF Student Research Grant. Nari would like to thank Dr. Vangel 

 and Mrs. Barbara Zissi for their generosity and support through the 2018-2019 Dr. Vangel 
 and Mrs. Barbara Zissi Endowed Scholarship. 

Nari is very excited to stay in Boston after graduation and begin her postgraduate training in Periodontology at Harvard School of Dental 
Medicine. She would like to extend special thanks to Drs. Mark Caddell, Richard Doff, Irina Dragan, Steven Eisen, Alan Epstein, Nadeem 
Karimbux, Mary Karish, Robert Kasberg, Samuel Koo, Paul Levi, Yumi Ogata, and Michael Thompson for their mentorship and support 
throughout her dental career and pursuit of a career in periodontics. 

Nari would like to thank her incredible fiancé and best friend, David Krass (D18). Together they have spent 9 years traveling the country 
as they chase their dental dreams. They are blessed to pursue their educations at the same schools and have pulled it off again for the 
third, and hopefully last, time for residency. Finally, no words can possibly express Nari’s gratitude for her family and their unending love 
and support. “Saranghaeyo!”

Eugene graduated with a B.S. degree in Biology from the University of California Riverside 
in 2013. He was a recipient of an HPSP scholarship with the US Army. Upon graduation, 
Eugene with enroll in a one-year AEGD program through the US Army and will be stationed 
in Fort Sill, Oklahoma, as an Army Captain.  

Eugene would like to thank Jesus Christ for his unfailing love, wisdom, and guidance. He 
extends thanks to his parents, Susan and Gen, for their help and support. He would like to 
thank his family. He thanks the Tufts faculty and his Group Practice Exeter classmates. He 
also gives special thanks to the Group Exeter Practice Coordinators, Dr. Alan Epstein,  
Dr. Mark Caddell, and Dr. Mary Karish. Finally, he also thanks his kind and 
understanding patients.

Nari Park, D2019

Eugene Paek, D2019
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Ankur was born in Toronto, Canada, and his parents moved to Montgomery County, MD 
when he was 6 years old. Ankur grew up in Maryland where he attended University of 
Maryland-College Park and majored in Biological Sciences. During undergrad, he was on a 
research team at National Institutes of Health – NIDCR where he researched Sjogren’s 
syndrome. After receiving his B.S. degree in 2011, he followed his passion for dentistry 
through shadowing dentists, teaching the DATs at Kaplan, and eventually applying for a 
master’s program. Ankur graduated in 2013 with an M.S. in Microbiology with a thesis 
focused on Sjogren’s syndrome and proteins involved at sites of inflammation. He was 
finally accepted to Tufts University School of Dental Medicine in 2015.

During Ankur’s time at Tufts, he was fortunate to participate in research starting his first 
year. Under the guidance of Dr. Archana Viswanath, he was able to attend and present his 
research at the American Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons in San Francisco, 
CA. Ankur was also an active member of Delta Sigma Delta and various community service 
organizations. He owes his accomplishments to the TUSDM faculty and would like to thank 
and acknowledge them for their guidance. He would especially like to thank his Practice 
Coordinators, Dr. Alberto Sarmiento, Dr. Olympia Karacosta, and Dr. Karen Wallach, and 
DPAs, Tommy Rivera and Jacqueline Kulas, for their support and mentorship. Ankur would 
also like to thank Vickie for her caring, thoughtful, and empathetic nature which helped 
make the progression through dental school much easier.

Most importantly, Ankur feels extremely fortunate to have amazing parents who were his 
pillars of support before and after admission to dental school. His parents’ work ethic 

motivated him to work rigorously and he owes this accomplishment to them. He would most importantly like to thank his dad for his 
endless source of encouragement, sacrifices, and putting aside his dreams to make sure Ankur achieved his. Ankur would also like to 
thank his colleagues and friends that he made at TUSDM and wishes them the best in their future endeavors. 

After graduating, Ankur plans to work in the Boston area and pursue an M.B.A. 

“Congratulations to the Tufts University School of Dental Medicine graduating Class of 2019!”

Ceonna was raised in Prince George’s County, Maryland. Her interest in dentistry was 
sparked by her aunt, Robin Williams, who recommended the profession when she noticed 
the overwhelming need for oral health professionals in the state. Ceonna went on to attend 
the illustrious Spelman College, where she solidified her desire to pursue a career in 
dentistry through her involvement in the Increasing Diversity in Dentistry (IDID) Scholars 
program and the Spelman Pre-Dental Institute. She graduated from Spelman in 2014 with 
a Bachelor of Science. 

While at TUSDM, Ceonna was an active member of the Tufts community. She served as 
Co-President of the American Association of Public Health Dentistry (AAPHD) her senior 
year and Vice President her junior year. Through her participation in this organization, 
Ceonna was granted the opportunity to serve the underserved and be an oral health 
advocate. She also was a member of the Student National Dental Association (SNDA), 
through which she participated in community service activities including the annual 
Impressions Day and IDID Symposium. 

Ceonna would like to thank the faculty, staff, and administration for their continual 
support, dedication, and commitment to her education during her matriculation. She is 
grateful for her Practice Coordinators, Dr. Paul Trombly, Dr. Colette Catalino, and Dr. 
Jennifer Lipiec. Ceonna would like to recognize the following instructors who were 
instrumental in her development as a student dentist, Dr. Maria Avrampou, Dr. Ronald 
Davitt, and Dr. Ala Ali. Ceonna would like to extend special gratitude to Dr. Jeanette 
Holloway, who mentored her from her time as a student at Spelman College; Dr. Robert 

Kasberg, who was integral in facilitating her transition from Spelman College to TUSDM; and her DPAs, Shauna Carty and Julie Fleck, 
who ensured she excelled during her years in the Fairfield group practice. 

Ceonna would like to thank her family and friends for their immeasurable encouragement, support, and love during one of the most 
difficult and rewarding experiences in her life. She would like to thank her grandparents, George and Oveta Watkins, who continuously 
go above and beyond for her and her close friends from the bottom of her heart. Ceonna gives all the glory to God, who is the head of her 
life, and without whom this accomplishment would not be possible. 

Upon graduation, Ceonna plans to practice in Houston, Texas.

Ankur Patel, D2019

Ceonna Parran, D2019
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Deep was born in Ahmedabad, India. He earned a B.D.S. degree from Dharmsinh Desai 
University in India in 2014. Deep then worked as a general dentist for a year before moving 
to the United States in July 2015. He joined the United States Army Reserve as a Health 
Care Specialist in November 2015, meanwhile working as a dental assistant. He also 
participated in community service projects, including Give Kids a Smile Day (GKAS) and 
Beaches Habitat for Humanity. 

Deep is very grateful for the opportunity to attend Tufts University School of Dental 
Medicine. He cherishes all the experiences that he had in the Tufts clinic. He will be doing 
an internship at Augusta Medical Centre in Georgia in Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery for 
one year before starting an OMFS residency.  

Most importantly, Deep would like to recognize his family; his classmates; and his Practice 
Coordinators, Dr. David Paul, Dr. William Lobel, Dr. Denisa Stasa, and Dr. Alex Miele. The 
support and knowledge from all members of the clinical faculty was incredible throughout 
his journey at Tufts. He would like to convey special thanks to Dr. Ronald Perry for being 
there for the whole class whenever needed. He believes that his journey to OMFS would 
not be possible without the help and mentorship of Dr. Steven Rubin, who he greatly 
appreciates. 

Bhakti grew up in Northampton, Massachusetts and earned a B.S. degree in Biology and 
Neuroscience from Syracuse University in 2015. As someone who was mentored by many 
TUSDM graduates in college, she was thrilled to have the opportunity to attend such an 
amazing school that was so highly praised by its alumni.   

While at Tufts, Bhakti was involved in the American Association of Women Dentists and was 
chosen to be a clinical teaching assistant. Outside of the dental school, she held a job at 
the Hirsh Health Sciences Library circulation desk and volunteered for organizations 
throughout Boston such as the Big Sister Association of Greater Boston. 

Bhakti feels extremely lucky for the opportunity to attend TUSDM and grateful to meet so 
many people who contributed to her growth over the past four years. She would like to 
thank Dr. Thomas Cleary for showing her what he loved about dentistry and for 
encouraging her to apply to TUSDM. She would also like to thank her Practice Coordinators, 
Drs. David Paul, Denisa Stasa, Alex Miele, and William Lobel for being such kind and 
patient mentors. In addition, she would like to express how grateful she is to Drs. Ala Ali, 
Aikaterini Kostagianni, BiNa Oh, Katerina Pellino, and Shubha Nanda for sharing their 
knowledge and their guidance in improving her clinical skills.  

Bhakti would also like to thank her parents and sister for all of their support throughout 
her journey. She would like to thank her “Syracuse parents”, John and Nancy Leotta, for 
always reminding her to stay positive and to find happiness in the little things. Lastly, 
Bhakti would like to thank Manish Rao. From taking the DATs to getting through the past  

 four years at different dental schools, it was an adventure and his constant love guided her  
 through her toughest times.  

 After graduation, Bhakti is excited to move to New Jersey to complete a General Practice  
 Residency Program at Hackensack University Medical Center.

Deep Patel, DI2019

Bhakti Patel, D2019
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Rushie was born in Tampa, Florida at St. Joseph’s Hospital. He attended Tampa Preparatory 
School for middle school and graduated high school in 2011. He went to Florida State 
University for college where he received a B.S. in Biology in 2015. He immediately 
matriculated into Tufts University School of Dental Medicine. On top of dental school, 
Rushie spent time in Boston working as a real estate agent for Hancock Real Estate 
Company, Inc. from 2015 to 2018. Rushie joined the Delta Sigma Delta fraternity in his first 
year and grew his role to become Grandmaster of the organization in the 2018-2019 
academic year. His extracurricular activities included tutoring at Josiah Quincy School 
through DSD and providing OHI to different communities in the Boston area. Rushie 
collected data for a TUSDM periodontal department research project in the 2018-2019 
academic year. Rushie also received a Merit Scholarship for the 2018-2019 academic year. 

Following graduation, Rushie plans to continue his education through a pediatric dentistry 
residency program. His long-term plans include owning a private practice as well as 
spending time abroad providing care to underserved communities.  

Rushie would like to thank his family including his mom, Pree Patel; aunt, Neena Patel; and 
uncle, Mahen Patel, for their unconditional support and love through his studies. He is not 
sure if he could have completed dental school without them. Rushie would like to give a 
special shout-out to his brother-cousin, Saahil Dadhania, who guided and taught Rushie 
since his first days opening up bags of potato chips. Rushie is looking forward to 
continuing the good times with Saahil and hopes they can grow an incredible group 
practice together.

Nikita was born and raised in Anand, India. She earned her Bachelor of Dental Surgery 
from Datta Meghe Institute of Medical Sciences, India in 2015 with first class honors and 
distinction in General Medicine and Prosthodontics. Soon after her graduation, she 
embarked upon her dental journey in the US. With constant support and motivation from 
Dr. William Dzyak and Dr. Oza, she was accepted into the Tufts University School of Dental 
Medicine’s International Program in 2017. 

While at Tufts, Nikita served as an executive board member for the South Asian Medical 
and Dental Association and the Student Professionalism and Ethics Association. She was a 
part of the Dean’s List for the 2018 academic year. In addition, she was selected as a 
Teaching Assistant for Operative Dentistry and Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery. With sincere 
gratitude, Nikita would like to acknowledge Dr. Steven Rubin and Dr. Joey Chang for their 
trust, encouragement, and for exemplifying the type of dentist that she strives to be. Nikita 
feels that being a TA was an enjoyable learning experience and a fruitful service.  

Nikita would like to offer her most heartfelt appreciation to all the faculty who worked with 
her at Tufts. She would like to thank her Practice Coordinators, Dr. Edward Fidrocki, Dr. 
Theano Eliopoulos, and Dr. Richard Harold for their phenomenal mentorship and shaping 
her into a versatile clinician. In addition, she would like to thank Dr. Ronald Perry, Dr. 
Marcelo Suzuki, Dr. William Sylvia, Dr. Ala Ali, and Dr. Thaisa Bordin who greatly furthered 
her dental knowledge.  

Coming from a family who only knows business, Nikita is proud to be the first member of 
her family to enter a healthcare field. She dedicates her D.M.D. to her grandparents, who are her pillars of strength. She is forever 
indebted to her parents for teaching her to enjoy, to love, to pray, to wait, and to believe.  

She is especially grateful for every single friendship formed during her time at Tufts and will cherish all the memories and camaraderie.

Rushil Patel, D2019 

Nikita Patel, DI2019
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Adriana graduated from the University of California Riverside in 2009 with a B.A. in History 
and a minor in English. After leaving UCR, Adriana attended The University of North 
Carolina, Greensboro to fulfill a Post-Baccalaureate in Biology.  

While at Tufts University School of Dental Medicine, Adriana served as the D19 Class 
Representative to the Outcomes Assessment Committee during all four years. Adriana 
partcipated actively in several student organizations, including serving as the Dental 
Central and Social Media Representative for AAWD, Secretary of HDA, and Treasurer of ADO. 
While serving HDA, Adriana was involved with the TUSDM Multicultural Fair.  

Adriana is grateful for her time at TUSDM and wishes to thank all of her professors, notably 
Drs. Ronald Davitt, Colette Catalino, Jennifer Lipiec, Paul Trombly, Hanna Bae, Iqbal Singh, 
and Dean Cohen, who helped mold her into the confident dentist that she became. Adriana 
would like to thank her faculty mentors, Dr. Ala Ali and Dr. Thaisa Bordin, for all of the 
dinners that made Tufts feel like family. Additionally, she would also like to thank her best 
friends, Jackie Liu, Dianne Luu, Katherine Tan, Roxanne Ramos, and Katrina Torres, who 
were such an important part of her time at TUSDM.  

Last, but most importantly, Adriana would like to thank her loving family who supported 
her, guided her, and were an incredibly crucial part of her experience. She thanks her 
mother, who always believed in her; her brothers, Fernando, Brian and Oscar; her father; 
and her sister, Amalia. Adriana would like to thank her fiancé, Steven Child, who loves her 
unconditionally and always supports her in following her dreams. 

 After graduation, Adriana will be joining her mentor, Dr. Chin-Yuh Yang, D.D.S., in private  
 practice in Southern California.

Harsh was born in India and his parents immigrated to Southern California when he was 12 
years old. Harsh grew up in Southern California, where he attended University of California, 
Irvine and majored in Biological Sciences. After graduating in 2011, he found his passion 
for dentistry while shadowing his dentist, Dr. Bhavin Gandhi. Over the next four years he 
shadowed dentists, attended extended education classes at California State University 
Fullerton, traveled to Panama for a community service trip, and attended a Post 
Baccalaureate program at San Francisco State University. He was finally accepted to Tufts 
University School of Dental Medicine in the year 2015 after applying to four continuous 
application cycles.  

During Harsh’s time at Tufts, he was fortunate to be selected to travel to Haiti with Dentists 
for Humanity through global service learning. Harsh also worked on a research project 
under the guidance of Dr. Archana Viswanath and was able to attend his first research 
conference, IADR, in San Francisco. Additionally, Harsh was a recipient of the Thomas B. 
Hunt Scholarship in the year 2018-2019 for his academic standing. One of his fondest 
memories was his externship at Holyoke Community Health Center working with pediatric 
patients.  

Harsh feels immensely grateful to have attended such a prestigious institution as Tufts. He 
owes his accomplishments to the TUSDM faculty and would like to thank and acknowledge 
them for their guidance and mentorship, notably Drs. Theano Eliopoulos, Edward Fidrocki, 
Richard Harold, Archana Viswanath, Pilar Sanchez, Ala Ali, Francois Fisselier, Alex Miele, 
William Sylvia, and Rocio Saavedra. He would also like to thank his practice administrators, 

 Louwel Luy and Allyson Santo, for everything that they do.  

Most importantly, Harsh feels extremely fortunate to have such amazing parents, Rajiv Patwari and Sneha Patwari, who were his pillars of 
support before and after admission into dental school. His parents’ work ethics motivated him to work rigorously, and he owes this 
accomplishment to them. Harsh would like to thank his dearest confidant, his girlfriend Dhara Patel, for her endless encouragement and 
constant love through these four years of school. She was nothing short of understanding through time consuming lab hours and 
tumultuous exam blocks. In addition, he would like to thank the colleagues and friends that he made at TUSDM and wishes them the best 
in their future endeavors.  

After graduating, Harsh plans to begin working in a private practice.  

“Congratulations to the Tufts University School of Dental Medicine graduating Class of 2019!”

Adriana S. Perez Carrillo, D2019

Harsh Patwari, D2019
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Lillian grew up in Springfield, Massachusetts and graduated with a B.S. degree in 
Biochemistry from Simmons College in 2015. Throughout her dental education, she 
participated in a variety of community outreach programs and served as a student Teaching 
Assistant. Lillian was fortunate to have the opportunity to volunteer with Dentists for 
Humanity in partnership with Tufts Global Service-Learning to provide dental care to 
communities in Haiti during spring break 2018 and 2019. This was one of her most 
memorable and cherished experiences at Tufts, and she plans to carry this with her in the 
future by helping the underserved population both locally and abroad. Lillian would like to 
thank Dr. Carol Yun and Dr. Soo-Woo Kim for teaching her that consistency is key when 
serving others. 

Lillian would like to thank all of the amazing faculty, staff, and fellow classmates who 
helped and supported her throughout her years at Tufts. She is forever indebted to Dr. 
Linda Marinello for her mentorship and encouragement. Dr. Marinello welcomed her with 
open arms when she needed it most when deciding what career path she was going to 
take. After shadowing Dr. Marinello in Brookline, MA in 2014, Lillian decided that dentistry 
was the career for her. She would not be the clinician she is today without Dr. Marinello. 

As many already know, getting into and, most importantly, out of dental school is not an 
easy task. Lillian would not be where she is today without the love and support of her 
family and friends. She would like to thank her parents, Trung and Kim, and sibling, Nina 
Pham, for being her biggest fans. She would like to thank Van Nguyen for his constant 
reminders that everything will be okay when she could not see the light at the end of the 

 tunnel.  

Last but not least, she would like to thank all her close friends who she could not have survived dental school without – Maria Paz, Rachel 
Kalinoski, Kim Yen Nguyen, Anne-Marie Vu, Anthony Ho, Dominic Nguyen, Matthew Nguyen, Tyler Beninati, Pouya Namiranian, and Saam 
Bozorg. All those late-night study sessions really paid off!  

Following graduation, Lillian is excited to work at a private office in the New England area.

Sandy was born in Havana, Cuba. He moved to the United States when he was eight years 
old and grew up in Miami, Florida. While working full-time at a local dental office, he 
received a B.S. degree in Biology from Florida International University. He then earned a 
Master’s in Biomedical Science from Rutgers University, where he founded the university’s 
first pre-dental society. 

During his time at Tufts, Sandy served as an active member of the Hispanic Dental 
Association, of which he became President during his fourth year. This role allowed Sandy 
to not only hone his leadership skills but also reinforced the importance of giving back to 
underserved communities. Sandy also had the pleasure of serving as a clinical teaching 
assistant for Group Practice Fairfield, providing insight and assistance to third year 
students. 

Sandy would especially like to thank his family and friends in South Florida for their 
unwavering support and for helping him along this stressful but rewarding journey. 
Without their constant encouragement and motivation, he would not be here today. Sandy 
would like to acknowledge his mother, Rita, who was a dentist in Cuba, for exposing him to 
the field and allowing him to continue her dream in America. He would also like to thank 
Dr. Alexander Trujillo for his mentorship during his pre-dental career and his constant push 
to strive for success. Sandy thanks future oral surgeon, Sammy Song (D19), for the 
everyday de-stressing gym sessions. Lastly, Sandy would like to thank his girlfriend (his 
rock) and future double Jumbo, Rachel Boschetti (D19) and her family, for the constant love 
and support throughout his dental career. “You made this journey that much sweeter!” He 

gives special thanks to Dr. Michael Boschetti (D83) for introducing him to the exciting world of digital dentistry, but more so, for being a 
constant mentor in and out of the clinic. 

Sandy would like to give special thanks to all of his classmates and the incredible faculty members at TUSDM who helped to guide him 
along the way. He would like to thank his faculty advisors within the Hispanic Dental Association, Dr. Leopoldo Correa and Dr. Martha 
Forero, for their endless guidance and assistance. Sandy would also like to thank his Fairfield Practice Coordinators, Dr. Jennifer Lipiec, 
Dr. Paul Trombly, and Dr. Colette Catalino, for tirelessly striving to make each student into a competent dental practitioner. He would like 
to extend a special thanks to Group Fairfield’s DPAs, Shauna Carty and Julie Fleck, for making sure each appointment went as smoothly as 
possible, and Patti Casey for the constant reminder of “gowns and goggles” (and all jokes aside, so much more). Lastly, Sandy would like 
to thank Dr. Ronald Davitt for his light-hearted humor before every clinic session and his invaluable life lessons. 

Upon graduating from Tufts University, Sandy plans on working in private practice in the Boston area and looks forward to fostering his 
professional development through continuing education and community outreach. “Best of luck to the Class of 2019!”

Lillian Pham, D2019

Sandy Perez, D2019
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Britney grew up in Suffolk, VA. During college, she had the opportunity to travel with a 
dental group trip to Costa Rica and Nicaragua to help the underserved communities there 
for one week. This trip solidified that dentistry was the career path for her. Britney went on 
to receive her B.A. degree in Cognitive Science with a concentration in Neuroscience from 
the University of Virginia in 2012 and her Master’s of Science in Biology from Hampton 
University in 2014.  

While at Tufts, Britney was fortunate to receive a partial scholarship that extended all four 
years. She was a proud member of several professional organizations that including the 
Student National Dental Association, Women in Dentistry, and American Association of 
Public Health Dentistry. She also took on positions as a CPR instructor and a Continuing 
Education Teaching Assistant. Throughout her time at Tufts, Britney also served as a 
bartender on weekends. 

Britney is very proud and excited to be the first doctor in her extended family. Britney 
would like to thank her parents, Edmund and Alise, for their selfless love, support, and 
sacrifice. She would like to extend her gratitude to her sister, Iman, for always being a 
sounding board to her weird thoughts and ideas. She thanks her extended family for their 
continued prayers, well-wishes, and support. She would also like to thank her friends/
classmates, Ceonna and DeAngelo, for making dental school and Boston bearable! Finally, 
Britney would like to thank God for all of the opportunities that She presented in her life. 

Britney would also like to thank Dr. Robert Kasberg for having faith in her capabilities to 
excel in dental school. She would not be here without him. She would also like to thank her Practice Coordinators, Drs. Alberto 
Sarmiento, Olympia Karacosta, and Karen Wallach, for their mentorship and guidance. Lastly, she would like to thank her Practice 
Administrators, Tommy Rivera and Jackie Kulas, for their willingness to help. 

After graduation, Britney looks forward to getting away from the cold and plans on practicing as a general dentist in Atlanta, GA. 

Dan graduated cum laude with a B.S. degree in Biology from Tufts University in 2015. 
While there, he was selected for the Charles F. Seymour, Jr. Award in 2014 for performing 
arts. At TUSDM, Dan received two merit scholarships for academic excellence and was on 
the Dean’s List in 2016 and 2018. He also worked as a preclinical teaching assistant for 
Group Practice Charlestown. In 2019, Dan was inducted into the National Dental Honor 
Society, Omicron Kappa Upsilon. 

Dan was fortunate to participate in several community outreach events, and some of his 
fondest memories were at “Team Smile” in collaboration with the Boston Red Sox, Vermont 
Dental Society’s “Special Smiles” during the Special Olympics, and the Rhode Island Oral 
Health Foundation’s “Mission of Mercy” Free Dental Clinic. Dan is a member of the Alpha 
Omega International Dental Fraternity, American Student Dental Association, and the 
Massachusetts Dental Society. 

Dan would like to recognize the faculty and staff for their dedication. He is especially 
grateful to his Charlestown Group Practice Coordinators and would like to extend sincere 
thanks to Dr. William Lobel, Dr. Denisa Stasa, Dr. David Paul, and Dr. Alex Miele for their 
guidance and support.  

Above all, Dan would like to express his gratitude to his parents, Myles and Nancy Pickar, 
and his Nana, Barbara MacKenzie, for their continued love, encouragement and 
unwavering support. He would also like to extend his sincere appreciation to his friends for 
helping to make this often-stressful journey easier – and he is so thankful that many of 

 them also became his patients in the clinic! 

 After graduation, Dan plans to pursue an Advanced Education in General Dentistry program  
 at the Providence VA Medical Center. 

 “Congratulations to the entire Class of 2019!”

Britney Pulliam, D2019

Daniel M. Pickar, D2019
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Lakshmi graduated from the University of Virginia with a B.A. in Cognitive Science. She 
always knew that she wanted to pursue a career in health care and fell in love with 
dentistry upon shadowing dentists in her hometown of Citrus County, FL. Lakshmi 
continued her education by completing a Master’s in Biomedical Sciences at Rutgers 
University Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences. She was grateful for her admission to 
Tufts University School of Dental Medicine to earn her D.M.D. degree.  

During her time at TUSDM, Lakshmi was involved in various extracurriculars, from serving 
as the Secretary of the Health and Wellness Club, teaching oral health to English as Second 
Language classes to the newly immigrant/refugee population of Boston, to being Social 
Chair of the American Association of Women Dentists. She is also grateful for her 
externship at the Boston Healthcare for the Homeless, which gave her even more insight 
into community health.  

Lakshmi would like to thank not only the faculty, but also the staff and administration for 
all their support and encouragement over the past years. She extends gratitude towards 
her Practice Coordinators, Dr. David Leader, Dr. Dara Rogers, Dr. Michael McQueen, Dr. 
Armond Enos, and Dr. Eduardo Olegario. Additionally, she would like to thank Dr. Thaisa 
Bordin and Dr. Hanna Bae for their guidance in difficult prosthodontic cases. She also 
thanks Dr. Robert Kasberg for his support and kind words during difficult times. With his 
help, she was able to continue pursuing her dreams. 

Above all, Lakshmi dedicates her degree to her parents, Dr. and Mrs. Anil and Veena Ram. 
She would not be the woman she is today without their strength, love, and encouragement. She also is grateful for her husband, Nakul 
Kadaba, who went through every competency, board exam, and licensing exam. She is lucky to have someone who stood by her side 
during some of the toughest times and encouraged her to keep going. She would also like to thank her younger sister, Aarthi Ram, for 
always being a source of laugher with every FaceTime they have. 

After graduation, Lakshmi is planning on attending the AEGD program at St. Joseph’s Health in Providence, RI in hopes of expanding her 
skills and providing comprehensive care to those in need.

Born in Muscat, Oman, Rameez and his family moved to Pakistan in 1987, where he lived 
in Karachi before venturing to Boston for dental school. 

Rameez earned his B.D.S. degree from Fatima Jinnah Dental College in 2012 before moving 
to Houston, Texas, where he served as a dental assistant in both private and community 
dental clinics. Rameez worked in conjunction with dental assistants, who were well trained 
and educated for implementing their tasks. Likewise, he got trained as an efficient 
chairside assistant and gained insight into working in a private practice setting. He also 
served as a dental assistant in community dental clinics for a year and then worked as a 
research assistant at Rice University, where his efforts were dedicated to developing a 
rapid oral-cytology brush biopsy test with a bio-nanochip sensor, which will be minimally 
invasive, efficient, and serve as an adjunct to scalpel biopsy in dental offices. Rameez 
worked at Rice University until 2016 before enrolling at Tufts University School of Dental 
Medicine. 

Rameez is extremely grateful for the tremendous opportunity to study at TUSDM and for 
the excellent academic education and clinical training he received there. He is grateful to 
all his professors and his Practice Coordinators (in no particular order), Dr. Michael 
McQueen, Dr. David Leader, Dr. Dara Rogers, Dr. Eduardo Olegario, and Dr. Armond Enos 
for tremendous support and contribution to his growth as a dental student, clinician, and 
humanitarian. 

Rameez would also like to thank his parents, Raja Maqsood Ahmed and Shaista Maqsood; 
his brother and sister in law, Zohaib Raja and Kiran Mehmood; and his sister and brother in law, Sehrish Malick and Moeed Malick, for 
their continuous support, love, and patience to hear his day to day challenges. 

After graduation, Rameez plans to work as an associate dentist before establishing his own private practice.  

Finally, Rameez wants to thank his classmates in both the IS19 and D19 classes. He wishes them all the best for their future endeavors. 

Meera (Lakshmi) Ram, D2019

Rameez Raja, DI2019
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Jossana was born in Egypt and moved to Massachusetts at the age of six. She graduated 
summa cum laude with a Bachelor of Science degree in Biochemistry from Simmons 
College in 2014. Jossana was fortunate enough to remain in Boston to begin her dental 
education at Tufts University School of Dental Medicine.

While at Tufts, Jossana was a recipient of the Dr. James B. Gallagher, Jr. A47, D49, DG68 
and Dr. Esther M. Wilkins, D49, DG66 Scholarship. Following graduation, Jossana plans to 
complete an Advanced Education in General Dentistry residency. 

First and foremost, Jossana would like to thank God for blessing her life and journey. She 
would also like to thank her parents, Maher and Eman, for the countless sacrifices they 
made to get her to this point and for their unconditional love, prayers, and continuous 
support every step of the way. Jossana would like to equally thank her older brother, 
Dr. John Rasla, for being a great role model and for his words of encouragement and advice. 

Jossana would like to extend her gratitude to all the TUSDM faculty, staff, and 
administration for their guidance and support throughout dental school. She would like to 
specifically thank the Charlestown Group Practice Coordinators, Dr. David Paul, Dr. Denisa 
Stasa, Dr. Alex Miele, and Dr. William Lobel for their constant mentorship. She is forever 
grateful for her DPAs, Tangy Person, Romell Madison, and Leila Ghorashi, for always 
putting a smile on her face and for their patience through her many requests for clinic 
scheduling. Jossana is thankful for dental assistant, Matilda Bejko, who always offered her 
an extra pair of hands and valuable advice. Jossana would also like to thank the dispensary 

staff, Jackie Roman and Ben Molla, and the radiology staff for all of their hard work and genuine kindness. She would like to extend 
appreciation to all of her clinical faculty and particularly recognize Dr. Jose Camilo Segura, Dr. Quinn Chan, Dr. Ala Ali, Dr. BiNa Oh, and 
Dr. Kanchan Ganda.

Lastly, Jossana would like to thank the friends she made at Tufts, who helped her get through these past four years. She will always 
cherish the unforgettable memories of their late-night study sessions, long days in clinic, and lab adventures.

Jossana wishes all of her classmates the best of luck in their future endeavors. “Congratulations Class of 2019!”

Roxanne earned her B.S. degree in Public Health Sciences with a minor in Psychology from 
the University of California, Irvine in 2010. She then earned her M.P.H. degree in 
Nutritional Epidemiology from Loma Linda University in 2014. While at Tufts, Roxanne 
spent her free time working as Historian for the Asian Dental Organization and as a 
contributing writer to ASDA Impressions newsletter. She served as operative teaching 
assistant (TA) to help guide fellow students in clinical procedures. She was also a student 
interviewer for the admissions department. During her fourth year, Roxanne had the 
opportunity to complete a five-week externship at the Red Logan Dental Clinic in White 
River Junction in Vermont, where she provided dental care to an underserved population. 
She also was a Continuing Education TA. 

Roxanne would like to give special thanks to Drs. Dara Rogers, Michael McQueen, David 
Leader, and Armond Enos for their invaluable guidance, wisdom, and patience throughout 
her clinical experience. In addition, she extends special thanks to Drs. Kanchan Ganda, 
Eduardo Olegario, Aidee Herman, Patrick McGarry, Duangkamol Blankenship, Hanna Bae, 
Maria Avrampou, and Frank DeCaro for their constant support and encouragement in 
developing her hand skills. Roxanne is thankful to Alyx, Caitlin, Jimmy, Tommy, Juan, 
Jessica, and Noel for keeping her organized and looking out for her.  

Roxanne was fortunate enough to make lifelong friends during her time at Tufts. She 
thanks them for their endless support, making this journey not only easier, more 
enjoyable, and rewarding, but mostly unforgettable. Roxanne would like to thank and 
congratulate her fellow pre-dental cohort – “we went through a lot our first year together 

 and have grown so much since then. Congratulations to everyone!” 

Most importantly, Roxanne would like to thank her parents, Jerry and Editha, for their unwavering love and support. Without them, she 
would never have made it to this day.  Roxanne would like to thank her sister, Eileen, for her encouragement and care packages from 
around the world. She would also like to thank her brother, Errol, for his guidance from the day she decided she wanted to go to Tufts. His 
advice and example carried her along every step of the way.  

“Congratulations Class of 2019!” 

Jossana M. Rasla, D2019

Roxanne Ramos, D2019
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Dani was born in Dominican Republic and moved to the United States in 2015. She 
graduated from the University of Massachusetts Boston in 2014 with a B.S. degree in 
Biology.  

First and foremost, Dani would like to thank her husband, Derek, for the unconditional love 
and continued support that he provided during this journey.  She would also like to thank 
her parents and her mother in law for having the patience to listen to her day-to-day 
challenges. 

Dani would like to thank her entire clinical faculty for helping her, especially her Practice 
Coordinators, Dr. Alan Epstein, Dr. Mary Karish, and Dr. Mark Caddell. She also thanks 
Dr. Albert Arcand for being a mentor and a great supporter before and during 
dental school.

Dan was born in Boston and grew up in Norwell, Massachusetts on the South Shore. He 
graduated from Boston College in 2014 with his Bachelor of Science in Biology. Dan was 
very involved with research during his time at Tufts Dental and was a Dean’s Honors 
Research Scholar throughout his four years in the program. He conducted his research with 
Dr. Carroll Ann Trotman in her Facial Animation Lab, with his projects centering around 
craniofacial abnormalities like cleft lip and palate, as well as facial paralysis. He 
participated in Bates Day for two years and had the opportunity to attend the IADR 
conference in San Francisco in 2017. While at Tufts Dental, Dan was also involved with the 
Orthodontics Club and served as a Clinical Teaching Assistant for Group Practice Back Bay. 
Dan was also thankful to be awarded the Tufts Merit Scholarship and be named on the 
Dean’s List throughout his four years in the program.  

Dan would like to extend his immense gratitude to all the faculty, staff, and fellow 
classmates who helped provide guidance and supported him throughout his time at Tufts. 
In particular, he would like to thank his Practice Coordinators, Dr. Michael McQueen, Dr. 
David Leader, Dr. Armond Enos, Dr. Dara Rogers, and Dr. Eduardo Olegario for leading by 
example and cultivating an environment that allowed him to grow as a clinical caregiver. 
He would also like to thank Dr. Trotman for providing him with a unique opportunity to 
conduct research in her Facial Animation Lab. He was also extremely fortunate to make 
such great friends at Tufts that he could count on at any time and will continue to count on 
in the future. Lastly, Dan would like to thank his family and friends, especially his father, 
Tom; mother, Joanne; and brothers, Tom and Dave, for all of their love and support over 

 the last four years. 

 After graduation, Dan will pursue a career in orthodontics, starting his residency at Tufts 
 in the summer of 2019.

Danelyn (Dani) Odette Reyes, D2019

Daniel Regan, D2019
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Arietta grew up in Leominster, Massachusetts. She received her Bachelor of Science in 
Chemistry from McGill University in Montreal, QC in 2015.   

While at Tufts Dental, Arietta was a recipient of the Tufts Merit Scholarship in 2018; NEHMDS 
Scholarship in 2016, 2017, and 2018; and the PYA Scholarship in 2016 and 2017. She 
made Dean’s List in 2016 and 2018 and was a tutor for dental students in any course 
needed throughout her four years. She was also very involved in research, receiving the 
Bates Student Research Fellowship all four years and the Research Committee Best Science 
Award in 2016. Arietta was awarded an oral presentation for her research at IADR in San 
Francisco, CA in 2016 and a poster presentation at AADR in Fort Lauderdale, FL in 2017. Her 
project focuses on basal cell carcinoma and its metabolism. In her third year, Arietta was 
secretary for the Bates Student Research Group and became co-president in her fourth year. 
Arietta also completed a health literacy course in 2017 and was awarded a Health Literacy 
Award.  

Arietta volunteered extensively throughout her community, serving on the community 
service board for Cardinal Medeiros Homeless Shelter her first two years of dental school. 
She dedicated countless hours volunteering in Give Kids a Smile Day, Special Olympics, 
Smile Share and Care, and much more. Arietta served as a founder of the One Health 
Initiative dental division at TUSDM and served as the bridge between the dental school and 
the other Tufts specialty schools. The organization focuses on interprofessional 
collaboration on the local and global scale. In her fourth year, Arietta became a clinical 
teaching assistant and served in the clinic as well as conducting interviews for the 
incoming class.  

Arietta would like to thank the faculty and staff who played a significant role in her dental education and invested their time in her 
development through the past four years. She would like to thank her Practice Coordinators, Dr. Olympia Karacosta, Dr. Alberto Sarmiento, 
and Dr. Karen Wallach, for their constant guidance and encouragement. In addition, she would like to thank her research mentor, Dr. Addy 
Alt-Holland, and dental mentors, Dr. Morton Rosenberg, Dr. Charles Rankin, Dr. Peter Arsenault, and Dr. Marcelo Suzuki.  Arietta is 
appreciative to the Group Practice Atlantic administrators, Tommy Rivera and Jackie Kulas, as well as Yury, the dental assistant, for their 
help and support.  

Above all, Arietta is incredibly grateful for her family, particularly her parents, Peter and Terrie Rigopoulos, and sister, Efstratia Rigopoulos, 
for listening to her day to day challenges and accomplishments while offering their endless love and unwavering support through it all.   

Finally, Arietta would like to thank the lifelong friends she made during her time at TUSDM for making an incredibly challenging journey 
enjoyable, filled with joy. 

Upon graduation, Arietta plans to work as a general dentist in the Greater Boston/Central Mass area. 

“Congratulations Class of 2019 and good luck with all your future endeavors!”

Born in Cuba, Lilian moved with her family to the United States and grew up in Miami, 
Florida. She graduated from Florida International University in 2014 with a B.S. degree in 
Biology and minor in Psychology.  

Four years went by in the blink of an eye, and Lilian is grateful for receiving an excellent 
education while attending TUSDM. Though the journey was not easy, she enjoyed every 
minute of it and is happy that she overcame all the obstacles to become the clinician she is 
today. During her fourth year, she was part of the Student Teaching Assistant Program and 
was able to mentor her peers during clinical procedures. She is appreciative for the 
opportunity to share her knowledge and help others when needed.  

Lilian would like to express her gratitude to her Atlantic Practice Coordinators, Drs. Alberto 
Sarmiento, Olympia Karacosta, and Karen Wallach, for their mentorship and guidance 
during her time at Tufts. In addition, she thanks Drs. Pilar Sanchez, Marcelo Suzuki, 
Francois Fisselier, Shivani Patel, Ronald Davitt, Aikaterini Kostagianni, Laurence Barron, 
Judith Goldstein, Ala Ali, and Alberto Lamberti for all their help and patience in clinic. She 
would like to acknowledge her awesome DPAs, Tommy and Jackie, for always having a 
smile on their faces. Last but not least, she’s grateful for the clinic floor assistant, Yury 
Medina, who was always there for her in clinic whether it was to assist, to listen, or to even 
have lunch.  

Lilian thanks her dental school friends for sharing this journey with her and for all the 
unforgettable memories they created together. She especially thanks Michael, a partner 

she could truly lean on and look forward coming home to. She is excited to see what the future holds for them. She gives a special shout 
out to her best friend, Zeynep, who from afar always supported her and was there with her through everything.  

Most importantly, Lilian would like to thank her mom, dad, and brother from the bottom of her heart for their unconditional love and 
support every single step of the way. She dedicates her D.M.D. degree to her parents, Isabel and Leonardo.

“Gracias Mami y Papi por darme todo y mucho más, sin ustedes no estuviera aqui hoy.” Lilian is proud to be the first doctor in her family 
and hopes to keep being a role model for her little brother, Kevin.  

 After graduation, Lilian plans to work as a general dentist in Boston for the next two years, then return to Miami where she wishes to 
open her own practice in the future.  

 “Congratulations Class of 2019, we did it!” - Officially, Dr. Reyes

Arietta M. Rigopoulos, D2019

Lilian Reyes, D2019
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Molly came to Tufts School of Dental Medicine after completing her Bachelor of Science in 
Exercise Science at the University of Delaware in 2014.  

While at Tufts, she was active in the international dental fraternity, Alpha Omega. She 
began as Treasurer second year, followed by Vice-President her third year, and finally, 
President in her final year.  

In addition to Alpha Omega, Molly participated in Give Kids a Smile as fundraising chair 
and was a clinical Teaching Assistant in her group practice. 

During her time at Tufts, Molly is most proud of her work with Alpha Omega. Not only did 
AO foster a community of colleagues that became friends, it also enabled dental students 
to volunteer throughout Boston with activities like Tooth Day, relax after tough weeks with 
Nacho Night, and thank so many Tufts employees through Pizza with the People.  

After dental school, Molly will be attending Northwestern Memorial Hospital’s General 
Practice Residency in Chicago, where she can learn more advanced procedures and freeze 
to death. Ultimately, she will be moving back to the northeast to open her own practice. 

Molly would like to thank her parents, Becky and Michael Rosen, for answering their 
phones five times a day, every day, and helping to solve every crisis and obstacle with 
unconditional support. She also thanks her brother, Zach, for always telling her exactly like 
it is and surprising her with a shipment of Kylie Cosmetics whenever she reached a 
milestone. Molly extends her thanks to her twin, Tommy Rivera, for keeping her sane on a 

daily basis and making her laugh on the toughest days; to Tookie and Michael Clark for being constant cheerleaders and referring to her 
as Dr. Mollsie long before she deserved the title; and to Jason Barella, her non-dental, wonderful boyfriend, who has no idea what she 
does but pretends it’s interesting and makes life much, much better. Last but not least, Molly would like to thank her friends, who have 
been there since preschool, and will now be forced to call her Dr. Rosen forever and ever.

Christina was born and raised in Ottawa, Canada. She attended Nova Southeastern 
University in Fort Lauderdale, where she graduated as a dean’s list recipient with a 
Bachelor of Science degree in Biology. Christina never imagined that she would move to 
Boston, MA, but that changed when she was accepted to Tufts University School of Dental 
Medicine. After graduation, Christina plans to work with her parents at their private 
practices in Canada.  

“God has more in store for you than you can even imagine,” Ephesians 3:20. First and 
foremost, Christina would like to thank God for her victories, challenges, strength, and 
courage throughout her life. She would like to thank her parents, Mike and Miranda, for 
their constant support and encouragement. She is grateful for her brother, Michael, who 
never failed to put a smile on her face during the most stressful times in dental school. She 
would also like to thank her grandmother, Marguerite, who prays endlessly for her success 
and happiness in life. Christina is grateful for her cousins, aunts, and uncles who have 
provided her with the confidence to achieve her goals.  

Christina would like to express her appreciation to everyone at TUSDM for providing her 
with an extraordinary experience. Many faculty members have played an important part in 
her journey, and she would like to extend her appreciation to them. While at Tufts, 
Christina had the opportunity to be a Clinical Student Teaching Assistant for her group 
practice, Dorchester. She found joy and purpose in helping her peers. She would like to 
thank her Practice Coordinators, Dr. Theano Eliopoulos, Dr. Edward Fidrocki, and Dr. Richard 
Harold, for their patience, kindness, and dedication to teaching.  

Tufts University is more than a school where she received her Doctor of Dental Medicine degree. Tufts is a place where Christina made 
lifelong friendships. She will never forget the laughter, the free therapy sessions, and the endless adventures. She learned to be grateful 
for what she has and to work hard for what she wants. Boston will always have a special place in her heart. Christina will cherish the 
memories and would like to congratulate the Class of 2019 for all that they accomplished. She wishes them the best of luck with their 
future endeavors!

Molly Alexandra Rosen, D2019

Christina Marguerite Rizk, D2019
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Kelly was born and raised in Cranston, RI. She received her B.S. in Biology from the 
University of Rhode Island in 2012. While applying to TUSDM in 2014/15, Kelly worked for 
the OMFS Faculty Practice, and she will always remember the support she received from 
Dr. Maria Papageorge, Dr. Constantinos Laskarides, Dr. Daniel Oreadi, and the entire oral 
surgery team as she started this journey.    

While at Tufts, Kelly was the recipient of the Tiberi Family Scholarship as well as the 
American Dental Partners Scholarship. She was an active member of the Alpha Omega 
dental fraternity as well as a member of American Association of Women Dentists and 
American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry.  

Kelly extends her deepest gratitude to Dr. Dara Rogers, who was her mentor during her four 
years at Tufts. She would also like to acknowledge all of the Back Bay faculty, along with 
Dr. Patrick McGarry, for making every appointment an opportunity to learn and for growing 
her skills as a clinician.  

Above all, Kelly would like to thank her father, mother, sister, and brother who always 
encouraged her to follow this crazy dream and who dropped everything when she needed 
them along the way. She also thanks her fiancé, Nicholas, for his unwavering support, for 
embracing this rollercoaster with her, and for always letting her tell him about teeth.  

After graduation, Kelly will be joining her fiancé and their dog, Duke, in Washington, D.C., 
where she plans to work in a group practice and advance her skills through continuing 
education.  

Kareema was born and raised on Long Island, New York and received a B.S. degree in 
Biology and a Studio Art Minor at SUNY Stony Brook in 2014. During her undergraduate 
studies, Kareema grew passionate about ceramic sculpture and found joy in the esthetics 
of fine motor skills. She also spent three years conducting research at Brookhaven National 
Laboratory with a publication in the field of neuroscience. Her passion for the sciences and 
arts led her to the field of dentistry. After acceptance into TUSDM, she was ecstatic to begin 
her four-year journey in Boston.  After graduation, Kareema plans to work at a private 
practice in New Jersey.  

During her time at TUSDM, Kareema became very involved in extracurricular activates as 
well as academia. She participated in a one-week dental service learning trip to the 
Dominican Republic and helped the underserved population. She was also a Teaching 
Assistant for the Operative and Pediatric Dentistry courses, as well as a radiology Teaching 
Assistant approving radiographs in the clinic. She was also the class liaison for the pre-
clinical Complete Dentures and Removable Partial Dentures courses. The Gross Anatomy 
course was one of her most memorable moments at Tufts. She was grateful for the honor 
and opportunity to learn directly from the human body. She will also never forget the 
bonds shared with new friends and faculty who became her mentors. 

Kareema would like to thank her family for all the support they gave her as the first 
aspiring dentist in the family. She would also like to thank the faculty at TUSDM for 
shaping her into who she is today. She would like to especially thank her Group Exeter 
Practice Coordinators, Dr. Alan Epstein, Dr. Mary Karish, and Dr. Mark Caddell, for helping 

her build the core of her career. She would also like to thank Dr. Mahnaz Raissi, Dr. Dean Cohen, Dr. Laurence Barron, Dr. Marcelo Suzuki, 
Dr. Huda Stipho, Dr. Richard Doff, Dr. Brendan Prindiville, and Dr. Hugo Campos for tremendously aiding in her growth as a student. Last 
but not least, she would like to thank her roommate, classmate, and one of her best friends, Mona Hovaizi, for always being there for her. 
Kareema’s dental school experience wouldn’t be the same without her and all of the meaningful friendships she has built with her all of 
her classmates. 

“Congratulations Class of 2019, you made it!”

Kelly Ruggieri, D2019

Kareema Roushdy, D2019
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Shivani was born in New York City and raised in the small Midwest town of Portage, 
Michigan. She played on the Women’s Ice Hockey team and earned her Bachelor of Science 
degree in Neuroscience from the University of Michigan in 2012. Shivani went on to 
complete her Master’s of Science in Medical Science at Boston University, where her 
research was published in the “Journal of Cerebral Blood Flow and Metabolism.”   

During her time at Tufts University School of Dental Medicine, Shivani enjoyed planning 
events as one of the class social chairs. Shivani was on the Dean’s List during her first and 
third year and received a Merit Scholarship. In her last year of school, Shivani participated 
in the Summer Research Fellowship Program, where her project on “The Use of Mouth-
Guards by Collegiate Athletes” is aimed to be presented at the International Association for 
Dental Research in Vancouver, Canada after graduation.  

Shivani would like to give a heart-warming “thank you” to the Atlantic Group Practice 
Clinic, as her time there would not have been full of laughs without Dr. Alberto Sarmiento, 
Dr. Olympia Karacosta, Dr. Karen Wallach, Yury, Lindita, Tommy, Jackie, and her fellow 
classmates, especially Dan Chen and Rushie Patel who she met in first year anatomy lab. 
Shivani will never forget the long hours in Preclin with all the fantastic people of Group 3 
and the K row and the fun show nights with her Tufts crew. Shivani would like to sincerely 
express gratitude to the faculty who made an everlasting impact on her dental career, 
including Drs. Britta Magnuson, Pilar Sanchez, Rocio Saavedra, Ronald Davitt, Shivani 
Patel, Marcelo Suzuki, Dean Cohen, and Vasiliki Tsakalelli. 

Shivani grew up in a family of medical doctors and will be the first in her family to become a dentist. She is very thankful for her family’s 
support in her pursuit of her dental degree, including her parents, Drs. Marguerite and Sharma Saith; her siblings, Sunil, Shivan, Sunita, 
and Sanja;, and her late great aunt, Lucille, who was Shivani’s driving force to perform her best in school.  

After graduation, Shivani will be completing a General Practice Residency at Cornell University. Shivani feels honored to be a part of the 
Class of 2019 and wishes only the best for her colleagues in their future endeavors.

Mia graduated with a Bachelor of Science degree in Biology from Bay Path University in 
Longmeadow, Massachusetts in 2015.  

During her time at TUSDM, Mia participated in the Women in Leadership Forum as a 
committee member and the Italian Dental Association as a board member. She was also a 
Tufts ASDA Advocacy Committee member, an ASDA Pre-dental Day speaker, and an 
Orientation Leader. She volunteered at Sharewood Dental Project, Urban Turkey Drive, 
Women’s Lunch Place, and Special Olympics. In addition, Mia was a member to the 
American Association of Public Health Dentistry and Asian Dental Organization. Mia was 
also a recipient of the Thomas B. Hunt Scholarship.

Mia’s most memorable academic experiences all shared the theme of camaraderie, 
compassion, and encouragement shown from those around her. The highlight of Mia’s time 
at TUSDM was the incredible bond made between her peers and faculty members. The 
most exciting event that Mia remembers is during her complete denture competency when 
a fire was accidentally set. 

Through the years, many supported Mia in her academic career. Mia would like to thank all 
her preclinical and clinical faculty for their guidance. Mia would like to especially thank 
Dr. Richard Doff for his mentorship and positivity in clinic and Dr. Dongwoo Park for his 
mentorship in prosthodontics. Mia would like to thank and dedicate her achievements to 
her parents, Raffaele and Xinh Russo. Without their hard work and sacrifice, Mia would not 
have reached her goal. Mia would also like to thank her fiancé, Mark, for being her  

 motivation and for being a “good” distraction from her school work. Mia would like to 
 especially thank her family and friends for their continuous support. 

 Long-term, Mia would like to further improve her patient care and focused on over-all 
 comprehensive treatment. After graduation, Mia’s plan is to work as an associate dentist 
 back near her home town in Massachusetts.

Shivani Saith, D2019

Mia Francesca Russo, D2019
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Nada was born and raised in Astoria, Queens. She attended Vassar College and earned a 
B.A. Degree in Biology in May of 2013. While at Tufts, Nada was an active member of the 
Student Professionalism and Ethics Association as well as the Health and Wellness Club. 
She was also a recipient of the Thomas B. Hunt Scholarship. 

Nada comes from a large family and wishes to thank them for their unwavering support 
and love. She especially wants to thank her mother, whose strength in life is an inspiration 
to her. She also wishes to thank her husband who weathered every high and low of life and 
dental school with her. Additionally, she would like to thank her Charlestown Group 
Practice Coordinators and faculty for consistently providing a positive and supportive 
environment that builds confidence and competence. Lastly, she wishes to thank her close 
friends, Meghan Kelley, Arietta Rigopoulos, and Kayleigh Mort. After graduation, Nada 
plans to reunite with her family in New York and start a general practice residency at 
Harlem Hospital Center. 

Born and raised in Tehran, Iran, Soroush and his family moved to the United States in 
pursuit of educational opportunities and excellence. Soroush earned a B.S. degree in 
Biology from the University of Georgia in 2013 and an M.S. degree in Molecular and 
Cellular Biology from Georgia State University in 2015.  

While at Tufts, Soroush served many roles to further refine his educational, leadership, and 
research skills. He co-founded the Tufts Dental Entrepreneurship Club and served as the 
President of Persian Association of Student Dentists & Dentists. He conducted research in 
the fields of Public Health, Dental Biomaterials, and Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery. Soroush 
treasures his experiences and memories while serving remote communities in Jamaica for 
two consecutive years. He valued his teaching experience by serving as a teaching 
assistant in the OMFS Clinic and as a CPR instructor.  

Soroush was recognized for his dedication to the field of Oral Surgery and awarded the 
Dr. James E. Royer Scholarship, D78, Endowed Scholarship. After graduation, he will be 
starting an internship position in Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery at the University 
of Cincinnati.  

Soroush owes a debt of gratitude to his parents and family for their sacrifices, support, and 
wisdom. He attributes his clinical knowledge and confidence to the preclinical and clinical 
floor faculty. He thanks the OMFS attendings and residents, who allowed him to fuel his 
passion and mentored him closely. He would like to thank Drs. Joey Chang, Ruby Ghaffari, 
Kanchan Ganda, Gerard Kugel, John Morgan, Daniel Oreadi, Christina Pastan, Steven Rubin, 

 and Mark Gonthier among many others for always keeping their doors open. He also  
 sends big love to his friends who made Boston feel like home, shared life experiences, and  
 made this the sweetest chapter yet. 

 “Congratulations to everyone in the Class of 2019.”

Nada Mohamed Samra, D2019

Soroush Samimi, D2019
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Zamone, native of Columbus, Ohio, graduated in 2015 with a B.S. in Biology from The Ohio 
State University. During her time at TUSDM, she had a record of leadership, service, and 
research. She represented her class in a four-year term on the Student Promotions 
Committee, where she helped uphold the academic integrity of TUSDM. During her second 
year, Zamone served as president of the Student National Dental Association (SNDA) and 
led the organization’s first global service-learning trip to Leogane, Haiti. Zamone is a 
member of the Robert R. Andrews Honor Society and four-year recipient of the Tufts Dean’s 
Research Scholars Scholarship. She conducted research for over 8 years, both domestically 
and abroad, on topics ranging from efficacy of bioactive dental cements to cancer biology. 
Zamone participated in the Bates Student Research Day each year of her dental school 
career and presented her research at the AADR Boston Section in Fall 2018. In her clinical 
years, Zamone served as a Pre-Doctoral Clinical Liaison, striving to ensure that students 
and patients have positive and educational clinical experiences. She played a small role in 
planning the historic 150th anniversary of TUSDM through her work with the Time Capsule 
Committee. In her free time, Zamone enjoys watching her alma mater dominate in football 
(Go Bucks!), cooking, exercising, solving jigsaw puzzles, and exploring art museums. 
Zamone is honored to be member of the Jumbo family and grateful to her family for their 
unending love and support. Without her parents, grandparents, sisters, aunts, uncles, and 
cousins, this graduation would not be possible—they have pushed her to be the best that 
she can be. Following graduation, Zamone plans to continue her education in an oral 
surgery residency.

Kendall is from Macon, Georgia. He graduated from Morehouse College in Atlanta, Georgia 
in 2015 with a Bachelor of Science degree in Biology and a Bachelor of Arts degree in 
Spanish. At Morehouse, he held multiple leadership positions in the student organization 
Health Careers Society; first as Vice President, then later President of the Pre-Dental wing 
of the organization. 

At Tufts, Kendall was a member of the Student National Dental Association. He served as 
the organization’s Treasurer during the 2015-2016 academic year. During this time, the 
SNDA had one of the largest grossing years of revenue and were able to organize several 
high-profile events for the school including Impressions Day and the annual Black History 
Month Dinner. 

Standout clinical moments for Kendall included working with patients who had not gone to 
the dentist in several years, who had questionable prognoses, and watching a dramatic 
improvement to their oral hygiene over the course of treatment. He saw how much a 
patient’s health and quality of life improves when they feel that their provider has their 
interest in heart. He also learned that gold crowns are pretty cool. 

After graduating from Tufts, Kendall aims to practice in Georgia and work with under-
served communities. Working with the patient populations in the Tufts clinic and on his 
externship gave him insight to the need of all people for quality healthcare. 

Kendall would like to thank his family their constant support. He also extends his gratitude 
to Dr. Jeanette Sabir-Holloway, Associate Dean Robert Kasberg, and Assistant Dean 

 Dr. Michael Thompson for their academic guidance and willingness to lend an ear during 
 his matriculation. 

Alexandria Zamone Sawyer, D2019 

Kendall T. Sands, D2019
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Meghana was born and raised in Manalapan, New Jersey. She graduated from Emory 
University with a B.A. degree in Economics in 2015.  

Meghana would like to express her sincere gratitude to the entire Tufts faculty, especially 
her Practice Coordinators, Dr. Michael McQueen, Dr. David Leader, Dr. Dara Rogers, and 
Dr. Eduardo Olegario, for their unwavering support and mentorship. She would also like 
to thank Alyx, Jimmy, and Caitlin in Back Bay Clinic for helping her every day! 

Throughout her four years at Tufts, Meghana was involved in several organizations. She 
was involved with South Asian Medical and Dental Association for all four years and was 
co-president during her fourth year. Meghana was also the D20 Liaison, where she guided 
and helped the Class of 2020 transition into dental school and assisted with hosting 
Orientation Week. She enjoyed bringing her peers together by coordinating social events 
for all classes through her involvement with Alpha Omega Fraternity and with class and 
clinic social planning. 

Most of all, Meghana would like to thank her parents and brother for their unwavering love 
and encouragement. Their nurturing support guided her through every major decision and 
pursuit of her goals. Meghana will be continuing her education at a General Practice 
Residency.

Meghana Sharma, D2019

Paul grew up in Winchester, Massachusetts and graduated from Northeastern University 
with a B.S. degree in Behavioral Neuroscience in 2012. He then worked as a clinical 
research coordinator for the Pain Imaging Team at Boston Children’s Hospital for three 
years before attending Tufts. Paul comes from a family of passionate dentists including his 
mother, father, and late grandfather, all of whom inspired his career.   

During his time at Tufts, Paul was involved in a number of community outreach programs, 
in which he took great pride. In the summer of 2017, he supported the Tufts Teachers & 
High School Students (TAHSS) Program as a dental course instructor and student mentor to 
eager high school students. In early 2017, he served on the executive board to help to 
initiate the first ever “Give Kids A Smile Day” at TUSDM in 2017 – a free day of dental 
services dedicated to the disadvantaged populations across the Boston area. He later 
became the general project co-manager for the subsequent 2018 event.  

Paul would like to express his sincere gratitude towards all of the faculty and staff 
members who supported his academic, professional, and personal growth during his time 
at TUSDM. Without their mentorship, guidance, and patience, he would not be where he is 
today. First, he would like to thank his Practice Coordinators, Drs. Michael McQueen, Dara 
Rogers, David Leader, Eduardo Olegario, and Armond Enos, for their constant support and 
guidance in the Back Bay Group Practice. Paul would also like to thank all of the preclinical 
and clinical instructors he worked with over the years who lent their expertise, kept him on 
his toes, and helped shape him into the clinician he is today. Paul also wishes to thank 
Dr. Martha Forero for sharing her inspiring and unwavering dedication to community 

outreach throughout the GKAS projects and for being a pleasure to work with. Paul also wishes to thank the teaching faculty, radiology, 
dispensary, and DPA staff for their tireless commitment and for making the day-to-day life of dental school all the more enjoyable. 

Lastly, Paul would like to give a special thanks to his friends and family and their enduring support throughout his dental school journey. 

Following graduation, Paul plans to practice as a general dentist, continue to give back to the community, and eventually join his family 
practice. 

Paul Serrano, D2019
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Courtney was born and raised in Rumford, RI. She graduated magna cum laude from 
Merrimack College in North Andover, MA in 2015 with a B.S. degree in Biology and minors 
in Chemistry and Spanish.  

While at Tufts, Courtney was a member of the American Association of Women Dentists. 
She also worked in the preclinical and clinical lab as a lab assistant her third and 
fourth year.   

Courtney would like to express her gratitude to the Tufts faculty, especially her 
Charlestown Practice Coordinators, Dr. David Paul, Dr. Denisa Stasa, Dr. Alex Miele, and 
Dr. William Lobel for their constant support and mentorship and for teaching her how to 
be a better clinician. She would also like to thank her DPAs, Tangy Person, Romell Madison, 
and Leila Ghorashi, as well as her supervisors, Paula Callahan and Patti Casey, for all their 
hard work and help behind the scenes. Courtney would like to thank Jackie Roman, Ben 
Molla, and Matilda Bejko for their encouragement and unwavering enthusiasm in clinic 
every day. Courtney would also like to thank her clinical professors, Dr. Jose Camilo 
Segura, Dr. Quinn Chan, Dr. BiNa Oh, Dr. Ala Ali, Dr. Nitu Singh, and Dr. Judith Goldstein, 
for their immeasurable clinical teaching experiences and their unconditional support.  

Courtney would like to thank the amazing friends she made in dental school, who became 
her family these past four years and who made countless study sessions and clinical 
laboratory work more enjoyable. She would also like to thank her non-dental friends, Haley 
Rotondo, Tyla Collier, and Lauren Bristol, for keeping her in touch with the real world and 

still loving her after the countless “sorry, I’m busy” texts sent during dental school. Courtney would also like to thank Ignacio Farias for 
being by her side throughout dental school, for listening to her always talk about teeth, and for his faithful love and support.  

Above all, Courtney would like to thank God for gracing her with opportunities she never thought imaginable. Courtney’s journey through 
dental school would not have been possible without the unwavering support, encouragement, and prayers from her parents, Celia and 
Carlos. “Mom and Dad, thank you for everything you have done for me over the years. Thank you for constantly pushing me to be the best 
version of myself and for never telling me my dreams were too big. I dedicate this degree to both of you.” Lastly, Courtney would like to 
thank her brother, Dr. Brandon Silva, for being a constant role model growing up and for inspiring her to pursue a career in the health 
sciences. Courtney will be the first dentist in her family. 

After graduation, Courtney plans to work in private practice in Rhode Island.

Courtney Elizabeth Silva, D2019

Peng was born and raised in China and earned her B.D.S. degree from Zhengzhou 
University, her M.S. Degree from Kunming Medical University, and her Ph.D. degree from 
Shanghai Jiaotong University in China before she obtained a postdoctoral research 
position in Chicago and then was accepted into the IS program at Tufts University School 
of Dental Medicine. 

Above all, Peng would like to thank her mother and father; her husband, Yougang Zhai; 
and her lovely son, Ryan Zhai, for their unwavering love and support.  

While at Tufts, Peng continued with her research passion and presented at Bates Day as 
well as the IADR meetings. She would like to thank Dr. Gerard Kugel, Dr. Ronald Perry, Dr. 
Duong Tran, and Ms. Katie Dunn for their guidance.  

Peng also served as a teaching assistant for the pre-doctoral clinical Operative Dentistry 
class, as well as serving as the lab safety assistant who works as the monitor of the pre-
clinic labs during weekends and after hours. She would like to thank Ms. Paula Callahan 
and Ms. Patti Casey for their consistent help and support. 

Also, Peng wants to show special appreciation to Dr. Ronald Perry who gave her the chance 
to become a member of Tufts’ big family, and she extends her best wishes to all the 
members of the International Student Program Class of 2019.  

Peng would like to express sincere gratitude to all the faculty and staff at Tufts who taught, 
shared with, and guided her from the very first day. She wants to thank her Exeter Group 

Practice family, Dr. Mark Caddell, Dr. Mary Karish, and Dr. Alan Epstein, as well as faculty members, Drs. Thaisa Bordin, Steven Eisen, 
Marcelo Suzuki, Nopsaran Chaimattayompol, Dongwoo Park, Tijana Stijacic, Melani Kapetanakos, Francois Fisselier, Peter Arsenault, 
Richard Doff, Brendan Prindiville, Duangkamol Blankenship, Huda Stipho, Pilar Sanchez, Joey Chang, and all the staff for their valuable 
support. 

After graduation, Peng plans to work as a general dentist in North Carolina or Massachusetts. 

Peng Shi, DI2019
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Ku was born in Burma/Myanmar. Ku graduated from University of Dental Medicine, 
Mandalay with good standing and earned a B.D.S. degree in 2011. In 2012, she decided to 
move to the United States of America, where she could learn more advanced dental 
knowledge and technology than she was able to learn in Myanmar. She enrolled in 
Pasadena City College’s 2-year Dental Laboratory Technology Program to improve her 
technology knowledge and skills. Upon her graduation in 2015, she was awarded the 
Advanced Restorative Institute Clinical Excellence Award.   

Ku passed both the R.G. and Ceramist CDT written exam and worked as a dental ceramist 
until she was accepted to the 30-month International Student Program Class of 2019 of 
Tufts University School of Dental Medicine in 2017. While at Tufts, Ku was awarded the 
academic Merit Scholarship in both 2017 and 2018. She was also named on the Dean’s 
Honor List throughout her years in the program. Ku served as an operative and fixed 
prosthodontics teaching assistant as well as a lab safety assistant. She was first in her 
class for cumulative rank from 2017-2018. She was grateful to participate in Clinical 
Esthetics Honors program at TUSDM.  

 Ku has been blessed with the unconditional love and support of her parents, U Tin Soe and 
Daw May Khine Oo. Ku really appreciates the sacrifices and support of her life partner, 
Nann Chan Chan Aye. She is very thankful for the opportunity given to her through her 
acceptance into the program by Dr. Jeanette Sabir-Holloway, Director of Admissions, 
Recruitment, and Outreach, and Dr. Ronald Perry, Director of the International Student 
Program. Tufts is like a family to Ku, and she cannot thank enough the following faculty and 

staff for their knowledge, wisdom, and love: her Preclin Daddy, Dr. Iqbal Singh; Medicine master, Dr. Kanchan Ganda; her lab life savers, 
Paula Callahan and Patti Casey; Dorchester Group PCs, Dr. Edward Fidrocki, Dr. Theano Eliopoulos, and Dr. Richard Harold; each and 
every Operative Dentistry faculty member, including Dr. David Bardwell and Dr. Peter Arsenault; the Prosthodontics faculty, including Dr. 
Hanna Bae and Dr. Konstantinos Vazouras; Dr. Stephen Hsu; the Periodontology faculty; the Endodontics faculty; and Dr. Nopsaran 
Chaimattayompol and Dr. Aikaterini Papathanasiou for giving her a chance to be part of Esthetic Honors Program. Moreover, Ku is 
thankful for her best friend, Zarmina Khan; entertaining roommate, Selassie Kumapley; Class of IS19 and D19; and for the opportunity to 
meet such amazing staff from Tufts. She does not think she could do it without them. Her life was easy and elevated thanks to all of their 
support. She will never forget this experience in her life. 

Ku promises she will try to improve dentistry by improving herself every day to give better quality of care to her patients. Most likely she 
will be practicing dentistry as a general dentist in Seattle, Washington after graduation. Her aim is to become a successful prosthodontist 
one day.

Kumudra (Ku) Soe, DI2019

Originally from Longmeadow, MA, Ben graduated with an A.B. from Harvard University and 
extended his studies at the Johns Hopkins School of Public Health, where he earned a 
Master of Science. At Hopkins, Ben was immersed in a research-based thesis project, later 
to be published in the Biology of Reproduction in 2014, while continuing his Division 1 
lacrosse career.  

Ben returned to Boston and spent three years as the Defensive Coordinator of the Harvard 
men’s lacrosse team. Ben continued his lacrosse career during dental school, competing in 
multiple World and European championships as a member of the Israeli National team.  

Ben matriculated at TUSDM in 2015 after marrying the love of his life, Kelsey. Ben is so 
thankful for having Kels as his partner in life; none of this would matter without her. And 
they had a baby boy in January, Ryder! 

At TUSDM, Ben served as the class president for four years. Ben was on multiple task 
forces appointed by the Dean including the search committee for the new Dean of TUSDM. 
Ben served as the head TA for Craniofacial Function for three years in addition to being a 
Medicine Mind Map and Clinical TA. Ben was the Assistant Course Director for Introduction 
to Dentistry in the MBS program for the past two years. He was awarded with the William 
W. and Usha N. Sellers Scholarship Award and the American College of Dentists Award. 

Ben performed multiple projects in the field of educational research with his mentors, 
Dr. Nadeem Karimbux and Dr. Irina Dragan. His project was recognized with the ADEA 
Student Group Educational Research Award and was presented at the 2018 ADEA Annual 

Meeting. Ben also earned the opportunity to be in the ADEA Academic Dental Career Fellowship Program (ADCFP). As an ADCFP fellow, 
Ben presented at the 2019 ADEA Annual Meeting. Following graduation, Ben will enroll in the Harvard Orthodontics Program. 

Ben would like to thank his mom and dad for their undying support, love, and values. He would like to thank his brother, Dave, for his 
perspective and moments of levity and his late brother, Bubba, for galvanizing his dedication and purpose to helping others. Ben thanks 
his Eboard, Nari, John, Ashley, and Ramin, for being a great team and special group, “some of the strongest class leadership the school 
has ever seen.” Ben would like to thank the Breakfast Club, Alex and Mike, for making exam blocks and post-exam celebrations some of 
his favorite parts of dental school. 

Ben is forever grateful to Dr. Vangel Zissi for constant support and friendship. He would also like to thank Dr. “Mama” Joanne Falzone for 
always being in his corner. Ben thanks Dr. Steven Rubin and Dr. Christina Pastan for their mentorship as well as Deans Huw Thomas, 
Robert Kasberg, Michael Thompson, and Nadeem Karimbux for demonstrating such strong leadership and professionalism. In the 
Dorchester clinic, Ben thanks Drs. Richard Harold, Edward Fidrocki, and Theano Eliopoulos for their guidance and instruction.  

Finally, Ben would like to thank the D19 class for inspiring him every day.

Ben Smith, D2019
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Jake was born in Seoul, Korea and moved to the United States in 7th grade. He earned his 
B.S. in Anthropology at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. Before enrolling at Tufts 
University, Jake completed a one-year M.A. in Biology at Oakland University in Michigan. 

While at Tufts Dental, Jake had the privilege of serving as a Teaching Assistant for 
Radiology and Fixed Prosthodontics. Jake wanted to help the underclassmen in the same 
way that he was assisted by upperclassmen during his time at Tufts. He wishes the best for 
D20, D21, and D22 classes and hopes that they have as great of a learning experience at 
Tufts as he did. Jake was a recipient of the Leena A. Desai, DI95, and Anand B. Bhatt 
Endowed Scholarship. After graduation, Jake plans to work in Michigan as a general 
dentist. 

Jake would like to thank his brother, Gerald Son, and parents, Alex Son and Jin-Su Son, for 
their unconditional support and love. He would also like to thank Drs. Alan Epstein, Mary 
Karish, and Mark Caddell for their care in their students’ professional and personal 
development. Jake also extends his gratitude to Drs. Pilar Sanchez, Francois Fisselier, and 
Duangkamol Blankenship for sharing their knowledge of prosthodontics. Lastly, he would 
like to thank the previously graduated students, Tim Kim, Benjamin Kim, and Tiffany Ngo 
for their guidance and support.

Jake Son, D2019

David Eleazer Somoza-Valle, son of David M. Somoza and Marcia Somoza, was born and 
raised in Miami, Florida. David obtained his A.A. in Chemistry at Miami Dade College, 
during which he also did stem cell research with Dr. Ian McNiece at the University of Miami. 
David then pursued a Bachelor’s of Science degree in molecular biology at the University of 
Wisconsin. Returning to Miami, David worked as a middle and high school science teacher 
for one year. It was at this point in his life where he was introduced to dentistry as a career 
by his friend, Krysten Herrero (D18). He then pursued a Masters in Biomedical Science at 
Barry University. 

At Tufts, David was the class Ethics, Professionalism, and Citizenship (EPC) Committee 
representative for all four years. During his third and fourth year at Tufts, he was the Editor-
in-Chief for Tufts ASDA newsletter. David also volunteered during his time at Tufts. Outside 
of school, he had the opportunity to shadow Dr. Myron Allukian and develop an 
appreciation for dental public health. He has also been a part of the Boston Healthcare 
Fellowship. Besides attending dental school, David also worked part-time at Lacoste and 
at Luke’s Lobster. 

David will be the first dentist in his family. Firstly, he wants to thank God. He would like to 
thank his parents for all the sacrifices they made in order for him to pursue his dream and 
ambitions. They taught him the meaning of sacrifice, love, patience, and selflessness. He 
would like to thank his sister, Andrea Somoza, for always being there to support him and 
always providing comic relief during stressful time. “Quiero decir gracias a mi familia 
(Mi abuelita, Tio Napoleon, Tio Adan, Tio Juan) por su apoyo y amor.” 

A journey without friends is like eating a dish with no flavor. At this time, David would like to thank those that made his journey at Tufts 
memorable. He would like to thank his best friend, Kimyen Nguyen, for the kindness that she showed him all throughout the years (Trời ời). 
He also thanks Anne-Marie Vu for always being thoughtful and encouraging. He is thankful for the friends he made along the way, Jake 
Son, Angie Yau, Leon Tuberman, Anthony Ho, Abeire Nirh, Eric Thee, and Amber Lu. Lastly, he would like to thank Alison Hayashi for her 
continued love and support. Lastly, he would like to thank the faculty that have helped him grow as a clinician, Dr. David Paul, Dr. Denisa 
Stasa, Dr. William Lobel, Dr. Alex Miele, Dr. Iqbal Singh, Dr. Quinn Chan, Dr. BiNa Oh, Dr. Ala Ali, and Dr. Elinor Alon.  

“Para atrás, ni para tomar impulso.”

David Eleazer Somoza-Valle, D2019
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Justin grew up in Knoxville, Tennessee.  He graduated from the University of Miami in 2015 
with a Bachelor of Science degree in Microbiology and Immunology. Immediately following 
his graduation, Justin packed away his shorts and sunscreen and moved north to begin his 
dental career at Tufts.   

Justin established a strong interest in dentistry early in his undergraduate career, which 
developed into a love and passion for the career throughout his years at Tufts. While at 
Tufts, Justin was involved and held leadership positions in a variety of social clubs and 
dental organizations. He actively participated in many of the community service 
opportunities offered at Tufts. 

Justin is extremely grateful and fortunate for the opportunity to study and begin the pursuit 
of his dreams in the dental field at Tufts. He would like to thank the Back Bay Practice 
Coordinators, Dr. Michael McQueen, Dr. David Leader, Dr. Dara Rogers, Dr. Armond Enos, 
and Dr. Eduardo Olegario, for providing an outstanding learning environment and helping 
to establish a solid foundation on which to develop into a well-rounded dentist. He would 
like to also thank all of the faculty across all of the undergraduate departments for all of 
the knowledge and practical skills they spent their time passing on to all of the students. 

Most importantly, Justin would like to give a special thanks to all of his friends and family 
for such an incredible amount of love and support through his many years of education. His 
mother and sisters were a huge influence on his success every step of the way. Above all, 
Justin would like to give a special thanks to his father, who provided an immense amount 

 of support, guidance, and advice on a daily basis. None of this would be possible without him. 

 After graduation, Justin plans to work in private practice while continuing to expand on his  
 knowledge of dentistry. “Congratulations Class of 2019 and best of luck in everything to come!”

Justin Spiegelman, D2019

Samuel was born and raised in Daytona Beach, FL. He graduated from Coker College in 
2015, where he earned his Bachelor of Arts degree in Pre-Medical Biology. During his time 
at Coker College, Samuel was a member of the baseball team and was fortunate enough to 
be able to make it to the 2013 Division II College World Series in Cary, North Carolina. 

From a young age, Samuel was always interested in pursuing a career in a healthcare field 
where he could work with his hands to treat and heal others. The aspects of creativity and 
physics drew him into the world of dentistry. 

During his time at Tufts, Samuel was fortunate to be a part of various organizations. The 
OMFS Club provided him a place to discover his path into specializing in Oral and 
Maxillofacial Surgery, where he could seek advice from previous students who went 
through the same application process.  

Samuel is thankful for his older brother, Benjamin, who is an alumnus of TUSDM. He is 
thankful for all the guidance and mentorship Benjamin provided him throughout his 
journey in dental school. 

Samuel is also grateful to his Practice Coordinators, Dr. David Paul, Dr. Denisa Stasa, and 
Dr. Alex Miele, for their help and guidance during his time in the Charlestown Group 
Practice. He would also like to thank Dr. Joanne Falzone, Dr. Charles Rankin, Dr. Joey 
Chang, and Dr. Steven Rubin for their support in pursuing his dreams at Tufts University. 
Last but not least, Samuel would like to thank his family and friends for their endless love 
and understanding. 

 Following graduation, Samuel will be continuing his education in Oral and 
 Maxillofacial Surgery. 

Samuel Song, D2019
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Lydia was raised in Portland, Maine and earned her B.S. degree in Biology from the 
University of New Hampshire in 2015. During her time at TUSDM, Lydia served as both 
Secretary and Vice President of the American Association of Women Dentists (AAWD) and 
attended the 2018 National Conference, which provided her many opportunities to network 
and meet exceptional women dentists. Lydia also participated in numerous community 
outreach programs to increase public awareness of oral health issues and also enjoyed 
being a clinic TA in her fourth year as well as a Medicine course TA. She was the recipient 
of a Merit Scholarship from 2016 through 2019.  

Lydia would like to sincerely thank the faculty and staff at Tufts, especially the Charlestown 
Practice Coordinators, Dr. David Paul, Dr. William Lobel, Dr. Alex Miele, and Dr. Denisa 
Stasa, for their mentorship and knowledge. Their teachings led her to become a more 
confident provider. Lydia knows her accomplishments would not have been possible 
without her parents, Jane and Tom Stegemann, who provided endless encouragement and 
guidance and helped inspire her to pursue dentistry. In addition, her fiancé, Jake Strong, 
gave her continuous love, support, patience, and the ability to stay grounded even when 
things were stressful. She also is exceptionally grateful to her friends who helped make 
even the toughest times full of laughs.  

Lydia plans to complete a residency program in general dentistry after graduation and 
return to her home state of Maine to practice.

Lydia Stegemann, D2019

Alexander was raised in Fairfield, CT and graduated with a B.A. in Biology from Connecticut 
College in 2012. He then went in to work in real estate and intern at the Brush and Floss 
Dental Center in Stratford, CT. Alexander realized his calling was dentistry at a young age, 
and he credits his late mother as his inspiration and drive. 

During his time at Tufts, Alexander grew both professionally and personally due to the 
numerous experiences and relationships he developed. He would like to thank the entire 
Tufts faculty and staff. Alexander was fortunate to be part of Group Practice Exeter, where 
he worked alongside wonderfully talented classmates. He is especially thankful for his 
Practice Coordinators, Drs. Alan Epstein, Mary Karish, and Mark Caddell, as their 
encouragement, support, and guidance helped shape him into a compassionate, 
thoughtful, and competent provider. He also wants to extend a special thanks to Dr. Jeffrey 
Hoos for his guidance, support, and wisdom throughout the years. 

Alexander’s Tufts experience would not have been complete without his close friends. He 
wishes all of his friends happiness, health, and success in their futures. He is especially 
thankful for “The Breakfast Club,” a study group which would meet before sunrise the 
morning of every exam. “Thank you, Ben and Mike, for studying, and more importantly, 
laughing with me.” 

He would also like to thank his father, Bart, and two brothers, Andrew and Adam, for their 
love and support throughout his journey to become a dentist. He is nothing short of proud 
to have three of them by his side. 

Above all, Alex would like to thank Sarah, his best friend and fiancée. Without her unconditional support, he would not have been able to 
succeed and withstand the trying times. Success is nice, but it means nothing without love. 

After graduation, Alexander plans to complete a residency in general dentistry.

Alexander Stanco, D2019
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Taylor comes from a family of dentists. His father, Michael, and uncle, Paul, are general dentists, 
and his grandfather, Robert, was an orthodontist.  

Taylor attended Villanova University, where he received a B.S. degree in Biology and played 
baseball. After graduating in 2013, he attended the Rutgers Graduate School of Biomedical 
Science, where he received a Master of Biomedical Sciences degree with a concentration in 
Oral Biology.  

While at Tufts, Taylor pursued a few of his passions, including implant dentistry. He was President 
of the Tufts Implant Club. Taylor was specially selected to participate in the first ever Pre-Doctoral 
Implant Placement Program and was one of the first ever undergraduate dental students to place 
implants at Tufts. Taylor’s participation and efforts in both the club and the program greatly 
expanded the student population’s exposure to implant dentistry.  

Taylor was also an active member in the Hispanic Dental Association, through which he participated 
in and organized two global service-learning trips to the Dominican Republic, where students had 
the opportunity to provide dental care to those in need. The trips were gratifying and rewarding and 
were the experience of a lifetime, and certainly a highlight of Taylor’s dental school career.  

Taylor would very much like to thank his Group Dorchester Practice Coordinators, Dr. Edward 
Fidrocki, Dr. Richard Harold, and Dr. Theano Eliopoulos, for their instrumental tutelage. Taylor 
would also like to thank his D.R. trip family, Dr. Leopoldo Correa, Dr. James Theodore, Dr. Laurence 
Barron, Dr. Boris Bacanurschi, Dr. Katie Talmo, Dr. Stephany Cordero, and Dr. Gregory Kosmidis. 
The knowledge, experience, and friendship that he gained from then were truly special. Taylor 
would also like to thank his Implant mentors, Dr. Irina Dragan, Dr. Konstantinos Vazouras, and 
Dr. Ekaterini Antonellou, for enabling Taylor to pursue his dreams to the fullest. He also extends 

special thanks to Dr. Francois Fisselier, Dr. Ala Ali, Dr. Aikaterini Kostagianni, Dr. Katerina Pellino, Dr. William Sylvia, and Dr. Marcelo Suzuki. Taylor 
would also like to acknowledge Dr. Peter Arsenault, Dr. Alex Miele, Dr. David Bardwell, and the rest of the third-floor faculty. Taylor always enjoyed 
discussing dentistry, sports, and life outside of school, and these friendships are truly valued and appreciated. He extends special thanks to Paula 
Callahan, Patti Casey, the Dorchester DPAs, Allyson Santo and Louwel Luy, the Front Desk Staff, the third-floor dispensary team, and the third-floor 
radiology team.  

Taylor would like to thank his parents, Dr. Mike and Debbie, for raising him “the right way” and providing everything Taylor has ever needed to 
excel in life.  

Taylor is happily engaged to a future pediatric dentist! Taylor wants to thank his fiancée, Gabrielle Lieberman, for inspiring him to be the best he can be.

Next year, Taylor will be staying at Tufts as an Advanced Education in General Dentistry resident, and will later join his father, who eagerly awaits his arrival.  

Last but not least, Taylor has one last message he would like to share with all of his Boston friends and colleagues… GO YANKEES!

Taylor Sutton, D2019

Mary attended the University of Vermont Honors College, where she received a B.A. with 
a major in Biology and a minor in Chemistry. While at UVM, Mary was published in 
“Neuroscience” and completed an honors thesis on hormonal receptor signaling. It was at 
UVM that Mary developed a passion for science, medicine, and mind-body connection. 
While in college, Mary interned as a dental assistant for Dr. Paul Levi. 

After graduation from UVM, Mary worked for the Journal of Visualized Experiments as the 
editor of the Developmental Biology Division.  

Following the footsteps of her grandfather, Dr. Gerald Tarozzi (D49), Mary enrolled at 
TUSDM in 2015. While at Tufts, Mary was a member of Alpha Omega and the Tufts Implant 
Club. She was also a clinical teaching assistant for Group Practice Fairfield. Mary spent two 
months on externship at a Vermont clinic, where she developed clinical skills for oral 
surgery and was able to fulfill her yearning for community healthcare. Mary also lectured 
on head and neck anatomy as a dental student intern for a CE event in Chicago. At Tufts, 
Mary developed a keen sense of patient connection. She experienced a tremendous 
amount of personal and professional growth, for which she would like to thank her didactic 
and clinical professors. She appreciates the clinical faculty for lending their mentorship in 
procedural and patient interaction skills as well as their patience, notably Dr. Colette 
Catalano, Dr. Jennifer Lipiec, Dr. Paul Trombly, Dr. Jeffrey Stathis, Dr. Anthony Paolucci, 
Dr. Hadi Gholami, Dr. Thaisa Bordin, Dr. Ala Ali, Dr. Ronald Davitt, Dr. Dean Cohen, and 
Dr. Melani Kapetanakos. Mary would also like to thank Dr. Cameron Crowe for his endless 
support as well as Dr. Tim Crowe and Dr. Leslie Racowsky for their exceptional mentorship.  

Most importantly, Mary would like to thank her loving and supportive family. Specifically, she thanks her parents, Pat and Ron; brother, 
Ronnie; and her Uncle Jack, who always surround Mary with a sense of empathy and kindness and taught her how to simply live.  

In her free time, Mary enjoys spending time in nature. She loves hiking, skiing, and traveling with her lifelong friends. She appreciates an 
open mind and longs to expand her views to continue to grow and challenge herself as a person.  

Mary will enter her career as a general dentist and is excited to embark on a lifelong journey of service and learning.

Mary Struziak, D2019
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Brian Ta, D2019
Brian received a B.S. degree from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

Kanan Talati, D2019
Kanan grew up in Johns Creek, GA and earned a B.S. degree in Biology and minor in 
Spanish from the University of Georgia in 2013. She went on to work as a Claims 
Resolution Analyst at Triage Consulting Group in Midtown Atlanta. In the fall of 2015, 
Kanan began her training to become a dentist at Tufts University School of Dental Medicine.  

First and foremost, Kanan would like to thank her parents, Rita and Rashmikant Talati, for 
the dedication and selfless sacrifices that made this dream a reality. She thanks her 
brother and sister-in-law, Gunjan and Virginia Talati, without whom many doors would 
have remained closed. She extends her gracious thanks to the many family members and 
friends who helped her reach this milestone. 

Kanan would like to thank her Practice Coordinators, Drs. Olympia Karacosta, Alberto 
Sarmiento, and Karen Wallach, for teaching her the foundation on which to build for years 
to come. She would like to thank the following faculty members for their mentorship over 
the years: Drs. Sheldon Yunes, Francois Fisselier, Laurence Barron, Konstantinos Vazouras, 
Thaisa Bordin, Ala Ali, Marcelo Suzuki, Ronald Davitt, and Shivani Patel. Kanan is very 
grateful for her Practice Administrators, Tommy Rivera and Jackie Kulas. She would also 
like to extend a special thanks to Patti Casey and Paula Callahan for their hard work, 
dedication, and being amazing bosses.  

Kanan would like to acknowledge her friends, Farwa Rizvi, Meghana Lanka, Arietta 
Rigopoulos, Emanuela Negrescu, Derrick Tengco, Christopher Cesario, Rachel Catalano, 
and Bhakti Patel, for their unwavering support, advice, and encouragement not only in 

 dental school, but in life as well.  

 Upon completion of her degree at Tufts University of Dental Medicine, Kanan hopes to 
 pursue a career in general dentistry in the New England Area. 

 “Congratulations to the Tufts D.M.D Class of 2019. We did it!” 
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Katherine Tan, D2019
Katherine grew up near Sacramento, CA and graduated from the University of California, 
Berkeley in 2011 with a B.A. in Integrative Biology. Following graduation, she worked as a 
dental assistant to gain more experience before earning an M.S. in Biomedical Sciences at 
Mississippi College.  

During her time at Tufts, she was involved with the Asian Dental Organization and served 
as the Vice President during her third year. Through this organization, she was able to 
provide oral cancer screenings to the elderly in the nearby Chinatown. 

Katherine would like to thank everyone who helped her during her time at TUSDM, 
especially Group Practice Exeter, the PCs, DPAs, clinical and didactic faculty, dispensary 
workers, staff, and her VIP family. She would also like to thank her friends, especially 
Jackie Liu, Dianne Luu, Adriana Perez, and Roxanne Ramos, for always being there and for 
indulging in all the food adventures with her. 

Most importantly she would like to thank her parents for their undying support. She would 
not be able to succeed without them. She thanks her mother, Marilou Tan, for being the 
best role model and her father, Brian Tan, for his patience and time. She would also like to 
thank her brother, Kevin Tan, for keeping her up to date with things outside her dental 
school bubble. She is also thankful for her boyfriend, Frederick Cheung, who moved to 
Boston during the most stressful year of dental school and to his parents, Robert and 
Esther Cheung, for their advice. 

Upon graduation, Katherine is excited to join her mother’s practice in California and to 
 keep learning all she can.

Wellington Tejeda, DI2019
Wellington was born and raised in San José de Ocoa, Dominican Republic. He graduated in 
2011 from the Universidad Autónoma de Santo Domingo (UASD) in the Dominican Republic 
with a Doctorate of Dental Surgery. After graduating from dental school, he practiced as a 
dentist at a local clinic in Santo Domingo. Thereafter, he moved to the United States and, 
while applying to dental school, Wellington worked as a limited licensed dentist at Lynn 
Community Health Center in Lynn, MA for one year.  

In 2017, Wellington’s dream came true and he was accepted to Tufts University School of 
Dental Medicine, where he met wonderful people and had a great experience with his 
peers and faculty. 

First and foremost, Wellington would like to thank God for having the opportunity to attain 
his dream of attending dental school in the United States. Wellington would like to thank 
his Practice Coordinators, Drs. Alberto Sarmiento, Olympia Karacosta, Karen Wallach, and 
Shivani Patel for their devotion and patience; Dr. Ronald Perry for his support; and Dr. 
Aidee Herman for her guidance and the inspiration to continue his endeavor to dental 
school. He is also grateful for the support of his parents, Nidia and Salvador; his siblings, 
Wendys and Ramon Tejeda; his brother in law, Jacque Reyes; and his sister in law, Priscilla 
Cabrera. He also thanks Milly for her time, patience, and unconditional support. 

After graduation, Wellington plans to practice in a private practice and in community health 
centers in the Massachusetts area and continue his devotion to helping others.
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Kiran Toor, D2019
Kiran was born and raised in northern Virginia. She attended Virginia Commonwealth 
University where she earned a B.S. in Psychology with a minor in Chemistry. While at Tufts 
Dental, Kiran served as President of the Muslim Student Association and volunteered with 
various student run community service programs. One of these was Project Bridge, which 
provided dental services to Boston’s homeless and runaway youth. Kiran has a natural 
passion for teaching and volunteered to be a Mind Map and Medical Consult Teaching 
Assistant for students taking the Medicine course in addition to serving as the Ethics and 
Professionalism Course Liaison. She is a recipient of the Drs. Ann M. Sagalyn, D79 and 
Suzanne Rothenberg, D41 Scholarship Award. 

Kiran would like to thank God for blessing her with the opportunity to practice dentistry. 
She would like to thank her loving parents and siblings for their unwavering support and 
unconditional love throughout her journey. She wants to extend additional thanks to her 
incredible Back Bay Practice Coordinators, the kind faculty and staff that have worked with 
her patiently, and last but not least, her classmates, who showered her with endless love 
and support since day one. Kiran will always treasure the lifelong friendships, strong 
camaraderie, and genuine mentorship that she gained at Tufts. After graduation, Kiran 
plans to move back to northern Virginia, where she will embark on her journey as a general 
practitioner. She one day aspires to enter academia, own her own practice with her 
younger brother who is currently in dental school, and travel to underserved countries to 
provide access to free dental care.

Katrina Torres, D2019
Katrina completed a Bachelor of Arts from Mount Ida College in 2009 and worked as a 
dental hygienist before beginning dental school. Katrina would like to thank the Class of 
2019 for the life-long friendships and the support throughout this journey.  

Katrina would like to extend special thanks to her Fairfield Group Practice Coordinators, 
Drs. Paul Trombly, Colette Catalino, and Jennifer Lipiec, for their guidance to mature as a 
provider and to leave Tufts University with the confidence needed to provide the best care 
for patients. In addition, Katrina extends gratitude to DPAs, Julie Fleck and Shauna Carty, 
for their dedication in keeping the day to day operations running smoothly. Lastly, Katrina 
is grateful to all the members of the Tufts faculty who helped along this journey, especially 
Dr. Ronald Davitt, Dr. Carolyn Cottrell, Dr. Hanna Bae, Dr. Thaisa Bordin, Dr. Tijana Stijacic, 
Dr. Yumi Ogata, and Dr. Mahnaz Raissi. Katrina would also like to thank her mentors who 
encouraged her throughout dental school. She gives a special “thank you” to Dr. Elsa 
Guzman.   

Above all, Katrina would like to thank her family who are the source of inspiration for her 
success. Her husband, Bruno, provided her with the support and encouragement needed 
to achieve this dream. Her parents, Richard and Susan, provided her with the love and 
compassion needed to face challenges throughout this journey.  

After graduation, Katrina plans to work in Massachusetts.
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Hien Truong, D2019
Hien was born in Vietnam and raised in Springfield, Massachusetts. He attended the 
University of Massachusetts Amherst where he graduated with a B.S. degree in 
Microbiology with a minor in Psychology in 2014. Prior to enrolling at Tufts, Hien spent two 
summer breaks interning for two Tufts graduate, Dr. Chien Duong and Dr. Thai Duong, at 
Family Dental in Springfield, where he learned the ins and outs of running a dental practice 
as well as how to be a dental assistant.  

While at Tufts, Hien participated in various community service and outreach programs. He 
also had the pleasure of serving as a Clinical Student Teaching Assistant for Group Practice 
Back Bay. Hien remembers receiving help from TAs when starting clinic in third year and 
believed in giving back to underclassmen. He found that he continued to learn while 
helping others and hopes future classes will excel in dentistry. Hein was a recipient of the 
Hunter-Gould Family Scholarship. 

Hien would like to express sincere gratitude to the Back Bay Group Practice Coordinators, 
Dr. Michael McQueen, Dr. David Leader, Dr. Dara Rogers, Dr. Eduardo Olegario, and 
Dr. Armond Enos, for their fundamentally sound knowledge, extensive experiences, and 
sharing their seemingly infinite wisdom in order to guide and sculpt their students into 
competent clinicians in dentistry. Hien also wants to thank their DPAs, Caitlin Liu, Jimmy 
Nguyen, and Noel Jun, for helping him construct his roster of patients, for being patient 
with all of the mistakes he made, and for their senses of humor that kept the group 
practice bonded like a family.  

 Hien would like to express his profound and eternal gratitude to his parents, his 
 grandparents, aunts, and uncles for their unwavering dedication and support throughout 
 all of these years of school. 

 Upon graduation, Hien plans to work as a general dentist in the New England area while 
 continuing to further his education through attending CE courses.  

 Lastly, Hien would like to thank the D19 Class for their companionship and inspiration. 
 These last four years were full of unforgettable memories that he will cherish forever. 
 “Congrats D19s, we did it!”

Nick H. Truong, D2019 
Nick graduated with a Bachelor’s of Science degree in Biology with a minor in Chemistry in 
2009 from Virginia Commonwealth University. He received a Master’s of Science degree in 
Biomedical Sciences in 2012 at Barry University.  

Nick was involved in many community service activities during his time at Tufts. Nick was a 
board member and Co-Vice President of the Sharewood Dental Project to provide dental 
screenings, oral health education, and fluoride varnish at the inter-professional student-
run Sharewood Project.  

Some of the most memorable moments he will forever cherish during these past four years 
were making that first incision on his first ‘real’ patient on a cadaver in Gross Anatomy, 
drilling his first tooth on a typodont, his first day in the clinic, and how nervous he was 
giving out the first injection on a live patient. Nick could not have gone through these 
experiences if it weren’t for the help of everyone around him. Nick would like to thank his 
parents, brother, cousins, friends, aunts, and uncles for being there by his side every step 
of the way. Additionally, he would like to thank all the people whom he had the opportunity 
to learn from and work with during the past four years at Tufts from all the faculty to the 
staff. Nick would like to thank Dr. Melissa Ing for giving him the opportunity to become a 
Tufts Jumbo at the interview and allowing him to star in her educational videos. Nick would 
personally like to thank the Back Bay PCs for their guidance and knowledge, Dr. Michael 
McQueen, Dr. David Leader, Dr. Dara Rogers, Dr. Eduardo Olegario, and Dr. Armond Enos.

After graduation, Nick would like to apply the skills and knowledge that he has learned 
 and practice back home in Northern Virginia where he grew up. 
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George Tsougranis, D2019
George was born in Waterbury, Connecticut and shortly after moved to Greece where he 
spent the first few years of his life. He then moved to Portsmouth, New Hampshire where 
he was raised. He graduated with distinction with a B.S. degree in Biochemistry and minor 
in History from Worcester Polytechnic Institute in 2014. 

During his time at Worcester Polytechnic Institute, George played basketball and was also 
involved in the admissions process giving tours to prospective students. In his second year 
at WPI, George started to focus on his aspirations to get involved in the dental field. He 
went on a service trip to Nicaragua where he helped to relay the importance of oral hygiene 
and overall health to the Nicaraguan people. After that trip and shadowing numerous 
dentists, George knew he wanted to attend dental school. 

In his four years at Tufts, George was chosen as a teaching assistant in the Fixed 
Prosthodontics and Operative Dentistry courses, as well as in his group practice. With one 
of his classmates, he started the Practice Management Club, of which he was president for 
four years. He also was the president of the Hellenic student organization, NEHMDS.  

George’s success in dental school would not have been possible if it were not for his family. 
He would like to thank his mother, Maria, and his father, Harry, for raising George the way 
that they did and for showing him what hard work really means. He also thanks his 
brothers, Greg and Anthony, for their love and support throughout the past four years.  

George would also like to extend a special “thank you” to his girlfriend, Casey, and their 
dog, Wesley. Casey was with George throughout his four years at Tufts and provided 

motivation, love, and support every single day. She pushed George to be the best person and dentist he could become. Wesley was the 
one that kept him company when he would wake up at 3 am to study for his exams and when he would come home from a long day in 
clinic. 

Lastly, George would like to thank the faculty and the friends that he met at TUSDM. The friendships that George formed in his four years 
at Tufts are ones that he will surely keep for the rest of his life. The faculty at TUSDM played an integral role in helping George grow as a 
dental student. Most notably, he gives a big “thank you” to the Group Practice Exeter family, including his Practice Coordinators, Drs. 
Mary Karish, Alan Epstein, and Mark Caddell, for their guidance in his years in the clinic; DPAs, Flavio and Aeron; and assistants, Tamar 
and Tefta. 

After graduation, George plans on staying in the Massachusetts/New Hampshire area near his family and friends and working in private 
practice.

Leon Tuberman, D2019
Leon was born and raised in Brooklyn, N.Y. and earned his B.S. in Neuroscience with a 
minor in Russian Language and Literature from SUNY Binghamton in 2015. He spent his 
summers working and interning at his mentor’s OMFS office before enrolling in 
dental school. 

Leon gained valuable experience while attending Tufts University School of Dental 
Medicine that helped him mature as both a professional and person. He would like to 
acknowledge the outstanding dedication of the faculty and staff, especially those in the 
pre-doctoral clinic. He would like to express his deepest gratitude towards his Group 
Practice Fairfield Coordinators, Dr. Paul Trombly, Dr. Colette Catalino, and Dr. Jennifer 
Lipiec, as well as the best DPAs at Tufts, Shauna and “work-wife”, Julie, for always looking 
out for him, as well as the support staff including Patti Casey and his fellow “motra dhe 
vellezer Shqiptare”. He would especially like to show appreciation to Dr. Ronald Davitt, 
Dr. Thomas Cleary, Dr. Carolyn Cottrell, Dr. Katie Talmo, Dr. Gayle Pezzulo, Dr. Anthony 
Paolucci, Dr. Jeffrey Stathis, Dr. Tijana Stijacic, Dr. Ala Ali, Dr. Thaisa Bordin, Dr. Francois 
Fisselier, Dr. Kwang Min Park, Dr. Dongwoo Park, Dr. Iqbal Singh, Dr. Melissa Ing, Dr. 
Khaled Shaikhi, Dr. Mahnaz Raissi, Dr. Mary Marefat, Dr. Richard Doff, Dr. Naciye Guzin 
Uzel, Dr. Leo Whitworth Jr., and the Periodontology residents for their insightful lessons 
and clinical tutelage.  

Leon would also like to show special gratitude to the residents and faculty that he met in 
the Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery clinic for their endless and unwavering support. He feels 
blessed to know Dr. Steven Rubin, Dr. Brendan Prindiville, Dr. Jonathan Stephens, Dr. Joey 

Chang, Dr. Maria Papageorge, Dr. Constantinos Laskarides, Dr. Daniel Oreadi, Dr. Paul Kalish, Dr. Eliezer Brecher, Dr. Dimitrios Fakitsas, 
Dr. Jonathan Bishop, Dr. Daniel Reid, Dr. Pasquale Eckert, Dr. Rohit Sahdev, Dr. Lauren Trager, and Dr. Alexander Gomes for showing him 
all the qualities of being a great clinician. 

Leon cannot express enough appreciation to his parents, Mr. Yefim Tuberman and Mrs. Marina Tuberman, for their endless efforts to 
ensure that he received the best upbringing and education possible. He wants his parents to know that he realizes the sacrifices they 
make on a daily basis to help their son throughout his academic career. Without their constant encouragement and push to succeed, he 
would not be here today. 

Leon thanks the many great friends at Tufts for the support and fun inside and outside the classroom and clinic. He plans to continue to 
develop and exemplify the high standard of clinical excellence taught to him at Tufts.
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Steven Tucker, D2019 
Steven grew up in Bloomington-Normal, Illinois and graduated from Eureka College in 
2013 with a B.S. in Biology and Chemistry. While at Tufts, Steven enjoyed taking part in 
many extracurricular activities including, but not limited to, the Oral and Maxillofacial 
Surgery Journal Club and the Head and Neck Cancer Organization. With a long history of 
volunteer work at the Illinois Special Olympics that began in 2000, Steven was thrilled to 
be able to continue this tradition with a few of his classmates each year at the 
Massachusetts Special Olympics since moving to Boston in 2015. Steven also found 
opportunities to stay involved with the underserved communities through his volunteer 
work at the Bridge Over Troubled Waters Dental Clinic in Boston and his global service-
learning trip to Jinotega, Nicaragua where he served as a provider at the Los Robles 
community health clinic. Throughout his journey at Tufts, Steven was fortunate to receive 
several scholarships, including the ADAF Underrepresented Minority Dental Student 
scholarship, the Merit scholarship, and the Dr. H. Chris Doku Professor Emeritus and 
Distinguished University Professor scholarship.  After graduation, Steven will begin his 
post-graduate training as an Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery resident at Yale-New Haven 
Hospital.   

Steven would first like to thank his parents, Randy and Sandra Kane, for their endless 
support of his endeavors and facilitating his academic success. Steven would also like to 
thank the TUSDM faculty, especially Dr. David Paul, Dr. Joey Chang, Dr. Steven Rubin, 
Dr. Dean Cohen, Dr. Khaled Shaikhi, Dr. Robert Kasberg, Dr. William Lobel, Dr. Leo 
Whitworth Jr., Dr. Denisa Stasa, Dr. Alex Miele, Leila Ghorashi, and Tangy Person. Lastly, 

 Steven greatly enjoyed creating many lifelong friendships and memories during his time 
 at TUSDM and would like to thank his classmates for an unforgettable four years.

Delaney Grace Turner, D2019 
Delaney Turner was raised in Brewer, Maine. She graduated with a B.S.E. in Biomedical 
Engineering and a minor in Molecular and Cell Biology from the University of Connecticut in 
2015. 

While at Tufts, Delaney participated in the Bates Student Research Fellowship Program in 
2017 and conducted research throughout her third year. She presented her project titled 
“Clinical Performance of CAD/CAM Generated All-Ceramic Crowns” at Bates Day and at the 
American Association for Dental Research Conference in Fort Lauderdale, Florida.  During 
her fourth year, Delaney was selected to be a member of the Clinical Teaching Assistant 
Program. She was given the privilege of sharing her clinical skills and knowledge with her 
peers during clinic sessions in Group Practice Fairfield.  

Delaney’s most memorable clinical experience during her studies at TUSDM was her five-
week externship at Red Logan Dental Clinic in White River Junction, VT. The talented 
preceptors and wonderful staff taught her so much more than she could have hoped. She 
will look back on her time spent at Red Logan Dental Clinic fondly and hopes to return in 
the future to contribute to the wonderful work they do for the underserved. 

First, Delaney would like to thank her Practice Coordinators, Dr. Paul Trombly, Dr. Colette 
Catalino, and Dr. Jennifer Lipiec, for shaping her into a well-rounded clinician. She is 
forever grateful to Dr. Maria Avrampou for her outstanding mentorship and advice, both in 
and outside of clinic. Also, Delaney would like to recognize Dr. Tijana Stijacic, Dr. Ronald 
Davitt, and Dr. Ala Ali for their commitment to teaching and patient care.  

Delaney would not be where she is today without the help from her friends and family. She would like to thank her wonderful friends, 
both at Tufts and outside of the dental field, for always making her laugh and keeping her grounded during her time at TUSDM. She would 
also like to thank her boyfriend, Emil Atz, for his endless love and support for the past four years. Lastly, Delaney would like to thank her 
parents, Michael and Deborah Turner. Throughout her life, they have provided an incredible example of love, hard work, and motivation. 
None of her success would be possible without them. 

After graduation, Delaney plans on staying in the Greater Boston area and joining a private practice.
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Connor Van, D2019
Connor grew up in Daytona Beach, FL. He graduated with a Bachelor of Science degree in 
Microbiology and Cell Science from the University of Florida. 

Some of Connor’s most memorable experiences in dental school include attending 
continuing education events across the nation with his mentors, participating in the 
Implant Placement Honors Program, Periodontology Honors Program, and Aesthetics 
Honors Program, as well as spending late nights exploring and eating at new restaurants 
with his friends. Connor also enjoyed mentoring fellow dental students and serving as a 
teaching assistant in the Back Bay Clinic and Department of Continuing Education.  

At Tufts University School of Dental Medicine, Connor was a recipient of the Dr. Alfred 
Osher, DG62, and Mrs. Suzi Osher Endowed Scholarship.  Throughout his four years, 
Connor was actively involved in several organizations. Most notably, Connor was the 
founder and President of the Tufts Practice Management Club. Through the club, Connor 
was able to pursue his passion for de-novo dental start-ups and entrepreneurship.

Connor would like to express his sincere gratitude to the entire Tufts faculty and supporting 
staff for making TUSDM a truly special place.  He would especially like to thank his 
mentors, Drs. Dara Rogers, Michael McQueen, David Leader, Samuel Shames, Jong Park, 
and Executive Associate Dean Mark Gonthier. Their encouragement, insight, wisdom, and 
advice helped shape him into the clinician he is today.  

Connor is also grateful for meeting so many incredible people over the past four years. 
“Thank you for the unforgettable memories and for making Boston feel like home.”

Last but not least, Connor would like to express his sincere gratitude to his family for their unconditional love, support, encouragement, 
and guidance through every major decision and pursuit of his goals. 

Upon graduation, Connor plans on returning to Florida to begin working on his scratch dental start-up.  

Anne-Marie Vu, D2019
Anne-Marie was born and raised in Worcester, MA where she discovered dentistry living 
above her mother’s dental office. She graduated from Tufts University in 2015 with a B.S. 
in Biology and a minor in Dance. Her memorable moments at Tufts included late night 
“studying” and study breaks that lead to the discovery of her lifelong friends including her 
girls, Kim, Lillian, Delaney, Michelle, Angie, and Bhakti, and her boys, Anthony, Matt, Dom, 
Jesse, and David. It was the hours of learning through suffering and suffering through 
learning and laughing a lot that propelled her to her clinical years. She cherished every 
moment of joy and growth in the clinic thanks to her PCs, Drs. Jennifer Lipiec, Colette 
Catalino, and Paul Trombly, as well as her DPAs, Julie and Shauna, Patti Casey, and all of 
the faculty and staff members, front desk, dispensary, and technicians and janitorial staff. 
She extends special thanks to Professor Kathy Dolan, Nancy Marks, Dr. Irina Dragan, Dr. 
Nicole Holland, and Dr. John Morgan for their mentorship, kindness, and support.  

Anne-Marie’s highlights included reading as many of her emails as possible to uncover a 
multitude of opportunities including becoming an ASDA e-board member and travelling to 
Chicago for the NLC conference, becoming a Summer Research fellow, ADCFP fellow, 
travelling to Seattle for the AADMD conference, participating in Tufts HLI club, and more. 
She learned that if you read your emails, you too, can go to Anaheim, CA and go on a hike 
with Professor Dolan and see a whale from your beach-side restaurant after attending a 
health literacy conference.  

After graduation, Anne-Marie plans on working with children and patients with special 
needs. She will be attending pediatric residency at UConn.  

Anne-Marie would additionally like to thank the faculty and staff members of Tufts for the sweat they shed to drag the D19s to this 
momentous day: Drs. Ronald Davitt, Ala Ali, Thaisa Bordin, Matt Feeley, Hanna Bae, Gülsün Gül, Kanchan Ganda, Khaled Shaikhi, Katie 
Talmo, Elinor Alon, Mahnaz Raissi, Naciye Guzin Uzel, Alberto Lamberti, Leo Whitford Jr., Tijana Stijacic, Rocio Saavedra, and Chelsea 
Mette Johnston, as well as Mary-Ellen Marks, Maggie Dwyer, the amazing radiology team, and the hard-working dispensary team. She 
also thanks each and every patient for their patience and the lovely assortment of smiles, hugs, haircuts, bake sale donations, 
conversations, and homemade soap that they showered upon her.  

Last but not least, she extends endless thanks to her family (Bo and Me and Liem), especially her D17 brother, Tom, and his wife, 
Sabrina; her cousin/roommates, Nick and Julie; and her non-dental friends that stood by her through the test of time. Without them, she 
never would have been able to chase her dreams and keep chasing.
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Jesse Wagner, D2019
Jesse is a native of Lido Beach, NY. He obtained his undergraduate education from Adelphi 
University in 2011 with a Bachelor of Science degree in Biology. He then went on to the 
world of finance for two years and worked as a wealth management consultant at Morgan 
Stanley in New York. During those two years, Jesse realized that his true dream was 
dentistry, and in preparation for this goal, obtained an M.B.S. in Oral Biology from Rutgers 
University in 2015. Jesse then became a student at Tufts University School of Dental 
Medicine. 

First and foremost, Jesse would like to thank his parents, who gave him the ability to go 
back to school and supported his goals throughout every endeavor, even in his kebab 
days. Jesse considers his dental degree to be shared with his parents, because without 
their love and support, he would not be successful today. Jesse would also like to thank his 
sister, Elyse, who not only helped him throughout the entirety of his schooling, but more 
importantly was Jesse’s go-to person whenever he needed a quick pep talk before any big 
procedures.  

Jesse would also like to thank the amazing faculty who he was fortunate enough to work 
with in the Back Bay clinic. He notes that he had incredible Practice Coordinators to learn 
from who include, in no particular order, Dr. Michael McQueen, Dr. Eduardo Olegario, 
Dr. Armond Enos, and Dr. David Leader. Jesse extends a personal thanks to each of them 
for their patience, eagerness to teach, and countless day-to-day tips on both treatment 
planning and just generally how to become a skilled, thorough dental practitioner. Jesse 
would also like to thank the periodontal instructors, Dr. Aikaterini Paraskevopoulou and Dr. 

Robert Mandel, who worked tirelessly to help him master diagnosing, ScRP, and good patient care. Jesse would also like to thank his 
prosthodontics faculty who were always there to help and teach in those stressful prosthodontics moments that everyone experiences as 
dental students. He would specifically like to thank Dr. Ala Ali, Dr. Melani Kapetanakos, Dr. Duangkamol Blankenship, and Dr. Jong Park. 
Finally, Jesse would like to extend a note of gratitude to all the staff who made learning at Tufts a wonderful experience, from the 
managers of the dispensary to Bertine and Yury, the phenomenal assistants on the second floor. 

Michelle Whelan, D2019
Michelle grew up 20 miles south of Boston and spent her summers on the Cape and her 
winters skiing up north. She received her Bachelor of Science degree in Biology at the 
University of Connecticut. After college, she moved back home to attend her dream school 
of Tufts University School of Dental Medicine.  

Michelle would like to dedicate her degree to several people. 

Michelle’s late grandfather, George Gildea D52, DG54, played a pivotal role in her life. 
Throughout her four years at Tufts, Michelle was fully aware of her grandfather’s presence 
and guidance every step of the way. Not only did he spark her initial interest in dentistry 
that would eventually turn out to be her passion, but he provided her with the strongest 
foundation of a large and loving family. He was the reason Michelle pursued dentistry. 

Michelle would like to thank her parents, Brian and Mary Kay, and her sister, Brianna, for 
their unparalleled support and love throughout her entire life. Michelle’s parents have 
given her the blue print on how to live a successful professional and personal life 
simultaneously, while keeping family above everything. They are the reason she was able 
to follow her dreams. 

Michelle would like to thank all of her friends from high school and college for being 
understanding and supportive throughout the last four years. Michelle would like to thank 
Conor for keeping her grounded, their weekend adventures, and always reminding her 
what life outside of dental school is like. Michelle’s dog/roommate, Dakota, has been 
studying by her side since Michelle took the DAT to get into dental school. She kept 

 Michelle’s spirits high and never missed a 3:30AM wake up call to study. They kept her 
 in dental school. 

Michelle has been saying she was going to be a dentist when she grew up since she was a little girl. She is proud to say she finally 
achieved what she set out to do. She is even more proud to be surrounded by those that supported her throughout any part of her 
journey.  Michelle is extremely excited to see where dentistry will bring her. She has a passion for people, giving back, and learning.    

Following graduation, Michelle plans to join a private practice in Massachusetts as a general dentist, spending summers on the Cape 
and winters up north. 

“Thank you TUSDM and the Class of 2019 for everything. The lack of sleep and the daily commute was all worth it!”
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Shadan Yassine, D2019
Shadan was born and raised in Boston, Massachusetts. She attended the University of 
Massachusetts Boston where she earned a B.S. degree in Biochemistry in 2014.  

Shadan would like to thank her mentor, Dean Grosovsky, Dean of the College of Science 
and Mathematics at the University of Massachusetts Boston for encouraging her to pursue 
a career in the sciences. Shadan had the privilege of some extensive experience to observe 
dentists, particularly her orthodontist, Dr. Tarryn McCarthy, and a general dentist, Dr. Carol 
Yun, to whom she is grateful for opening her eyes beyond the field of dentistry into its 
intersections with health care in general. After college, Shadan worked as a receptionist in 
a dental office in Wakefield, MA under the direction of Dr. Csilla Gyurko. Dr. Gyurko served 
as an incredible mentor and inspiration to Shadan, and she would like to thank her and her 
husband, Dr. Robert Gyurko, for inspiring her to chase her dreams of becoming a dentist.  

While at Tufts, Shadan was actively involved in classes, extracurricular activities, and 
community service. During her fourth year, Shadan had the opportunity to complete a few 
weeks of externship at the Lynn Community Health Center in Lynn, Massachusetts, where 
she provided dental care to an under-served population. She was a recipient of the Thomas 
B. Hunt Scholarship.

Shadan’s dental school experiences were largely shaped by the instructors and people 
who surrounded her. Shadan would like to thank her Practice Coordinators, Drs. David 
Leader, Michael McQueen, Dara Rogers, Eduardo Olegario, and Armond Enos, for teaching 

and shaping her into a well-rounded clinician. Shadan would like to thank her clinical instructors, Drs. Ala Ali, Boris Bacanurschi, James 
Theodore, Thaisa Bordin, and Amit Sachdeo, and Francois Fisselier, who played an essential role in her dental education. Shadan would 
also like to extend gratitude to her classmates, and she is truly grateful for all the patients she treated and the experiences she gained 
from them. 

Shadan would like to sincerely thank her parents, siblings, family, friends, and fiancé for being her support system throughout this 
journey! Their encouragement, understanding and endless love are what enabled Shadan to pursue and accomplish her goals.  

Shadan congratulates the TUSDM Class of 2019 and wishes great success to her classmates! 

Shadan plans to work as a general dentist and building interpersonal experiences with her patients, to putting – in every sense – a smile 
on their face.

Angie Yau, D2019
Angie earned her B.S. in Biology at the University of Massachusetts Amherst. Angie grew 
up in the South End of Boston. She became interested in dentistry when she first 
shadowed Dr. Herbert Hau. She would like to thank Dr. Hau for teaching her values in 
dentistry, family, community, and independence. He has been a mentor and a father figure 
to her since high school.  

Angie would like to extend her gratitude to all the faculty and staff from every department, 
especially in Group Practice Dorchester, for their dedication and the warm smiles they 
bring every morning. She extends special thanks to her Practice Coordinators, Drs. Edward 
Fidrocki, Theanos Eliopoulos, and Richard Harold; faculty including Drs. Nitu Singh, Hanna 
Bae, Ala Ali, Thaisa Bordin, Quinn Chan, Ralph Fowler, Katerina Pellino, Leo Whitworth Jr., 
Irina Dragan, Sheldon Duchin, Dongwoo Park, Kwang Min Park, Jong Park, and James 
Theodore. Angie is grateful for their patience, compassion, and love for teaching. Angie 
would also like to thank Dr. Cynthia Yered for the amazing community service experience at 
Winslow Indian Health Care Center on her externship in Arizona. In addition, Angie would 
like to thank Drs. Hugo Campos, Rumpa Ganguly, and the Radiology staff, Gina B., Jackie 
A., Emily F., Lolanda G., Anita M., and Maria P, for their positive fun energy, for sharing, 
teaching, and embracing her as she served as a radiology teaching assistant.  

Some of the most memorable moments at TUSDM included Angie’s struggles, because 
they made every success a humbling experience. Angie cherishes memories of sharing 
long hours studying, falling asleep, laughing, eating, and tearing up with her “O.G.” girls, 
preclin group 6, and study buddies. Angie is also thankful for her friends and family at 

home in Massachusetts, including all her aunts, uncles, and cousins. Their support and efforts vary from packing her lunch box to 
warming her soul with delicious warm soup. She extends her gratitude to her younger brother, Andy, and his fiancée, Flora, who 
celebrated her victories and comforted her losses with Bonchon chicken. Lastly, Angie would like to thank her parents and especially her 
mother, Li Yau, her number one supporter. Angie attributes her perseverance to her mom’s work ethic, resilience, and strength. They 
worked hard to give their daughter her best chance in life. For that, she is forever grateful.   

Following graduation, Angie would like to continue her lifelong journey of education and practicing general dentistry. She is excited to 
include Matthew N. in her future adventures. She thanks him for his teethy smile, big caring heart, and a sense of humor that makes her 
laugh every day. “Finally, congratulations Class of 2019!”
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Kristopher Yen, D2019
Kris grew up in St. Catherine, Jamaica. He later moved to Connecticut to attend college. He 
graduated from the University of Connecticut with a B.S. degree in Biology in 2014. It was 
during his college years that Kris first considered a career in dentistry.  

Kris is incredibly thankful for the education and opportunities that Tufts University gave 
him. He would like to thank his instructors for the unforgettable lessons he received, as 
well as for their dedication to giving students the proper foundation to become great 
practitioners. In addition, Kris extends special thanks to Dr. Leo Whitworth Jr., Dr. Linda 
Marinello, Dr. Ala Ali, and Dr. Ronald Davitt for their continued support and guidance. He is 
truly appreciative of Allyson Santo and Louwel Luy, who both exceed expectations and are 
extremely valued for what they do.  

Kris extends his thanks to his family for their unwavering dedication and support. He 
would also like to thank his close friends for the wonderful memories.  

After graduation, Kris hopes to work as an associate in a private practice where he can 
continue to grow as a dentist under the guidance of a great mentor.  

Jessaca York, D2019 
Passionate about dental public health, Jessaca trained through the Doctor of Dental Medicine/
Master of Public Health (DMD/MPH) Combined Degree Program at Tufts. She is a strong 
believer that “to whom much is given, much is required” and is grateful for the past four years 
preparing her to fulfill her dream of serving underserved patient populations around the globe.   

Originally from Marietta, Georgia, Jessaca attended Brown University, where she received a 
B.A. in Health and Human Biology. She credits Tufts with greatly strengthening her leadership 
skills and nurturing her commitment to civic engagement. Jessaca served as the 2017-18 
President of Tufts Student National Dental Association (SNDA), an organization dedicated to 
caring for the underserved and promoting diversity within the dental profession. She was also 
SNDA’s Diversity Initiatives Officer for two years, spearheading mentorship and enrichment 
programs for pre-dental students of color.  

Jessaca’s fervor for global health blossomed through her extensive involvement in service-
learning abroad. She led trips to Haiti, where she and colleagues collaborated with the 
country’s only public dental school to provide oral health education and care to families with 
limited access to healthcare. As a 2018 Tisch Summer Fellow, Jessaca also worked on oral 
health projects throughout the nation of Zambia. Her service efforts abroad were honored 
through her first-place win in the 2017 Tufts Provost’s Global Perspectives Photo Contest.  

In addition to her dental public health work, Jessaca was involved in oral health research 
through the TUSDM Dean’s Research Honors Program. She excelled throughout dental school 
as a Dean’s List honoree all four years and received TUSDM Merit Scholarships for her 
academic achievements. She is also the recipient of a four-year full dental scholarship from 
the U.S. National Health Service Corps (NHSC).  

As the first person in her family to graduate college and now also to obtain a professional degree, Jessaca dedicates her DMD/MPH degree to 
the “village” it took to raise her from Georgia to Rhode Island, and now, Massachusetts. She would like to thank her mentors at TUSDM, 
especially Associate Dean Robert Kasberg, Drs. Jeanette Sabir-Holloway, Tanya Wright, Leo Whitworth Jr., Bhavik Desai, Ala Ali, Kanchan Ganda, 
Nicole Holland, William Lobel, Nitu Singh, and her Charlestown PCs, Drs. Alex Miele, David Paul, and Denisa Stasa. Jessaca is grateful to TUSDM 
staff, Berthine Paul, Jackie Roman, and Anita Miller, for uplifting her in faith over the years. She would also like to extend tremendous thanks to 
Drs. John Morgan, Brian Swann, and Nicholas Gordon for inspiring her to use her gifts to serve those most in need. To her parents, Jessie and 
Rhonda; sister, Kierra; fiancé, Pélé; extended family and, most importantly, God, Jessaca owes it all: “Your sacrifices were worth it. We’ve made 
it, and this is just the beginning!”    

Jessaca will spend the coming years as a Pediatric Dentistry Resident at Yale-New Haven Children’s Hospital through Yale University School of 
Medicine. She will subsequently work as a pediatric dentist in her service with the NHSC and plans to ultimately become a leader in global 
health.
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Sha-Vashtiy Zakiyah Young, D2019
Sha-Vashtiy graduated cum laude from Spelman College with a Bachelor of Arts degree in 
Psychology in 2014. 

During her time at Tufts, Sha-Vashtiy was active in the Student National Dental Association, 
serving for two terms in an elected position as Diversity Chairman Officer from 2015-2016. 
Her service made her the winner of the 2015 Auxiliary to the National Dental Association 
Scholarship Award, where she was afforded the role of Tufts Ambassador for the American 
Dental Education Association in Denver, Colorado.  

As a concerned member of the community, Sha-Vashtiy volunteered extensively as well. In 
all, Sha-Vashtiy accrued many hours of service with the Harvard Medical School Outreach 
program. Sha-Vashtiy is tremendously passionate about dental public health, especially 
regarding the youth in the Boston community, such as promoting oral health to middle 
school students at the Berea Seventh-Day Adventist Church. Sha-Vashtiy worked with 
Harvard Medical School’s outreach program Reflection in Action (RIA) as a member of the 
2015 Community Advisory Board. She volunteered at events such as RIA Day and offering 
for RIA Day, an annual event held by the Harvard Medical School’s Office for Diversity 
Inclusion and Community Partnership to celebrate healthy lifestyles and honor student 
achievements.  

Sha-Vashtiy would like to thank all the wonderful and astounding Tufts faculty who 
invested countless hours in ensuring that she was the best in her field and who taught the 
value of work ethic and patient care. She is particularly thankful for her wonderful Fairfield 

Practice Coordinators (dynamic trio), Dr. Paul Trombly, Dr. Jennifer Lipiec, and Dr. Colette Catalino. She would also like to thank Dr. Robert 
Kasberg, Dr. Jeanette Sabir-Holloway, Dr. Marcelo Suzuki, Dr. Thaisa Bordin, Dr. Irina Dragan, Dr. Joey Chang, Dr. Peter Arsenault, and  
Dr. Muftu Ali. Sha-Vashtiy would also like to give a very special thanks to Paula Callahan, everyone in radiology, and the dispensary for all 
their efforts and support over the years. Sha-Vashtiy recognizes that nothing would be have been possible without the love and support 
of her family and friends. She would like to thank her doting parents, Dr. William and Mrs. Zakiyah Young, for their unwavering support 
and love through this long journey. 

After graduation, Sha-Vashtiy plans to work in a dental associate position, followed by working with her identical twin sister, Taphaphene 
Khalilah Young (Class of 2019), in their private practice coined DoubleMint Dentistry International. 

Taphaphene Khalilah Young, D2019
Taphaphene is a motivated dental health professional hailing from Richmond, VA. She 
completed her undergraduate education cum laude at Spelman College with a Bachelor of 
Arts degree and earned a Master of Science degree from Meharry Medical College. 
Taphaphene is just one of eight brothers and sisters, including her twin sister, with whom 
she attended Tufts University School of Dental Medicine. 

At the early age of twelve, Taphaphene knew that serving others in the field of dentistry 
was her calling. She attributes her interest in the health profession to those early 
childhood days of going to work at her father’s office. Those early memories embedded 
seeds in her to be of service to others.  

Taphaphene was involved in a plethora of activities at Tufts University School of Dental 
Medicine. She presided for two years as Diversity Officer for the Student National Dental 
Association (SNDA) and orchestrated several dental events, such as the highly anticipated 
Tufts Impression Day. She was the standing Fundraising Officer for the American General 
Dentist (AGD) club and a proud member of the American Student Dental Association 
(ASDA).

Aiding the community through dentistry is nothing new to Taphaphene. In college, she 
established a campaign entitled, Smiles for the Future, which was designed to educate 
inner city youth of the importance of practicing and maintaining good oral hygiene. Her 
campaign established immense ties between Atlanta’s afterschool programs and 
undergraduate institutions such as Morehouse College, Spelman College, and 

 Clark Atlanta University.

Taphaphene will practice dentistry in Atlanta, Georgia with her twin sister while catering to their non-profit organization designed to 
mentor students in the oral health profession. Tufts University School of Dental Medicine was such an exhilarating experience for 
Taphaphene, because the institution finely sharpened her love for the dental field. Taphaphene will continue to utilize her platform and 
philanthropic endeavors to be of service to others globally.
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Makram Youssef, D2019
Makram was born in Alexandria, Egypt. His family left Egypt in 1999 and moved quite a bit 
before finally residing in Braintree, MA. After graduating from Braintree High School, 
Makram attended Boston University, where he earned a Bachelor of Arts degree in Biology 
in 2015. While at Tufts, Makram was a recipient of the Harold L. Brehm, D.D.S. and Ella 
Brehm Scholarship. 

Reflecting on this tremendous journey, Makram feels fortunate for his experiences and 
successes along the way. He thanks God first and foremost. Makram would also like his 
parents to be recognized for their efforts in supporting him and continuous 
encouragement. He feels blessed to have them so close by. He would also like wants to 
thank his brother and member of the TUSDM Class of 2020, Mina, for being the best 
roommate. Makram would like all faculty and members of the Tufts community and 
considers a part of his accomplishments. He would like to give a special shout out to  
Dr. Joanne Falzone for her guidance and perspective. 

After graduation, Makram plans on working in private practice.  
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